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Objective:

	

Perform detailed analysis of the spatial distribution of hydraulic properties at Yucca

Mountain (YM) and their effects on flow . Topics include investigal;ion of USGS-measured properties

and analyses, as well as predictions of their impact on flow .

Some of the work was documented in the notebook chapter entitled "Ambient Hydrology

KTI - Infiltration ." This chapter was created on October 10, 1997, immediately following the

October 8, 1997, printout of the scientific notebook . Relevant prior entries in the other chapter

were moved to this chapter upon creation of the chapter, in order to improve clarity of presentation

in both chapters .

Further discussions with English and Sitakanta suggest that examining the behavior of the PTn

layer may be of the most direct use to PA. For example, the apps.°opriateness of the various models

for flow in the subsurface can be examined (i .e ., ECM versus dual-permeability versus weeps) by

examining the time behavior of pulses reaching the top of the F'Tn layer. If extremely long time

scales at the bottom of the PTn are observed, the ECM model m.ay be in order . If extremely short

time scales are observed, the weeps model is in order. Intermediate cases presumably would require

the dual-permeability model) .

A second question that can be examined is the issue of the spatial distribution of fluxes leav-

ing the PTn layer. There are direct implications for the distribution of fluxes at the drift scale, since

the TSw units are relatively homogeneous from the PTn to the repository. My conceptual model

of drift-scale processes under ambient conditions has high relative humidity at all flow packages

and relatively few packages contact a dripping fracture (i .e ., dripping fractures are widely spaced) .

In this case, the drips are a strong focussing mechanism, shielding most surrounding packages .

Studying the behavior of the PTn layer may shed some light on the relative spacing of dripping

fractures .
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9/21/96 Setting up 1D PTn modelling.

Two detailed sources of information are available for unsaturated-zone tuff properties, Rautman

et al . (1995) and Flint et al . (1996) . The Rautman et al . (1995) data set is finely resolved in
both the lateral and vertical directions, but only covers part of th.e PTn layer and does not provide
van Genuchten properties for the samples . The Flint et al . (199E~) data set consists of 8 transects,
covering the full range of layers in less detail . The Flint et al . (1!x96) data set does provide several
measurements of van Genuchten properties, however.

The Flint et al . (1996) data set will be used to test the behavior of wetting pulses, since it
provides a much longer vertical transect (the Solitario Canyon transect, in particular) and some van
Genuchten information. Two approaches are immediately obvious: (i) use average layer thicknesses

and properties, based on Tables 2, 5, and I-1 ; and (ii) use Table I-~1 for fullest spatial resolution but

supplement properties as necessary. The idea would be to assume fracture flow with the wetting
pulses translated undamped from surface conditions as a top t~oundary condition, with the top
boundary at the top of the sha,rdy base of the Tiva Canyon Tuff, and use gravity drainage bottom

conditions in fractures to correspond to the Topopah Spring Tuff vitric caprock and lower layers .

There are between 20 and 25 measured Ksdt values within the roughly 35 m section of the transect

of interest, with perhaps 35 additional core samples that do not have Ksat values . It is not clear

whether the reported transect distance is vertical distance, horizontal distance, or along-ground
distance, but assuming that the slope is roughly 30 degrees in this region, the vertical section of
nonwelded tuff is about 20 m, about twice the thickness considered by Rautman et al. (1995) .

As a first cut, the detailed stratigraphy implied by Table I-1 of Flint et al . (1996) will be
assembled into detailed layering . For points where Ksat and van ~uenuchten properties are missing,
the regressions provided by Tables 3 and 6 will be used . Between each data reading, Ksdt and van
Genuchten a will be loglinearly interpolated and van Genuchten n will be linearly interpolated .

Initial conditions will be provided by using the steady-state vertical ODE approach discussed in
the PA Research and Ambient Hydrology projects .

The regression equation for Ksat as a function of porosity for the welded and nonwelded
portions of the Solitario Canyon transect in Table 3 of Flint et al . (1996), based on 36 samples and

with an r2 value of 0.90, is :
Ksat = -13.9 + 33.1x' - 30.8e2 ,

	

(3-1)

where Ksat is in m/s. Based on Figure 11, it appears that the regressed equation is actually for
loglp(Ksat ), which makes much more sense.
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From Table 6 of Flint et al . (1996), based on 10 samples a:nd with r2 values of 0.01 and 0.44

for van Genuchten a and n, respectively, the regression relationships are :

where a is in units of MPa1 .

Parenthetical note :

My suspicion is that the van Genuchten regression relationships could be significantly im-
proved by solving for all samples simultaneously, since there is considerable latitude in changing the
a and n parameters without greatly afJ'ecting the fit between data; and formula . The simultaneous-
solution procedure minimizes the least-squares sum of squares,

N

where Bi is a measured saturation value and 8 is the corresponding predicted saturation value for

measured pressure Pi . The prediction formula is

The minimization takes place when the gradients of Y are zero, or

_ _dYF dC~

cx = 0.49 + 0.31e,

	

(3-2)

n = 0.95 + 1.94e,

	

(3-3)

N

_ -2 ~[ea - e(P~)l ~~=i

(3-4)

Newton's method is convenient for this minimization, which simg~ly states that for each iteration k,

J(xk)sk = - F'(x~)~

	

(3-10)
x~+i = x~ + sk,

	

(3-11 )

where J(xk) is the Jacobian and x is the vector of unknowns (~ . It shouldn't be too difficult to
check this out on the data presented by Flint et al. (1996) .
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9/24/96 First results from 1D PTn modelling.

After a good deal of putting together Matlab code and some breath debugging, the first set of PTn
simulations were run using the base-case infiltration traces for 2-cm and 5-cm colluvium over a
fracture continuum . The 2-cm case has weekly outputs of flux, while the 5-cm case has daily flux
outputs; both cases have fluxes that are higher than almost any pixel value would show, so the
simulations are probably more extreme than will be observed in future work .

All work is done in /borne,~/sierra/stotho f,~/Matlab,~PTnCheck . The input files for
breath are created using fix_FFRI_dat.m, which in turn uses extract_gw.m, pre_ydot~etup .m,
and ydot~etup.m. The built-in Matlab ODE solver ode23s is used to create initial conditions
for the temporal average of the input flux, using ydot~etup.m. Output is examined using
show~tuff.m and new~how~eq('t', 'nfll ;col~co;plot~pl;naeq~l ;last~l0') .

Several cases were tried, varying (i) the assumption for the continuum underlying the PTn
layer and (ii) the input flux case . The 2-cm input-flux case was ru~i using 2 m of fracture continuum,
2 m of TS58 material, and 20 m of TS58 material . The last material case was also run using the

5-cm input-flux case . All cases use 5-cm nodal spacing.

Several observations were made:

~ The fracture continuum below the PTn causes time steps on the order of 3 seconds, while
simulations using the matrix below complete in minutes of CPU time .

~ The steady-state moisture profile is very different for fractures underlying the matrix and for
tuff underlying ; the fractures cause the PTn to be essentially saturated in locations, while
the tuff allows much drier profiles even with the same ,flux .

~ The flux distribution is very peaky. Over the period of a day, fluxes can jump by 4 orders of
magnitude, then decay exponentially.

~ The flux pulse propagates essentially instantaneously (less than a day) through the PTn layer,
but the pulse magnitude decreases exponentially with depth.

~ The moisture content responds by a few percent in the same timeframe .

~ The gravity drainage condition 2 m below the bottom dampens the peakiness significantly
relative to the 20-m depth.
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~ There are roughly 2 pulses a year, although the pulses are clumped. As the colluvium depth
increases further, the number of pulses will decrease .

There are several implications to the work:

~ Capturing flux pulses with moisture-content readings may be a hopeless endeavor .

~ Steady-state assumptions may be appropriate for calculating moisture contents .

~ Using the gravity-drainage assumption with moisture contents must be examined carefully,
since structural features and heterogeneity can modify moisture contents without modifying
fluxes .

~ It may not be that bad to use the ECM assumptions below 1;he PTn, as there is indeed strong
damping in the input signal .

The current breath approach must be augmented to provide more realistic simulations. In
particular, it is still not possible to check the ECM assumptions si~ice there is no possibility for more

than one continuum below the PTn. Also, the saturation profile in the PTn is strongly impacted
by the lower-layer assumptions. An approach that may bear fruit is to allow several continua to
dangle off the bottom of the PTn, each independent except that the same pressure exists in each

one at the bottom of the PTn. One continuum might be the mz~trix, with the rest being fracture
sets . Occasional lower cross-links between the fracture continua might okay.

The augmented approach would allow the investigation of which fracture sets) kick in, if
any. In addition, the saturation in each set may be able to be translated into an equivalent wetted
length, which can than be used to intersect with the drifts .

It may be considerably more difficult to construct a steady-state solver for this case, since
there a,re multiple threads of flux joining at a middle node . Shooting may be necessary.

3/23/97 Data from DOE.

A CD-ROM disk was received from L . Flint about two weeks a,;o that contains the entire set of

matrix-property core-sample measurements from 31 boreholes, :including 23 neutron-probe bore-
holes and 8 deeper boreholes . A total of nearly 5000 samples have properties reported . The

CD-ROM disk is entitled "Matrix Properties" and is dated 3/2/97 . The CD-ROM disk has one
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file, entitled database.wk4, which is a file in Lotus 1-2-3 versio~i 4.0 format . The CNWRA does

not have software current enough to be capable of reading this format ; however, the Net Force
contractors to the CNWRA were able to convert the file to Lotus 1-2-3 version 3.0 format, which

is capable of being read . E. Pearcy was able to pull this into Excel and output it in tab-delimited

ASCII form . I stored both the Lotus 1-2-3 version 3 .0 file, emit]led database.wk4, and the tab-

delimited ASCII form, entitled usgs_borehole_db.asc, in ~H17ME~/A~n.bientKTI/3Ddata .
The original CD-ROM will be delivered to B . Mabrito and stored in the QA vault.

A second set of data was obtained from the NRC, which consists of a 8-mm tape that
copies a CD-ROM with numerous ARC-VIEW coverages stored as 99 themes . The themes range

from base-map information (e.g ., Nellis Air Force Range boundaries, roads) through contour maps,
borehole locations, ecological study plots, a digitized version of the Scott and Bonk stratigraphy,
and various other information. The files take up roughly 31 Mh. The original CD-ROM resides

at the NRC offices. The CD-ROM was accompanied by a user';s guide dated May 1, 1996, with

18 pages plus 3 appendices . I am maintaining the tape in my oi~ce until the information can be

transferred to disk in an accessible location .

8/31/97 Investigation of USGS UZ properties .

Files for the following investigations can be found in $HOMEDA~rrcbientKTl/3Ddata .

On 8/28, Amit Armstrong requested that I provide estimates of the layer properties for the
TPA sensitivity exercises. The idea is to use the microstratigraph ;y property information (including
porosity, particle density, and Ksat) provided by Flint (1996), in conjunction with the layer micros
tratigraphy thicknesses extracted from the recently obtained DOE Earthvision model, to estimate
the equivalent thicknesses of the TPA subareas . Amit provided layer thicknesses and a mapping of
the sublayers into the TPA layers .

In Table 7 of the Flint (1996) report, Ksat for the individual sublayers is reported as a mean

and a standard deviation . TheKSat mean statistics are reported f~~r three cases: (i) geometric mean
of raw Ksat values, (ii) power-law mean of raw Ksdt values, and (i.ii) geometric mean of Ksat values
derived from regression equations applied to all measured poros.ities . In each case, the standard
deviation is reported on the raw values . The combination of log-10 mean and base-10 standard

deviation renders these statistics unsuitable for coming up with <~, distribution .

This spring, Lorrie Flint sent me the database used in the :Flint (1996) report . The database

includes UZ core properties from 31 boreholes . I have not had a ~hance to examine the database in
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detail, but this represents agood opportunity to digest it . I created two Matlab routines (extract_k.m

and show_pdk.m) to extract information from the database and to show results . A total of 589

Ksat measurements were made, of which 188 were less than 5xa0-i2 m/s (0.16 mm/yr) . At first

blush, the raw Ksat statistics would be best to use for estimatini; layer properties ; however, as the

numerous low-Ksdc measurements are not considered in the st~~tistics for the raw values, second
thought suggests that it may be appropriate to use the far more numerous porosity samples to
estimate properties .

There have been a number of UZ formation classificatio~z schemes at YM. In Table 1 by
Flint (1996), correspondences between the classification scheme of Buesch et al . (1996), Scott and
Bonk (1984), and Montazer and Wilson (1984) are shown. For the most part, correspondences

are clearly denoted, although based on comparing Figure 12 by Flint (1996) and a direct plot, it
appears that there may be discrepancies in the assignment of units:

~ Although apparently assigned to the TC hydrogeologic unit in Table 1, all of the Tptrn unit
with porosity less than a cutoff value (perhaps 9 percent?) seemed to have been assigned to
the TR hydrogeologic unit in Figure 12 .

~ There are two high-porosity, low-Ksae outliers not shown in Figure 12 (from the BT2 and
BT4 units, respectively) .

Flint (1996) provides regression relationships between porosity and the remaining hydraulic
properties, as porosity is far easier to measure than most other properties . Three categories are
identified : (i) microfractured, (ii) altered, and vitric/crystallized .

The microfractured category has samples from vitrophyre~s assigned to it (i .e ., Tptrvl and

Tptrv3 from the Topopah Spring Tuff). The microfractured category reportedly includes the TC
and PV3 hydrogeologic units. In addition, one sample each from the crystallized and welded Tptrn,
Tptpul, and Tptpln units is assigned to the microfractured cate~~;ory due to visible microfractures .

The altered category includes all lithostratigraphic units helow the vitric/zeolitic boundary
(BTl, CHZ, BT, PP4, PP3, PP2, PP1, BF3, and BF2) plus thE~ CMW (an altered portion at the
base of the Tiva Canyon formation) . As Flint (1996) notes, the:ce are crystallized and vitric units
within the "altered" category, but the assignment was done for ;=_implicity in developing predictive
equations .

The vitric/crystallized category includes everything left ~wer after the other categories are
considered .
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Although one can wish that the hydrogeologic layers would. be relatively homogeneous within
each layer, unfortunately the properties are not necessarily homogeneous. As can be seen in the

section of borehole SD7 displayed in Figure 10 by Flint (1996),

	

eolites occur in samples from the

CHV, CHZ, BT, PP4, PP2, and PP1 hydrogeologic layers, while zc~olites are missing from samples in
the BT1, CHV, PP3, PP2, and BF3 hydrogeologic layers . Flint (x996) suggest that the presence of

alteration can be estimated by a significant change in porosity aftE~r drying at elevated temperatures .

Two porosity measurements were obtained for each sample : (i) dried at a temperature of 60 °C

and a relative humidity of 65 percent, and (ii) dried at 105 °C ~~nd an ambient relative humidity

(< 20 percent) . Flint (1996) suggests that if the two porosity measurements differ by 0.05, the

sample is altered. Areas in SD7 with the 5-percent differential porosity but not having zeolites

(in the form of clinoptilolite) are reported to have vapor-phase rr~inerals tridymite and cristobalite,
although elevated cristobalite without tridymite does not exhibit the differential porosity.

Other areas with the 5-percent differential are pointed o~it as occurring at the base of the
Tiva Canyon Tuff, and are attributed to alteration to clay (such <3s smectite) . It is pointed out that

the extent of alteration appears to be related to the topographic location of the borehole . Boreholes
in narrow upwash channels may receive more frequent runoff, h.~ence infiltration maintains higher

water contents . Flint (1996) implies that alteration to clay is dine to wet conditions . Despite the

presence of the differential, these altered high-porosity samples tend to also have high Ksat .

A method for discriminating between alteration to zeolite;~ and alteration to clays is offered

by Flint (1996) using measurements of particle density obtained in two ways : (i) calculated from

bulk density and porosity, and (ii) directly measuring the volume of the solid particles using helium

pycnometry. Approximately 180 samples from UZ16 (judging from Figure 11 by Flint (1996))
were analyzed using the two techniques . For zeolitic samples, the calculated particle density almost
invariably was greater than the measured density, by an average of about 0.07 g/cm3 (my estimate),

and the measured particle density was always less than 2.5 g/cni3 . For nonwelded vitric samples,
the calculated particle density was less than the measured density when the calculated density was

less than 2.35 g/cm3 and gradually switches above that value; however, the zeolitic samples tend

to have a larger differential . The nonwelded vitric samples tend to have somewhat larger particle
densities than the zeolitic .

The welded crystallized samples had calculated particle densities uniformly greater than
2.45 g/cm3 , while the densely welded vitric samples had calculated particle densities uniformly less

than 2 .45 g/cm3. Three classes could be distinguished from thesf~ samples: (i) welded/crystallized,
(ii) nonwelded vitric, and (iii) nonwelded zeolitic or densely welded vitric . Despite the usefulness

of the technique, helium-pycnometric measurements did not appear to be made on the majority of
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The complete set. of measured Ifsaz values in the database reported on by Flint (1996) are
shown in Figure 3-1 . The database rE".ports three microstratigraplric classifications for each sample,

corresponding to the I3uesch et al . [1996) nomenclature: (i} formation (e.g ., Tpc, Tpt); ~ii} zone,

where applicable (e.g ., pul, rnJ ; and ~ii} subzone, where applicable {e.g ., p~2, r~2} . Where the

formation has no subzones, the database repeats the zone identification for the subzone. The

generating routine is 1LIat2ab show_pdk.m.arch~41097 .

In Figure 3-1, the micrastratigraphic zones are grouped into the nomenclature of Montazer
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and Wilson (1984) according to Table 1 of Flint (1996) .

The samples considered microfractured are the TC anti PV3 units (denoted with small

circles), and obviously microfractured samples (denoted with black asterisks) . For consistency with
Figure 12 of Flint (1996), the TC unit consists of only the Tptrvl subzone in Figure 3-1, even
though the Tptrn subzone appears to be classified as TC in Tab'.le 1 of Flint (1996) .

The remaining samples are color-coded, broadly by formation . Outlying samples are labeled
according to unit . Classification into the BTla and BTl hyd~.-ogeologic units is not clear from
Table 1 by Flint (1996) ; the one Tpbtl sample was placed into the BTl hydrogeologic unit . As
alteration is a key component of the property-classification scheme proposed by Flint (1996), any
sample meeting the 5-percent porosity-change criterion is circled. .

Based on Figure 3-1, it can be argued that five general categories exist for the samples :

Microfractured, low (< 0.05) porosity

Microfractured, high (> 0.05) porosity

~ Zeolitic

~ Vitric/crystallized

~ Inexplicably high (> 0.5) porosity, low-permeability

Flint (1996) lumps the first two categories, and never presents data in the last category. It is not
clear where the high-porosity microfractured category turns int~~ the vitric/crystallized category ;
some of the high-permeability bedded-tuff samples may fall int<:~ the microfractured category due
to handling difficulties . It is also not clear where the zeolitic anti the vitric/crystallized categories
turn into each other; many of the "altered" samples in Figure 12 by Flint (1996) appear to fall
squarely into the vitric/crystallized category.

9/9/97 ~Zrther investigation of USGS UZ properties .

It is my feeling that a successful use of matrix properties to predict matrix Ksat should have one
formula for all cases (except, perhaps, for the microfractured cases) . Accordingly, I played with
various forms of a predictive relationship and have come up with a set of formulae that better
match the non-microfractured data than the estimates in the database provided by L . Flint . I
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used a least-squares measure to make quantitative evaluations ~:~f the fit of the prediction to the
measured data :

N

	

1/2

1og10(M) - ~(Yi - Ymi)2
=i

There are a number of properties measured for each core sample, including :

~ Bulk density (at 65 and 105 °C)

" Porosity (at 65 and 105 °C)

~ Particle density (at 65 and 105 °C)

~ Volumetric water content (at 65 and 105 °C)

~ Saturation (at 65 and 105 °C)

~ Tuff unit, zone, and subzone

(3-12)

where M is the performance measure, Y is the ith predicted va-aue of logi0(Ksat), and Y�,i is the
ith measured value of 1og10(Ksat).

In addition, some of the core samples have subsamples for which porosity and Ksat are measured .

I systematically tested all sets of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-paramE~ter regression equations . The lin-
ear and loglinear predictions for each of the parameters were tesl:ed, as well as calculated absolute
and relative change in particle density, bulk density, and porosity. In order to systematically test
regression equations, I created a Matlab routine (test_usgs_regr .m) that ran through all possible
combinations using all vitric/crystalline and altered samples with measured Ksdt above the mea-
surement limit (5x 10-i2 m/s) and porosity greater than 0 .05. Th.e samples denoted microfractured
were not used, although I think that some of the samples retained could be classified microfractured .

For reference, performance measure M is 15.7 when usin ;the estimated Kat values in the
database and is 19.1 when using a linear regression on subsample .Porosity (23.9 for 1og10 regression) .
The estimated Ksat values are thus off by a mean value of more than an order of magnitude (i .e .,
a factor of 16 for the USGS regression) . The USGS regression ~~.lso has 6 coefficients : two for the
altered, three for the unaltered, and an exponent in the unalterE~d equation .

The best single regression fit (13.1) occurs, rather surprisingly, for 1og10 saturation at 65 °C.
Saturation provides the single best predictor ; all 4 values of M, for the 65 and 105 °C pairs (i .e .,
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linear and log lo ), are better than the USGS estimate, which is based on classifying samples into
bins and using two regression equations) . Even better, only 2 coefficients are used .

A significant improvement occurs with one more variable, porosity. In this case, the best
match occurs with saturation at 65 °C and the subsample poi°osity, with M dropping to 8.22.
Considering three variables, the best match occurs with loglo of the subsample porosity, porosity
at 65 °C, and volumetric water content at 105 °C, yielding an M value of 7.62. The case with
four variables yields the same set as the 3-variable case, with th~s saturation at 65 °C added, and
M drops to 7.46. Clearly the parsimonious selection would uses two variables, a saturation and
a porosity, with a total of 3 coefficients . Note that there is not a tremendous difference between
predictions using different types of porosity measurement or water content measurement . Also
note that the difference between the USGS estimate and the 2-parameter estimate in log space is
1 .196 - 0.914 = 0.28, which is a significant but not outstanding :improvement .

The estimated Kat using the best-fit 1-, 2-, and 3-pars~,meter equations, as well as the
USGS-estimated Ksat, are plotted as a function of the measured Ksat in Figure 3-2. The closer
a point lies to the diagonal line, the better the fit . The Matlcsb routine generating the plots is
archived as test_usgs_regr .m .arch091097 in ~HOME2/Ambient.l~fTl/3Ddata.
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Figure 3-2 : 9/9/97 . Comparison of best-estimate Ksat and measured Ksat using (a) the USGS
database, (b) the best 1-parameter regression, (c) the best 2-parameter regression, and (d) the best
3-parameter regression .
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The best-fit regression equations are :

loglp(K) _ -10.1846 - 6 .570211og 10(865),

	

(3-13)

_ -7.62342 - 3 .79487865 + 6.30827esa.�,pl e ,

	

(3-14)

_ -5.96958 - 11 .3334VWClpS + 7.20616e65 + 3.48061og 1p(s9d�,,r l e ),

	

(3-15)

where a subscript of 65 denotes the measurement at 65 °C, a subscript of 105 denotes the mea-

surement at 105 °C, a subscript of sample denotes the subsamp e measurement, B is saturation, s

is porosity, and VWC is volumetric water content .

In the following plots, important components of the regrr-_ssion equations are shown graph-

ically for each borehole . Components include : (i) porosity at 61:~ °C (shown both as a bar height

and a color) ; (ii) saturation at 65 °C ; (iii) particle-density difference (absolute density by bar

height, relative density by color) ; (iv) measured Ksat where av<~,ilable (blue dots) ; (v) estimated

Ksat (USGS are green dots, best 2-parameter regression are red dots) ; (vi) formation identification .

The Matlab routine generating the plots is archived as show_usgs ._db.m.arch091797 in $HOMEL/-

AmbientKTI/3Ddata . The Matlab routine converting the AS~(~II database into a Matlab binary

(" .mat") file is archived as make_flint_db_to_mat.m.arch091797, a:~id the resulting file is archived as

usgs_bhdb.mat.arch091797.
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Figure 3-3 : 9~9~97 . BHprnflle_NRG6_c.eps . Porosity, saturation, change in particle density,

and measured and estiznatc"d values for I~~ua
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Figure 3-5: 9~9~97 . BHproflle_SD12_c .eps . Porosity, satt~ratic~n, change in particle density, and

measured and estimated values far If Sat in i~nrehale SD-Y2.
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Figure 3-6: 9~9~9~ . BHproSle_SD7_c.eps . Porosity, saturation, change in particle density, and
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Figure 3-7 : 9~9~97 . BHproflle_SD9_c.eps . Porosity, saturation, change ire particle density, and

mea.5ured and estimated values for Ifsat in barehole SD-9.
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Figure 3-13 : ~~9~97. BHproflle_CTZNIfi_c .eps . Porosity, saturation, change in particle density,

and measured sncl estimated values for Ifsac in borehole 1`Tlfi .
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Figure 3-16 : 5~9~97 . EHproflle..UZN31_c.eps . Porosity, saturation, change in particle density,
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Figure 3-19 : 9~9~97 . SHproHle_UZN34_e.eps . Porosity, saturation, change in particle density,
and measured and estimated values for ~sa~ in barehale N34.
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Figure 3-20 : 9~~3~97. BHprafile_UZN35-ceps. Porosity, saturation, change in particle density,
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Figure 3-21 : 9~9~97 . BHprafile_>`TZN3fi_G .eps . Porosity, satur~~tion, change in particle density,

and measured and estimated values for It~u~ in horehale N36.
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Figure 3-24 : 9~9~97 . BHproflle_UZN53_c.eps . Pnrt~.5ity, saturation, change in particle density,
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Figure 3-25 : 9~9~97 . SHprofile_UZN54_c.eps . Porosity, saturation, change in particle density,
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Figure 3-26 : 9~9~97 . SHproflle_UZN55_c.eps . Porosity, satur~~tion, change in particle density,
and measured and estimated values far KSQ ~ in he}rehale N55.
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Figure 3-27 : 9~9~97 . SHprflflle_UZN57_c.eps . Porosity, saturfition, change in particle density,
and measured and estimated values for Ks~t in borehale ~I57 .
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Figure 3-28 : 9~9~97 . SHpra$le_UZN58_c.eps . Porosity, saturation, change in particle density,
and measured and estimated values for Ifsat in borehole N58.
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Figure 3-29 : 9~9~97 . BHproflle_C1ZN59_c.eps . Porosity, satur~a.tion, change iii particle density,
and measured and estimated values for It~uz in horeholF~ N59.
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Figure 3-30 : 9~9~97 . $Hpraflle_UZNfiI_c.eps . Porosity, saturation, change in particle density,
acid measured and estimated values for x~~~ in borehole N61 .
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Figure 3-32 : g~9~97 . BHprofile_LdZNfi3_c.eps . Porosity, saturation, change in particle density,

and measured and estimated values far Ifsa~ in horehole I`Tfi3 .
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9~17~97 FYirther investigation of USGS LIZ properties .

In ~~I~ME,~~AmBient~~'I~327dato.. I created a Mat2ab rautinE~ . shvw_usgs_d6_ksat.m, that plots
the ~f4~.e values for each formation using all bareholes having Ifs«t v~Llrres far the formation, either
measured or estimated using my regression . A small loratian m~~,p, idealized formation map, arzd
StfLtlStical information are part of each plot . The creating routine is saved with a ,arch091fi97
appended .

The plots are shown in the following pages. The statistical descnptiorrs are summarized in
the tables following tlae plats .
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Table 3-1 : Statistical description of Y = logrD [~'fs.,zc ~7ra's}] in TCw.
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Formation SAS Estimated Measured All

Farm Zone1 Zane2 ~. ~ N F~ ff V ~ ~ N

Tpc rn rn4 -9.497 0.769 19 -9.497 0 .769 19

Tpc rn rn3 -7.541 U.566 62 -6.875 0 1 -7.53 0.568 63

Tpc rn rn2 -7.704 0 .949 53 -7.593 0 1 -7.703 0.94 54

Tpc r rnl -$.U64 1 .31 17 -7 .69 0 1 -8 .043 1 .27 18

Tpc rl r12 -9.05 0.588 5 -9.05 0 .588 5

Tpc r rll -9.917 0.908 9 -9.917 0 .908 9

Tpc pu -9.201 0.566 49 -8.985 1 .53 2 -9.193 0.597 51

Tpc ptn -9 .841 0.761 32 -9.$41 0.761 32

Tpc pll -9.774 0.75$ 181 -11 .14 0 .4$ 14 -9.872 0 .82 195

Tpc pln plnh -10.15 0.662 169 -11 .3 0 8 -10.2 0.69 177

Tpc pln plnc -lU .l 0.706 272 -1[1.99 (1.523 ' 17 -10.15 0.727 2$9

Tpc pv pv2 -9.93 0.994 54 _~ -9.93 0.994 54
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Table 3-2: Statistical description of Y = logio[K,;at (m/s)] in PTn.

Table 3-3 : Statistical description of Y = logio[K,sat (m/s)] in TSw.
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Formation SAS Estimated Measure~~ All

Form Zonel Zone2 ~, Q N ~ Q _~ /~ ~ N

Tpc pv pvl -7.851 1.43 76 -7.741 1 .89 10 -7.839 1 .48 86

Tpbt4 -6 .947 1.41 20 -6.784 2 .59 3 -6.925 1 .53 23

Tpy -7.97 1.36 85 -6.803 1 .09 12 -7.826 1 .38 97

Tpbt -6.99 0.804 55 -6.405 2 8 -6.915 1 .03 63

Tpp -5 .903 0.66 156 -6.058 0.4 10 -5.913 0.648 166

Tpbt -5 .885 0.757 85 -5.539 0.548 10 -5.849 0.743 95

Tpt rv rv3 -5 .784 0.837 62 -5.503 1 .25 8 -5.752 0.887 70

Tpt rv rv2 -7.556 1 .24 25 -5.074 0 1 -7.46 1 .31 26

Formation SAS Estimated Measure~ci All

Form Zonel Zone2 F~ Q N ~ Q ] N F~ Q N

Tpt rv rvl -9.907 1 .09 17 -9.233 1.9 4 -9.778 1 .26 21

Tpt rn -8.5 0.611 450 -8.903 1.1 38 -8.532 0.669 488

Tpt rn rn2 -9.215 0.656 40 -9.255 1 .21 13 -9.225 0 .812 53

Tpt rl -8.603 0.488 31 -9.741 0 1 -8.639 0 .521 32

Tpt rl rl2 -9.222 0.562 11 -11 .3 0 1 -9.396 0 .805 12

Tpt rl rll -9.178 0.661 28 -10.85 0.782 3 -9.339 0.829 31

Tpt pu -9.265 0.84 135 -9 .638 0 1 -9.268 0.837 136

Tpt pul pu12 -9.617 0.543 23 -10.69 0.854 5 -9.808 0.723 28

Tpt pul pull -9.503 0.7 227 -10.17 1 .2 I 40 -9.603 0.827 267

Tpt pm -10.11 0.596 204 -11 .07 0.54 34 -10 .25 0.678 238

Tpt pmn pmn3 -10.41 0.386 23 -11 .3 0 ', 1 -10 .44 0.419 24

Tpt pmn pmn2 -10.2 0.25 20 -10.19 1 .57 2 -10.2 0.417 22

Tpt pmn pmnl -10.38 0.52 19 -11 .3 0 2 -10 .47 0.566 21

Tpt pll -9.776 0.651 451 -10.21 1 .16 65 -9.831 0.747 516

Tpt pl -10.22 0.515 327 -10.74 1 .22 65 -10 .31 0.708 392

Tpt pv pv3 -10.59 0.652 86 -10.43 0 .956 8 -10 .57 0.677 94
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Table 3-4: Statistical description of Y = logio[Ksat (m/s)] below TSw (CHnv, CHnz, PP, UCF,
UBF).
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Formation SAS Estimated Measured All

Form Zonel Zone2 F~ Q N ~ ~ _D Ft ~ N

Tpt p pv2 -9.793 0.831 36 -9.574 1.68 2 -9.781 0 .856 38
Tpt p pvl -8.193 1 .54 67 -8.825 1.62 7 -8 .253 1.55 74

Tpbtl -9.426 1 .86 15 -9.675 3.25 4 -9 .479 2.11 19
Tac -9.738 0.428 4 -9 .738 0 .428 4

Tac Unit4 -8.153 1 .66 40 -9.636 1 .58 20 -8 .648 1.77 60

Tac Unit3NW -9.159 1 .28 134 -10.47 1 .53 36 -9.438 1.44 170

Tac Unit2NW -9.615 0.684 148 -10.4 0.64 37 -9.772 0.744 185

Tac Unitl NW -9.693 0.41 36 -9.693 0 .41 36

Tac Tacbt NW -10 .27 0.404 56 -11 .23 0.23 12 -10.44 0.528 68

Tac TacbsNW -10 .56 0.335 13 -9.865 0.264 2 -10.47 0.403 15
Tcp Unit -10 .26 0 .232 2 -10.26 0.232 2

Tcp Unit4NW -9.528 0.89 10 -11 .02 0.393 2 -9.777 1 12

Tcp Unit4sub3 -9.894 0.0723 8 -11.3 0 1 -10.05 0.474 9
Tcp Unit4sub2 -9.667 0.18 4 -9.667 0.18 4

Tcp Unit4 subl -9.513 0 .318 23 -10.23 0 .731 5 -9.642 0.491 28

Tcp Unit3 -8.465 1 .52 255 -8.841 1.42 64 -8.54 1 .5 319

Tcp Unit -9 .742 0.526 70 -9.723 0 .857 9 -9.739 0.566 79
Tcp Unitl -9.965 0.649 210 -10.73 0.633 7 -9.99 0.661 217

Tcp Tcpb -9.836 0.312 4 -9.836 0.312 4

Tcb Unit4NW -10.13 0.393 11 -9.785 0.532 2 -10 .08 0.411 13
Tcb Unit4 MW -10.38 0 1 -10.38 0 1

Tcb Unit3 MW -10.44 0.14 3 -10.44 0.14 3
Tcb Unit3PW -10.68 0.386 83 -10.68 0.877 2 -10.68 0.393 85

Tcb Unit2 NW -10 .7 0 1 -10.7 0 1

Tcb Unitl NW -10.41 0.428 28 -11 .3 0 2 -10.47 0.471 30

Tcb Tcbb -10.37 0.167 7 -11 .3 0 1 -10.48 0.365 8

Tct NW -9.641 0.41 25 -9.053 1 .01 2 -9.598 0.468 27
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Based on the set of figures, there appears to be little :in the way of systematic spatial
variability in the material properties, either vertically or horizo-~itally. The systematic variability

that is present is almost exclusively associated with the bedded units (e.g ., PTn, CH) . Examples of

possible systematic spatial variability within a subzone include : (i) Tpy (north/south), (ii) Tpcpvl
(east/west), (iii) units transitional from nonzeolitic to zeolitic .

Bedded units also tend to have the largest unsystematic; variability. This can be seen in
the tables, in which most bedded units have standard deviationns greater than 1 and most low-

permeability units have standard deviations less than 1 . Some of the lower variability in the
low-permeability units is due to including those Ksac values at t:he laboratory limit for measured
Ksdt when calculating the statistical measures .

There is little point in breaking several of the zones into subzones, at least based on KSQt .

Candidates for consolidation include:

" Tpcrn3 through Tpcrnl (N~ ranges from -7 .53 through -8 .0~~:)

" Perhaps Tpcr12 through Tpcpvl (~ ranges from -9.05 thro~_~gh -9.92)

" Tpcmn through Tpcpvl (~, ranges from -9.84 through -10.'~')

" Tpp through Tptrv3 (~, ranges from -5.75 through -5 .91)

" Tptrn through Tptrll (~, ranges from -8.53 through -9.40)

" Tptpul through Tptpull (~ ranges from -9.27 through -9 .81)

" Tptpmn through Tptpv3 (p, ranges from -9 .83 through -10.47)

" Tac Unit3 through Tac Unitl (~. ranges from -9.44 througLi -9 .77)

" Tacbt through Tacbs (/~ ranges from -10.44 through -10.47 )

" All Tcp Unit4 subzones (~, ranges from -9.64 through -10.26)

" Tcp Unit2 through Tcpbt (l~ ranges from -9.74 through -9.99)

" All Tcb (~, ranges from -10.08 through -10.7)
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9/23/97 Investigation of USGS retention properties .

The USGS has only presented data for retention properties on core samples obtained from outcrops
(Flint et al ., 1996), to the best of my knowledge . As documentec:L in the 1/22/97 entry, these data

were entered electronically by A . Ramos from Appendix II in 1;he report by Flint et al . (1996) .
I created two Matlab files, show_reten.m and ss_logpcap_eval.m, in $HOME2~AmbientKTI/-
3Ddata, to investigate the retention properties .

The procedure Flint et al . (1996) followed was to use REZ'C for the data of each core sample
individually, obtaining van Genuchten a and m, then regressin~~; these into a global relationship .
Thoughts on the Flint et al . (1996) procedure are discussed in tale 9/2196 entry, but in short my
opinion is that it would be more fruitful to try to perform simultaneous regressions .

The idea behind today's investigation is to create a regression for all measured points si-
multaneouslyusing the intrinsic Matlab function fmins to minirr~ize

where

u is the objective function,
P�,, is measured capillary pressure,
Pe is estimated capillary pressure,
m is van Genuchten m = 1 - 1/n,
Po

	

is bubbling pressure (the reciprocal of van Genucl~iten a in the units used here),
Vii are the variables being regressed against, and

a~, b~

	

are the regression constants .

Flint et al . (1996) report pairs of volumetric water contf~nt ( VWC) and capillary pressure
(P~) in their Appendix II . Data from two subsamples (TS47s, CFf60s) were discarded, as properties
(e.g ., porosity) for the parent core samples were either not determined or were not reported in the
electronic data set . Several VWC/P~ pairs had only one of the ~~air reported, or had a zero value
for VWC; these pairs were also discarded.

The measured porosity of some core samples was not con,~istent with the VWC reported at
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,
N

4l = ~~1og10(Pmi) - 1og10(~~ei)~2~ (3-16)
i=1

Pe = Pole -l~m - 1)1-m (3-17)

loglo(Poi) = ao + a1Vii + a2V2i, (3_18)
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a P~ of 0.01 bar [note that Flint et al . (1996) assume full saturation at 0.01 bar] . Accordingly, for
the purposes of regression, effective saturation was calculated by multiplying all VWC values for a

sample by 0.999/VWCo, where VWCo is VWC at 0.01 bar; also, the porosity for each subsample
was assumed to be VWCo . Because of this inconsistency, the core-sample value for the difference
between porosity at 65 and 105 °C was used as a candidate reg,-ression parameter, but not either

porosity value individually.

All combinations of 1-parameter and 2-parameter fits for both Po and m were exhaustively

checked for the best value of u. The 8 candidate regression v~~riables, v, included VWCo, bulk
density at both 65 and 105 °C, particle density at both 65 and 105 °C, and change in porosity,

bulk density, and particle density between 65 and 105 °C. The optimal fit provided by the best

set and the worst set of parameters was not greatly different, differing by only about one-third,

and all optimal fits were on the order of 10 (mean error for a me~~sured/estimated Po pair is about
one order of magnitude) . The insensitivity to regression parameter is probably due to : (i) a high
degree of correlation between the various parameters for each s~~mple, and (ii) considerable noise
in the data . A spot check for several combinations of parameter+ suggests that worse fits would be

obtained for Po rather than loglo (Po) and for loglo (m) rather tl:~an m.

9/24/97 Thoughts on assignment of layer properties .

The actual flow path of a water particle in a heterogeneous medium is likely to be quite tortuous .

Under certain restrictive conditions, a heterogeneous porous i~zedium can be replaced with an

equivalent homogeneous porous medium. When saturated flow i :~ 1D, and the flow is perpendicular
to the heterogeneity (like a bundle of tubes), the flow is in parallel and the equivalent Ksat is the
area-weighted arithmetic average of Ksat for the individual tube.. . When saturated flow is 1D, and

the flow is parallel to the heterogeneity (layers), the flow is in series and the equivalent Ksat is the
length-weighted harmonic average of the individual tube Ksat s. If the heterogeneity relationship
is more complicated, or the flow is not saturated, the picture muddies considerably and a unique

Ksat cannot be determined in general .

When dealing with unsaturated media, the actual task i:; to determine equivalent values of

Ksat, e, a, m, and dispersivity so that a box containing the equivalent porous medium behaves like

a box containing the heterogeneous medium, over the range of fluxes of interest . For YNI, there

is a tremendous upscaling that must be accomplished, from the core scale (5 cm on a side) to the
formation scale (1 to 100 m thick by km2) .
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A method that is useful for upscaling, and I believe is used :in the petroleum industry, involves

repeatedly averaging stochastically generated blocks of material, with each averaging occurring at

a larger scale . At each scale, one creates the equivalent medium i~~r 2, 4, or 8 blocks (depending on

dimensionality) . Averaging is typically performed for steady state conditions .

In the most rigorous approach, one would create a series; of simulations with the original

medium . For YM conditions, each simulation would presumably have 8 or more blocks, pressure

conditions imposed at top and bottom, and no-flow conditions on the vertical sides (allowing lateral

flow within the domain but not between averaging blocks) . The equivalent properties would then

be found by matching the flux and travel time results for each of the boundary conditions . It seems

to me that the best that one could hope for would be to end up with pressure matches for the top

and bottom of the formation and arbitrary variation in between .

It seems that one might do well trying to obtain an equiv.~~lent porous medium composed of

several distinct media with different volumetric fractions ; the distinct media might be preselected,

with the job becoming obtaining the volumetric fractions . A first; approach to picking media might

be to : (i) determine the porosity distribution (for example) of a Gayer, (ii) pick out say 8 quantiles

for porosity, and (iii) assign mean values for the other propertie :~ in each quantile .

In the case of YM, my feeling is that heterogeneity has much smaller correlation lengths in

the vertical than in the horizontal, particularly for bedded tuff=~ . Welded tuffs should be almost

isotropic at a small scale .

I think that an approach with merit would be to create many short columns, perhaps a

correlation length in vertical dimension, pick a set of values of th~~ medium properties for each end,

and assume that the properties vary linearly/loglinearly between ~~nds . The sets of properties should

be appropriately correlated . The equivalent-medium properties ~~an be obtained from building up

a retention curve and a relative-permeability curve for the equivalent medium by averaging the

contributions from each of the columns .

Actually, using the theory that lateral redistribution of pressure is efficient enough that

pressure everywhere at the same relative height within a layer i:~ approximately equal and gravity

drainage is the primary condition of interest, a better approacl:~ would be to simply generate the

arithmetic-mean response curves for each layer by imposing a ;_;cavity-drainage assumption for a

series of capillary pressures and abstracting the mean responses . .Arithmetic means should be taken

of k(P~) and B(P~) . It should be relatively efficient to calculate Ksat, a, and m for the effective

medium using this approach .
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9/29/97 More thoughts on assignment of layer properties .

A major component of generating layer properties by averaging core-sample properties is generating
the set of random core-sample properties that are to be average<j. . In order to generate properties,
the statistical distribution of the properties must be known. H~~wever, these properties can only
be estimated from the sampled values . According to Benjamin acid Cornell (1970), in their section
4.1 .2, the mean of a distribution estimated from samples is it ;~elf a random variable, normally
distributed in the limit of many samples. Benjamin and Cornell (1970), in their section 4.3 .2,
further note that regression equations have uncertain coefficient: as well .

The sample mean, X, and sample variance, Sz, of n ~observations, Xi, from a random
distibution are

where mx and Qx are the true mean and standard deviation oil the underlying physical process .
Note that the variance of X would include correlation terms if t:Eie observations were not mutually
independent. The expected value and variance of Sz are

E[Sz] _ ~x~

	

(3-24)
4

n-1

where it is assumed that X is normally distributed when deriving the expression for Var[Sz] .

The regression equations have the form

N

y~ = a ~" ~bix2~ + E~,

	

(3-26)
=i

where y~ is the jth observation of the predicted variable y, the ~.;~ values represent observations of
N predictor variables, and E~ represents a normally distributed 'zero-mean noise. To estimate the
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N
X 1= -~Xi, (3-20)n =i

N
Sz 1= ~(X~ - X). (3_21)

n 1 =i

The expected value and variance of X are

E[X] = mx, (3-22 )
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M

	

N 2

S2 = U2 -

	

1

	

~

	

yj -

	

Ll+

	

bixij
M - N - 1 j=i

	

i=~

variance of Y given x, is the average of the squared residuals . Tl1is turns out to be
Benjamin and Cornell (1970) note that the obvious estimator for ~2 , the assumed-constant

(3-38)
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a and bi constants, one chooses & and bi such that the sum of squares, or

M N 2

yj - a +~ bixij (3-27)
j=1 i=1

is minimized by taking the derivative with respect to the coefficients, yielding
M N

2 yj - a+b ixij (-1) _= 0, (3-28)
j=1 i=1
M N

2 yj - d+ bixij (- xkj) - 0~ (3-29)
j=1 i=1

where k = 1, 2, . . . , N. The equations reduce to
N

M y - a- bixi = 0, (3-30)
i=1

M N

yjx~j - Q.x~ -~ bixijx~j - 0~ (3-31)
j=1 i=1

1 n_~
y = n ~_~ yip (3-32)

j ..:1

1
n

j ..:1

and finally to
N

= y - ~ bixi, (3-34)
i=1

M N
yjxkj - Maxi - ~ bixij xkj = 0, (3-35)

j=1 i=1

1
M

y = M .~~ yj (3-36)
.i=i

1 ~`~xk = 1Vj .~) xkj . (3-37 )
,i=1
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Further, when the sample size is sufficiently large, N = 1, the ,values of y~ are uncorrelated, and
the values of yz have the same variance,

Expanding upon the procedure outlined in section 4.3 .2 by Benjamin and Cornell (1970),
the corresponding estimators for two-variable regression equatio~ls are

_ C10C22 - C20C12
B1

	

C11 C22 - C12C21 ~
_ C20Cl l - C10C21B2

	

C11 C22 - C12C21 ~
M

Clo = ~(xlj - ~1)yj,
j=1

C2o =

2 2

	

2(ill = ~(xlj - xl) = MSl,
j=1
M

2 2

	

2C22 =~(x2j - x2) = MS2,
j=1
M

C12 = C21 = ~(xljx2j - xlx2) = M`~12 = MPslsz,
j=1

C11C22 - C12C21 = M2Sls2(1 - P2)~

(3-44)

(3-45)

(3-46)

(3-47)

(3-48)

(3-49)

(3-50)

(3-51)
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M
B _ ~Cjyj~ (3-39)

j=1
- ~

Cj
xj_ ~M
1(xj - x)2~ (3-40)

M M M M

E[B] = E[~ cjyj] _~cjE[yj] = a~cj -}- b~cjxj = b, (3-41)
j=1 j=1 j-1 j=1

-
Mx

Var[B] = Var[~ cjyj] _ ~c~Var[yj] = Var[yj]
~
Nt1 :12 - s22 , (3-42 )

2-j=1 j=1 (~j=1 ~ ; Mx) MsX

Var[A] j]= Var[y - b~] = VaM + ~2Var[B] =M ~1 -~ -J2~ . (3-43)
. x
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Lapin (1983) . The set of observations,

Note that when xl and x2 are not correlated (p = 0), the expres:~ions for the variances simplify.

These ideas can be generalized to be handled using matrix: algebra, as listed by, for example,
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where p is the correlation coefficient . The equations can be arra:clged to yield
M

B1 ~ljyj~ (3-52)
j=1
M

B2 =~N.lj yj ~ (3-53)
j=1

- -'Qlj C22(xlj xl) c12(x2j
= (3-54)

M2 2sls2(12 - P2)
- -~2j C11(x2j x2) C21(xlj= (3-55)
M2sis2(1 - P2)

Noting that
M

Nlj = 0, (3-56)
j=1

M

~,C3lj xlj = 1, (3_57)
j=1
M

~1~ x2j = 0, (3-58)
j=1

the corresponding variances are
2- - ___

Var[Bl] C22(xlj xl) C12(x2j ~2)= Var[yj] -
~

Cl 1c22 - C12c21j- 1
C22 S 2 1=s2 =

cllC22 - C12C21 M
~
sl(1 - P2)_

(3-59)

2- -Var[B2] Cll(x2j x2) c2l(xlj ~1)= Var[yj]
-_

~-j-1 cliCzz ClzCzl

2 C11 s2 1_
- S

__~ (3-60)
cllC22 - C12C21 M s2(1 - p2) .

Var[A]
V

S]= Var[y - bl~l - b2~2] = M + ~iVar[Bl] + x2Var[B2]

s2 r ~2
1 x22_ __

M
I1 +

si( 1 +
l

~- P2) s2(1 - P2)J
(3-61 )
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can be written in matrix form as

where y is the column of observations, X is the matrix of individual-variable observations (each

row is a data point and each column is a variable, with the first. column all ones), b is the vector

of unknown coefficients . Rewriting, the coefficients are found by solving

where the standard error for bk is the square root of the kth diaE;onal element.

The above discussion relates to estimating Ksat in core sa,:mples using other measured prop-

erties (i .e ., saturation, porosity). In previous entries, it was found. that the best regression equation

where a subscript of 65 denotes the measurement at 65 °C, a :subscript of 105 denotes the mea-

surement at 105 °C, a subscript of sample denotes the subsampl.e measurement, B is saturation, e

is porosity, and VWC is volumetric water content. For these e~,luations, the sample coefficient of

multiple determination, R2 = 1- [~(Y-Y)]/[~(Y-Y)], total sum of squared error, S2, and stan-

dard error of bk (using Equation 3-66) are as shown in Table 3-fi . The standard errors correspond

to the coefficents listed as above. Notice that as the explained f~rror increases, the uncertainty in
the coefficients also increases .

There are uncertainties in the regression-equation coefficiE~nts as well as the underlying prop-

erties . In order to estimate layer-wide Ksat values given a statistical description of all relationships,
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for predicting KSQt from measured properties is

loglo(Ksat) = a + b1e65 + b2ssan,ple + E . (3-67)

The best-fit regression equations found before are:

logio(Ksat) _ -10.1846 - 6.57021 log 10(865), (3-68)

_ -7.62342 - 3.79487865 + 6.30827ssa�,P~e, (3-69)

_ -5.96958 - 11.3334 VWCloS + 7.20616s65 + 3 .48061og1o(ssa~,Ple), (3-70)

The sum of squared residuals is

SY~i2. . . - 1 (YY - b~X~'.r), (3-65)
M - N -

and the sample vaxiance-covariance pairs are provided by

SY.i2 . ..(X'X)-1 1= (YY - b~X':r)(X~X)-1, (3-66)
M-N-1
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Table 3-5: Statistical properties of regressi~~n on Ksat .

first the underlying populations of B and s must be generated using the statistical descriptions
of the two variables. Since the two variables are correlated, an appropriate procedure is to first
generate the distribution for one, using sample statistics, then generate the distribution for the
other using conditional mean and variance (Benjamin and Cornc~ll, 1970, section 3.6.3) . Assuming
mutual normality,

ftylx = Fr,y + PBX (x - N~x),

	

(3-71)

QYIX = (1 _ P2)QY . (3-72)

Once the underlying population samples are determined, these are plugged into the regres-
sion equation for loglo (Ksat ) and random noise (E) applied based on the standard deviation about
the regression plane. The integrated value for Ksat can then be determined from the population .

Since each of the coefficients in the equations are themselves uncertain, the coefficients must
also be sampled. The resulting distribution of average Ksat r~iore fully reflects the underlying
uncertainties than a single averaged value using the mean coefficients determined from regression
analysis .

A difficulty arises when considering retention properties . The USGS procedure, in which
retention properties are determined for each core sample individually and the regression coefficients
are then determined, lends itself to the same kind of analysis disc~zssed above for Ksac, although the
variability in the individual saturation measurements is muted . The procedure I followed (using
all core samples simultaneously to determine retention param~~ters) does not lend itself to the
determination of regression-parameter uncertainties, even though the overall fit to the data is at
least as good as obtained with the USGS procedure.
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Standard Error in Equation Coefficient
Source R2 SZ a b~_ b2 b3

USGS database 0.512 - - - -
1-Parameter 0.574 1 .25 6.20x10-s 8 .31 x

-_-
10-a - -

2-Parameter 0 .715 0.84 4.03 x10-2 3 .90x_10-2 1.81 x 10-1 -
3-Parameter 0 .735 0.78 3.17x10-1 3 .06 x 10-1 7.97 x 10-1 2.19 x 10-1
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10~2~97 Layer properties .

I created Matlab routine do_ksat_layerest.m to estimate Ksat for each layer . The idea is to generate
many realizations of B65 and ssa�,Ple, use the regression equation for logto(Ksat) with e added, and
take the mean of the collection of realizations . I found that th.e underlying distributions for Bss

and esa�,rte were sometimes quite skewed if they were near one end of their range (e.g., e near 0
or B near 1) . The Type-I largest- and smallest-value distribttti~ins (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970,
Section 3.3.3) conveniently describe shapes similar to the apparE~nt skewed distributions . In cases
where computed skew is less than half of the skew for the TypE,-I distribution, I assume that the
distribution is normal ; otherwise, the appropriate Type-I distrib~~tion is used .

There are difficulties in estimating bounded properties such as ~ or B using unbounded
distributions . I made no attempt to resolve this problem, except 1~or using the skewed distributions,
primarily because some reported measured values fell outside the physically valid range and the
regression is based on the full reported range of measured values . I do not believe that there should
be a strong impact on estimated values for Ksat .

As it turns out, the linearity of the regression equation a, lows correlation between ~ and B

to be ignored when calculating geometric mean. I verified this by comparing cases having normal
distributions for both s and B. Identical geometric and means were obtained (to within the noise
from 104 samples) considering correlation and neglecting correlation. However, correlation does
appear to have an impact on arithmetic mean, as much as 2 orders of magnitude .

The comparison between data, USGS estimates, and my estimates are shown in Table 3-6.
During repeated trials with the same number of realizations, thE" geometric mean of my estimated
Ksat varies in the 3rd decimal place, while the arithmetic mean varies within a factor of about 1/3.
In most cases, the geometric mean calculated using the many-realization approach was within a
factor of 3 of the USGS estimate for the same layer. The USGS estimates are significantly different
from my estimate (at least an order of magnitude) for 11 of the 30 layers ; when there is a significant
discrepancy my estimates usually honor the measured values scmewhat better . Explanations for
cases with estimates at least an order of magnitude difference in<;lude : (i) no measured Ksat values
(CCR) ; (ii) measured Ksat is between the 2 estimates and Ksat ~~ubsamples are not representative
(CW) ; (iii) measured K9at values are between the 2 estimates (BT3, TR, TMl) ; and (iv) USGS
estimates are significantly further from measured values (CMW, CNW, TC, PV3, PP3, BF3) .

It is interesting to note that an arithmetic-mean layerwide Ksat, appropriate when gravity
drainage is occurring and pressure is equalized horizontally within the layer, suggests that current
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MAI estimates (<30 mm~yr or <10_s m~s) can be accommodatE~d as deep percolation in the TSw
without recourse to fracture flow . At and below the potential repository, only the TM1, BT, and
BF3 units would perhaps require fracture flow to accommodate MAI rates.

10/7/97 Display of estimated fits .

The Matlab routine do_ksat_layerest .m used to estimate layer proE~erties was augmented to plot the
~, B, and Ksat values for the core samples and generated realiz ;~,tions . The figures are displayed
on the following pages. There were 106 realizations used to ge~~erate mean values ; only 1 in 20
realizations are plotted. In each figure, the mean (arithmetic for s and B, geometric for KSQt) of
each sample set is denoted with a large circle and crosshair ; the crosshair has the same color as the
corresponding data source .
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Table 3-6: Layerwise estimates of Ksat (m/s) . 10-1° m/:~ is equal to 3 .16 mm/yr.
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Measured USGS Estimate SAS Estimate

Unit
Number
Obs .

Geom .
Mean

Number
Obs .

Geom .
Mean

N~.~mber
~Obs .

Geom.
Mean

Arith.
Mean

CCR 0 - 9 1 .55 x 10-ia 105 1 .05 x 10-1 ° 2 .27 x 10-s

CUC 3 3.81 x 10-s 101 3.86 x 10-s 105 3 .01 x 10-s 2 .09 x 10-5

CUL 1 1 .25 x 10-s 98 5.72 x 10-1 ° 105 1 .25 x 10_s 3 .06 x 10-s

CW 38 7.27x 10- ia 599 3.77 x 10-ia 105 8.88 x 10-11 6 .43 x 10-s

CMW 4 4.98 x 10-1° 90 8.84 x 10-ia 105 9.48 x 10-11 6 .30 x 10-s

CNW 8 3 .06 x 10-a 101 2 .55 x 10-7 105 8.84 x 10_s 9 .52x10-s

BT4 3 1 .64 x 10-7 32 6.77 x 10-7 105 1 .22 x 10-7 5 .85 x 10-5

TPY 2 3 .31 x 10-s 43 1 .68 x 10-s 105 2 .39 x 10-s 5.18x10-7

BT3 18 2 .81 x 10-7 85 7.85 x 10-7 105 6 .80 x 10-a 2.75 x 10-s

TPP 10 8 .75 x 10-7 156 3 .65 x 10-s 105 1 .26 x 10-s 2.58x10-5

BT2 19 3 .17 x 10-s 170 1 .86 x 10-s 105 8.54 x 10-7 3.45 x 10-5

TC 10 8 .82x10-11 71 6 .15 x 10- is 105 5 .42x 10-1° 2.55 x 10-a

TR 45 1 .67 x 10-s 438 3 .98x10-1° 105 3.20 x 10_s 6.85 x 10-s

TUL 51 5 .44x10-11 455 2 .26x10-1° 105 4.50x 10- i° 1 .36 x 10-7

TMN 39 8 .98x 10-ia 266 1 .50x10-11 105 6.91 x 10-11 2.74 x 10_s
TLL 65 6 .22x 10-11 451 7 .20x10-11 105 1.69x 10- I° 8.71 x 10-s

TM2 48 2 .59x 10-11 225 1.79x 10-11 105 6.82 x 10-11 1 .68 x 10-s

TMl 17 6 .88x 10-i 2 102 4.85x 10- ia 105 4.63 x 10-11 5.59 x 10-10
PV3 8 3 .73x 10-11 86 1 .53x 10- is 105 2.61 x 10-11 1 .09 x 10-s

PV2 4 7 .32x 10-1° 39 7.39x 10-11 105 1 .56 x 10-1° 5 .76 x 10- g

BTl 9 5.87x 10-1° 79 2.60x 10-s 105 4.40 x 10-s 2 .55 x 10-5

CHV 6 5.51 x 10-7 69 2.13 x 10-7 105 4.29 x 10-s 1 .68 x 10-s

CHZ 87 2.88 x 10-11 293 1 .08x 10- io 105 1 .79x 10- i° 3.40 x 10_s
BT 14 9.14x 10-i 2 69 1 .40x 10-11 105 4.70x 10-11 4.58x 10-10
PP4 8 2.72 x 10-11 47 9.61 x 10-11 105 2.37x 10-1° 3.88 x 10-s

PP3 30 2.00 x 10-a 166 2.93 x 10-1° 105 1.79 x10-a 1 .51 x 10-5

PP2 25 2.84x 10-1 ° 140 5.60 x 10-11 105 1 .89 x 10-1° 2.44 x 10-s

PP 1 27 4.88 x 10-11 245 3.15 x 10-11 105 1 .01 x 10-1° 4.36 x 10_s
BF3 2 2.09 x 10-11 86 2.10 x 10-ia 105 2.12 x 10-11 1 .93 x 10-10

BF2 5 3.96 x 10-11 65 5.03 x 10-11 105 8.53 x 10-11 1 .29 x 10-s
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Figure 3-F~ : 1Q~7~97. Disp_DBstatmCCR_c.eps . pleasured and generated formation values for
(a} saturation and porosity, fib} saturation and estimated saturatf~~l hydraulic conductivity, and (c}
porosity acid estimated satua~atecl hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 3-67 : 14~7~97. Disp-DSstat-CUC-ceps . Measured attd generated formation values for
(a} saturation and porosity, (b} saturation and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity, and ~c}
porosity and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 3-73 : i0~7~97. Disp_DBstat-TPY-G.eps . Measured arm generated formation values for

+;a] saturation and porosity, (b} saturation and estimated saturatr~rl hydraulic conductivity, and {c}

porosity and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity .
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Figure 3-76 : 1~~~~97. Disp_DSstat~T2_c.eps . Measured and generated fonnation values for
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Figure 3-77: 10~7~97. Disp_DBstat_TC_c.eps . Measured and generated formation values for
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porosity and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 3-83 : 10~7~97 . Disp_Dl3stat_TM1_~.eps . Measured and generated formation values for

(a} saturation and porosity, ~b} saturation and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity, and {c}
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Figure 3-85 : 1d~7~97. Disp-DBstat_PV2-ceps . Measured arrd generated formation ~~rlues for

(a} saturation and porosity, {b} saturation and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity, and ~c)

porosity and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 3-91 : 1d~7~97. Disp-DSstat~'P3-ceps . Measured atld generated formation values for

(a} saturation and porosity, (h} saturation and estimated saturatF~d hydraulic conductivity, and {c}

porosity and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 3-92 : 10~7~97 . Disp-DSstat~P2_c .eps . 1~~Ieasured and generated formation values for

(a} saturation and porosity, {h} saturation and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity, and ~c}

porosity and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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Figure 3-93 : 10~7~97. Disp..DBstat~P1-ceps. il7easured and generated formation values for

(a} saturation and porosity, (b) saturation and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity, and (c}

porosity and estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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10/10/97 Farther insights into statistics .

I obtained further insight into the inferences that can be derived from retention data while on a
trip to San Antonio. Some of the comments that Robert Mason rriade last week and yesterday sank

in, and reading chapters by Mason et al . (1989) also provided insight . The actual object of the
retention measurements is to be able to provide the capillary press=ure/moisture content relationship
for all core samples, even though this will be done in numerical ~~imulations .

where

u is the objective function,
P� ,, is measured capillary pressure,
Pe is estimated capillary pressure,
m is van Genuchten m = 1 - l~n,
Po

	

is bubbling pressure (the reciprocal of van Genuc.'titen a in the units used here),
V;i	arethe variables being regressed against, and

a~, b~

	

are the regression constants .

In the original equation, it turns out that the components of loglo(Poi) are linearly incor-
porated, so that uncertainty in the ai values would be directly estimated if the expression for mi
were also linearly incorporated . However, the nonlinear nature oil the equation makes it difficult to
directly estimate the uncertainty of the bi coefficients .

In section 26.3 by Mason et al . (1989), the first difficulty is addressed by an approximation
for the components of X in Equation 3-66 (repeated below)

SY~ia . ..(X~X)-1 = M - N_ 1(YY - b~X~;y)(X~X)-1~ (3_77)

where the standard error for b~ is the square root of the kth dial;onal element and the entries of X

are the observed predictor variables X~~ in linear estimation . Wl~~en the observations are explained
by f(XZ,�~~), the approximation is to use w;r = 8f(Xz, �~~)/aQ,. instead of Xi~ .
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The regression equation was originally written

N

u = ~[loglo(Pai) - logio( ,~e~)~2 ~ ( 3-73)
%=1

Pe = Pole-lam - 1)1-'". (3-74)

logio(~'oi) = ao + aiVii + a2V2i~ (3-75)
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The wi,. components are as follows :

It would probably be easier to evaluate this function numericalh~ than analytically.

As pointed out by R. Mason, a second difficulty arises from the considerable noise in the
measurements, so that estimates of the uncertainties in van Genu.chten coefficients may be strongly
affected by measurement noise. In fact, the noise is probably moue due to resolution problems . At
high VWC, VWC is easy and P is difficult to measure (P is re~:ported in quanta of 1 .4 bar, with
many repetitions of low values) . At low VWC, VWC is difficult and P is easy to measure, (VWC
is reported in quanta of 0.001, with many repetitions of low v~~lues) . The issue of measurement
error is dealt with in chapter 28.1 by Mason et al . (1989) . Additi~:~nal information must be included
to handle measurement error, typically p (the correlation between predictor and response errors)
and ~ = Qv/Qu (the ratio of measurement-error variances for response and predictor variables) .
The maximum-likelihood estimators for intercept and slope are

The original text does not raise t to a power; this should be chE~cked . Correction dated 5/,x/00: I

double-checked with R. Mason today and the form is correct as cdisPlayed.

8f

	

__(B �Qk) __ 8log lo (u) _ 1 1 du am
a,Qr

	

a,Qr

	

In 10 u drrs 8,~~

dm dm

(3-78)

(3_79)

(3-80)

The structural-model approach for estimating uncertaint~r
errors yields the following expressions:

in the presence of measurement

%fix = ~, (3-85)

Qx
2 2= Sxx - a'u ~ (3-86 )

w = ~~u~ (3-87)

-~2 Syy 2blsxy + bisxx- (3-88)
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bo = y - big, (3-81)

-s(~ asxx=
'
B)

2lsxy
/syy

- esxx)'
(3-83)

~Sxy - BSyy
(3-84)
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Assuming that p is zero (measurement errors in ~ and 3r are uncorrelated), the equations

reduce to :

S(~ 8) = Syy -
~S~y

'

	

2s~y '

2

	

Syy - 2l)1 S~y + biS~x
Q.. _

(3_89)

(3-90)

(3-91)

Although there is undoubtedly measurement error in the USGS data, quantifying the error
is not straightforward and is primarily due to resolution rather than other factors. For the time
being, it is probably not necessary to account for measurement error; this can be revisited at a

later time if deemed appropriate.

10/12/97 Documentation of layer properties and retention estimation .

A first attempt to estimate layerwide-average KSQt is reported in Table 3-7 . These values were

calculated by a Matlab routine I created called do_ksat_layerdev .rn . The routine used was copied to

an archive file with the designation .archive101297 . In the table, the mean and standard deviation

of both geometric and arithmetic averages are calculated, incor_E>orating uncertainties in both the
regression coefficients and the descriptions of 8 and E. A total ~_~f 104 parameter realizations were
used for each realization of the regression coefficients ; 104 realiz~rtions of the regression coefficients

were used as well.

In the plots displayed in the entry for 10/7/97, correlation was incorporated whenever one
of the two variables appeared to be normally distributed but was not incorporated when both were

deemed to be skewed . In the estimation of layer statistics, correlation was always considered by

using a form of the skewed equations with the mean of the skewed distribution subtracted out.
Realizations of the variable with the most skew are generated first, using the CDF as before, then
realizations of the other variable . Realizations of the second variable are found using a mean and

standard deviation calculated using the expressions for Ecy~X acrd QY~x discussed in the entry for

9/29/97, and calculating the CDF for the second variable with Qy~X and the original skew . This
procedure is only different from before when both variables are :skewed (e.g ., welded units) .

As discussed in the entry for 9/23/97, a complete set of :regressions were performed for the

available retention data. The best fits were obtained when Po ~cvas fit using VWC and a particle

density (either at 65 or 105 °C, although the 105 °C fits were sli htly better), with relatively little
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Table 3-7 : Estimates of mean and standard deviation for average Ksat (rn/s) over a layer, reported
as log lo(KSQt ) . Both geometric and arithmetic means are reported. . 104 replicates of 104 realizations
were used .

impact from the m estimate . The best fits for m using two par~~meters were obtained when both
particle and bulk densities were used . The worst fits were obtained when porosity information was
neglected when estimating both Po or m.

When either Pp or m was estimated using 1 parameter while the other was estimated using
2 parameters, the best fits were obtained with the 2-parametez model using VWC and particle
density (again with the 105°C estimate for particle density slightly better than the 65°C estimate)
with either bulk density or VWC. In both cases, if the parameter in the 1-parameter fit was
restricted to be one of the parameters in the 2-parameter fit, the best estimate was obtained using
VWC for the repeated parameter.

If no more than 2 parameters are to be measured for the combination of Po and m, again
the best two are particle density and VWC. The best fit was ~~btained with VWC and particle
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Geometric Average Arithmetic Average
Unit f~ & ~ Q

TM -10.16 0.5332 -8.606 0.5823
TL -9.773 0.5779 -7.895 0.6724
TM2 -10 .16 0.4844 -8.830 0.5032

TM -10 .33 0.4282 -9.251 0.4302
PV3 -10 .58 0.6842 -8.643 0.7880

PV -9.804 0.8403 -7.529 0.9314
BT -8.350 1 .4034 -4.619 1.4593
CHV -7 .362 0.9665 -5.730 0.9685
CHZ -9 .744 0.4669 -8.449 0.4848
BT -10 .33 0 .3830 -9 .335 0 .3852

PP -9 .622 0 .5635 -8 .440 0 .5702

PP3 -7 .736 1 .4243 -4 .815 1 .4526
PP2 -9 .716 0 .5971 -8 .609 0 .5981
PP1 -9 .989 0 .5459 -8 .449 0 .5885
BF3 -10.67 0 .3766 -9 .685 0 .3792
BF2 -10.07 0 .6496 -8 .892 0 .6529
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density at 105°C for Po and either of the two alone for m

	

( VY~'C provides a slightly better fit) .

If only one parameter is to be used for both, e is best, followed by bulk density (65°C is slightly
better) . The best combinations over all categories are shown in Cable 3-8. The best combinations

with restrictions on the number of parameters, as well as the wo-st fits, are shown in Table 3-9.

The generally poor showing for ~ (as opposed to VWC) might be because a subsample of
the original core was used for retention measurements while the :;ubsample porosity is significantly
variable at the sub-core scale .
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Table 3-8 : Best estimated fits to retention data usin ;=; USGS outcrop data.
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Po m,
Fit Type X1 X2 X 1 X2 SS 1~2

Best Fit pPOS VWCo pbs
Pn

5_ 8.84

n
ploy VWCo pbos pPOS

_
8 .86

ploy VWCo P65 P~5 8 .86

P
ploy VWCo P65 pb°s

_ 8.87
pl~os VWCp P6 5 OPb_ 8.87

P
ploy VWCo ps~5 Pe

5
_

8 .87

r
ploy VWCo pbs De_ 8 .88

P
ploy VWCo pb°s Os_ 8 .88

nploy VWCo wpb VWCo_ 8 .89
p~05 VWCo ps~s VWCo_ 8 .90

P
ploy VWCo DE VWCo 8 .90
p~o5 VWCo p65 VWCo 8 .91
ppos VWC o pbs - 8.91
pl~o5 VWCo pbos

pPP 8 .92

nplos VWCo pbos VWCo 8 .92
pl~o5 VWCo PboS -_ 8 .92

P
ploy VWCo OpP VWCo_ 8 .94

nploy VWCo VWCo - 8 .94
ps5 VWCo pbs pn 5

_ 8.95
p65n VWCo nploy VWCo_ 8.95
pays VWCo PboS PPOS_ 8.95

ploy VWCo wpb Opn_ 8.97
pPOS VWCo ps~s

Wpb_ 8.98
pPOS VWCo pP5 Os 8.99

ploy VWCo Wpb Os 8.99
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Table 3-9: Restricted fits to retention data using T_1SGS outcrop data .
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Po
_
m

Fit Type X1 X2 X1 X2 SSI~a

N(Po)= 1 VWCo - pn
°5 VWCo 9.28

pb5 - pp
5 VWCo 9.39

Pbo5 - p~05 VWCp 9.40
VWCo - pP5 _ VWCo 9.51
pbos _ psr5 VWCo 9.6

N(m) = 1 pPOS VWCo pb5 _ - 8.91
p l~o5 VWCo pbos - 8.92
ploy VWCo VWC~~ - 8.94

n
ploy VWCo Qpb _ - 9.00

n
ploy VWCo Qs - 9.00

N(Po + m) <= 3 pP
°5 VWCo p65 . p~lo5 8 .84

pPOS VWCo pbos p~o5 8 .86
ploy VWCo Qpb VWCo 8 .89

N(Po + m) <= 2 pP°s VWCo VWC~, - 8.94
pl~o5 VWCo ppo5

_
- 9 .00

pP5 VWCo p~s5 VWCo 9 .08

N(Po)= 1, N(m) = 1 VWCo - -p~o5 _ 10.3
VWCo - ps~5 - 10.4
VWCo - Qs - 10.7
VWCo - Opb _ - 10.7

VWCo - Qpr - 10.7

N(Po+ m) = 1 VWCo - VWC~, - 10.7

pb5 - Pb5 _ - 11 .3
-pbos _ pbos - 11.3

QPb - Qpb - 12.3

Worst Fit p~o5 Qpb Qs Qp~ 12.5
p65
n QPb

_

QPb _ QPP 12.5

P
ploy _ pPOS

_
_ 12 .5

PP
65 -

Pn
105 - _ 12 .5

P~ 5
QPP PP5

QPb 12.5
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10/13/97 Retention estimation .

The similarity between estimates of fit to the retention data can bE~ explained by correlation between

parameters . Correlation coefficients between VWCo and other parameters are as follows:

~ pbs = -0.915,

~ e65 = 0 .883,

~ ps~s = -0.706,

~ pbos = -0.917,

~.ios = 0 .904,

~ pP°s = -0.689,

~ Opb = -0 .462,

~ Os = 0.551, and

~ 0pr = 0.522 .

One would expect that little additional explanatory power is achieved when a highly cor-
related parameter is added . The relative success of the cases with VWC and pP°s for estimating
Po may be due to the lack of correlation between the pair ; note that the next best group of fits is
provided by cases with the next worse correlation (i .e ., VWC an~i pP5 ) . It appears that the overall
fit is best when VWC, pb, and pP are all used, while pb and pr~ ~~,re measured at different temper-
atures . On the other hand, the 0 parameters have relatively low correlation to VWC and little
explanatory power. Apparently deviations in properties occurring due to drying have relatively

little explanatory power.

The best overall fit only uses 3 measured variables (not 9:) ; however, there is not a tremen-
dous dropoff when only 2 variables are measured (SS1~2 goes fi°om 8.84 to 8 .94) . For simplicity
of generating random realizations and due to the relatively goad fit, the estimation of layerwise
properties will use the best 2-variable model (5 coefficients) :

Po = ai + bll VWCo + b12p~os

m = a2 + b21 VWCo.

(3-92)

(3-93)
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The best-fit coefficients for the 2-variable model are reported in Table 3-10 . Following the
procedure for estimating uncertainty in coefficients discussed in tlae 10/10/97 entry, the uncertainty
for the best-fit coefficients are also reported in Table 3-10 . For this set of coefficients, R2 is 0.865 .

Table 3-10 : Statistical properties of regression on retention parameters .

One can estimate new coefficients using the of/aQ matrix with the previous best-fit coef-
ficients used to evaluate f . One would expect that there would he little difference in the two sets
of coefficients . It is somewhat disconcerting that a different set of coefficients are in fact obtained .
The estimated values for the Po coefficients are slightly different, but the estimated values for the m
coefficients are quite different (roughly the same magnitude but with opposite sign) . In particular,
using the newly found coefficients to regress for m results in m values that are always negative! The
Q values in Table 3-10 were evaluated with the new coefficients foi~ self-consistency ; values estimated
using the old coefficients to multiply the matrix are roughly 4 times larger . Despite the obvious
deviation from near-linearity implied by this finding, estimates for Q appear to be qualitatively
reasonable and so will be used for further work .

In order to generate samples with more than 2 correlated parameters, the following form
will be used :

u=Ce, (3-94)

where u is the vector of normalized variates [uti = (~i - f~)/Q], ~(~ is the correlation matrix, and e
is normally distributed [N(0,1)] noise. This matrix form is the lag-0 simplification of a lag-0/lag-
1 expression by Matalas (1967) . The actual realization of x1 i.s directly calculated from ui for
normally distributed variables . For skewed variables, my idea is t;o use u; to obtain the cumulative
probability, F(ui), assuming that ui is a normal variate, then ~;et the value for ui in the skewed
distribution that has the same F(u) using table lookup . A revi;~ed ui can be obtained from table
lookup on F(u) for the skewed variable, and finally x2 is calculated from the revised u;, . The
procedure may break down when the variables are greatly skewe~~3 .
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Po Coefficients m Coefficients
Statistic al bll ( VWCo) b12 (pP°s ) a2 b21 ( VWCo)

F~ 12.512 -4.51416 -3.80632 0.302373 0 .115806
& 1 .0494 0.41451 0.313008 0 .0127992 0.0523755
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I just noticed that Lapin (1983) discusses a method for estimating bounds on correlation

coefficients using normally distributed Fisher's Z' . The formulas are

11n C 1
+r/2 1-r

N~z~ = 1 In ~ 1 + p
/

	

(3_96)
2 1-p

1
~z~ _ (n - 3)i~2 ,

	

(3_97)

where n is the number of samples and r is the estimated p . A realization for p is found by

rearranging :

10/16/97 Retention-estimation progress .

_ bi-1
pZ

	

bi + I'

	

(3_

	

_98)

b~ = eXp(2 (Z' -~ Qz~ei)~~

	

(3_99)

where ei denotes a sample from a N(0,1) distribution . Each of the correlation coefficients within

C can presumably be sampled independently using this procedure .

A Matlab routine, do_laydev_all .m,tyas created in the $HOME2~.~lmbientKTI/3Ddata directory,

to investigate the layer-average hydraulic properties for each microstratigraphic unit . The procedure

was outlined before, and is summarized below.

. Estimate regression coefficients and their uncertainties for .2~Sae using est_ksat_params.m. The

regressed fit is for 965 and Eyn~,np(e "

~ Estimate regression coefficients and their uncertainties for f'o and m using est_reten_params.m

The regressed fit for Po is for VWCo and p~
5 . The regressed fit for m is for VWCo .

~ Assume that the statistics for E65 are equivalent to the statistics for esa�,Ple .

~ Assume that the statistics for e65 are equivalent to the statistics for VWCo.

~ Generate many realizations of the regression coefficients predicting loglo (Ksat), loglo (Po),
and m. Use the same realizations for each layer so that layer combinations can be considered

with comparable regressions .

~ For each microstratigraphic layer of interest :
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Estimate mean, standard deviation, skew, and cross-c:~arrelations for BsS , ss5, and p~
°S .

Estimate standard deviation of the mean, standard d~:wiation, and cross-correlations .

For each statistic realization in a layer :

* Sample the mean, standard deviation, and cross-correlation for BsS, Ess and pn
°S .

* Generate many samples of the predictor properties .

* Predict regressed variables from the samples. Noire is included for Ksat but not the

retention properties (there is no direct way to cal~~ulate per-sample noise) .

* Calculate layer-wide, channel, and nonchannel hydraulic-property averages at vari-

ous levels of capillary pressure .

* Calculate hydraulic properties for the averages .

Using this procedure, some preliminary observations ca. :n be made. For the purposes of

discussion, I will denote high-flux samples as channels and low-flux samples as barriers, although

"barrier" would be more properly termed "noncontributor." I will denote cases with all samples

included as "composite." To determine whether a sample is a channel or a barrier, the samples are

first sorted by flux and the cumulative flux from lowest to highest is found . Barrier samples are

those samples with cumulative flux less than a small fraction of the total flux (e.g ., 0 .01 of total

flux), with the fraction of samples defined as a barrier denoted by fb . Channel samples are the

remaining samples, with the fraction of samples defined as a channel denoted by f~ . Aggregate

parameters are defined as the parameters derived from performing; a regression to fit the layer-mean

properties [i .e ., arithmetic mean of (i) all samples, (ii) channels, (iii) barriers] .

~ For any particular set of regression coefficients, the predict;ed variability of m is rather small

within a formation, while the variability of Kat and P° is quite significant .

~ Welded units tend to have aggregate properties that are quite similar to the core sample prop-

erties, while nonwelded units tend to have aggregate properties that are somewhat different .

~ f~ tends to decrease as conditions become drier .

~ f~ tends to be larger for welded units .

~ Under dry conditions, f~ can be miniscule for nonwelded traits, implying that extreme chan-

nelling would occur .

~ Both P° and m tend to be lower than composite in channels and higher than composite

otherwise, while Ksat is opposite in behavior .
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~ Average velocity tends to be slower than that predicted using; average channel flux, saturation,
and porosity . In nonwelded tuffs, the discrepancy can be as much as 2 to 3 orders ofmagnitude;
in welded tuffs, the discrepancy is generally well less than an order of magnitude . As fluxes
increase, the discrepancy decreases .

~ For nonwelded tuffs (based on several BT2 realizations)

Aggregate Ksat tends to be slightly larger than averaged Ksat (a factor of 2 or so) for
all three categories .

Channel Ksat tends to be larger than composite Ksat . bY up to an order of magnitude .

Barrier Ksat tends to be more than an order of magnitude less than composite Ksat .

There is not much difference between averaged channel, barrier, and composite Po and
m.

Both aggregate Po and aggregate m tend to decrease relative to the comparable averaged
property. The decreases are more extreme when extracting Po and m from retention than
from conductivity.

m tends to decrease by 15 to 35 percent using retention fits .

Po tends to decrease by 1 to 4 orders of magnitude u:;ing retention fits .

Fraction of samples corresponding to channels can bE~ less than 0.01 and greater than
0.3 .

For nonwelded tuffs (based on several TMN realizations)

Aggregate Ksat tends to be slightly larger than aver~~ged Ksat (a factor of 3 or so) for
all three categories .

Channel Ksat tends to be larger than composite Ksat , by about an order of magnitude .

Barrier Ksat tends to be more than an order of magnitude less than composite Ksat .

There is negligible difference between averaged channel, barrier, and composite Po and
m.

Both aggregate Po and aggregate m tend to decrease relative to the comparable averaged
property. The decreases are more extreme when extracting Po and m from retention than
from conductivity, but the changes are only by a few percent.

Fraction of samples corresponding to channels can be less than 0.1 and greater than 0.4 .
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10/20/97 Hydraulic-property preliminary results.

I set off a set of runs to get a feel for the behavior of the estimates . I tried to do a 12-hr simulation,
which should have been possible with 150 realizations of regressio~i coefficients, 6 microstratigraphic
layers, and 104 realizations of hydraulic properties per realization of regression coefficients . Prelim-
inary trials took 50 seconds for one set of hydraulic-property re ;:~lizations . Surprisingly, the entire
set took more than 2 days . I hope this is due to paging due to the size of memory used to save the
results in one array.

Several observations can be made from the first set of results .

" There is very high correlation between layer-average properties (i .e ., p > 0.996 for Pp, p > 0 .91
for m) estimated using retention and conductivity values :for units TMN, TLL, TM2, TMl,
and PV3. In the less-welded PV2, p = 0.96 for Po and p = 0 .68 for m.

" There is very low correlation between one layer-average property and any other (max[abs(p)] <
0.092 for all layers other than PV2, and < 0.3 for PV2) .

" There is high correlation (> 0.9) between layer-average K;;at and both channel and barrier

Ksat ; however, the means are different, with channel Ksat aarger and barrier Ksat lower than
layer-average.

" As channel flow becomes a smaller fraction of the total flow,

Both channel and barrier Ksat increase (but contim~e to bracket the mean) ; changes
can be more than 2 orders of magnitude . Correlati~:>n with layerwide properties also
decreases (as low as 0 .7), more so for the barrier realizations .

Po is essentially unaffected .

Channel m tends to decrease with a concomitant decrease in correlation with layerwide
properties . The deterioration in correlation is more marked with properties determined
from conductivity ; p ranges from 0.63 to 0.94. The ch ange in mean is more marked with
properties determined from retention; mean(Om) ran;;es from -0 .011 to -0.068 .

" The velocity discrepancy can only be estimated at low fli;~xes (e .g ., 0.01 mm/yr), as fluxes
greater than Ksat cannot be satisfied with matrix-only gravity drainage . It is disturbing that
complex numbers pop up, as Ksat should generally be large enough to accommodate. The
complex numbers arise when porosity is negative, a probler~i for layers with porosity less than
0.1 . Based on cases that may include complex velocities, I find that :
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Even at 0.01 mm/yr, layers TM1, PV3, and PV2 have complex velocities in at least one
realization; PV3 has more than half of the velocities complex.

- The correlation between velocity using averaged value; and aggregate values is not par-
ticularly large at best, deteriorating as welding decre~~ses .

10/21/97 More hydraulic-property preliminary results.

I fixed the problem with complex velocities in two steps . The :First step was to provide an addi-
tional distribution option for generating raw-property samples . V~~hen every value of the generating
population is positive, the skew is positive, and the skew of the 1_~ase-10 logarithm is less than half
that of the raw variables, the invoked distribution is lognormal rather than extreme-value. This
step took care of most of the complex-variable problem ; however, an occasional few velocities still
were created with very small imaginary parts (apparently round~off error, since the imaginary part
is typically 10-is times smaller than the real part) . I simply tools the real part of the velocities in
such cases .

At the same time as fixing the complex-velocity problem, I changed the output so that only
information for one layer at a time is in memory. This removed. the problem with computational
speed, suggesting that memory limitations were causing paging .

10/28/97 Hydraulic-property results.

The results from 500 realizations of material properties are shown in the following figures, all
generated using files show~everal_laydev.m and show_laydew.m in the $HOMEL/A~nbient-
KTI~3Ddata directory. The generating files are archived with ,~~rchive102897 appended . In the
following figures, subfigures a through fare entitled LayMat~; xXX_c.eps, LayMat_Corr=
XXX_c.eps, LayMat~rXXX_c.eps, LayMat~k_XXX_c �eps, LayMatlVIrxXX_c.eps,
and LayMat~VIk~XX_c.eps, respectively, where XXX refer: to the microstratigraphic layer.

The results are also displayed in Table 3-11 (Ksat results), Table 3-12 (van Genuchten a
results), and Table 3-13 (van Genuchten n results) . My calculations were performed using Po and
m, then converted to the corresponding a and n to be consistent: with USGS results.
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Table 3-12 : Estimates of microstratigraphic van Genuchten a Mbar-1) . USGS estimate is from
Table 8 by Flint (1996) and is probably arithmetic . CNWRA estimates are geometric, with loglo (a)
standard deviations shown.

Observations that were made in the 10/20/97 entry are well supported with the additional
realizations . Note that correlation is generally very low between z~Zaterial properties, with very high
correlation between Po estimated from retention data versus conductivity data and somewhat less

high correlation between m obtained from the same pair of data sets .

In general, I expect that it may not be necessary to be sophisticated when using the retention
properties estimated using the regression approach outlined herein . The variation in retention
properties between channel and barrier is relatively small and no strong correlation appears to
exist between material properties .

The results outlined here, although based on USGS-esti~.-nated core-sample properties, are
strikingly different in several ways . The USGS-presented estimates of average core-sample proper-
ties (Flint, 1996) have considerably smaller variation in Po and considerably larger variation in m.
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Core (USGS) Core (CNWRA) ~ - B_ k -B

Unit N w ~ N ~ Q

TMN 3 0.064 0 .013 266 0.170 0.168 0.184 1 .571 0.183 1.577
TLL 3 0.273 0 .105 451 0.279 0.156 0.416 1 .588 0.245 1.578
TM2 1 0.047 0 .005 225 0.238 0 .174 0.290 1 .570 0 .219 1.579
TMl 1 0.022 0 .002 102 0.169 0 .164 0.154 1 .566 0 .164 1.579
PV3 3 0.010 0 .003 86 0.022 0 .119 0.010 1 .512 0 .024 1.545
PV2 1 1 .255 0.652 39 0.046 0 .329 0.013 1 .556 0 .064 1.553
BT1 2 9.800 8.695 79 0.061 0 .445 0.091 1 .516 0 .092 1.572

CHV 2 9.800 8.695 69 0.068 0 .537 0.054 1 .523 0 .159 1 .607
CHZ 4 0.394 0.125 293 0.101 0 .269 0.064 1 .513 0 .092 1.560
BT 1 0.015 0.001 69 0 .145 0 .366 0.072 1 .579 0 .214 1.659
PP4 1 0.010 0.001 47 0 .180 0 .317 0.037 1 .558 0 .195 1.584
PP3 3 1 .817 0.599 166 1 .443 0 .310 0.841 1 .623 1 .392 1.633
PP2 3 0.072 0.012 140 0 .437 0 .293 0 .271 1.610 0 .398 1.623
PPl 2 0.179 0.060 245 0 .139 0.413 0 .151 1.577 0 .274 1.649
BF3 1 0.036 0.010 86 0 .316 0.249 0 .265 1.612 0 .442 1.653
BF2 1 0.012 0.001 65 0.151 0 .442 0 .099 1.590 0 .207 1.611
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Table 3-13: Estimates of microstratigraphic van Genuchten n. TUSGS estimate is from Table 8 by

Flint (1996) .

The USGS estimates for the 15 layers I considered are based on a total of 31 samples .

My estimated range in layer-average Po is typically 8 to 10 orders of magnitude, with a

standard deviation equivalent to more than an order of magnitude. My estimated geometric-mean

van Genuchten a for each layer ranges from 0 .0097 to 1 .39 bar -1 , with a standard deviation for

loglo (a) of between 1 .51 and 1 .66, while the USGS core sample data has a range from 0.01 to 9.8

bar-1 in the same layers (apparently arithmetic mean, since there are no more than 4 samples for

any layer) .

On the other hand, my estimated range in m is quite small, with relatively little variation

between layers . The estimated layer-average m ranges from 0 .261 to 0 .321, with standard deviation

ranging from 0.0134 to 0.0341 . Equivalently, layer-average n ranges from 1 .36 to 1 .46, with standard

deviation ranging from 0 .0279 to 0.652 . For the same layers, tl-ce USGS mean values for n range

from 1 .29 to 3.035, with standard errors ranging from 0 .037 to ().404 .
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Core (USGS) Core (CNWRA) z/~ - B k - 8

Unit N ~ Q N f~ Q ~ Q

TMN 3 1 .470 0.076 266 1 .455 0.005 =x .437 0.030 1 .438 0.028

TL 3 1 .294 0.051 451 1 .461 0.008 "1 .449 0.035 1 .448 0.030

TM2 1 1 .713 0.078 225 1 .456 0.008 L .438 0.030 1 .445 0.029

TM 1 2.141 0.267 102 1 .450 0.005 'L .427 0 .030 1 .442 0.028

PV3 3 1.592 0.127 86 1 .438 0.004 L .424 0 .039 1 .428 0.033

PV 1 1.310 0.075 39 1 .463 0.020 "L .401 0 .060 1 .421 0.035

BT 2 1.294 0.072 79 1 .491 0.021 L .460 0 .065 1 .433 0.038

CH 2 1.294 0.072 69 1 .514 0.010 L .391 0 .052 1 .416 0.037

CH 4 1.290 0.037 293 1 .493 0.013 1 .426 0.056 1 .474 0.041

BT 1 1.909 0.111 69 1 .475 0.013 L .453 0.039 1 .418 0 .035

PP 1 3.035 0.404 47 1 .492 0.014 1.410 0.047 1 .454 0 .039

PP 3 1 .455 0 .071 166 1 .502 0.014 L .437 0.048 1 .475 0 .043

PP 3 1 .603 0 .081 140 1.487 0.015 L .445 0.038 1 .468 0 .040

PP 2 1 .454 0 .078 245 1.482 0.014 L.402 0.037 1 .403 0 .035

BF 1 1 .680 0.202 86 1 .458 0.010 L.417 0.032 1 .413 0 .032

BF2 1 2.477 0.275 65 1.486 0.021 L.361 0.041 1 .427 0 .038
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11/8/97 Farther hydraulic-property discussion .

where X represents the original parameter and Y is the transformed parameter .

After pondering the results shown in the previous entries, it occurred to me that the actual object
of the exercise is to create properties that appropriately describe the bulk properties of each layer .
The bulk properties of interest are the average flux and average velocity as a function of pressure .
Actually, the bottom line result is a description of equivalent velocity as a function of percolation
flux .

I realized that one way to achieve this goal is to use an optimization approach to simultane-
ously minimize deviations from both flux and velocity with the ;game set of equivalent properties .
Equivalent hydraulic properties are imposed to describe hydra~.~lic conductivity over a range of
suctions . In the previous entry, only the flux was matched; the E;ey idea is to also match velocity,
by allowing four properties to be simultaneously determined . 7~he four properties of interest are

Ksat, Po~ van Genuchten m, and porosity.

In the implementation, I am able to use unconstrained n-Minimization for these constrained
parameters by transforming them for the optimization process . Both Ksat and Po are solved using
their logarithm while both m and ~ are required to lie within thE~ (0, 1) range using the transform

Y = a log[X/(1 - X)],

	

(3-100)

My first attempt to match both average flux and average velocity simply matched the average
velocity for the realizations with a percentage of the largest flux . In order to find average flux : (i)
sort the realizations from smallest to largest flux ; (ii) calculate cumulative flux ; and (iii) calculate
average velocity using the realizations, from largest to smallest :flux, that contribute to the target
percentage of total flux . For example, the largest-flux realizatio~is contributing to 99.9 percent of
the total flux might be used to calculate velocity. I tried 99.9, ~)9, and 90 percent of total flux at
first go.

As it turned out, the flux-determining properties did not change significantly as the target
changed . The porosity, however, changes dramatically.

One small detail of implementation : I weight the optimization realizations so that the region
of fluxes centered on 50 mm/yr are weighted strongest, with the ~rreighting decreasing exponentially
as the fluxes are farther away from this value. The idea is to obtain the best match in the region
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of the curves most likely to be used at YM. The weighting function is

w; = exp[- ~y2 - log(50)~/4],

	

(3-101)

where yZ represents the logarithm of average flux for a layer (mm./yr) and wi is the weight for that
flux . The decay is relatively small.

The approach, as outlined, has an element of arbitrariness associated with it . How does one
pick the percentage of total flux to use? It finally occurred to m~~~ to use a flux-weighted velocity,

11~11~97 Results of velocity-weighted hydraulic pro_E~erties .

(3-102)

so that the largest flux realizations are weighted the most . A significant advantage of the approach
is that no arbitrary tuning parameter is used .

After a few welded layers have been processed, it appears that the flux-weighted measure
again does not change hydraulic properties significantly, except, for the porosity. Generally, the
flux-weighted measure provides a smaller porosity than that arising from using the realizations
with 50 percent of the total flux . The flux-weighted porosity is typically 2 to 3 orders of magnitude
less than the bulk porosity. The implication is that, if the water indeed moves in channels, it may
move within the matrix on the order of 1 to 10 m/yr! And in very localized channels, which are
difficult to find!

The first 200 realizations for each of the 16 layers of interest (TMN through BF2) have been
completed and are reported in Table 3-14 . The results are extracted using calc_layerequiv .m . Each
realization takes about 90 seconds on my Sparc 20 . These results ;.ire in subdirectory Realization6.
Three sets of properties are fairly similar to the corresponding ~properties reported in Table 3-11,
Table 3-12, and Table 3-13 for the full layer averages . The saturated hydraulic conductivity is quite
similar while the retention properties axe less close ; in particular ; van Genuchten m and n tend to
be smaller than the previous results, typical of materials with ~~ mixture of pore sizes . Porosity
(not previously reported) is far smaller than the bulk porosity i~~~r each layer, representing by far
the biggest change in properties . Mean equivalent porosity range. from 3.8x10 -s to 0.0035 for the
different layers, and appears to be roughly lognormally distributed.
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The curve-fitting algorithm had difficulty fitting hydraulic: properties in some of the layers .
When this occurs, Ksat is many orders of magnitude larger tha~i it should be ; otherwise, Ksat is
within a factor of two or so for the various cases . Similarly, m can be extremely small, well less than
10-3 . The problem appears to be worst in CHV, PP1, BF3, and BF2, with particularly small values
of equivalent m, although it may be that the unreasonably smell m values aris from cases with
misfit properties (very large Ksac, very small m) . Usually the hy,3raulic properties are determined
reasonably for nearly all of the flux-weightings even when one or ttivo are off. I significantly cut down
on occurrences of fitting error for the flux-weighted-velocity cases by using the final guess for the
50-percent flux case as the starting guess for the flux-weighted-~~elocity case . Apparently starting
with porosity too large can bollux things . In Table 3-14, I elimi~:~ate all cases where flux-weighted

Ksat is greater than six orders of magnitude greater than the minimum Ksat for the property set
or m is less than 0.001 .

When rerunning, I will start with the properties determined in the previous flux-weighting
case for each subsequent flux-weighting case with the same collection of realizations, except that
porosity will be multiplied by 0 .1 . Trial runs using this new sty~ategy with CHZ appear to have
much more self-consistent results .

I noticed that the standard deviation of logio(Kat) apl:~ears to increase roughly linearly
with the mean of loglo(Ksat ) for the different layers . The ratio of mean to standard deviation is
generally within an order of magnitude across the different layers .

11/13/97 Notes.

Simulations with the revised approach have partially been redoi~.e for the layers with problems in
the first set of flux-weighted velocities . The problems have not been eliminated, but have been
greatly reduced. Only a maximum of 1 simulation per 200 has problems, rather than up to 9. I
will try one more time by imposing a second try when the first has m below 0.001 . These results
are being put in subdirectory Realization7.

An idea occurred to me regarding a way to approach U~?~FT . The sensitivity studies have
shown that having matrix flow will tend to have a noticeable im~~act on dose measures. It doesn't
make a difference what order the layers are contacted when release rates to the water table is of
primary interest . What might make more sense is to generate aztificial layers with similar matrix
properties . Equivalent properties can be determined so that thE" same travel time is provided as
would result from all 16 microstratigraphic layers in succession .
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A computational savings may be realized by noticing th~it UZFT really only requires that
one leg be provided with the equivalent velocity and retardation characteristics . It is no problem
to provide the equivalent velocity in 1D tubes, by dividing thc~ travel time required to traverse
intervening layers by the corresponding distance . The problem. becomes identifying appropriate
retardation characteristics . Intuitively one would expect that some sort of travel-time weighted
retardation may be appropriate. Luckily retardation is linear .
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Ambient Hydrology KTI - Model Devel~~pment

Account Number: 20-1402-861
Collaborators :

	

Randy Fedors, Gordon Wittmeyer, Jir~i Winterle
Directories :

	

$HomeTwo/Numeric/Breath and as noted

Objective:

	

Perform documentation of conceptual model and code development for subsurface
flow and transport, particularly regarding infiltration . Work documenting coding work and bug fixes
is documented elsewhere in the Scientific Notebook . Conceptual model development may include:
(i) enhanced one-dimensional (1D) simulation capability (i.e ., vegetation uptake, matrix-fracture
interactions, true N-phase simulation, snow and ice, transport of tracers) ; (ii) two-dimensional
(2D), 2 .5D, or three-dimensional (3D) watershed-scale modelling : (iii) 2D, 2.5D, or 3D hillslope-
scale modelling ; (iv) diversion of infiltration due to the PTn layer : (v) discrete-fracture simulations .

2/9/98 Initial entry.

Work exploring results from infiltration studies performed un~_ler the Ambient Hydrology KTI
is documented elsewhere in this Scientific Notebook . In order to improve the transparency of
computational model development, conceptual-model development is documented in one or more
separate chapters . This particular chapter documents the dev~~lopment of enhancements to the
breath code . It may be that the resulting code is so significantly changed that a new name is
required, although politically it would probably be better to call it breath . I have a fondness for
calling a new code Vaporware (Vapor for short), and enhancE~ments that result in at least 2D
simulations may be renamed.

The overarching developmental philosophy for new code is to maintain extensibility from
1D through 3D applications . Accordingly, some of the TOUG]H and MODFLOW ideas will be
followed . In particular, strict segregation between physics and computation should be followed .
Thus, modules for equations of state should not be dependent on the computational scheme or
dimensionality.

As dimensionality is added it should be possible to use previously defined lower-dimensionality
schemes as plug-ins . For example, a 2D model should be able to tiave locally 1D segments overlain
using the same variables (e.g ., fractures within a matrix, overk~nd flow). Similarly, a 3D model
should be able to accommodate both 1D and 2D elements .
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Ideally, the code should end up able to accommodate a wide variety of temperatures, ranging
from below freezing to above boiling. It should also be possible to accommodate several simultane-
ous phases (air, water, oil) and several simultaneous components . :Despite the generality in desirable
physics, reduced complexity should also be accommodated with n~~ lack of computational efficiency.

At its most complex, YM should only require the followin;; elements : (i) 1D finite element,
(ii) 1D finite volume, (iii) 2D triangle finite element, (iv) 2D quad finite element, (v) 2D finite
volume, (vi) 3D prism (2.5D triangle) finite element, (vii) 3D brick finite element, and (viii) 3D
finite volume . The difference between finite element and finite volume is in the definition of the
unknown. In finite elements, the unknowns are located at the n.~~des (and edges, for mixed finite
elements) and the elements are responsible for handling flow processes . In finite volumes, the
unknowns are located at the center of the volume (and connections, for mixed finite volumes) and
connections are responsible for handling flow processes . Finite volumes are simpler and arguably
more accurate when they can be applied, but sharp discontinuities are difficult to accommodate.
Finite elements are more complex to code and use, but can ea:;ily handle sharp discontinuities .
The finite element approach allows adjacent elements, with different material properties, to share
unknown values . The finite volume approach, on the other hand, must smear material properties
over the distance between element centers .

The biggest mistake made during the coding of breath was made at the outset of the project.
There was a choice between using C and Fortran. I selected Fortra.:n for the possible benefits of shar-
ing software and possible efficiencies if breath were to be used on s~_ipercomputers . So far, no sharing
has occurred and workstations are approaching the capacity of s~upercomputers . There are several
benefits of using C that have not been realized from this decision, including : (i) strong organiza-
tional capabilities (e.g ., structures, pointers to functions), (ii) portable error-catching capabilities,
and (iii) strong development tools for program input (e.g ., flex, bison) . Fortran-90 includes most C
and C++ functionality, with far stronger array operations, but woes not have the input-language
tools.

Significant additional development should abandon the Fortran-771anguage dueto the above
shortcomings . The fastest and most extensible procedure for devE~lopment would be to base further
code on Matlab, as there is a wealth of tools already developed ar.~d available as part of the Matlab

package. Matlab is based on a very strong programming language, with many of the best features
of both C and Fortran-90, was originally designed for numeric operations on arrays, and has a
built-in Graphical User Interface (GUI) builder. The array-based nature of the Matlab language
is easy to program in ; code that is inefficient in the interpreted Matlab language can be replaced
with compiled C code using a code translator supplied by Matlab or by independent programming.
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Matlab is able to support standalone executable programs written in C or Fortran without requiring
Matlab to be invoked, although I have not done so and do not :~;now what would be required for
porting applications . Matlab is used on numerous operating sysl;ems, so portability may not be a
tremendous issue.

Coding in C/C+-f- overcomes questions about portability and is the second most favored
approach . Using an environment called Jacquard, which I developed at UVM before joining the
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses (CNWRA), mu~~h of the functionality of Matlab

can be recovered and portability assured . At the time Jacquard ~Nas developed, there were several
features that Matlab couldn't easily duplicate, but they are gr~idually being included in Matlab .

The current version of Jacquard requires an SGI workstation foi~ graphics, but is modular enough
to adapt to OpenGL with minimal disruption .

2~10~98 Vegetation modelling .

Model Rationale and Background

The intent of the plant uptake model is to plausibly take up waiver from the soil and from within
fractures at YM under climatic conditions ranging from slightly drier than current to full glacial
maximum. The model is intended to be an add-on to breath, and the implementation will be 1D
to start. Ideally, a minimum of information should be required b;y the model, and that information
should be readily estimated. It is not desirable that the characteristics of individual plants (e.g ., a
sagebrush or a juniper) are specified in detail ; rather, the simul~~tion should reflect the aggregate
behavior of several plants within a community (i.e ., the lateral Extent captured by the 1D model
should be on the order of a grid block within the Geographic Information System (GIS) model, or
approximately 30 mx 30 m) .

Typical models within the literature tend to provide a st<<tic distribution of root density or
maximum root density with depth, and link uptake to the root ~;iensity . The simplest approach is
to proportionately take up water to satisfy transpiration requirements according to the maximum
root density. A slightly more complex approach takes into accou~lt the relative soil moisture when
apportioning uptake with depth. A final approach is to treat the plant as a continuum and take
account of potential variation within the plant. The plant-conti~.-~uum approach is easily extended
into a dual-continuum formulation, representing the plant and the soil as two continua linked by
leakage across the root hairs. A far more complex approach is to discretely model the individual
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roots, requiring the use of a 3D simulator . My experience is that this approach is extremely
slow, although this may be due in part to inefficient coding . Ad aptive calculation of root-density
distributions is not common, although the agricultural literature saiould account for changing uptake
patterns during the growing season .

As the model increases in complexity, there are tradeoffs with both computational efficiency
and data requirements . For example, the simplest model requires only the root density function
and the transpiration rate, while as the model increases in compl.~~xity additional information such
as soil-root uptake parameters and plant-transport parameters ~3,re required, and the calculations
increase in complexity. On the other hand, as the models incrf~ase in complexity, the burden of
appropriately apportioning rates of uptake with depth increasingly is shifted to the simulator, en-
abling increased plausibility. More is known or can be inferred about plant responses in general than
uptake in the complex fractured-bedrock system at YM, so that there is real benefit in transferring
as much burden as possible to the simulator within the bounds of :feasible computational effort . For
example, providing the root density function for soil overlying fi~actured bedrock is quite difficult
to determine and would be required for each climatic scenario co~isidered, while reasonable uptake
and transport parameters are available in the literature or can he calculated . If the model adap-
tively calculates a root density function based on allowable groveth rates and uptake information
during the simulation, this function can not only be examined for plausibility (thereby providing
ground-truth capability) but could provide basic information for the scientific community.

Two simple conceptual models for roots might be appro~_~riate : (i) the vertical stem with
horizontal roots branching at each node, and (ii) the cloud-o'-roots, with all roots branching from
the main stem . Both models would split the plant into 3 conceptual regimes: (i) hair roots, where
uptake from the soil takes place; (ii) transport system ; and (iii) leaf system . The second model
does not exclude the multiple root branching that plants exhibit: it does assume, in essence, that
transport from hair to leaf occurs along independent channels within the same root . The first
model would require that a separate set of plant potentials be simultaneously determined at each
node point, resulting in a set of simultaneous equations to solve, while the second model can
determine the nodal potentials without requiring a set of simultaneous equations to be solved . The
computationally more complex first model would enable leakage ~~f water from roots into dry soil .
The second model may tend to overestimate the amount of bio~nass committed to roots by not
accounting for the transmission efficiency gained by larger roots. ~~perationally, there may be little
difference between the two models, as resistance losses in the tra~isport system are typically small
relative to losses across the root hairs and within the leaves, so th-~t potentials within the transport
system are relatively uniform. Uptake fluxes in both models would be controlled by resistance loss
across the leaf area . Accordingly, the simpler model should be explored .
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One area that requires a good deal of thought is the appropriate transpiration parameteriza-
tion . This area is common to all of the models and will likely be difficult to resolve . Typically one
parameterizes potential transpiration according to leaf area, and modifies this by the ability of the
root system to deliver at the potential rate . Key information required for this approach is potential
transpiration rate per leaf area, potential rates of change of leaf ;area with time, and modifications
of the potential rates according to environmental conditions . Values of these parameters are likely
species dependent, but it may be possible to regress some sort, of relationship between climatic
variables and plant uptake parameters if there is strong varial>ili>>y between species.

The potential rates are partly seasonal, but are also partly dependent upon plant-devised
heuristic strategies . For example, shrubs may require adequate r:_rinfall in the fall for growth in the
spring (Beatley, 1974), otherwise remaining dormant. Different shrubs have a different tolerance
for fall rainfall, so that there is a spectrum of responses to account for. Shrubs may emit a water-
soluble growth-inhibiting compound that must be washed away before dormancy is averted . It
should be simple to incorporate a module that simulates this behavior . A simple model would be

(~Jt - a(C - Cmax) - ~Qrai7L)

	

(4-1)

where a and ,(3 represent seasonally dependent rate constants :;uch that a good fall rain would
remove any accumulated buildup and a poor fall rain would result; in significant concentration, c, of
the growth-inhibiting substance . Any potential rate, G, might tlren be dependent on the depletion
in C, s0 that G = Gnzin +G�tax(1 - C/C,n,ax).

Adaptive modification of biomass distributions according to environmental conditions is
another area that requires significant effort to resolve plausibly. Plants tend to allocate roots
adaptively to maximize uptake of a growth-limiting resource (Typcally nitrogen, phosphorus, or
water) . The strategy is to grow and respond rapidly to environmental conditions at the end-
member locations (hair roots, leaves) and grow slowly in major transport systems. Thus, there are
numerous time scales to resolve: (i) minute-to-minute transpiration, (ii) growth and death of end
members within days to weeks, and (iii) growth and death of tr :3.nsport systems within seasons or
years. Simple parameterization will be key, but allocation of thE~ resource within the plant should
be taken into account in order to limit growth according to environmental constraints .

Model Overview

The following model provides a tight linkage between transpiratio~7, temperature, soil moisture, and
vegetation biomass, and should be able to resolve uptake at any- time scale of interest . There are
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relatively few parameters, and most of them can be estimated fairly easily. The model is formulated
in terms of a single limiting nutrient, which could be either moisture or some chemical compound .
Modelling the nutrient transport serves as a surrogate for detail.~~d consideration of the details of
transpiration, storage, and respiration . Transport of the chemicaaa compound in the porous matrix
must be modelled . If the limiting compound is not water, this will require an additional transport
simulation, and sources must be considered . I would expect that the transport simulation might
use a time-averaged flow field and a larger time step than the waiter simulation .

The model presupposes that vegetation will preferentially allocate growth to maximize up-
take of the limiting nutrient, but not transpire more than required to satisfy respiration and possibly
cooling requirements . Note that cooling requirements are not necessarily an issue for the sparse
vegetation of desert shrubs as the leaves are well coupled with thf~ atmosphere, according to David
Groeneveld, but might be for the piiion-juniper association due to its denser vegetation . Vege-
tation is assumed to have built-in rate limits on the growth of the three modelled plant-system
components (root hairs, transport, and leaves) . Given ample su~~plies of the nutrient, any one of
the three components may limit transpiration rates, although usus~lly either transfer across the root
hairs or stomatal resistance should be rate-limiting . While the nutrient is not available in sufficient
quantities to support the biomass, vegetation biomass is trimme~_l at characteristic rates.

The interplay between growth, death, and uptake provider the adaptivity to environmental
conditions that can capture vegetation adaptation to climatic change . The parameters are fairly
general, but must be tuned to match observed conditions . Some of the parameters may depend on
climate ; for example, it may be that growth rates are slower under cooler conditions .

Nutrient allocation is assumed to follow a strict hierarcaiy. The demands of the current
biomass are satisfied first . Any surplus nutrient goes into storage. If surplus nutrient exists once the
storage is at capacity, growth occurs to maximize nutrient uptakE~. Nutrient-inspired transpiration
is limited once maximal growth rates are achieved, so that there is no surplus nutrient uptake unless
cooling is needed .

If there is a deficit in nutrient uptake, so that not even current biomass demands are satisfied,
the nutrient is removed from storage to satisfy demands. If thi,_ is still not sufficient, biomass is
trimmed until the available nutrient is sufficient for biomass demands. Note that storage should be
large enough to supply biomass demands for one to several day: . Also note that the growth and
death rates should be much slower for the transport system than for either root hairs or leaves, as
there is much greater capital expense involved in growing the tr~~nsport system .

In actuality, both water and one or more nutrients may be limiting at any particular time .
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The above conceptual model could be easily extended to accounr, for multiple potentially limiting

factors, by assuming that only one factor at a time is limiting . S~_~ch work is beyond the immediate
scope of the analysis .

Soil System

The soil system is conceived of as being penetrated by roots spaced more-or-less uniformly. Within
the soil, moisture flow is modelled as usual, except for the upt~~ke term . Uptake from the soil is

controlled by average distance from root to bulk soil center as

quptake =
K(B)0~
Tsoit~9/2 .

(~2)

where K (8) is the soil hydraulic conductivity, 0~ is the drop in potential from soil to root-hair
wall, and T~3 /2 represents an average length from soil to root hair including tortuosity effects (such

as might occur with fractures) . The ~s parameter might be determined by

~s = Aplant/(~h + fit),

	

(4-3)

which shows that the distance travelled in the soil is inversely proportional to the length of the root

system . The Aptant (area encountered by the plant) parameter i:; problematic, as it is an absolute

area and the parameter of interest in the leaf system is leaf area per unit area . Perhaps Aptant can
be parameterized in terms of a maximum Leaf area index (LA.f) coefficient, maximum leaf area,

and root/shoot ratio.

Root-Hair System

The root-hair system is extremely dynamic. Vegetation does riot invest heavily in creating root
hairs, so they tend to be quite opportunistic . Root hairs are only present where horizontal lateral
roots exist. In the model, root hairs are parameterized by ~~ , the length of root hair per unit

cross-sectional area, and 6h, the ratio of ~h to the maximum <~,ble to be accommodated by the

transport system . The maximum that the transport system ca~:~ accommodate is proportional to
lateral transport-system length, fit, according to

ah = t~htehat . (4-4)
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It is assumed that root-hair growth is affected by nutrient-uptake availability, transport-root
capacity, and temperature. A format of such a root-growth model is

aah

at

	

- 'Yh(T~ Ssoil)~ht( 1 - eh)~tUs~~il~

	

(4-5)

Note that this model accounts for temperature effects, soil strength, transport-system support
capacity, and nutrient-uptake availability. The temperature deE~endence should be such that no
growth occurs above and below cutoff temperatures and maxim;~,l growth occurs in some optimal
range. Soil strength reflects both soil moisture and soil resistance .

Uptake into the root-hair system is dependent on the roil conditions and the root-hair
conditions . Uptake across the hair interface is proportional to the gradient from the soil to the
hair,

ghair = ~%(eh)D4~~ (4-6)

where ghai,. is flux into the hair, C(Bh ) is the conductance (condi,~ctivity divided by wall thickness)
of the hair wall, and 0~ is the drop in potential from soil to hair interior . The conductance should
drop to zero as 9h approaches zero .

Transport System

The transport system is conceptually divided into a main vertical stem and a continuum of hori-
zontal lateral roots . Each 1D element has a stem . Stems can b~~ inactive (i .e ., below the rooting
depth), but there are no gaps in the active stem system . Eacai stem element has the potential
for horizontal lateral roots . The highest inactive stem element retains the potential for growing
horizontal lateral roots, so that the rooting zone can extend dov~nwards .

The vertical system is parameterized by Ante�,, the are:~, of the active stem . Growth of
the vertical stem is dependent on time-averaged flux of water through the stem . As any chemical
nutrient is very dilute and does not affect flow, the stem capacity is independent of any chemical
nutrient . Fluxes within the stem are described by

area .

gstem = -~stemAsterrz04'~ (4-7)

where ante�, is the conductivity per unit area . Note that flux is aaso linearly dependent on the stem

The lateral component of the transport system consists of nominally horizontal roots, param-
eterized by ~t (length of lateral root per unit area) and Ante�, . Fh~xes within the lateral component
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of the transport system are described by

stem AsterraDY'
4lat =

	

T~tl2

	

.

where taste�,, is the conductivity per unit area, 0~ is the drop in potential from hair to stem, and
Tit/2 represents an average distance from hair to stem .

It is assumed that transport-root growth is affected by r~~ot-hair usage, soil strength, and
temperature. A format of such a root-growth model is

Note that this model accounts for temperature effects, soil strength, transport-system support
capacity, and nutrient-uptake availability. The temperature de.E~endence should be such that no
growth occurs above and below cutoff temperatures and maxim<~l growth occurs in some optimal
range. Soil strength reflects both soil moisture and soil resistance .

In both the vertical and lateral components of the transport system, flux is proportional to
the active cross-sectional area . The evolution of the cross-sectional area might be described by

Leaf System

C7~t = yt (T Ssoil)eh~t

	

(4-9)

aAstem - ,)'stem (T ) (0~ - D~~tat

Flux across the leaf/atmosphere boundary is controlled b;;~

Qleaf - Al~!leafOW~

(4-8)

(4-10)

where it is assumed that there is some optimal gradient in potei~.tial and time-averaged potentials
are used . The assumption is that active stem area handles avE~rage flows. It is not clear where
the optimal gradient in potential will come from, perhaps by using estimates of typical active-stem
area, time-averaged transpiration rate, and conductivity for some shrubs .

The leaf system controls the transpiration rate, manipulating the potential within the plant by
changing the stomatal conductance. By adjusting stomatal conductance, transpiration rates are
adjusted, the potential at the top of the stem is adjusted, and fluxes across the roots are adjusted .

where Al represents the leaf area exposed to the atmosphere per unit area, Cleaf is the leaf/atmosphere
interface conductance, and 0~ is the drop in potential from leaf i;o atmosphere . Cleaf is controlled
by the stomates .
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leaves .
Al is the product of plant cover and LAI, and is the para.:meter of interest when describing

Transpiration Observations

In this section, all observations (with corresponding citations) are collected by Kozlowski and

Pallardy (1997) .

Respiration has been found to be strongly dependent on temperature . Typically, respiration
varies linearly with temperaturebelow about 10 °C, exponentially with temperature between 10 and

25 °C, and may decrease above 35 °C . The rate of increase in the exponential range is characterized

by the Qio value (relative change in respiration for a 10 °C change in temperature), which ranges

from 1 .4 to 3.4 for cypress, 2 for scotch pine, and 2 .9 for loblolly pine .

Respiration tends to be reduced by water stress but d.yes not appear to be as strongly

impacted as by temperature. Respiration demand is roughly h~~lved at -48 bar for loblolly pine,

but stress actually increases respiration to 150 percent at aboL~t -28 bar. Respiration decreases,

increases, and decreases, as stress becomes successively more negative . Kozlowski and Pallardy

(1997) state that respiration generally decreases somewhat with drying .

Respiration tends to be greater with young vegetation pare;s and parts with high proportions

of living tissue (e.g ., leaves, root hairs) . Leaves were found to account for 50 percent of transpiration
in a 60-year-old beech forest, 60 percent in a tropical rain forest, and 32 percent in a young loblolly

stand. Respiration from all branches has been found to be about half of the total autotrophic
respiration in a loblolly pine plantation . Almost all of the root respiration is in the fine roots;
more than 95 percent of root respiration for pine and birch stands is in the fine roots. Seasonal

production of COZ in a loblolly pine plantation peaked at 0.05, I) .2, 1, and 14 gC02 m-2 hr-1 for

roots, branches, stem, and foliage ; the first three dropped to abo~zt 0.02 during winter while foliage
bottomed out at about 3.

Moisture uptake is reduced as the soil temperature dro;~s (although it is not clear what

confounding processes take place) . A number of pines exhibit roughly linear decreases in uptake

as the soil drops from 25 °C to 0 °C, ranging from roughly 15 t.~~ 40 percent of the 25 °C uptake .
The reduction was greatest with the temperate pines. The reducaion is attributed to permeability

decrease of roots and viscosity increase in water.
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Permeability varies within parts of vegetation . In northern white cedar, leaf specific conduc-

tivity (LSC), which is defined as the rate of flow in a stem or br;~,nch caused by a unit of pressure
potential gradient, is about 30 times greater in stems than small twigs. Conductivity of red pine

roots was about 50 times greater than in the stem and increased away from the stem . Resistance

to water flow in whole shoots of maples is estimated as 50 percent; in leaves and petioles, 35 percent
in branches, and 15 percent in the trunk.

3/4/98 Vegetation modelling continued.

Transport System

The ~s parameter really represents ameasure of space-fillingness . .Perhaps a better parameterization
would be something like

Q

	

(Ph+ pt)o l «

(Ph + pt) J

	

~

	

(4-12)

where ,Q is a soil-dependent scaling constant [L], a is a plant-de~~endent fractal constant, and the

root length densities [L/L3] are normalized to a plant-dependent ~~"alue . Root-length density is often

used (Caldwell, 1994) . Actually, probably only pt need be considered, since hair roots are assumed

not to venture far from the transport roots, leaving

~s = ~ (Pto~Pt)« ~

	

(4-13)

The fractal constant captures the space-fillingness . A perfectly space-filling root system in
2D would have c~ = 1, while a very poorly space-filling root system in 2D would have a close to 0.
The point can be illustrated by considering a unit square with a r~~ot system represented by squares
within the area . Each square has a root length of 4 times the side length . The boxes are placed so

that the side length for each box is an integer multiple of the side length of the innermost box. In

this case, the average distance from the furthest point in the soil from a box is approximately half
the side length of the smallest box.

Consider the case where we halve the average soil/root distance each iteration . The inner-

box side length has a sequence of (0.5, 0.25, 0.125, . . .), or 1 ;2n . The corresponding soil-root
distance has a sequence of 1/2~+i . The corresponding root length has a sequence of (2, 6, 14, 30,
. . .), or 2 x (2~` - 1) ~ 2"`+1 . The sequence indicates that ~3 is proportional to the reciprocal of ~t
in this efficiently space-filling scheme, corresponding to a = 1.
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In a perfectly inefficient scheme, ~s remains constant r~E~gardless of changes in fi t . This
situation corresponds to a = 0.

The same ideas apply in 3D, except that a perfectly spa.~~e-filling root system would have
a = 2 (i.e ., N - 1, where N is the number of spatial dimensions ; . I would expect the root system
to be fairly efficient in exploring the soil space, so values of a m;3,y be on the order of 1 .3 to 1 .5 .

Fitter (1994) discusses architecture and biomass allocation of root systems. An interesting
point is raised, that specific root length (length of root per unit mass) is a good correlate of root
diameter, with finer roots having greater specific root length . This observation should be followed
up; it may lead to a parametric relationship between pc and AstE..m, .

3/27/98 Discrete-fracture ideas .

Most of the flow modeling at the drift scale has assumed that i'racturing occurs as a continuum .
As a rough approximation, I think that 5 fractures per grid block should be sufficient for this
assumption . Mapped fracture densities are between 0.5 and 5 :E~er meter in the Topopah Spring
welded (TSw) unit (Sonnenthal et al ., 1997), where mapping on13" accounts for fractures with traces
of at least 1 m. Assuming that fracture densities are roughly 5 per meter, which should include
some of the smaller, unmapped fractures, grid blocks need to be ~~,t least 1 m in dimension to make
the continuum approximation valid. Incorporating discontinuities at this resolution may not be
feasible in a continuum model, particularly if the details of the fr ;:~ctures are required . On the other
hand, a flow-routing scheme similar to my geomorphic modelin~~; work may enable extremely fine
grids to be evaluated. I want to develop the ideas here for futurr_~ reference .

The key idea that I used in the watershed modeling is that topography dominates flow
routing. When this is true, it is possible to sort the grid blocks b;y elevation and calculate routings
once and for all . When flows occur in films, in large apertures, this assumption is also valid. I
expect that the assumption begins to break down once capillary forces are involved .

Several approaches might be tried . It may be possible to ~_;enerate constitutive relationships
for individual fractures . Very fine rough-aperture grids might be created, hooked together into a few
intersections, and the characteristics of flow as features axe modified might be examined . Perhaps
the individual fractures could be upscaled into a continuum u~~ing a probability distribution to
capture flow diversions . At some point it would be possible to incorporate matrix interaction using
quasi-linear approaches and BEM methods, including the effects of fracture coatings on flow .
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The first order of business is to identify the appropriate flow characteristics for an individual
fracture . A fracture will generally have either a thin film of water covering both walls (perhaps only
a few molecules thick) or will be filled with water. Note that relative humidities are likely to be
almost 1, which will mediate the thickness of the film as well . Some fractures may have carbonate
or opal fillings .

In the case of a fracture filled with carbonate or opal, flo~a~ occurs through vapor transport
and Darcy's law. Resistance to flow is due to the permeability of the filling material and the
thickness of the aperture (no turbulence). In the case of a water-filled fracture, the resistance is
due to viscous effects and is proportional to the cube of the aperture (no turbulence) . In the case
of film flow, capillary effects are dominant for thin films and become less important as the film gets
thicker.

Let me recap flow laws in terms of 2D fracture flow of ~i.n incompressible fluid with local
coordinates ~ and ~. Flux is generally of the form

q = -bK(6)~(P + pgz),

	

(4-14)

where b is the fracture aperture, K (B) is different for the different, flows, and the remaining symbols
are the usual suspects . For porous media, classical retention r~:~lationships (e.g ., van Genuchten
relationships) are appropriate. For laminar flow between two sm~~oth plates,

where p is viscosity and again b is the fracture aperture . For lan.-~inar film flow on a smooth plate,

in Chapter 2 of Bird et al . (1960) .

3
q = - 12p~(P + pgz),

	

(4-15)

where b is the film thickness . Note that a fracture can carry almost 4 times as much flow under
gravity conditions if only one side of the fracture is wetted . For laminar flow in a capillary,

q = _
8~c 0(P + Pgz)~

	

(4-17)

where r is the capillary radius ; average velocity is q/~r2 . The laminar-flow expressions are presented

Tetsu Tokunaga and Jiamin Wan presented studies of film flow on tuff surfaces to the UZFM
Expert Elicitation panel on December 19, 1996, including an an,_~lysis of measured and theoretical
velocities for film flow in partially filled capillary tubes (representing pores) . It appears that pores
of 5 ~Cm and larger may contribute significant fluxes . A vertic ;~,l capillary tube of radius r was
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considered full when the water surface had a radius of 2r, corre;~ponding to a matric head (m) of
-7/2pgr and an average velocity of pgr2/15p, . It seems that the average velocity should actually
be smaller than pgr2 /16p, (half-full capillary flow) .

It seems to me that I have seen a derivation someplace that builds up film flow using the
bundle-of-capillary tubes idea, similar to the approach used by va,n Genuchten. Certainly it should
be straightforward to relate the van Genuchten a and m value: to pore-size distributions . The
velocity distribution in a capillary half-tube should be depende~:~t on head through the curvature
of the meniscus, which implies that the flux of the pore set can be obtained through integration.
The bigger question is what happens when the flow is wet enough to have capillarity acting on
asperities larger than pores.

The computational approach for a discrete fracture sho~_ild be based on a rectangular or
triangular grid, with two unknowns per grid point: the head foY~ each wall averaged over the film
thickness . When the aperture is filled with water, the two unknov~ns are equal. If there is a fracture
coating, perhaps an additional unknown is needed .

4/22/98 System of equations for vegetation model.

My current thinking on equations for the vegetation model is pc~esented below . Much of the pre-
liminary reasoning has been discussed before, so new ideas are the focus of the discussion . The
equations have fairly well gelled, unless noted otherwise . Most o:f the basic ideas have been passed
through Dani Or, with some discussion with David Groeneveld .

The vegetation model consists of four active types of variables . Three variables describe
roots and are dispersed throughout the soil column, while one cl.escribes leaves (consisting of one
layer) . For current climatic conditions, the sparseness of the abovE~-ground portion of the vegetation
does not require much detail ; however, the density of vegetation on higher-elevation sites suggests
that it may be desirable to include multiple leaf layers to account for shading and cooling effects .

The four variables are all dimensionless, representing volume of biomass per unit volume
[L3/L3] . Subscripts for variables are:

l represents leaves
v represents vertical roots
t represents transverse roots
h represents hair roots
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The volume quantities for roots are straightforward to c;~,lculate . Each root has a length

density (e.g ., pv represents the length of vertical roots per unit v~~lume [L/L3]) . Each also consists

of a characteristic cross-sectional area for a root (i.e ., Av is the vertical-root cross-sectional area

[L2]) . These are multiplied together to create the dimensionless variable (e.g ., O� = pvAv) . The

unit volume is the 1D element thickness times the unit area .

The volume quantities for leaves are similarly straightforward to deal with . The typical

quantity describing leaf density used by plant biologists is LAI, or the projected leaf surface area

per unit ground surface area . To calculate Ol, LAI is multiplied by half of the typical leaf thickness

(note each leaf has two sides) . If the leaves are needles, LAI is multiplied by half of the typical

radius to obtain O~. The unit volume is a typical plant height times the unit area . If several leaf

elements are used (when plant densities are greater), then the unit volume is the 1D leaf-element

thickness times the unit area (similar to the root elements) .

Length density and cross-sectional area should be related, with a greater length density also

creating a greater cross-sectional area . I propose a relationship i~z the form

Cp2o) - X CA~o)`~
, (4-18)

where x and ,Q are constants . The relationship between the two i.~~ not important for vertical roots,

as only Av has an impact on plant performance .

The contact between plant leaves and the atmosphere deE;rades as more leaves are present .

For example, desert shrubs are well-connected to the atmosphere while the inner parts of piiion

pines are not . Perhaps a similar relationship between LAI acid leaf thickness will capture the

less-efficient connection and increased cooling-transpiration dem<~,nd as the leaf biomass increases .

The plant-dynamic scheme is broken into three broad components : (i) calculation of poten-

tial biomass growth and death rates, (ii) calculation of actual biomass growth and death rates, and

(iii) calculation of plant-uptake rates (the quantity of interest) . The scheme avoids complications

of detailed consideration of photosynthesis, respiration, and plant growth . Instead, all interactions

are translated into terms of one surrogate limiting nutrient, which might be water or might be a

nutrient such as nitrogen or phosphorus . It would be possible tci extend the approach to consider

multiple limiting nutrients, but this will not be done in the near future .

A logical plant-growth time step is one day, thereby elimin,_~ting the considerations of detailed

allocation under solar stress . Over the course of the day, the j.~lant obtains a certain amount of

the limiting nutrient through soil-moisture uptake. Conceptually, the nutrient is allocated between

cell respiration, cell biomass, storage, wastage, and reproduction. . Reproductive usage is implicitly
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handled by an efficiency factor taxing uptake . The plant is a:~sumed to allocate the remaining

nutrient so as to maximize the expected plant-available nutrient at the end of the next time step .

In order to impose the scheme, it is necessary to quantify the options available to the

plant for nutrient allocation and the costs associated with each option . The options available for

each plant component are straightforward. The plant can allocate just enough nutrient to the

plant component to satisfy expected respiration demands (i.e ., stand pat) . The nutrient allocation

can be increased beyond the stand-pat value, yielding plant growth proportional to the increased

nutrient, up to the maximum-growth amount . Or the nutrient allocation can be decreased from
the stand-pat value, down to no allocation, resulting in biomass caeath proportional to the shortfall

in nutrient .

Net nutrient usage is the most important part of the cost structure . The direct cost of

nutrient usage is straightforwardly calculated by taking into account how much nutrient is consumed

by the biomass. Opportunity costs are also associated with matrient allocation . In particular,
transport roots are conduits for flow from the hair roots to the leaves . These roots are slow and
expensive to grow. The roots reach a balance between uptake .rapacity during peak parts of the

year (i .e ., spring) and respiration demand during the remainder of the year . If the plant did not

account for the opportunity cost required to grow them, the roc;~ts would be quickly killed during
the offseason and the plant would diminish from year to year . Accordingly, it makes sense to

incorporate the same penalty to killing roots as it does to growi:~ig them .

The second type of opportunity cost results from the de~~endence of one plant component
on densities of another plant component . For example, there is a, limit to how many root hairs can

be supported by the transport system . Accordingly, there may b~~ advantage to growing additional
transport roots in order to support higher densities of hair roots. 'This advantage must be accounted

for in nutrient allocation .

Potential growth and death rates are also straightforw<~,rd to calculate. Some death is

assumed to unavoidably occur due to old age, regardless of nutriE~nt allocation . Growth is assumed

to occur proportionally to the allocation of nutrient above the respiratory requirement, up to
a limiting rate . Death is assumed to occur proportionally to the allocation of nutrient below

that necessary for respiration, again up to a limiting value (cor~iplete death depends on the time

constant) .

A typical root-growth rate is formulated as

~()i _

	

_ Pi
(~t

	

-
~i(T''ssail)

C1

	

Xi~Pj~ C
(4-19)
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where

where

and death

Oi	isdimensionless mass of root component i

pi is length density of root component i

p~

	

is length density of root component j

Xi~

	

is the maximum length of root component i per writ length of root component j

7Z is the maximum growth rate of component i
T is temperature

Ssact is soil strength
,°

	

is allocated nutrient mass (° r < 8 < ,,rr + ug)

~r

	

is the nutrient mass required to meet all respiratio n needs
,,rg is the nutrient mass required to provide full growth

Wage is the death rate due to old age

The root-growth formulation exhibits a one-way depende~ice, with hair roots dependent on

transverse roots and transverse roots dependent on vertical roots . Vertical roots do not have this
growth limitation .

A typical root-death rate is formulated as

a0i -
CW~

(7,)
° - ~r

C7t ~ ,rr
- Wage C)i,

Oi is dimensionless mass of root component i

pi

	

is length density of root component i
Wi is the maximum death rate of component i
T is temperature

is allocated nutrient mass (0 < ° < °r)

,mar is the nutrient mass required to meet all respiration needs

Wage is the death rate due to old age

The leaf growth formulation has the same general format, for growth

= 7l (

	

)

	

l
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age

	

l,~
l T C1

	

Xlv~Ov/ C u uryr~
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O

(4-20)

(4-21)

al` = CW~(T) .r

	

"r -Wage
~s~~ .

	

(4-22)
ur
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4~23~98 Continuation of equations for vegetation model.

Each plant component is assumed able to store some amount of the limiting nutrient in easily

plant-available form . It is assumed that each plant component h;~,s the same relative saturation of

the limiting nutrient, and each component changes the relative s~~turation at the same rate. When

a plant component dies, the easily available nutrient in the component returns to the plant . The

total plant-available storage of the nutrient is characterized by
N

where

Each plant component is assumed to require some amou:~it of the limiting nutrient in non-
retrievable form in order to grow . It is assumed that each plant component uses up a certain mass

of nutrient per unit biomass . The total non-retrievable storage of the nutrient is characterized by
N

where

where

~s =~Csi/~BiOzi~ier/,

	

(4-23)
i=1

.'s

	

is total mass of plant-available nutrient [M/L2]
C3 is maximum mass of plant-available nutrient per u~.-iit biomass [M/M]
B,~

	

is the fraction of the available plant-available nutrif~nt storage used up [-]

PBi is biomass density of root component i [M/L3]
Ozi

	

is the thickness of element i

~6 = ~ ~%biPBiOzi~i,
i=1

,,rb

	

is total mass of nutrient irretrievably used in biomes=s [M/L2]
C6 is mass of irretrievable nutrient per unit biomass [1~9./M]

Each plant component is assumed to require some amou~it of the limiting nutrient for res-

piration each time step . The total respiration of the nutrient is characterized by
N

ur = ~~'ri(T)PBi0zi0tOi,

	

(4-25)
i=1

Hr is mass of nutrient expended in respiration per unit biomass [M/L2 ]

Cr is rate of nutrient mass expenditure in respiration per unit biomass [M/M/t]

(4-24)

The limiting nutrient is taken up by the plant during the course of a time step, with plant

components that are based on the choices made in the previous time step . The uptake of soil water
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is based on potential flow within the plant, similar to the potential flow in the soil . There are two
continua modeled, the vertical plant continuum and the soil continuum . There is leakage from one
continuum to the next .

The flux from a soil node to a vertical-plant node is proportional to the head gradient .
There are three legs : (i) soil to hair, (ii) across the hair boundary to the transverse root, and (iii)
through the transverse root . Flow through a leg is through horn;ontal porous-media flow :

or

where

q is water flux [L/T]
K is conductivity [L/T]
C is conductance [1/T]
T is temperature [K]
p is water density [M/L3]
g is acceleration due to gravity [L/T2]
P is pressure [M/L T2]

Within the soil, K is the soil conductivity, which is dependent on soil moisture and tem-
perature . The characteristic length for the soil leg is hypothesized to be dependent on the length
density of transverse roots, with the form

~s = Q (PtolPt)`~ ~

	

(4-28)

As with the following equations, a subscript with a o denotes a ~°eference value.

Within the root hair, conductance is used rather than conductivity. The primary resistance
to flow is assumed to be across the hair walls, so that resista, :nce within the hair itself can be
neglected . Resistance across the root hair is assumed to have ~~ component that depends on soil
moisture, and is proportional to surface area. The formulation f;~r root-hair conductance is

i~a
C F~(To) Ph
h = Cho

_Ae
) (Ato)

f(~i)
h(T Pho

(4-29)

where
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T

A
f(e)
The reduction of the root-hair conductance as a function oil soil moisture accounts for shrink-

age of the root hair away from the soil, providing an air gap, whE~n the soil is dry. The dependence

on Ah and pn is through the surface area available for uptake .

The most poorly defined conductivity/conductance is for the transverse roots. For the time

being, a conductivity

and a characteristic length,

is temperature [K]
is viscosity [M/L T]
is characteristic cross-sectional root area [LZ]
is a yet-undetermined function of soil moisture [-]

will be combined into a conductance,

where

k is a dimensionless coefficient [-]
T is tortuosity [-]

Q is a plant-dependent length factor [L]
a is a plant-dependent scaling factor [-]

to effective leaf surface area,

The vertical roots use the same type of conductivity relationships as the transverse roots,
except that the characteristic length is directly available from th.~e numerical model, leading to the
formulation

4v = -
k

T~
v
az (P -~- pgz) .

	

( 4-33)

Leaves will be treated using a conductance, with the m~~ximum conductance proportional

~%l = ~%lo ~(To) ~l
~(T) ~lo .

The actual conductance can range from zero to this limit, ba=yed on projected nutrient uptake

demand and the transpiration required to meet this goal . The co~7ductance can increase arbitrarily

as necessary to restrict transpiration, with no more transpiration occurring during a time step than

is necessary to meet projected needs.

(4-34)
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function,
Kt = ~(Tj (4-30)

~t=aCPt)«, (4-31)
T Pto

Kt
Ct=~,t

(4-32)
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4/29/98 Continuation of equations for vegetation model.

I have just read several chapters summarizing root behavior (VVaisel et al ., 1996) . There are several

points that I take away from the discussions .

" Root hairs are not the only source of uptake, but they do enlarge the available surface area .

Some plants do without .

" New roots are more effective at uptake than old roots, but the respiratory requirements are

larger as well .

" Radial conductivity is roughly two orders of magnitude smaller than axial conductivity, ex-

pressed in per-unit-area terms.

" There may be a reduction in conductivity at high flux rates. This may be due to multiple flow

pathways, one primarily responding to hydraulic gradients a. :nd the other primarily responding

to osmotic gradients .

" Root growth may be limited by solute-concentration requirements rather than water avail-

ability.

" Plants may be healthier when they transpire at greater rates; than is required for peak growth .

The dependence of roots on temperature has two components: (i) growth and (ii) death. It

is generally agreed that growth occurs when temperatures are within an optimal range and dies off

for waxmer or cooler temperatures . Similarly, there is a band of temperature that roots can endure
within, with hotter or cooler temperatures causing death. The temperature dependence should be

in relative terms.

The data presented by McMichael and Burke (1996) suggests shapes of relative growth rates

as a function of temperature looking like a (i) (skewed) normal or lognormal, (ii) bi-exponential, or

(iii) triangular distribution . These three shapes should be provided when considering the relative

growth rate, with parameters of optimal temperature and (i) standard deviation, (ii) cool and

warm extinction coefficients, and (iii) minimum and maximum temperatures . Reported optimum
temperatures ranged from 5 to 37 °C, with desert succulents l:~aving optima of about 30 °C . I

would expect that the optimum temperature of the indigenous t~lants within a climatic regime is

related to mean annual temperature (MAT), simply because the plants are selected to adjust to

the climatic conditions .
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Death rates are also affected by temperature. Nobel (1996) reports that Agave deserti and

Ferocact~s acanthodes have complete root death occurring at r~~ughly 56 to 63 °C . If the root
growth occurs under 15 °C warmer temperatures, the temperat~~re tolerance is extended slightly

(4 to 5 °C) . A . deserti started exhibiting root death at about 20 °C lower than complete death,

while F. acanthodes was completely stressed in only 8 or 9 °C' . Both species have a sigmoidal

dropoff, commensurate with a normal distribution for stress resi:stance . Similarly, sufficiently cool

temperatures kill roots. A sigmoidal increase in death rate might; be modelled as

A - 3S2 - 2s3 ,

	

(4-35)
T - Ti

	

(4-36)s- Td_T~ ,

where A is the relative temperature-dependent death rate and S is the fraction of the distance

the temperature has reached between incipient stress (Ti ) anti completely stressed (Td) . It is

theoretically tempting to use the CDF for a normal distributio~a, which can be approximated by
a 6th-order polynomial with an error of less than 1 .5x10-7 usinE; equation 26.2 .19 in Abramowitz

and Stegun (1972) . In the absence of further information, this fu:~ction might be used for both hot

and cool extremes .

A plant would presumably operate best at a particular temperature, with both decay of

growth rates and rise of death rates symmetric about the optimal temperature. However, there are

absolute temperature bounds on plant capabilities, represented by some subfreezing temperature

and some near-boiling temperature. I would postulate that plants with an optimal temperature

somewhere near 20 °C (for example) might actually have symmetric rates about the optimal, with

a tolerance range of perhaps 25 to 40 °C on either side of the optimal. However, as plants become
adapted to temperatures further from this symmetry value, the tolerance band becomes skewed . For
example, MAT significantly above the symmetry range may skew the distribution about the adapted

plant's optimum so that the lower tail is stretched while the up~~er tail is compressed . Conversely,
MAT significantly below the symmetry range may skew the distribution so that the lower tail is

compressed and the upper tail is stretched . For both of these c~~ses, the overall bounds are likely

to be narrower . The few data in McMichael and Burke (1996) generated this concept . Taking it

one step further, I would suggest that the optimal temperature is likely to occur for temperatures

in seasons with predictable moisture-uptake availability (i .e ., spring in warmer climates, summer

in cooler climates) .

The impact of mechanical impedance on root growth rages is discussed by Bennie (1996),

in which it is proposed that relative root growth rate is exponentially dependent on mechanical
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impedance, using the formula
R

	

= e-o.sssi Qn ,~

	

(4-37)
Rmax

	

`wo .5

where R is the root elongation rate, R�, ax the maximum rate pct very low impedance, QP is the

penetrometer pressure [MPa], and Qo.S is the penetrometer pres;~ure corresponding to R/Rma~ _

0.5 . Bennie (1996) further suggest that the diameter of root hcterals are proportional or nearly

proportional to impedance .

Soil strength would appear to provide the linkage between root length density and root

diameter . The average diameter is the quantity of interest . Tlie average diameter is calculated

using the balance equation,

(Mo-Md+Mg)daei =(Mo-Md)davP
where Mo is mass of old roots, Md is mass of dying roots, Mg is mass of new roots, d a�e is average

diameter of the old roots, dgro� , is average diameter of the new rc;ots, and superscripts n and n + 1

refer to the current and next time step . There is a need for soil-strength descriptions as a function

of moisture content, however, for this to be useful .

Moreshet et al . (1996) summarize information on root pe~:rmeability.

Nobel (1996) demonstrates that a cost-benefit analysis on root growth allocation, using

carbon taken up through photosynthesis for costs and water tra~ispiration as the benefit, predicts
quite well the measured amounts of new and old roots for A. dE~serti . The new and old roots had

identical relative distributions with depth . Note that A . deserti r~~ots have low respiration costs, so

that the ratio of water uptake costs to carbon costs are enhanced relative to other species . Although

I had conceived of a soil nutrient as the limiting nutrient, carbon should also be a good way to

approach the nutrient balance cost-benefit analysis .

4/30/98 Continuation of equations for vegetation ma~del.

d~grow (4-38)

Allocation of nutrients is an optimization problem that the pla~..ct must solve each time step . Ac-

tual plants are genetically programmed to respond to external s~,imuli such as season, light levels,

temperatures, and soil-moisture availability. In the vegetation rnodel, these stimuli are accounted

for through their impact on nutrient utilization .

The nutrient optimization problem is solved through a n-lass-balance approach with coeffi-
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cients based on the marginal benefit of the allocation . The mass balance equation is stated

where

cx is an adjustable weight (0 < a < 1),
cz is the benefit/cost ratio (allocation weight),

d.° i/da

	

is the rate of nutrient usage in plant element i ~E>er unit change in a,

W is net nutrient wastage,
8u is net nutrient uptake, and

is a constrained value (0 or 1) for a,

The algorithm proceeds as follows :

N d~
da i-1 da

	

~_i dad

~ Initialize by setting W to zero and consider all plant elemE~nts (M = 0)

~ Calculate the chord-slope approximation to ci based on the difference between maximum and

zero nutrient allocation

Repeat until done

- Calculate a

- Select the case where ac; is furthest outside the valid range of 0 to 1

- If there is no invalid case, done

- Set cZ to the corresponding limit and move that varial;le to the summation on the right-
hand side

~ Calculate the transpiration limit for the next step based on the nutrient allocation

The benefit/cost coefficient represents the expected benefit of allocating a unit of nutrient

to the plant element. A generic benefit, B, is used in the following ; a good candidate for the benefit

might be the expected plant-available nutrient storage. The benefit to cost for nutrient allocation

to plant element i is
dB - CdB,. + dB,~ \

	

(4-40)
d,r;,

	

d~2

	

d,J;,J '
where °~ is the nutrient mass allocated to plant element i and s~zbscripts r and u refer to changes

to the benefit due to respiration and uptake, respectively. There is an additional term for overall

plant storage.
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The nutrient used for respiration is calculated using the optimal respiration rate per unit
biomass. The benefits for uptake are evaluated for two nutrient allocations, °i = 0 and °i = ,mar+°y

(i .e ., maximal growth and maximal death of the biomass) . Uptake benefits are generally due to
changes in conductance.

5/1/98 Continuation of equations for vegetation model.

8/17/98 Equations for soil-genesis model.

The components I've been referring to as root hairs really better ~~escribe "new" roots. The formu-
lation might be changed to have "old" lateral roots, "new" lateral roots, and root hairs. Each type

has characteristic properties, and both take up water. I would consider effective uptake surface
area to be much smaller than actual surface area for the old roots, effective surface area to be
somewhat less than actual surface area for new roots, and effective surface area to be about equal
to actual surface area for root hairs. The conversion between :riew and old roots follows a mass

balance approach, with the conversion rate dependent on averagE~ new-root age. Average new-root

age is calculated using

(Mn - Md - Mc + My)CL¢e
l _- (Mn - Md - nac)laave + Ot),

	

(4-41 )

where Mn is mass of new roots, Md is mass of dying roots, M~ is mass of roots switching from new
to old, My is mass of newly generated roots, nave is average age ~~f the new roots, Ot is size of the

time step, and superscripts n and n + 1 refer to the current and next time step . Note that newly

generated roots have zero age.

Several other approaches might be used to handle conversions from new to old roots. A
straightforward way to handle the problem would be to bin the ~~ges . For example, if the time step
was one day and roots switched from new to old after 60 dy, 11i 6-dy bins might be constructed .
Each time step, 1/6 of the contents of each bin might be passed to the next bin, with the contents
of the last bin becoming old roots. Death is applied proportio:ciately to each bin. Alternatively,
the new root ages might be considered to have a normal distrik~ution, with a mean and standard
deviation . The mean and standard deviation could be used t.. calculate the conversion to old,
updating both with the newly generated roots.

The entry for 5/19/98 was moved to the chapter on geomorpho ogy modeling for clarity and con-
tinuity. Continued work on the subject is in that chapter.
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3/25/99 Plant activity considerations .

This entry is intended to clarify my thoughts on procedures for Handling plant growth .

In an annual cycle for a perennial shrub, there are several phases :

~ Early growth, in which most fine roots and leaves appear°. Transport systems are under-

utilized .

" Sustained growth, in which the entire plant grows more or less in equilibrium and allocates

resources to reproduction . All systems are well utilized .

~ Die-back, in which fine roots and leaves die but the transp~art system is maintained .

~ Minimal maintenance, in which a bare minimum of transpi:cation occurs to satisfy the respi-

ration needs of the transport system .

A common thread through the cycle is an emphasis on maintainin:; the resource-intensive transport

infrastructure .

Plant growth/death can be handled as a constrained optimization problem, allocating nu-

trient uptake to respiration and growth processes . The constrained optimization problem results

from the allocation of nutrients taken up during a day. The nutrients are allocated to respiration

demands, growth, and reproduction . Transpiration can be adjusted by the plant to curtail uptake

to the most that can be used by the plant, thus minimizing wa;~te . Objectives addressed by the

allocation process include :

Maximizing overall long-term growth

Maximizing reproduction

Note that reproduction generally requires replacement of existint; biomass subsequent to death .

One way to treat the optimization is to maximize nutrient uptake through a global assess-

ment . Each time step, the sensitivity of nutrient uptake to change in plant properties is calculated,

where a plant property is any vegetation density component in a, computational segment. If there

are 20 segments, each with 4 vegetation densities, a first-order sE~nsitivity calculation is calculated

by perturbing each of the eighty components and assessing cha,:nges in uptake . If the sensitivity
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calculation is cheap, this approach is fine, but may be unattracaive if the sensitivity calculation
requires the solution of a matrix equation .

An alternate way to get at the same thing is by doing a local optimization using local

characteristics. A good criterion for allocation is the efficiency of transport through the component.
If the component is oversized, it should be cut back ; if the component is undersized, it should grow .

The criterion might be the deviation of chemical-potential gradient from a nominal gradient, or

equivalently a flux per unit area ; if the gradient or flux is smallE~r than nominal, it is too efficient
and needs pruning.

As the plant system is hierarchical, subcomponents should exert pressure on a component if
they axe close to capacity, since capacity is achieved in favorable environments . In order to achieve
this goal, the nominal gradient should correspond to the subcomponents at something less than

full capacity ; subcomponents at greater than this nominal valu~> will supply more flux than the

nominal and put pressure on the component to expand . A target value might be something like
80 percent of capacity, to enable growth . The local strategy resLilts in a simple sensitivity test for
growth and death . Note that the environment provides forcings fcr the finest roots and leaves, with
wet conditions providing a strong impetus for growth .

Respiration demand is another factor that needs to be accounted for. There should be
incentive for allocating nutrient to respiration demand. The incentive should be much stronger
than incentives for growth and death, and the relative weight should be proportional to the cost
of replacement (higher-order components have stronger priority 1~han lower-order components like
fine roots and leaves) . In other words, not satisfying respiration demands is painful, and high-order

components feel relatively greater pain .

The optimization problem can be formulated as

max~W,.Cn(Ri - Rio) + WsC~ (Gi -__ Gio),

	

(4-42)
i

where W, . is the weight assigned to respiration, Cn is the nutrient cost per unit biomass, Ri is
nutrient allocation to satisfy respiration demand, Rio is respiration demand for nutrients, W9 is the
weight assigned to growth/death, Gi is nutrient allocation to growth, and Gio is maximum growth

demand for nutrients . The optimization problem is subject to th.e constraints

0 < Ri < Rio (4-43)

0 < Gi < Gio (4-44)

Gi = 0 when Ri < Rio (4-45)
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3/2699 More plant activity considerations .

Another approach replaces optimization with a set of partial ~_lifferential equations that change
mass/root-length density according to local fluxes . The idea
cording to the ratio between actual flux and nominal capacity .
density change based solely on flux (no other limiting factors)

at qo

where p is the current density, a is a time constant related to cost of growth, q is the actual time-
averaged flux over the time period, and qo is the nominal time-;averaged flux corresponding to p.
Note that the multiplier of p should be greater than -1 (for plant.:, this condition is almost certainly
reached for daily time steps, as either the time constant is larger than a day (for transport) or the
q ratio doesn't drop to 0 instantaneously) .

yields
Growth can be constrained by capacity limits as well . Incorporating capacity constraints

where po represents the density at capacity.
(`J t - a ( q 4~4~ ) ( Popo P ) P

is to change the allocated mass ac-
The partial differential equation for
is simply

(4-46)

(4-47)

The qo values can be estimated from dividing typical flux values by typical active cross-
sectional areas, leaf areas, or root-uptake surface areas, respe~~tively. For example, if a shrub
transpires an average of 1 mm/d under nominal conditions, dividing the respective areas by this
rate gives nominal flux values per unit area . Hopefully ballparlc estimates are sufficient for these
parameters .

The time constants arise from considerations of responsE" times under optimal conditions .
For example, the time constant for main shrub roots might be on the order of a year, while the
time constant for fine roots might be on the order of days . The tame constant for leaves is probably
on the order of weeks.

It is not clear whether the time constant should be different for death and growth . It can
be argued that leaves and fine roots die quicker than they grow, awhile main transport systems may
be reversed . The time constant may change according to environmental stress, with faster death
rates and slower growth rates for a wet year after two dry years i;han for the same wet year after a
wet year .
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3/27/99 More plant activity considerations .

I coded up a test case for multiple vegetation types simultaneously extracting water from a stagnant

column to examine the partial-differential-equation approach ar~~3 associated constants . The test

was of a 50-cm column of soil with no evaporation or bedrock: fluxes, and the vegetation was

assumed to achieve a vapor density of 2 x 10-s gm/cm3 (with atrr~ospheric vapor density of 2 x 10-s

gm/cm3 and reasonable turbulence) . It quickly became apparent that I had to reduce the plant

conductivity by the fraction of the total area occupied by plan>> stems. The actual conductance

of stem roots should be like a sand, which has the range of roughly 10-s cm2 to 10-s cm2. The

higher end may be too conductive, while a value in the midrange seems to give somewhat plausible

results .

The conductance of the fine roots is questionable : a fairly :mall value seems to be necessary.

Allowing the plants to adjust root density according to t;he nominal-flux criterion for the

test problem results in a pressure profile in the soil and plant continua that is almost identical even

when the plants initially have sufficiently low densities that thc~ plant pressures are much lower

than the soil pressures while supplying vapor flux at the maximtr~n rate . At early times, the plants

proliferate exponentially at all depths . As the top dries out, plants that start loosing water adjust

the fine-root biomass density down to cut transfer losses .

The permeability of the plant transport strongly affects thc~ dryout profile. For permeabilities

comparable to relatively fine sands, a sharp drying front develop;. For relatively coarse sands, the

front is much more diffuse . For low-permeability transport syste:cns, the transport density tends to

drop off more rapidly with depth.

I realized that the change in density term should read

with the terms in front of p on the right-hand side limited to f~~. There is still some question in

my mind as to how constraints from nutrients can be accommodated .

7/19/99 Generic equations.

8P
- C

9
40

90

~ C

Po
Po
P
~
P (4-48)

n
It is useful to have a capability for solving generic 1D equations and systems of equations in which

the actual equations and coefficients are defined through easily modified scripts and the work of
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equation assembly, equation solution, and state variable manipulations are handled with generic

solvers . If done properly, coding up a different equation should b~e very fast .

There are several types of 1D equations that should be ~~ccommodated . These include a

diffusion equation, a transport equation, and a phase balance equation . The form of a diffusion

In the above, u, M, and z represent state variables ; K, v, and ~a represent parameters ; and Src

represents source terms.

The generic form of all of these equations is

a8
+ ~ ~ q = Src.

	

(4-52)

The system form of the generic equations is

BM=jLCYa7

	

+~ ' ~a,7gij = Srci~ l ,

	

(4-53)
aft

where an i subscript represents the primary state variable, a j subscript represents secondary state

variables, q is flux, and the a and ~3 variables are flags for inclusi~~n of terms in the equation . Filly

implicitly discretizing this system using a finite volume approach. in 1D,

rearranging yields

n+1 ~+1

aij [ ~t ]

	

+' Nij

	

O
g
x
7 I

	

= STCij In
_

	

+1

7

	

n
(4-54)

{a~j [Mzj]n+1 V ~- ~tjOt Ogzj In+1 = jT~;F SrCij In+1 ~
~

	

(4-55)
j

where O denotes a difference operator (Ot is the time step and ether quantities are the difference

between one side of the volume and the other) and V is the voh~me of the element (V = Ox) .
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equation is
8u

- ~ ~ (KDu) = Src; (4-49)
8t

a transport equation is

at +
~(vu) - ~ ~ (K~u) = Src; (4-50)

and a phase balance equation is

8M
at

- p ~ [K(~u + G~z)] = Src. (4-51)
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set
When the system includes nonlinearities, a first-order increment is added to the equation

laz7 ~Mi~)n V +~ijOt Ogijl,n - VOt SrCi~lm}
7

+~~{ CrijV Mij Im+l + ~ijOtO I qij ~~+11 _ VOt Srcij ~~+i ~ = p~

	

(4-56)
k l\J~

where u is an unknown, n is the time step level, and m is the iter;~tion level (implicitly at then + 1
time step) . This form also works for linear equations, as the incrE~mental part of the time derivative
is the only active part and the remainder of the terms cancel ex~_ept for the incremental part .

The generic solver needs to handle the following fluxes ; (i) q = -K~u (diffusion), and
(ii) q = vu (advection). When u represents elevation, gravity-dependent flux is accommodated,
which implies a loose definition of state variable . It would be useful to enable specification of K for
adjacent finite volumes and have the generic solver provide the appropriate interface value (e.g .,
harmonic mean, geometric mean, upstream value, flux-limited value) . The solver also needs to
handle the following zeroth- and first-order sources (i) Srcij = fij (specified source), (ii) Srcij =

~`ijuj (decay), and (iii) Srcij = Aij(uj - ui) (transfer) .

The various increment terms are approximated by the ,;merit expansions for variable c
(taking advantage of the chain rule)

The individual applications should provide aij , ,Qij, Kij, vj , ~ij, Aij , and fij . For each of
these values, the corresponding array of sensitivity coefficients should also be provided . In Matlab,

storage could be sparse for each of these arrays if significant numbers of coefficients are zero . Of
course, storage is not a constraint in 1D.

In multiphase flow and transport, constraints on volume fractions and mass fractions are
applied . Constraints on mass fractions are applied for each ph;_~se by adding together all species
mass-balance equations for the phase, replacing one mass frac~ion with a weighted sum of the
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Clm+1

CaxJ
(4-57)

m m

(CDuj ) I~mn+1 = cm
(aX ) ~b ~- ~

aX ~I
b~xm, (4-58)

m m

~7 ) Lnz+1 -_
rCm

C aX ) + ~ aX )
,lG

7
n

J
b~ (4-59)

b = X~~+1 (4-60)

Typically b is solved for rather than u.
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others, and neglecting the corresponding species balance equation in favor of the summed equation .

Constraints on volume fractions are applied by summing together the equations for all phases,

replacing one volume fraction with a weighted sum of the others, and neglecting the corresponding

phase equation in favor of the summed equation . Mechanisms sh~~uld be provided to do this, with

automatic switching to constrain the largest volume fraction and h~rgest mass fraction in each phase

(avoiding roundoff error) .

A second type of facility may be nice . It is possible to strictly enforce nonnegativity or

boundedness through transforms . A log transform enforces nonnE~gativity at the cost of disallowing

zero values (useful for concentration), while a tanh transform e~iforces boundedness between -1

and 1 at the cost of disallowing the limiting values (useful for ;saturation or mass fraction after

adaptation) . Both of these transforms can be applied after the coefficient array is assembled by

multiplying columns in the coefficient array corresponding to the transformed variable . These

transforms are
a()	1 a()
a In x - X ax

The reverse transform is easily obtained after solution .

9/3/99 Uptake/dispersal relationships.

(4-sl)

a tanh x - sech2(x)_

	

~X)

	

(4-62)

A transfer function for uptake was developed for a 1D system last April. In actuality, uptake should

be developed in a radial system . Dispersal from the leaf surfaces ~~o the far field can also be treated
in a radial system or in a cascade of radial systems (leaf to canopy, canopy to far field) . The leaf to

far field system is simpler, but doesn't account for clumping ; perhaps in a highly diffusive system

clumping doesn't matter .

As shown by Bear (1979), steady diffusive flux between 1:wo concentric cylinders (e.g ., far

field and well) is
Q = Aq, . = 2~rrBKa~~ar = constant

	

(4-63)

where Q is radial flux, A is area, qr is specific radial discharge, .~3 is cylinder length, K is conduc-

tivity, ~ is potential, and r is radius . This can be rearranged and integrated to yield

2B In ~
R

~ -- ~K d~.

	

(4-64)
w

~w
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When K is a constant, flux into the well is defined as

Q = 2~rBK In ( R ) (~ - ~w) .

	

(4-65)

Correction dated 11/15/01 : Equation 4-65 is written inco;~rectly and the results are applied

through today. The correct expression is

_ 2~rBK

	

~,
Q

	

ln(R/ru,) (~ - 4~w)~

Note that when R is slightly larger than rw (say R = Rw + O), lr~(R/rw) .:: O/rw and flux into the

well is defined as

where conductance C = K/O .

2~rBru,K ,~,
Q =

	

0

	

(~ - Y'w) = AC(cp - <t~w)~

	

(4-67)

All of the following equations until today's date will remains uncorrected, with the assumption

that K ln(r/R) should be replaced with K/ ln(R/r) .

(4-66)

When K is assumed exponential [the Gardner approximation : K = Ko exp(a¢) for negative

~], flux into the well is defined as

When there are two concentric cylinders, each with a co~istant K (say

for plant wall), flux continuity requires that

(4-68)

Ks for soil and Kp

2~rBKs In ~ -- = In
R ~ (~s Ww) 2~rBKp Cry,) (Y'w 4~p)~ (4-69 )

In the case
Q = ac(h - hl) = bc(hl - h2), (4-70)

simplification and rearrangement yields

Q a+b(h-h2)~ (4-71)

Defining Y3 = K9 1n(rw/R) and Yp = Kp ln(rp/rw),

YsWs + Yp~p= (4-72)Ww Y.4 + Y~ ,

and rearranging yields

Q = 2~rB
~YY+ -- =Y ~ (Ws Y'p) 2~BYP(~s `Yp) (4-73)

p
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This relationship can be used directly for the uptake function . A particularly straightforward

conceptual model for uptake within a 1D slice has N vertical c!rlinders uniformly distributed in

the horizontal plane (note that gravity is not important at the scales being considered) . With the

assumption that the transport roots have little resistance compared to the soil/plant-wall system,

the plant pressure can be assumed spatially uniform within the vo.Lume. Uptake length root density

can be defined as
_ NB

/~ru

	

AB '

	

(4-74)

where pru is uptake root length density [L/L3 ], B is the slice thickness [L], and A is the area of

the slice [L 2 ] . The radius from root to far field is calculated by <~ssigning equal area to each root,

yielding

This relationship should work for generic volumes (not just slices in a 1D model) . Typically a model

would specify the uptake-root radii and plant-wall conductivity, +adjusting Ye and pru according to

changes in soil conductivity and biomass.

The simple model for dispersal is similar to the model for uptake, except that the exchange

surfaces are assumed to be spheres uniformly distributed throughout a volume V . Each sphere

represents 2 stomates . By analogy to the uptake reasoning, :>teady diffusive flux between two

concentric spheres (e.g., far field and stomate) is

Q- Aqr = 4~rr2 K8~/8r = const~~nt .

	

(479)

This can be rearranged and integrated to yield (assuming K constant)

Q 1 1 _ ,~,
4~rK (rw

	

R) - ~ - Ww~ (480)
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~rR2 = A/N = 1 (4-75)
/~ru
1/2

R 1= ~ ~ (4-76)
~/~ru

Thus, the exchange radius is simply related to the uptake biomass .

Total transfer flux within the slice is

Qtot = `Z7fNBYe (~s - ~p), (4-77)

and specific transfer flux is

_Qtot 2~rNBYe_
(~s - ~~)q = AB AB

= 2~PruYe(~s - ~P) . (4-78)
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so flux into the stomate is
RrwQ=4~r
R-rw K(~-~w)

4~rr,~,K(~ - ~,~,)

where the simplification occurs if rw « R.

The value for R can be estimated by equating the volume of a sphere with radius R to the
total volume divided by the number of stomate pairs, or

4~rR3 V
3

	

= N3'

	

(4-82)

where Ns is the total number of stomates in the volume V. Each plant has a characteristic number
of stomates per leaf area, ~ s. When the leaf biomass is characteuized by a leaf area density, p~,

yielding an estimate for R of

(4-81)

Ns = ~SPiV~

	

(4-83)

1/3
R- (4~.\3P1~

	

(4-84)

A stomate is actually a 2D cavity, not a sphere . AssumnnE; that a stomate pair is equivalent
to one sphere (one stomate on each side of the leaf), equality of areas yields

A = 2(~rrs ) = 4~rru,

	

(4-85)

?'w = rs~~

	

(`1-86)

Typical values from Kozlowski and Pallardy (1997) are rs = 3 x 10_s m, ~ s = 3 x 108 m-2 ,
and LAI = 2 (where LAI represents the value for the canopyy) . Assuming a slab thickness of
0.1 m, p~ = LAI/0.1 ~ 20 m-1 . Let r~ is the radius of a di:ik containing the canopy (assume
0.5 m) and Rf is the far field for the disk (assume 2 m) . P1uF~;ging in, ru, .:: 2 x 10-s m, while
R ~ [3/(4~r)(3 x 108)(20) 1 /3 ~ 3 x 10-4 m. Clearly rw « R for the example, and flux from the
stomate to the far field in the canopy must be dominated by the resistance at the stomate itself .

Specific transfer flux (flux per volume) is represented by

q (N9 ~2)4~rwK -- (~ ~~) (4-87)
V

yielding a specific transfer flux in the form

V
(4_88)
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Interestingly, the specific transfer flux is independent of the dista~ice to the far field .

If the transfer is assumed to occur only within the plant canopy, which is represented by a

disk, equating the cylinder formula to the flux produced in the disk yields

9~5~99 More dispersal relationships.

Using the same typical values for estimates, b = 2~r(0.5) 2 (2 x 10-s ) ~;3 x 10 8 ) (20) ~ 2 x 104 . Obviously

a « b, so the transfer from the canopy to the far field is the rate-limiting step instead of transfer

from stomates to the canopy . However, application requires a relationship between biomass and

the ratio between canopy radius and far-field radius .

One conclusion from the prior analysis is that transfer rates may bf~ greatly overpredicted if stomates

are considered uniformly distributed throughout an atmospher :.c slice near the ground surface,

rather than localized within a canopy, since transfer rates from i~zdividual stomates were found to

be independent of far-field distance . An unsettling implication of the disk analysis is that transfer

is not affected by the number of stomates, which should be flat: wrong. However, diffusion rates

within the canopy would have to be orders of magnitude smaller within the canopy than within

the inter-canopy areas to make the two resistances comparable . 1='resumably boundary-layer effects

would provide reduction in diffusion rates just at the leaf surface~, especially since the length scale

for diffusion from stomate to canopy is about 1 mm, where ttie boundary layer is presumably

strongest . Note that for 300 stomates/mm2 , there are many stomates within the effective radius

for each stomate and the point estimate is misleading . Instead, we can return to the leaf scale to

perform the analysis .

There are two types of leaves to consider, needles (e.g ., pin~>, ephedra) and plates (most other

species) . The needle case will be handled using cylinders, simi'.'~arly to the uptake root analysis .

The plate case will be handled using spheres, similarly to the st~.mate analysis .
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Q = 2~BKln (~- ~~) _ (2~rr~B)2~rrw~S~~~K(~~ -Ww)~ (4-89 )
\RI

Using the relationships

a=1nCRIr~l

b = 2~rr~r~, .1 3 pl

c = 2~rBK (4-90)

yields
ab

Q = 2~rBK a b (~ - ~~)~ (4-91 )+
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Cylinder

Assume that each leaf is represented by a vertical cylinder extending from the top to the bottom
of the individual slices, just like the uptake root analysis . A cylinder has a characteristic inner
and outer radius, rP and rw, characterizing an outer wall punctured by stomates . Each needle has
a characteristic length, b, so each cylinder consists of nn = B/b needles stacked atop each other,
where B is the thickness of the canopy layer under consideration . Treating the leaf as a two-layer
system within the canopy (leaf wall and far field), specific flux within a volume within the canopy
is represented by

where pad represents an equivalent dispersal length density witl:~in the canopy, R~ is the far field
radius within the canopy, Ka is the conductivity of the far field, and Kr is the conductivity of the
plant wall . The p~d parameter is related to the more commonly measured parameters LAI (leaf

where A~ is the area of the canopy, V~ is the volume of the canopy, and N~ is the number of cylinders
in the canopy slice. Substitution yields

For the purposes of estimation, assume rte, = 1 mm, LAI === 0.1 (averaged over plant support
area), H~ = 1 m, b = 1 cm, B = 10 cm, r~ = 0.5 m, and A = 10 m2. With these approximations,

pod ti 200 m/m3 and R~ ti 0.04 m. Using a typical air conductivity of K = 1.5 cm/s and typical
stomatal conductivities of 0 .15 and 1 .5 cm/s (based on Table 12 .1 by Kozlowski and Pallardy
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2~~'wPcd = LAI(A/V~) (4-96)
LAIA

Pcd = (4-97)27frwV~

By assigning equal plan-view area to each leaf cylinder,
1 i/2

Rc - (
(4-98)

~P~d

q= 29rpcd~'e(~a - ~p) (4-92 )
I'e = I'aI'rl(Ya + YP)

YP = KP ln(rP/rw) (4-M)

area per unit ground surface area) and r~ through surface area Equality within a slice,

(2~rru,)N~B = LAIA(A~B)/V~ (4-94)
N~B

Pad = , (4-95 )AcB
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(1997)), O .1K < YP < K and Ya .= 2K, or O.1K < Ye < (2/3)~S.' . Presumably desert vegetation

would have conductivity in the lower part of the conductivity range.

Using the same typical values for estimates, a ~ -2 and b = 0 .785(200)(O.1to0.7) (implying 16 <

b < 110) . Again a « b, so the transfer from the canopy to the far field is the rate-limiting

step instead of transfer from needles to the canopy. Note that i.F the diffusion within the canopy

accounted for boundary layer effects, K within the canopy would be significantly smaller than K

outside the canopy. If this effect were 1 to 2 orders of magnitude, 10th intercanopy and intracanopy

diffusion would be of the same order of magnitude . Also note that the value of LAI represents a

well-watered condition . When Yp = O.1K, a drop of one order of magnitude in LAI makes the leaf

and far field resistances of the same order of magnitude, while a, drop of two orders of magnitude

makes the local resistance dominant . An extra order of magnitia.de drop is required for the other

extreme.

If eddy diffusion is invoked, K is linearly proportional to wind velocity, which in turn

logarithmically varies with distance from a surface. At the surface, molecular diffusion is the only

active mechanism for transporting vapor (0.25 cm2/s) ; eddy diffusion tens of meters from the

surface may be orders of magnitude larger .
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The horizontal canopy to far field flux continuity requires

Q = 2~rBK In ( (~ -- `Vo) _ (AcB)2~Pedj~e(~c ~~)~ (x-99)
Rl

Using the relationships

a=ln \RI
rr~l

b = AcPcdYelK
c = 2~rBK (4100)

yields
Q = 27rBK a b ( ~ - ~w) .

(4-101)
+
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Sphere

Assume that each leaf is represented by a sphere with radius rw . A characteristic sphere radius is

found by equating surface areas,

4~rr2, = 2A~

	

(4-102)
3

rw
- ~ 3Al ~ 1~2

2~

where Al is the area of one side of the leaf . From the stomate am~lysis, flux for one leaf is

Rdrw ,~ ,~

The value for Rd can be estimated by equating the volur~ie of a sphere with radius Rd to

the total volume divided by the number of leaves,

4~rRd - V
3

	

- Nl,

(4-103)

(4-104)

(4-105)

where V is the volume of the canopy slice (AFB) and N~ is the tot;~,l number of leaves in the volume

V. It is convenient to define a leaf area density within the canopy as total leaf area divided by

For the purposes of estimation, assume A~ = 1 cm2 , L~II = 0.1 (support areal average),

V~ = 0.3 m3 , B = 0.1 m, r~ = 0.5 m, and A = 10 m2 . With these approximations, rw ti 0.7 cm,

pac ~ 1 .3 m2/m3 , Nl ~ 500, V ~ 0.08 m3 , and Rd ~ 3.3 cm. Neither Rd nor rw can be neglected

in determining flux in this case .
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canopy volume, or
LAIR

pac = V , (4-106)

where V~ is the canopy volume . Using this density, N~ can be estimated by

Nl
BA~

= Pac (4-107)
2Al

Substituting,

4~rRd V 2A~- (4-108)
3 PacVl(2Al) Pac

1~3

Rd
3Al_ ~ (4-109)

21f /) ac
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Using the relationships

yields

The canopy to far field flux continuity requires

9~6~99 More dispersal relationships.

Generic relationship

Q = 2~BK In ~R ~ (~ - ~c) =
4~r ~

R
Rdr

~~ ~ KNl
(~c-~~ ) ~

	

(4110)

(Tcl

a=1n \Rl
b

	

2
CRRdrr~ ) Cp2A_

	

~
l

c = 2~BK

	

(4-111)

Q = 27rBK a
+ b (~ - ~"')~

	

(4112)

Using the same typical values for estimates, a ti -2 and b ti 70 . Again, a « b, so the transfer
from the canopy to the far field is the rate-limiting step inste;~,d of transfer from leaves to the
canopy. With one to two orders of magnitude drop in LAI, the t";vo components are of comparable
magnitude; with three orders of magnitude drop, plant resistanc:~~ is dominant .

One more approach might be examined, extending the c~~ncepts used here . The approach
uses a cascade of leaf to branch cylinder, branch cylinder to can~~py, and canopy to far field. This
begins to get complex and the payback may be limited.

When conductivity is constant within the canopy and far field, both the cylinder and the sphere
relationships boil down to the form

Q = 2~BKa
a + b (~ - ~�')'

	

(4-113)
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where

which can be rearranged to provide

(re la=1n \Rl
be = 27rr~ pedYe/Ka

Ye = I'aI'pl (Ya + YP)

Ya = Ka 111(1'w/R~)

YP = Kp ln(rP/rw )
_ Rd~'w PacAcbs

	

2
(Rd - rw ~ ~ 2Al

where be is b for the cylinder case and bs is b for the sphere c~.5e . Conductivity in these cases

represents a vapor eddy diffusion coefficient (although some che~_;king needs to be done to get the

right units) .

Boundary layer theory suggests that the mean velocity field increases away from a fixed

surface . The increase can be described as a power law (Brutsaert;, 1982),

u = Cu*(z/zo)"'

	

(4-115)

u* _ (TOlP)1~2 (4-116)

where u* is the friction velocity. For neutral conditions C ~~ 5 .5 to 6.0 and m = 1/7. The

parameter zo can be as small as 0.001 cm for mud flats and ice; presumably individual leaves are

similarly smooth.

As discussed earlier, steady diffusive flux between two concentric cylinders (e.g ., far field

and well) is
Q = AqT = 2~rrBKB~/8r = const .a.nt,

	

(4-117)

R
Q

	

_1 dr=~ - ww~	(

	

)2~rB ,~ rK

	

4-118
Tw

Diffusivity is often considered proportional to mean velocity, or D = au. When K = ,Q(r - r�,)"`

(blithely using the 1D expression in radial coordinates),

R
Q

	

1

	

~-~,

	

(4-119)dr =

	

~� .
2~B ,~ ~r(r - rw)m

Tw
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Approximating the r term in the integral as the mean of the limits yields

R
Q

	

1

	

dr ,~

	

Q

	

(R - r,~~) 1-m = ~ - Ww~

	

(4-120)
2~rB ,~ ,13r(r - rw)"~

	

~rB~3(1 - m)(rw + R)
Tw

9/8/99 More dispersal relationships.

The relationships developed to date have made me uneasy becau:;e of the insensitivity of resistance

to leaf area . I expect that a shrub would only put out enough leaves to start reaching the point of

no return, not slam past the point by orders of magnitude . Wh:>~ would a shrub put out so many

leaves that there is no marginal benefit in adding an additional leaf? I discussed this issue with

Dani Or and he brought up the point that my integrations thus far neglected consideration of the

path from the far field of individual leaves to the canopy perimeter . In effect, I placed all leaves at

the perimeter, although the volume relations are not right for this case .

Let's look at the effect of uniformly spreading leaves throia.ghout the volume without regard

to canopy. This assumption was looked at with the stomates to some extent . The assumption is that

the layer is well mixed, so the analysis does not depend on the ~aetails of the canopy distribution .

Using the stomate analysis, we find

where At is now total surface area for a typical leaf, pt is the leaf area per unit volume on an areal

basis, and a subscript w represents the leaf surface. Generally r,t, ~K R, as with the stomate analysis,

leading to the last approximation. The last form is satisfyingly simple and linearly dependent on

leaf area density; the fuller form is not quite linearly dependent on leaf area density. An offline

example suggests that the fuller form is appropriate once LAI (defined for the canopy) starts getting
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Qt=4~rCR - rw )K(~ -
Rrw

4'w) (4121)

4~r Rs _V V At_- - (4122)
3 Nt Vpt lAt Pt

1/3
R 3At- ~

(4-123)
4~Pt
A i/a

rw - C
(4-124)

4~ /
Nt 4~pt Rr�,

q=
,~,

V
~
Qt =

~
K~~-Ww)At R-rw

prK i/a
(~ -- Yew) = PtK (Al ) ( ~ Ww) (4-125)
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larger than 1 ; however, the approximate form is only 12 percen>> too small for LAI = 10 in the

example.

9/13/99 More dispersal relationships.

The previous analysis can be adapted for the case where just the ~:anopy is concerned . In this case,

where Al is total surface area for a typical leaf, ply is the leaf area per unit volume within the

canopy, ~ is a transfer coefficient, and a subscript w represents the leaf surface.

Let's return to the idea of overall transfer from plant to far field . The dispersal relationship

above is only step one. Step two is dispersal from within canopy to the canopy edge, and step three

is dispersal from the canopy edge to far field (analyzed before) .

The step two analysis has a difficulty, in that strictly spear:ing dispersal depends on the local

value of ~, which varies throughout the canopy. Assuming disper .al takes place uniformly through-

out the canopy (q = constant), however, integration is straightforward assuming a cylindrical slice

with thickness B within the canopy
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dr Cr d~r ) + K 0'
(4-129)

r

where K is the conductivity in the canopy. This can be integrat~:~d to yield

+
d~_qr

0 (
4-130

)dr 2K
2

~ - ~o + 4K = 0 (4-131)

Evaluating at the canopy edge,
2

~o = ~~ + 4K
(4-132)

~~ - ~ + (r~ - r2) _0 (4-133)
4K

q-4AllcCR
rTw 1Kl`~'-Ww)=~KI,~-Y'w) (4-126)

i/s
R 3At=

~ ~
(4-127)

4~rpt~
f1/2

9'w = ~
~l (4-128)
2~r
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where r~ is the radius of the canopy. Further assuming that an effective canopy ~ can
provide an equivalent q, define ~�, as ~ at the radius enclosing half of the canopy area, or

Plugging in results in the relationships

Using the relationships

yields

,~ ,~ ~K ,~, ,~,
Y'c - Wm -~ 4K(4'w - 4'm)(r c -rm) =0

2

	

2

~Ym
Cl
+

~8c ~ _ ~Vc + Ww
~8c

Flux continuity at the canopy fringe for the canopy relationshi.E~ and for a cylinder

canopy and far field requires (flux defined as positive from leaf t~~ far field)

RI

	

8~rr~B~K ,~,

	

,~
Q = 2~rBK In ~

	

~ (~~ - ~)
rc	8 + ~r~ - (~Vw - 4'c)~

a= 1n CRf)rc
_ 4~r~

b

	

8+ ~r~

c = 2~rBK

be used to
r,rz = r~ /2 .

between the

(4-138)

(4-139)

(4-140)

Using typical values for estimates (r~ = 0.5 m, Rf = 2 ~n, A~ = 1 cm2 , ptc = 3 m2/m3 ),
calculated values are rw = 2 .8 x 10-3 m, Rw = 2. x 10-2 m (leaf fa,r field radius), ~ = 1 .2 x 10 3 m-2 ,
a = 1 .4, and b = 7.8 . These values provide a restriction factor ab;(a + b) that is fairly insensitive to
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1_

~K
(Ww - Wc) (4-134)

1 -r (~r~lg)
2~,~ ,~, ,~ (4-135)

(4-136)
8+~r~

The total flux at a particular radius r is

8~ 2~rrBq 8~rrB~K_ - (4-137)
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leaf area density. For sensitivity to leaf area, b should be signific antly smaller than a; b is linearly

dependent on pt~. If the ratio of canopy radius to far field radius increases, sensitivity to leaf area

increases .

9/14/99 Other dispersal issues .

Transpiration is dependent on the difference between vapor density at the leaf and far field vapor

density. It is typically assumed that the vapor density at the lE~af surface is the saturated vapor

density at the leaf temperature. In the sparse canopies of most desert shrubs, air and leaf tem-

perature should be fairly close. Using the air temperature for le ;~,f transpiration should provide a

reasonable estimate of leaf vapor density.

9/17/99 Eddy diffusivity.

The formulation provided thus far uses the terminology of conductivity [L/T] and potential [L] to

give a volume flux . Mass transfer is better stated in terms of valor density.

Bare-soil evaporation in breath has used the idea of a logarithmic velocity profile to provide a

quasi-steady two-point conductance (soil and far atmosphere, such as 2 m elevation) . Conductance

is iteratively determined based on wind speed and atmospheric stability. If transpiration is included

at discrete elevations, the profile must include elevation-depen~aent velocity and thus elevation-

dependent conductivity. This becomes more problematic as vegetation is included, as vegetation

not only modifies the velocity profile through roughness but provides a source of vapor and energy .
some way, which would require local values ofIt may be desirable to discretize the profile in

conductivity.

Brutsaert (1982) discusses various approaches to characi;erizing transport of momentum,

heat, and vapor in the lower atmosphere, and some of the explanation here is lifted from his text .

The lower atmosphere is broken into several layers . In the immediate vicinity of the surface,

turbulence is affected by the roughness elements and may be darciped by viscous effects . Brutsaert

(1982) terms the lower layer the interfacial (transfer) sublayer. In smooth flow (e .g., over ice or

mud) it is called the viscous sublayer, with thickness on the order c;~f 30v/u* , where v is the kinematic

viscosity and u� is the friction velocity (u, = T/p), T is moment;um flux (stress), and p is density.

Over a rough surface, the interfacial sublayer is called the rough~eess sublayer, with thickness on the

order of the mean height of the roughness obstacles . If the rough surface is porous or permeable to
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the air stream, the interfacial sublayer can be called the canopy sublayer. Molecular diffusivities for
vapor and heat are of the same order as kinematic viscosity, so in the interfacial sublayer scaling

lengths for vapor, sensible heat, and momentum are very similar .

The next layer up is the surface sublayer, with the lowermost portion termed the dynamic

sublayer. The dynamic sublayer extends to roughly 1 to 10 m above the surface, depending on

atmospheric stability ; the entire surface sublayer extends to about 10 m above the surface. In the

dynamic sublayer, density stratification is negligible so that stability is not a concern and profiles

are logarithmic .

Above the surface sublayer, the defect sublayer extends to an elevation of about 100 to 1000
above the surface, and the free atmosphere lies above. None oil the vapor density measurements
available for simulation are within the defect sublayer ; most are at 2 m above the surface, at the

top edge border of the dynamic sublayer . Accordingly, the defect layer and the free atmosphere

will not be considered further .

The dynamic sublayer is the most tractable analytically. From dimensional analysis,

u*

	

_ ~

	

(4-141)
z(du/dz)

where u is mean horizontal wind speed and ~ is von Karman's constant (roughly 0.4) . Direct

integration yields
2 .

u2-ul =-ln
r

(4-142)

The zero-velocity intercept is called z0,n, the momentum roughness parameter . If the surface is

rough, an offset distance d is used in the similarity formulation, yielding

u2 - ul = ~` In
Cz2z

	

d 1 .

	

(4-143)
/i

Note that this relationship breaks down when z < d, and is nor; correct when z is slightly larger

than d. The relationship for u when z - d » z0�,, is

u, z-du=-ln
zOm ~ .

Other analyses replace (z - d) with (z - d + zom) .

A similar analysis for vapor flux (surface to air), E, yields

(4-144)

av emu,E

	

In ~(z2 - d)/(zi -
d)~(Pv2 - Pvl)

	

(4-145)
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where pv is the (mean) vapor density and av is the ratio of wader and momentum von Karman

constants (av ~ 1 is thought reasonable for practical purposes) . The vapor roughness length, zw,

is defined as the zero intercept of (pvs - Pv) data plotted against :Ln(z - d), where pvs is the surface

value of pv . The relationship for pv when z - d » zov is

where B is the (mean) potential temperature, ah is the ratio of heat and momentum von Karman

constants (ah ~ 1 is thought reasonable for practical purpose:;), and c~ is the specific heat for

constant pressure . The heat roughness length, zoh, is defined as t;he zero intercept of (B3 - B) data

plotted against ln(z - d), where Bs is the surface value of 8 . For :most practical purposes, B can be

replaced by T or T for short . The relationship for T when z - d » zoh is

H

	

In [(z2a
h
d)/(z1 - d)] (T

	

'! 5.)_

	

(4-148)

When considering effects in the canopy sublayer, it is convE~nient to use the vertical continuity

relationship for momentum,

where K�z is the eddy viscosity [L2 /T] .

In a canopy, Df is assumed proportional to u2 through

dz + Dp = 0,

	

(4-149)

where T is the horizontal shear stress and Dp is the momentum sink term (drag experienced by the

foliage per unit volume of air . It is generally assumed that shear stress is proportional to velocity

gradient through
du

	

(4-150)T=PK~dz ,

In the dynamic sublayer, DI = 0, implying T is a constant, denoted by To . Eliminating

du/dz from Equation 4-141 and Equation 4-150 yields the relationship

2_
K,n

_ puo

	

_(z- d)

	

In[(z2~ d)/zo�L]
(z
- d)

	

(4-151)

for K� , within the dynamic sublayer . Eddy diffusivities for vapor and sensible heat may be slightly

larger than for momentum, but for practical purposes the differences may be neglected .

AfCaP _2Df=
2

u (4-152)
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E
av~u*

(Pv - Pvs) (4-146)In [(z - d)/zpv]

A similar analysis for sensible heat flux (surface to air), ~~!, yields

H
ah~

u*pcP= -- (e2 9i) (4-147)
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where Af is the surface area (both sides) of leaves per unit volume of air and Cd is a drag coefficient.

Af is related to leaf area index (one-sided area of leaves per unit ground surface area) through

ho
2LAI = ~ Af dz .

	

(4-153)
0

Depending on the assumptions for K,� and AfCd, one gets diilerent profiles for velocity. The

exponential profile for u is obtained by assuming K�, a ~du/dz~ :L,nd AfCd is constant (essentially

a uniform canopy): Correction dated Ol~/.0/02: Actually K�, o: ~du/dz~ -1 , bit the remainder is

correct
u = u(ho) exp(-awl;),

	

(4-154)

where aw is an extinction coefficient and l; _ (ho - z)/ho . The eddy viscosity relationship for this

case is expressed as
K-..~ = K,~,(ho) exP(-a~~)~

	

(4-155)

where K�,(ho) is the value of K�, at ho and a.�, _ (tad - aw ) is an extinction coefficient that

probably is close to ad and aw . Measurements suggest that aw increases with both canopy density

and canopy flexibility. Reported values for aw are between 0.4 and 0.8 for sparse rigid elements

(citrus orchard, wooden pegs, bushel baskets) ; between 1 and '.Z for moderately dense semirigid

elements (corn, rice, larch, Christmas trees, sunflower, and plastic: strips); and between 2 and 4 for

dense flexible elements (wheat, oats, immature maize) . A series of measurements for maize during

a growing season suggest that aw oc ho , where ho is in cm, m is in the range of approximately

1/3 to 1/2, and the proportionality constant is roughly 5 to 6 for m = 1/2 and 2.3 for m = 1/3.

Another analysis suggests that
Ash°

	

(4-156)aw=
ho-d~

where Ak is slightly smaller than or equal to 1. For a dense canopy, d ~ 2h°~3, suggesting aw ~ 3.

Brutsaert (1982) suggests that a workable approximation is to join the canopy sublayer with

the dynamic sublayer at h° , yielding

_ ~2u2

u h

	

_ u.
In (

ho
- d( o)

	

~

	

zom

Turbulent transfer of a scalar inert mixture is governed key

d + zo.~, )

	

(4-157)

(4-158)

-d + Sf = 0,

	

(4-159)
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where F is the vertical specific flux of the mixture and SI is t;he source term from the foliage .

With the assumption that the profile for a scalar is roughly simil~~.r to that of momentum, the eddy

diffusivity profile for a uniform canopy is expressed as

where K~(ho) is the value of K~ at ho and a9 is an extinction coefficient that is of the same order

of magnitude as a�, and ate, . Various values for as are reported ranging from 2.2 through 4.25, all

for dense canopies . The lowest value is the lowest end of a range for wheat ; the highest is for a

pine forest . Presumably as would be smaller for sparse desert vegetation .

Most of the available information on vegetation is for devise canopies . Claassen and Riggs
(1993) examined the roughness length and displacement height fog° Sonoran desert vegetation, dom-

inated by creosote bush . For these vegetation, they found that :on, = 0 .145ho, in agreement with

Brutsaert (1982) observations, but d ti 0, suggesting that the roughness elements are sparsely

spaced . Further, the roughness elements in the Sonoran desert vegetation were found to be approx-

imately uniformly distributed through the canopy . These result. ;s are likely to be fairly typical of

vegetation scenarios through those associations likely to be present at YM that are now at lower

elevations than pinon-juniper, and perhaps even for pinon-junip~~r .

Based on the above information, it may be sufficient to simply use a formulation for evapo-
transpiration that includes only the canopy and dynamic sublayers . This is always adequate when

the measurement point is at 1 m elevation above the surface ar~d is adequate under neutral con

ditions when the measurement point is even as high as 50 to 1~~0 m elevation . There should be

relatively little error for a measurement point of 2 m elevation (typical of YM observations) even

when the atmosphere is very unstably stratified, although Brut:~aert (1982) notes that under sta-
ble conditions the logarithmic profile is not representative . ThE~ advantage of neglecting stability
considerations is that no iteration is necessary to calculate eddy diffusivities .

10/9/99 Summary of updake/dispersal relations.

K~ = K~(ho) exp(-ash),

	

(4-160)

Musings about uptake and dispersal, and equation development;, are dispersed through too many

pages and are pretty diffuse. The relationships are developed in a more compact and unified form

here .

Analysis of steady-state series obeying

Q = cl (vo - vl) = c2(vl - v2) = ci (v i_.1 - vi),

	

(4-161)
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where c is conductance and v is the corresponding potential, yields a useful relationship between

the various potentials in the form

The most important cases are 2 layers [ce2 = c1c2/(cl ~-c2)] and 3 layers [Ceg = C1CZC/(C1C2+C1C~'

c2c3)] . With these relationships in hand, it is possible to mix and match solutions for specific types
of layers to develop multilayer equations .

Three-layer cases will be considered here (two for roots) .

	

In all cases, there is a transfer

resistance across the plant root or leaf wall . There is a resistance from the plant surface to the far

field : in the case of leaves, this resistance can be broken into two parts, leaf to canopy and canopy
to far field . Wall resistance will be considered 1D . Resistance 'to the far field will be considered
in cylindrical coordinates, while resistance within a plant cano~.y" will be considered in spherical

coordinates.

One-dimensional mass fluxes across the plant wall per unit area are described by

where q,� is the local mass flux per unit area [M/T L2 ], C is wall conductance, ~�, is potential at

the outside of the wall, and ~~, is potential at the inside of the wa. :~l . Total mass flux across all plant

walls is described by

where A� , is the total wall area over which flux occurs .

Three types of potential are of interest : (i) head [L], (ii) pressure [M/L TZ], and (iii) density

[M/L3 ] . The first two forms are used for uptake, the third for di:~persal into the atmosphere . In all

cases, C times ~ must end up with units of M/TL2 , so that the ;appropriate conductance units for
the three cases are:

atmospheric dispersivity [L2 /T] .

Q = ce (va - vim ),

	

(4-162)

l li Cice =

	

(4-163)
~i (llj~i Cj/ .

q ..r = C(~~ - ~~),

	

(4-164)

Q~rz = Awgm = Aw~%(Ww - ~p),

	

(4-165)

where K is soil conductivity [L/T], O is the length that diffu:~ion occurs across [L], and DQ is
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Ch =0 [M/T L3] (4-166)

C =
g0

[T/L] (4-167)

Cd = Q°' [L/T] (4-168)
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Mass fluxes from an outer to an inner surface in a spherical system are described by

Q.n = 4~rriroC(~o - 4'i)~

	

(4169)

where r represents a radius [L] ; C is again a conductance; and th.~~ i and o subscripts represent the

inner and outer surfaces, respectively. This case represents leav:~s dispersing to a far field. Total
mass flux within a volume is the mass flux for one sphere times ~~he number of spheres .

Mass fluxes from an outer to an inner surface in a cylindrical system are described by

r
Q�, = 2~rBC0In ~i~ (~o - ~ij,

	

(4-170)
ro

where B is the thickness of the system . This case represents a ca.:nopy dispersing to a far field or a
set of vertical uptake roots in a horizontal slice . Total mass flux within a volume is the mass flux
for one cylinder times the number of cylinders .

Using the analysis for a local spherical system, assuming that there are numerous local

systems uniformly distributed within a cylindrical system, and that the outer potential for each
system is adequately described by the potential at the radius enclosing half of the cylinder's area,
mass fluxes from one of a number of local spherical sources to t:fie outer surface of the cylindrical

system are described by

8~CQ�z =
8 -F- fro (~o -~c)

~ - 4~rN~,rorZ
V

where N�, is the number of local sources and V is the volume of the cylindrical system . This case
represents leaves in a canopy dispersing to the edge of the canopy.

3/2/00 Methodology for eddy diffusivity.

The vertical continuity of momentum flux is

(4-172)

Discussion of eddy diffusivity was brought out in the entry for 9/1'7/99 . A finite-volume formulation
for vertical continuity of flux is being implemented in breath .

dz + Df - 0,

	

(4-173)

where T is the horizontal shear stress and Df is the momentum sink term (drag experienced by the
foliage per unit volume of air) . It is generally assumed that shear stress is proportional to velocity
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gradient through
du

	

(4-174)T=PK~dz ,

where K�, is the eddy viscosity [LZ/T] and u is mean horizontal wind speed. Similarly, vapor mass

flux and sensible heat flux axe

where cxv and cxh are Kv/K�, and Kh/K�,, respectively. Continuity equations are yielded in the

form

where Sv and Se are sources of vapor and heat, respectively.

at ho ,

3/9/00 Methodology for vegetation .

E = azK�z
dPv

	

(4-175)

dT

	

4-176H = P~nahK~ dz

	

(

	

)

dE + S� - 0

	

(4-177)
dz

dH + Se = 0

	

(4-178)

Assuming that the canopy has uniform roughness element:; and the eddy diffusivity is joined

where z2 is the measurement height, ho is the height of the canopy; d is the displacement height, zon,
is the momentum roughness parameter, and a.�,, is an extinction coefficient dependent on vegetation

density.

As a consequence of neglecting consideration of stability, it is straightforward to derive the

profile of K�, . In fact, all but the windspeed component can t>e supplied at long intervals (e.g .,

weekly) and scaled by windspeed.

The previous discussion of dispersal of vapor from leaves has ;ieglected one salient feature: the

vegetation adaptively adjusts the leaf resistance to achieve ta,:rget conditions within the plant.

Thus, a relatively simple formulation for dispersal can be achieved .
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K�, = u2K° exp(-a�,~) (4-179)

rc2 (ho - d + zo~,__ (4-180)

(ho - z)/ho for z < ho
_ (4-181)

0 for z > ho
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The simple formulation for dispersal is a two-step process: (i) transfer across the leaf bound-
ary, and (ii) transfer to the bulk atmosphere . It is convenient to characterize leaves as spheres
uniformly embedded in a continuum, without considering the details of cover distribution . It is

assumed that the atmosphere is a well-mixed continuum . For 1;his case, total flux from inner to
outer surface of one sphere is

Q�, = 47friroDa(Pi - Po)/(9'0 - r-,:),

	

(4-182)

where Q�, is the mass flux of vapor, ri is the equivalent radius of the leaf, ro is the equivalent radius
of the volume enclosing each leaf, po is the far-field vapor density, P;, is the leaf-surface vapor density,

and DQ is the vapor diffusivity (vapor diffusion plus eddy diffusivity) . Assuming that ro » ri and

accounting for all leaves simultaneously yields

The flux across the leaf surface is

Qm = Pl(Da/Ta)(Pi - Po) = P!C'a(Pz "__ Po)

	

(4-183)

where p~ is leaf area per unit volume, Al is surface area for a typical leaf, CQ = Da/ri is bulk
conductance, and q�, is mass flux per unit volume .

`wrrx = AwDv(PP - Pi)/(ri - rr),

	

0184)

where A�, is the total wall (stomate) area over which flux occurs, 1~z, is the vapor diffusion coefficient,

pP is the plant vapor density, and r; - rP is the thickness of the leaf for diffusion . Accounting for
all leaves simultaneously yields
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4m = (P1AwDzlAl)(PP - Pi)l(rz - rn) (4-185)

Letting Fs = A�,/Al and C, =D� /(r1 - rP),

Qm = PlF'sCv(Pp - Pz) (4-186)

Combined flux from inner leaf to far field is

Qm. _ ~%(Pn - Po) (4-187)

C CaCvFs= Pj (4-188)
Ca + FsCv

As developed previously, the equivalent radius of a leaf i:;

3A~ ilz
ri =

~
(4-189)

2~r
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where A~ is the area of one side of the leaf . Note that Al is much larger than A~� since stomates

only cover a fraction of the leaf surface .

The far-field radius can be estimated from the leaf-area density within a horizontal slice,

Fs can be defined as

ro
- ~ 3Al ~ ids

2~Pt

where pt is the leaf area density within the horizontal slice (which includes canopy and intercanopy

in the estimate) . Leaf area density can be estimated from L."~I, the canopy height, and some
estimate of how LAI is distributed vertically within the canopy. Note that canopy height is also
required for the eddy diffusivity.

A key feature of this formulation is the strong dependence of transpiration flux on both pt
and Fs , which are under direct control of the plant . Given a set of leaves already in place, plants can

rapidly adjust stomate apertures to limit fluxes . Over longer pf~riods, plants can add or subtract

leaves .

Fs = ~'smaxETEP

(4-190)

where F3�,a~ is maximum fraction of the leaf area devoted to stomates, 0 < eT < 1 is a reduction
factor due to temperature, and 0 < ep < 1 is a reduction factor to maintain pressure constraints
within the plant. Typically ET is parabolic with air temperature.

The computational approach to maintaining plant pressure conditions requires an iterative

approach to estimating ep . This is done by matching the flux 'to the shoots with the dispersion

from the leaves to the atmosphere . The plant requires that the pressure in the leaves is above
some threshold (e.g., 15 bar) . As a first guess, the procedure :;ets Ep = l . If the plant pressure

is less than the threshold, ep is reduced until flux continuity is satisfied with leaf pressure at the

lower threshold . Flux within the plant can be estimated with thE~ threshold pressure as a boundary
condition . Since pn is known for the threshold pressure, the Ep can be determined to match the
atmospheric conditions .

Vegetation adjusts LAI, cover, and root densities over time according to environmental
influences . A straightforward way to account for this adjustment i~ through the differential equation,

a~
~ _ (ad + c~cxg)(4 - QtaTg)

	

(4-192)

where ~ is some plant density, ad is the death rate (q < gtarg), (kg is the growth rate (q > gtarg), and

q is a time-averaged flux (length of averaging depends on the component; leaves and fine roots use
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shorter periods), gtQ,.9 is a target time-averaged flux, and 0 < ~~ < 1 is an adjustment to account
for environmental and phenological constraints.

The c.~ adjustment factor may consist of several components . Seasonal growth is included as
a 0 or 1 multiplier . Limits due to available capacity are also included . For example, the limits of
LAI or leaf area density on cover density might be expressed as

We = 1 - ~lSmax (4-193)

where ~ might represent LAI or leaf area density and ~�,a~ is the absolute maximum allowed by the
available cover. Thus, growth rates go to zero as capacity is reached and only by adding additional
cover can additional LAI be achieved .

The same type of relationship is used for cover and root length density. The ~�,a2 limit on
cover is based on the total root length (root length density integrated over the soil column) . Note
that ~�,.a~ is larger than would be predicted by the equilibrium root/shoot ratio . I would estimate

~�,a~ as the absolute maximum cover capacity per total root length .

Uptake is parameterized using a relationship between fine roots and soil conductance in
cylindrical coordinates . Like dispersal from leaves, both the soil conductivity and a conductance
across the root surface determine overall conductance from soil to plant. Overall conductance is
a function of fine-root length density and the capability of the fine roots to transfer water . It is
assumed that the conductance of the fine roots goes to zero if thf~ soil would extract moisture from
the plant. Although in actuality there is a network of larger roots spreading from the trunk of the
shrub, with very dynamic water and fine roots, the characterization simplifies this into a network
of long-lived fine roots that open and close based on moisture conditions . Opening and closing
reflect the rate that the finest roots grow and die. Only inform~~tion on fine-root densities for wet
conditions and response times for wetting and drying pulses are important . Note that the fine-root
densities are primarily important for estimating the soil response .

The w adjustment factor for fine roots also includes a de.E~th factor limit, expressed as

w~ = 1 - d/d.�a~

	

(4-194)

where d is the depth below ground surface. Thus, growth rates go to zero as a species-dependent
depth is reached . This limiting factor should produce an exponential profile over several growth/decay
cycles .
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3/11/00 Continued methodology for vegetation .

Summarizing the various components of the vegetation to be mo~jeled :

Transpiration. Transpiration is a function of leaf area d~;~nsity under atmosphere-limiting

conditions . Transpiration is a function of a minimum plant potential under soil-limiting

conditions .

~ Uptake . Uptake conductance is a function of fine-root-length density under moist conditions

(soil pressure is greater than plant pressure) . Uptake conductance goes to zero under dry

conditions (soil pressure is less than plant pressure) . Fine-root conductance responds at the

time scales of fine roots, but the length density responds at the time scales of large roots.

~ Changes in leaf area density. Required information includes earliest and latest growth date,

maximum LAI for a given cover, temperature preference for growth, growth rate (e.g ., time to

doubling) under optimal conditions, death rate (e.g ., time to halving) under dry conditions,

target flux rate, and averaging period for fluxes .

~ Changes in cover. Required information is growth and deatai rate, seasonal growth on-off flag,

temperature dependence for growth, maximum cover per total root length, target flux rate,

and averaging period for fluxes .

~ Changes in root-length density. Required information is growth and death rate, seasonal
growth on-off flag, temperature dependence for growth, tar~~;et flux rate, and averaging period

for fluxes .

~ Changes in fine-root-length density. Required information is growth and death rate, seasonal

growth on-off flag, temperature dependence for growth, z~iaximum fine-root-length density
per root-length density, target flux rate, and averaging period for fluxes .

~ Reference values . These include typical area of a leaf, typical leaf vapor diffusion length, and

typical fine-root diameter .

The dynamic vegetation variables tracked in the comput~~.tional model are:

Canopy height .

Root depth.
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~ Leaf area density in each element above ground surface. A:; a first cut, assume that leaf area

density is uniform from top of the canopy to the ground .

Cover fraction . As a first cut, assume that vegetation forms cylinders to translate between

leaf area density, LAI, cover, and shoot length density.

~ Root length density. This is the transport root density.

" Fine-root length density in each element below ground surfa~:e . This is the uptake root density.

For growth relationships, it is necessary to have some way of relatiog the root length densities to
cover a la a root/shoot ratio. There should be some relation between cover and canopy height as

well .

4/2802 Return to methodology for vegetation .

A simple model approach is being implemented in breath to handle vegetation as a first cut. The

approach basically assumes that all parts of the plant are directly connected to the trunk at the
ground surface, with a single variable of plant pressure at the ground surface. This is simpler

than assuming that vegetation is a continuously connected continuum, which would require a plant

pressure at each node .

The previous version of the atmospheric condition is expanded to discretize the atmospheric
boundary layer column . Discretization allows vapor released by transpiration to reduce evaporation

by increasing atmospheric vapor density above the ground, thereb~~ reducing gradients at the ground
surface. The atmospheric velocity profile within the vegetation will be reduced to account for drag,

also increasing resistance to evaporation .

Flux continuity is imposed on the plant continuum . Total flux from the soil to the plant

trunk is
N

4n - ~ Cs~f(Pi - Pc) + P9(zi - 'G)~

	

(4-195)
i=1

where q~ is total upward flux at the plant trunk and CsP2 is total :;oil-plant conductance for pressure

from subsurface node i. This can be rewritten as

pG
- ~

N
1 ~'sPi~P% -~ p9l'zi - zG)1 ~_- 4P

~N
i C3P2

(4-196)
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Flux from leaf surfaces to the atmosphere is written

where CLA is total leaf-atmosphere conductance for vapor density. Conductance is controlled by

both atmospheric conditions and the plant's ability to close sto~nates, so that 0 < CLA < C�,a~ .

Vapor density at the leaf is always essentially saturated, since capillary effects on reducing vapor

density are not strong under normal plant conditions . Note to check : certain xeric plants may have
plant water that is treated to have lower vapor pressure (e.g., sa'.t covering leaves) .

There is a leg of the journey in the shoots between the ground surface and the leaves . Flux
continuity requires that

QLA = Cp[PG - PL + P9(zc - zL .~]

	

(4-198)

where Cp is pressure conductance in the shoots and qp = ~i qLa.~ . Rewriting,

Assuming that the plant will close stomates if leaf pressurE> drops below a target leaf pressure

Of Ptarg, the reduced conductance that maintains flux continuity is

Cp~PG - Ptarg ~- P9(zG - zL
~%LAred =

PL - PA

At night and whenever the atmosphere is more saturated than the leaf (essentially never in the
desert), leaf conductance is zero .

As a simplification, neglecting transport losses in the sho~~ts sets the target pressure at the
ground surface. Assuming M levels of leaf discharge to the atmc;~sphere,

M

QLA = cLA(PL - PA)

Qp =~CLAj (PL - PAj )
j=1
N

The target leaf flux is achieved by setting

_~~'spi~(pi - Ptarg) + pg(zi - zG)~

	

(4-201)
i=1

Qp
CLAj =

	

M

	

~!LAmaxj
~j=1 ~!LAmaxj (PL - PAj )

so that conductances for the plant at all elevations are reduced key the same percentage .

(4-199)

(4-200)

(4-202)
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5/01/02 Prototype results.

I coded a prototype in Matlab to investigate the expected behavi~:>r of the vegetation models before

actually adding them to breath . Actually, two prototypes were coded, one for the soil (water uptake)

and one for the atmosphere (vapor dispersal) . The idea of creatinF~; prototypes in Matlab is to ensure

that all models are self-consistent and to provide guidance on parameter values .

At this time the soil prototype considers two uptake opti~:>ns :

~ Uptake based on a single control pressure (my simple sche :rne)

~ Uptake using the UNSAT-H scheme (Fayer, 2000)

The prototype considers two atmospheric-demand options :

~ Specified PT demand (generally "unlimited" )

~ UNSAT-H PT demand based on the 1st formula (equation 4.48 by Fayer (2000))

I also put in growth algorithms for uptake and transport roots similar to the algorithms

documented previously . These algorithms were modified to use normalized terms, but the idea is

the same .

The prototype does not consider evaporation or soil-moisture redistribution, since I'm just

looking at the uptake algorithms .

I've been testing the various options while narrowing in ors parameters . It's taken some time
to make sure that all the relationships and parameters have consistent units, but now there is an
example problem that seems to be fairly self-consistent and similar to the cheatgrass example in

the UNSAT-H code .

The example problem is a soil column 150 cm deep . Roots are allowed to penetrate to the

bottom while root-length density (RLD) exponentially decreases from the top. I've made estimates

of RLD based on the biomass distribution and assumed root diameter and root mass density.

The initial conditions are essentially saturated ; partway through I rewet the column to the

initial condition . With growth, the simulation starts with very low RLD values ; without growth,

the values are roughly calibrated .
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Figure 4-1 : 5~01~02. Time history" of predir~tcd total uptake for 1511-cm deep example problem with

UNSAT-H limits to transpiration based on LAI . Root growth is allowed in (a} and (c}, but not in

(b} and (d}. The UNSAT-H uptake model is used in (a} and {b} ; the mechanistic model is used in

{c} and (d}.

Figure 4-1 illustrates the behavior of the different mode! combinations for the example

problem. Both the UNSAT-H and mechanistic uptake moricls are used with grow anti nrrgrow

options.

I've tried mixing and matching the different options to see ~~hat they predict . Several results

become apparent .

~ It is not appropriate to use' the (]NSAT-H uptake mcxiel with irrfinitr". atmospheric demand,
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since it will completely dry in the first step

~ It is more difficult to use the mechanistic uptake model with infinite atmospheric demand if
growth is not allowed, since calibration is then required

~ Without growth and with the UNSAT-H atmospheric dei~zand, the two uptake models are
qualitatively similar in total uptake but the mechanistic model predicts more uptake (about
50 percent more in the example), since uptake at depth ca. :n compensate for loss of moisture
at the top in the mechanistic model

~ With growth, a secondary bulge of uptake can occur after the main peak occurs, since roots
are gradually adjusting themselves to the appropriate configuration

~ With growth, the two events have different root configuraaions and thus behave differently.
For this example, uptake progresses from top to bottom in the first event and from bottom to
top in the second (since RLD is higher at the bottom after the dryout period) . The result is
that uptake peaks much quicker in the second event. Howe~~er, if the roots started out with a
high density, they may quickly dry the soil and die, leaving the second event to have a slower
response than the first .

5/02/02 More prototype results.

The second prototype is to provide a mechanistic model for limit,-_-, on transpiration based on above-
ground dispersal . The prototype calculates the windspeed profilE~ while accounting for momentum
uptake by vegetation . Windspeed is in turn used to estimate both bulk vapor dispersivity and the
boundary-layer vapor conductance, which are combined to provide an overall vapor conductance
from leaves to the atmosphere . The soil is allowed to have a specified vapor density (e.g., saturated)
or be a no-flow boundary (typical if it has dried out and vegetation is transpiring) .

It turns out that the leaf boundary layer resistance can he far larger than the bulk atmo-
spheric resistance . In all of my formulations to date, I had ignored this component. Within the
boundary layer, vapor diffusion occurs with the rate determined by molecular diffusion across the
boundary layer. Nobel (1991) presents relationships for boundary-layer thickness including

where

bb~
- ~ cbl(d/v) 1 ~ 2

	

flat leaf or cylinder

cb~(dlv)
i ~ z + c2/v

	

sphere
(4-203)
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bb~ boundary-layer thickness [L]
d representative length [L]
v wind speed [L/T]

cb~ coefficient [L/Ti~ 2 ]
c2 coefficient [LZ/T]

In the following, it is assumed that v has units of L/s and d has consistent length unit . For

a flat leaf with d representing leaf length in downwind direction, ~^~,~ = 4 mm/si~2 is approximately
correct . For a cylinder with d representing diameter, cbt = 5.8 mm/si~a is appropriate. For a sphere

with v in m/s, cb~ = 2 .8 mm/si~2 and c2 = 0.25 mm~m/s.

Another resistance that Nobel (1991) discusses is the resi:stance across the stomatal depth.

He notes that the actual stomatal depth must be augmented b;>~ the effective stomatal radius to

capture the dispersal of vapor from the small area of the stom~~te over the entire leaf area . The

vapor conductance is written

where

Sst stomate depth [L]
r 9t representative length [L]
v wind speed [L/T]

cbi coefficient [L/Ti~ 2]
c2 coefficient [L2 /T]

c9t = bst + rst (4-204)

When I included the resistance based on a flat leaf or cylinder, transpiration dropped to a

fraction of the original for shrubs .

As a plausibility check, Groeneveld and Warren (1992) present some measurements of evap-

otranspiration (ET) in Owens Valley for relatively well-watere~j shrubs . As an example, total

transpiration over a day is roughly 1 .5 mm for an areal-average LAI of about 0 .47, with a water

table depth of about 3 m.

Assuming that the stomate properties are at the extreme xeric edge of the typical range

(bst -~- r st - 60 ~,m and leaf-area fraction for stomates is 0.002), .f~AI is 0.45, temperature is 38 °C,

and relative humidity is 0 .15 (atmospheric values are midday vab_ies), the model estimates a rate of
1 .2 mm/day. Assuming that this rate applies for the 14 daylighl: hours yields about 0.7 mm/day.

Shortly after sunrise, relative humidity is about 0.4 and temper~3.ture is about 26 ° C, which yields

a rate of about 0.44 mm/day (or 0.26 mm/day if applied over 14 ~~f the 24 hours) . These values are
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lower than but comparable to the values presented by Groeneveld ~~nd Warren (1992) . Transpiration

rate doubles if area fraction doubles or if stomate depth halves, k~oth of which are still on the xeric

end of their ranges . A four-fold increase in transpiration is larger than observed by Groeneveld and

Warren (1992) .

The stomate properties can be expressed as an effective diil'usion distance using the formula

b~ - bst + rsc
st -

	

Ast /Ai
(4-205)

where Ast is total stomate area (number of stomates times stomate area) and A~ is total leaf area .

The range for b9t using the values from Nobel (1991) is roughly0.125 to 3 cm . The leaf boundary

layer thickness is roughly in the range of 0 .01 to 0 .04 cm for shrubs in windy areas, and the leaf

boundary layer can be neglected except under very still conditions . However, plants at the leaky
end are affected by the boundary layer and it should not be neglected for these plants .

For the same set of Owens Valley sites, Groeneveld (1939) examines root density issues .

Maximum measured root densities (comparable to the uptake rr_~ots) reach 78 cm/cm3at a grassy

site but only 9.3 cm/cm3at a site without grasses . These values ;~,re thought to include dead roots

as well as living roots, thus are probably upper-bound values . Roughly translating to YM, one

would expect root densities to be lower based on much lower L~^^-~I and shorter growing season . A
simple scaling based on both LAI and growing season brings the equivalent rooting density for the
grass-free site to about 0 .8 cm/cm3 .

In the rooting example, achieving soil-limited uptake rates of a few mm/day with rooting

densities of about 1 cm/cm3 appears to require that root conductance is reduced by several orders
of magnitude from the typical values (1 to 5x10-7 m/s/MPa) ~~ited by Nobel (1994) . Reducing
RLD by a comparable magnitude while keeping root conducta~zce fixed also works. There is a

discrepancy that may be partly due to overcounting roots (dead roots may stay around for a very

long time), and partly due to soil limitations not playing a role ~mtil soil is quite dry.

In the growth model, achieving a target RLD is done by aci.justing the flux trigger for growth

and death. Increasing the growth trigger flux shuts off growth e,_~rlier, thus reducing RLD.

5/04/02 More results.

The issue of distributing LAI over the year takes a twist with the Owens Valley phreatophytes .
Groeneveld and Warren (1992) estimates LAI for shrubs using the relationship

LAI = a exp[-c(J - b)2]

	

(4-206)
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Figure 4~: 5~04~02 . Normalized annual LAY curves for well-watered shrubs at Eishop, CA.

where J is J ulian day. The normalised c:rrrves are shown in Figure 4-2 .

Ranges of 49 to 98 riay are obtasned for cl ~s , witlr the larder value having appreciable LAI

during winter arrd the smaller lraving a gap of perhaps 100 day {about the period of night-time

freezing} . Interestingly, the driving vapar density gradient fur transpiration has a fairly similar

shape, albeit rmrted ; a workable approxirrratian for well-watered t~~,rget LAI aright be

where

CAI = ~AIa ~Pu~ - Pa ~ ~ {4-207}
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LAIfl reference LAI
pvs saturated vapor dc~usity

pa atmospheric vapor density

po reference vapor density
p exponent

The p exponent might be near 1 f~r the cases with ~ahpreciable winter LAI and larger for no
winter LAI. I don't have a basis for picking the exponent . He}wever, it does appear from the Gwens
Valley observations that leaf growth ~at least in warm months} can return to the curve quickly
after a drop off .

Part of the effect is also drre to available photosynthetic pl-ioton flux density {PPFD}, since

daily total shortwavc radiation is about 3 times greater in the summer than in tlae winter .

As a thought, curves for projected leaf area reported by Grr~eneveld and Warren 1992) have

a mismatch at day 1 and day 365 unless the offset is at 183 days . A better interpolator uses a
power of a sine wave

As p goes to oa, the distribution becomes peskier .

The curves for projected leaf area have b ranging from day 175 to day 196- The mean
minimum, average, and maximurrr daily temperature far the 48-,y~, length of record, and shartwave
radiation outside the atmosphere at Bishop's latitude, are platted in Figure 4-3 . As it turns out,
PPFD peaks shout day 172 while temperature peaks about day 205, which suggests that the leafing
strategies are partly determined by temperature ~ar vapor density" gradient} ~tnd partly by PPFD-

A convenient way to Dandle multiple influences is to use a. weighted average
~. Tvis~.7,b8 }ps

s* (,]} -

	

0 ~ wa c 1

	

(4-210}
max~~a ~IIi .S~'~" bi)p=~

b

	

t4-211b~ _ ~ 2Ui a

1 = ~ '+.up

	

~4-212}

,f+ l'I~ ' T~mirz ~ 1 - s+} + vmnx SP

	

4-21

	

}

If there are two influences and pz = g~2, the w; values are uniquely determined .

	

If pt ~ ?s`a, the
f* ~ J) curve peak skews towards bi .
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Figure 4-3: 5~a4~~2. Minimum, average, acrd maximum average daily temperature; and average

daily shortwave radiation outside the atmosphere ; all at. Bishop, C;A .

Rather than using sirres, one could also use other functiorrs based direcaly an metEsaralagical

parameters such as temperature and shortwave radiation. I propose combining a parabolic function

far temperature parameters are T,n~d and Tolp} and linear function of shortwave radiation in the

farm
f - f

	

ftfr

	

p

	

~A-214}
L~rft + 11 - ~r}fr]

where ~ C Zrly. C 1 is the relative importance of radiation. Sevrral examples of the different com-

binations of weighting-flirrction parameters are shown in Figlrre 4-4, showing the effect of different

temperature and radiation utilization strategies . The intent is to rnatclr preferences for individual

species and use site conditions to determine the location an the curve . This approach will auto-

matically adjust maximurrr LAl based on site conditions, a great benefit when doing sensitivity
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analyses such as dropping temperature a fixed amount .

Dated erratum Iist .

A current list of errata, copied or expanded from the in-text notation .

Correction dated 11~15~01 : In entry dated 5~3~99, Equation 4-G5 is written incorrectly

and the results are applied throuel~ today. The correct expression is

_ 2~r13It
Q ~ 1n~R~r �,) ~~ ~ ~~)~ ~42I5}

Dote that when R is slightly larger than r,~ (say R = R� , + ~) . 1rr~R~r�,} .: ~~r�, arrd flux into the

well is defined as

where conductance C = If~O .

Q =

	

~

	

~~ - ~~} = AC~~ - ~:~)-

	

(4216}

All of the following equations until today's date will remain uncarrect.ed, with the assumption

that T~ ln(r~R} should lxe replaced with Ifs in(R~r} .

Correction dated 04~30~02 : In entry dated 9~17~99, ~~etiral assumption of relationship

between Ff�t and u is that T is essentially conserved, thus ~,,~ a Idzc~dx~ -r . The expressions are

otherwise correct.
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Figure ¢4: 5~d4~02 . Composite LAI-allocation weightii~.g functions fray temperature and shortwave

radiation, ~a} warm-weather species, fib} cold-weather species, (c} high-radiation species, (d} varying

allocation weight, (e} varying minimum temperature, and (f) varS~ing maximum temperature.
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Thermal Hydrology KTI

Account Number: 20-5708-663
Collaborators:

	

Ronald T. Green
Directories:

	

As noted

Objective:

	

The overall objective of the thermal hydrology KTI is to assess the impacts of possible
thermal loading due to the proposed Yucca Mountain (YM) repository on the subsurface hydrology.
The near-field KTI also is investigating potential effects of the thermal loading, but with perhaps
more of an emphasis on the impact on geochemistry and hence hydrology. Out of the entire
hydrology-thermal-mechanical-chemical (HTMC) group, the thermal hydrology KTI is essentially
HT while the near-field KTI is more HTC .

2/1/96 Initial entry.

The reorganization of the CNWRA into KTI units occurred less than two weeks ago. At this point,
organizational issues have been resolved . Detailed task descriptions have not been promulgated
as of yet. This initial entry is a brain-storming task to put together ideas for future work within
the task, which should also mesh with work to be performed under the near-field task and the
ambient-hydrology KTI.

After discussion with Ron, it is clear that there are two area:. that I can contribute : boundary
conditions (i .e ., infiltration, temperature) and matrix-fracture flova investigations .

In the realm of boundary conditions, a relatively quick investigation might be undertaken
that examines the impact of the repository on surface processes . Two questions arise immediately:
(i) is the ground surface well-represented by a specified-temperature condition, or should there be
some interaction with the atmosphere a la breath ; and (ii) is there an effect on infiltration rates
due to the thermal load imposed by the repository?

A simple sensitivity test can be made using breath. Assuming that thermal equilibrium
occurs rapidly relative to the change in energy release, and that half of the energy moves upwards,
a quasi-steady-state energy flux can be calculated which combines the geothermal flux and the
repository loading. The energy flux can be applied at the bottom of the column, thereby allowing
the column temperatures to equilibrate. Presumably this is a no-nevermind issue, but the analysis
should take little effort and any unforeseen impacts should be obvious. Also, the robustness of the
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surface temperature condition can be quickly examined ; extending; the analysis to seasonal-average
and annual-average conditions for temperature would be straightforward .

Matrix-fracture interaction analysis options are less well defined . Ideas have arisen : (i)
Sitakanta would like to do a laboratory analysis with a fractured thin slab, in which it appears that
the best information would be a videotape of the wetting front; (il:) Ron Green has resurrected the
idea of an infiltration test at the Peiia Blanca site, where an adic lies about 8 m below a cleared
surface and a reasonably large fracture can be traced to the surface; and (iii) I have thought about
extending breath to quasi-2D or 3D to investigate matrix-fracture interaction with discrete fractures,
which could possibly be extended to handle large thermal effects a la TOUGH and possibly even
geochemistry for near-field analyses . The experimental work needs to be properly linked with YM
and appropriate numerical experiments need to be designed to justify the code development .

4/19/96 Boundary condition evaluations.

20 kW/acre 5 W/m2 .

28 kW/acre 7 W/m2 .

40 kW/acre 10 W/m2 .

80 kW/acre 20 W/m2 .

In line with the initial entry, a series of surface condition evaluations will be performed . The idea
is to look at the sensitivity of both infiltration and temperature to the upward thermal fluxes due
to the repository. A series of several upward fluxes will be examined, with a maximum that is the
maximum flux the repository can generate . Since the 2-cm cases <~,re the fastest to run, I'll use the
standard 2-cm case I have used for shallow infiltration simulations under the ambient hydrology
KTI. In every case, fifty or one hundred years of annual-average conditions will be used to set up
the thermal profile. With the thermal conditions set, additional 20-yr runs with standard hourly
conditions will be used to check the impact on infiltration . A subsidiary step will be to check that
the thermal regime under different climatic regimes is the same for different depths of alluvium,
despite different infiltration rates.

The quoted thermal loads in TSPA-95 (TRW, 1995) range from 20 MTU/acre through 100
MTU/acre, where the conversion factor is about 1 kW/MTU . Other work quoted in TSPA-95 used
28, 57, and 114 kW/acre for the loading. Using the conversion factor of 1 acre = 4.047x103 m2 ,
corresponding power densities are approximately :

8-2
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100 kW/acre 25 W/m2 .

120 kW/acre 30 W/m2 .

As a comparison, the annual average incident shortwave radiation is 250 W/m2 and annual average
longwave radiation of 320 W/m2. With albedo of slightly greater than 0.25 for shortwave radia-
tion, this yields roughly 400 W/m2net incoming radiation . Assuming an average emissivity times
Stefan-Boltzmann constant on the order of 5.2x10-$ W/m2K4 , rs~,diating 400 W/m2would require
an annual average temperature of 296.15 K. Radiating 415 W/m'''requires an annual average tem-
perature of 298 .89 K for the same emissivity. Onewould expect that the top boundary temperature
should vary by less than 2 .5 °C, thus a constant-temperature top boundary condition is really not
bad at all for deep simulations .

On the other hand, one might expect that the lower boundary condition temperature might
be more strongly impacted by the repository, both due to smaller ambient thermal fluxes and due
to the relatively closer distance between the repository and the common bottom condition at the
water table. As Gordon is currently constructing a regional-scale transport model, it makes sense
to piggy-back a thermal examination onto the model. The issue may have been addressed in the
past . . .
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Thermal Hydrology KTI

Account Number: 20-1402-661
Collaborators:

	

Goodluck Ofoegbu, Ronald T. Green
Directories :

	

As noted

Objective:

	

The overall objective of the thermal hydrology KTI is to assess the impacts of possible
thermal loading due to the proposed YM repository on the subsurface hydrology. The near-field
KTI also is investigating potential effects of the thermal loading, but with perhaps more of an
emphasis on the impact on geochemistry and hence hydrology. Out; of the entire hydrology-thermal-
mechanical-chemical (HTMC) group, the thermal hydrology KTI is essentially HT while the near-
field KTI is more HTC .

7/5/98 Initial entry .

Background

Last week Goodluck contacted me regarding a modeling task with a milestone date at the end of
August . The task evaluates two-phase flow within a fracture under thermal loads from the repos-
itory . The approach he has used thus far is to have detailed modeling in a fairly restricted area
(roughly 20 m laterally by roughly 50 m vertically) . Apparently the approach is extremely com-
putationally demanding, due to the small elements (hence small time steps) required to accurately
handle the fracture .

The idea that Goodluck had was to handle the rock matrix with a simplified approach, using
a Boundary Integral Equation Method (BIEM) approach. A BIEh1 approach is most effective when
the domain is not discretized, rather placing any mesh along discontinuities (boundaries are special
cases of discontinuities) . Elimination of domain discretization is ~LCCOmplished by use of a Green's
function specific to the equation . Such a Green's function is available for only a few (linear or

quasi-linear) equations . The steady-state potential equation is particularly useful, as the Green's
function is easy to use in one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional ('.~D), and three-dimensional (3D) .
There are two approaches for time-dependent potential problems with fixed boundaries : (i) use a

time-dependent Green's function (I recall from about ten years ago that this approach is fairly
inaccurate and clumsy); or (ii) take the Laplace transform of the problem, solve in Laplace space

with the appropriate Green's function, and (numerically) invert .
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The steady-state potential equation is often used for thermal conduction or isothermal sat-
urated flow . It should also be appropriate for isothermal vapor diffusion . At YM, unsaturated
conditions exist . When the unsaturated conductivity is described by an exponentially decaying
function of potential, the problem is quasilinear and can be hand:ied using a special Green's func-
tion, at the cost of iteration when the boundaries are not completely first-type boundaries . If the
range in potential within the domain is sufficiently small, any conductivity can be approximated
using the exponential function . In the TSw, the matrix is essentially saturated but the fractures
are quite unsaturated, so that one could either approximate the o~nductivity from the equivalent-
continuum assumption or use Ksat in the matrix and provide discrete fractures to handle flows in
excess of matrix Ksat .

The potential equation is most straightforward to use when all coefficients within the domain
are constants (i .e ., conductivities are spatially invariant) and all nonlinearities are confined to the
discontinuity mesh. Piecewise-constant coefficients are straightforwardly handled by discretizing
the boundaries between the discontinuities. Arbitrarily varying coefficients require domain dis-
cretization, negating much of the BIEM advantage, although Borne fairly restrictive conductivity
distributions can be handled without domain integration .

For immiscible free-surface problems where the solution within the domain is rapid relative
to the movement of the boundary (i.e ., a quasi-steady state ex:ists), the time-varying solution
can be obtained by determining the velocity of the free surface at any instant and updating the
position of the free surface. Classic examples of this approach are the phreatic-surface problem
and the moving sharp-interface problem. The approach requires that two compatibility equations
are available relating potential and the gradient of potential normal to the interface (e.g ., ~i = ~2,
4i = 42)~

Definition of Problem

The particular problem that Goodluck is considering is a single vertical fracture within a porous
matrix . At the top of the fracture, a liquid flux is applied. A drift with heat source is located
at the bottom of the fracture, raising some portion of the domain to above boiling. It is desired
to quantify the liquid flux into the drift as a function of time ; ii' no liquid reaches the drift, the
distance that the liquid penetrates in the fracture is desired as a function of time .

As noted above, the solution procedure using MULTIFLO is too computationally demanding
for significant analysis . The original idea put forth by Goodluck is to approximate energy transport
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in the matrix as occurring solely through conduction . Liquid (film flow) and vapor are considered

in the fracture, but no mass is allowed to cross the matrix-fracturf~ interface . A solution procedure
was developed by Frank Dodge for liquid, vapor, and energy fluxes within the fracture given the

thermal state of the matrix at the fracture boundary.

In addition to the numerical difficulties exhibited by MUL'IIFLO, Goodluck expressed dis-
satisfaction with some of the properties of the solver for the fracture system . Several actual or

potential weaknesses with the approach are apparent after cursory examination (noting that it is

quite possible I may have missed some point of the development) . The method assumes that the
fluid mixture in the fracture has a different temperature than the rock matrix, and the mixture
has uniform temperature throughout the fracture . It appears that; continuity of total water flux is
not assured (i .e, liquid poured in the top of the fracture may not escape through the bottom of the
fracture in the form of vapor) . The proposed neglect of mass exchange across the matrix-fracture
interface may seriously misrepresent vapor fluxes . No mention was made of the dependence of
thermal conductivity on moisture content.

Goodluck expressed a desire to examine approaches that might be extended past the current

problem. In addition, I have long wanted to develop a techniquES that could be used to examine
discrete-fracture flows under ambient flow conditions, with particular interest in fracture-drift in
teractions . I believe that the BIEM can be developed into a powerful approach to handle both

situations . The following approach can be used for both 2D and 3D simulations (although the
equations will be specialized for 2D until further interest is expressed) . The numerical approach
can be applied to the thermal problem, the ambient problem, and discrete-fracture problems in the
saturated zone (in order of increasing simplicity) . The approach is developed for the 2D thermal
problem, as the other physical scenarios represent simplifications of the overall method and the 3D
scenarios are identical in general approach, simply swapping out the Green's functions for the 3D
equivalent and using triangles instead of linear elements .

General Boiling-Isotherm Solution Approach

The philosophy of the BIEM approach developed here is to simplify the physics while hopefully not

mutilating them.

Once boiling temperatures are widely reached there ase three zones (upper nonboiling, mid-
dle boiling, and lower nonboiling) separated by two boiling isotherms. The top boundary condition

for the upper nonboiling zone is specified flux and temperature, while the bottom boundary condi-
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tion for the lower nonboiling zone is specified pressure and perhaps temperature. In all zones, the
non-vapor component of the gas phase is assumed to be hydrostatically distributed (no bulk move-

ment) . It is assumed that the boiling isotherm represents a sharp transition between a dessicated
zone with vapor movement but no liquid movement, and a nearly ;saturated zone with liquid move-
ment but no vapor movement . Within discrete fractures, this restriction is lifted but the fracture

only can exchange mass with the matrix based on the phase in th~~ matrix (i .e ., in the boiling zone
only vapor can exchange while in nonboiling zones only liquid carp exchange) .

It is assumed that both temperature and fluids redistribute quickly relative to the movement
of the isotherm, so that a quasi-steady state exists for all components . Drifts are modeled as point

energy sources .

When discontinuities separate the region into bounded parcels, it can be advantageous to

artificially separate the parcels at the penalty of doubling the unknowns along the discontinuity.
If the Green's function is different in each region, then the separation must take place (e.g ., if the
discontinuity separates a saturated zone from an unsaturated zone) . The resulting matrix equation
is larger than before but no longer full . In this case, the BIEM for a given potential field requires

that four variables are defined at a discontinuity: the potential on each side of the discontinuity
and the gradient on each side of the discontinuity. Additional equations are included to the system

to ensure compatibility of potential and flux . Typical compatibility equations ensure that potential

is continuous and flux is continuous, although one can simulate impermeable or semipermeable
features, highly permeable features, sources/sinks, and specified potentials .

It is also possible to treat the discontinuities as interior to t;he domain, but only the jump in

potential and the jump in gradient remain as unknowns (one sup~~lemental compatibility equation
is required) . The method results in a fully populated matrix .

One mass balance compatibility equation at the isotherm links liquid pressure to vapor

pressure using the vapor-pressure reduction for unsaturated porous media. The other relates the

velocity of the isotherm to the mass flux rates and mass transfer rate across the isotherm, which
are in turn related to energy transfer across the isotherm . The primary unknowns are pressure and
pressure gradient for a phase .

The temperature at the isotherm is specified on both sides of the isotherm to be the boiling
temperature, so that the primary unknowns are the temperature gradients on either side of the
isotherm or source strength along the line feature.

9-4
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General Fracture Solution Approach

Fractures represent potential fast pathways for fluxes as well as discontinuities. It is assumed
that pressure and temperature are continuous between the fracture and the matrix . The fracture is
discretized into line segments (2D) or triangles (3D), with potential linearly varying between nodes,
normal derivative of potential constant over an element, and source/sink terms constant over the
portions of the element associated with a node (e.g., half the element for lines and one-third of the
element for source/sink terms) . If an unknown potential or source/sink term is required, a contour
integral is performed with the base point at the node. If an unknown normal derivative is required,
a contour integral is performed with the base point at the element centroid .

Within the fracture, standard equations for fluid and energy flow are used . It is assumed that
liquid and vapor pressures are in equilibrium, both within the fracture and between fracture and
matrix, and the equilibrium is a function of temperature. If necessary, it is possible to consider the
effect of a skin between fracture and matrix limiting the mass exchange . It is further assumed that
relative permeability and saturation within the fracture is a function of pressure and temperature.

Compatibility at the Boiling Isotherm

At the isotherm, pressure in the vapor is determined by saturated vapor pressure at the boiling
temperature times the relative humidity (considered solely as a function of the liquid pressure) .
The compatibility of pressures at the boiling isotherm is nonlinear . A reasonable approach for this
nonlinearity is to assume an initial liquid pressure distribution along the isotherm and solve for the
increment in pressure . The procedure uses the linearization

m+l ,�

	

m

	

dP�Pv	, .., P� + dP~ ~P~

where liquid and vapor are denoted by l and v, P is pressure, m represents the iteration level, and
the unknown being determined is OPT .

The temperature at the isotherm is specified as the boilin� temperature. The boiling tem-
perature might be considered a function of pressure, represented. by the sum of air pressure and
vapor pressure . Note that air pressure is assumed hydrostatic (a ;small correction) .

The compatibility equations for mass and energy fluxes are coupled through the velocity of
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the isotherm . The velocity, V, of a discontinuity (shock) in a phase is

(9-2)

where q is flux, e is porosity, B is saturation (or mass fraction times saturation, for vapor), and the

subscript represents the side of the discontinuity . Note that as t:he flux equilibrates, the velocity
of the discontinuity goes to zero . Similarly, the velocity of an energy discontinuity between liquid
and vapor is

V -_ EUZ
- ETZ _ hfsgc

	

(9_3)
C'uz - C'TZ

	

'

where E represents total energy flux ; UZ and TZ denote the unsaturated zone (liquid) and thermal
zone (vapor), respectively ; qc is the mass flux across the interface (f~ositive for condensation of vapor
at the interface) ; cl and c� represent enthalpy per unit mass of liquid and vapor; K is the bulk
thermal conductivity ; hJy is the enthalpy associated with phase change ; and C represents total
energy capacitance.

Assuming liquid is on side 2 and vapor on side 1, the velocity of the discontinuity can be
represented as

9-6

Vv = Rv(gc - qv), (9-6)

Rl =1/~ (el2- eti)~ (9-8)

C'c = h'f9/(C'UZ - CTZ), (9-12)

~'UZ ~'TZ
E = KUZ - KTZ l(CUZ - G'TZ)~ (9-13)

8n 8n

For compatibility, V =V� = Ve .

Equating the velocities from liquid and vapor,

R~q~ + Rvqv
qc = (9-14)

R~ + Rv
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Equating the velocities from liquid and energy, and substituting for q~,

4l~Rl(Rv - C'c + C~)] _ -4v[C'v(Rl + Rv) + Rv(C - Rl)] + E(Rl + R � ) .

	

(9-15)

The relationship between liquid flux in the nonboiling zone and vapor flux in the boiling zone
depends on the temperature gradients on both sides of the isotherm as well as the storage capacities
for mass and energy.

The energy-flux balance compatibility condition is not explicitly specified . The specified-
temperature condition along the isotherm is equivalent to an energy source/sink along the isotherm,
with the magnitude of the source determined in the solution procE~ss . The magnitude of the source
is implicitly compatible with the mass fluxes through the velocity constraints .

Once the solution has been determined, the isotherm is updated using any of the expressions
for velocity :

Note that the velocity solved for is actually the velocity magnitude in the direction normal to the
isotherm .

Matrix Governing Equations

The quasisteady governing equation for vapor flow in the boiling zone is

where P is gas pressure, k is intrinsic permeability, .~ is mobility (relative permeability divided by
viscosity), g is acceleration due to gravity, z is elevation, D is the diffusion constant, and pv is
vapor density.

Assuming the ideal gas law is valid,

and the air component is pneumostatic (OPa + pa9~z = 0),

p�~P = ~~Tpv = R(T~pv + Pv~'T) .

	

(9-19)

dated 9/5/98) :

pv ~P = Rpv~Tpv = ~TOpv + RpvOT.

	

(9-20)

The correct equation is

xn+1 = x~ + vOt . (9-16)

0 ' ~Pvk.1(OP + pg~z)] + ~ ~ Dip � == 0,

	

(9-17)

P = pRT,

	

(9-18)
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Leaping to a gross approximation for the equation coefficients, by assuming that it is acceptable
to use a representative mean value for T, k, .~, p, and D, the governing equation can be written

The braces denote the representative value. The representative values might be obtained by aver-

aging several point values strategically located within the domain after each nonlinearity iteration .
The new governing equation is a sum of Laplacians, each of which can be written as a boundary
integral .

The correct expression for A2 is A2 =< Rpvk~ > dated 9/5/98) .

The governing equation for energy in the boiling zone can be written

D ~ (Cq) - O ~ (Ke ~T) = 0,

	

(9-26)

where C is specific enthalpy for the air mixture, q is flux of tl7e air mixture, and Ke is ther-
mal conductivity . Assuming all coefficients are spatially invariant allows the energy equation to

be calculated as a sum of Laplacians that can be solved using boundary integrals . Presumably
the gradients of the variables are relatively small in the problem. of interest so that the use of a
representative value is not so bad .

Note that the Green's function for a Laplacian is (Liggett and Liu, 1983)

G =1n r

	

in 2D,

	

(9-28)

The mass and energy equations represent a coupled system of two equations with (essen-
tially) two unknowns (pv and T) .

In the nonboiling zone, the mass balance equation is state~~

9-8

A102Pv +A202T+ Ag02z + f14~2pv = 0, (9-21)

Al =
RTka ~

, (9-22)
2

Aa RPv~'~=
~

, (9-23)
2

A3 = (Pv~~~ ~ (9-24)

A4 = (D) . (9-25)
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where Ko is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order 0. Any effects of temperature
on K and p are neglected.

The energy balance equation in the nonboiling zone is

v ~ (KevT) = 0.

	

(9-37)

In the nonboiling zone, mass and energy fluxes are assumed inde~>endent . The restriction of inde-
pendence is a consequence of the quasilinear approximation for u~isaturated flow .

Fracture Governing Equations

The same governing equations apply in the fractures as in the matrix, except that mass fluxes are
two-phase rather than one-phase . The approximations of constant coefficients need only be applied
within each element. The fracture equations should be quite standard . However, it is desirable to

have pressure and temperature continuity from fracture to matri:+c . If these are not continuous (a
fracture coating, for example), the resistance of the layer must be characterized . If the connection
is totally shut off, then the matrix and fracture must have twice as many unknown values .

Interchange with the matrix is handled through distributed sources/sinks centered on frac-
ture nodes. These sources and sinks enter into the compatibility equations for the matrix and are
directly applied in the fracture equations.

9-9

If K = Ksat exp(aP), the governing equation can be converted to

~2 ~ = s2~, (9-31)

which is quasilinear, with the following substitutions
P

~ = exp(-sz) ~ KdP = Kaat exp(aP - sz), (9-32)

s = P2a . (9-33)

The correspondence between fluxes is
i

_- .
8n K(P) 8P exp(sz) [8n + Soon] (9-34)

The Green's function for the quasilinear case is (Pullan and Collins, 1987)

G = Ko(sr) in 2D, (9-35)

G = exp(-sr)/r in 3D, (9-36)
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General BIEM Approach

The following section is modified from Stothoff (1991) .

The Green's function, or direct boundary element, approach is followed herein, due to the
generality of the approach and the ease of incorporating extensions to the basic formulation. An
excellent derivation of the approach is presented by Liggett and hiu (1983), along with associated

computer code .

The Green's function approach takes advantage of Greenn's theorem. The first form of
Green's theorem states that, for a function V satisfying the divergence theorem

A symmetric form of this is derived by applying the first form of the Green's theorem to

the second part of the left hand side, reversing the role of ~i and ~z, resulting in the second form
of the Green's theorem

f(~i02~z - ~zvz~i) d~ = f n ~ (~iv~z - ~zv~i) dam.

	

(9-40)
,(2

	

0

If an appropriate function G is found which satisfies the rEaationship

o2 (G) = 8(p - d),

	

(9-41)

where p represents a base point and d represents a field point, it is called the Green's function for
the problem, and Equation 9-40 may be written in the form

~(¢OzG- G~z~) d.fl = ~n ~ (BOG - G:O~) dQ .

	

(9-42)
n

	

Q

The second part of the volume integral is identically zero, and the Laplacian in the first part of the
volume integral may be replaced by the Dirac delta function, resulting in

a~(P) _ ~
(~(d) 8n (P~ d) - G(P, d) 8~ ~.d)/

dQ,

	

(9-43)
Q

9-10

~D~Vd,fl=
J
n~Vd~, (9-38)

fl o

where V is represented by V = ~i~~z, and both ~i and ~z are scalar functions of space,

f~ ~ ~i0~2 d~ = f n ~ ~i~~z dc~ . (9-39)
n Q
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where the notation 8~/an is shorthand for the expression n ~ ~~. This is the basic representation
for the direct boundary integral method used herein . With this representation, ~ may be found at
any base point p by setting the field point d to the locus of poi~zts defining the surface. For the
free space Laplace equation in two dimensions,

and for the free space Laplace equation in three dimensions,

G = 12~ ) ;

	

(9-44)

G=-, (9-45)
4~r

where r = ~p - d~ . The coefficient a depends on the location of th;e point p relative to the jump in
potential along v, as it arises from the exclusion of the singular point p = d from ,(2 ; a is 0 if p is
outside ,fl, 1 if p is wholly within ,fl, and 2 if on a smooth portion of the boundary .

If p lies at a non-smooth portion of the boundary, a corr~ssponds to the interior angle the
boundary makes at the point. Note that 8~/8n does not have a unique value at points where the
boundary is not smooth, as there is no well-defined normal direction! This difficulty is handled by
defining 8~/8n by pieces, with discontinuities occurring at angle points .

Equation 9-43 expresses the value of potential at a point as a sum of a weighted integral
of the potential around v and a weighted integral of the normal derivative of the potential around
v. If both of these values are known, in theory the potential may be found at any internal or
boundary point. Liggett and Liu (1983) report that solutions tend to deteriorate near Q, due to
what is termed the "boundary layer" effect . This arises due to the sharp change in a at v, and
care must be taken to minimize this numerical artifact .

In a well-posed problem, either ~ or 8¢/8n is defined around Q . For boundary integral
methods to work, the missing boundary values must be available ; in order to generate the missing
set of boundary values, a number of strategies are commonly used . In the most common approach,
both ~ and a~/8n are discretized into point values and interpolating functions between the point
values, with a resultant set of N unknown values . Equation 9--43 is applied directly at the N
locations where an unknown value is desired, resulting in a complete set of N equations in N
unknowns . This is denoted by the matrix equation

H~ Gan ,

	

(9_46)

where H comprises the integrals, dependent on the geometry of the problem, which multiply the
discretized point values of ~, and G comprises the corresponding; integrals for the point values of
a~/an. In practice, this equation is rearranged so that known v,~,lues are multiplied through and

9-1 1
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placed on the right hand side, and unknown values are moved to the left hand side, resulting in the
familiar system of equations

Au = b,

	

(9-47)

where A is a square matrix, u is the vector of unknowns, and b is a vector of known information.

If the Green's function is satisfied identically along a portion of Q, the corresponding portion
of Q need not be discretized ; for example, a Green's function can. be constructed which explicitly
takes into account no-flow conditions on a boundary, using the method of images . The free space
Green's function accommodates infinite boundaries, and only finite boundaries need be discretized.
This property is in stark contrast to domain method requirements .

Another approach uses the derivative of Equation 9-43 to cwaluate the normal derivative at
the boundary directly. The derivative of ~ in an arbitrary direction nP may be written in the form

aanp (P) =
aap

	

f (~(d)a (P~ d) - G(P, d) a~ (d)/ dv .

	

(9-48)
a

Equation 9-48 may be evaluated at any point for which equation Equation 9-43 is valid, with a
caveat for a base point p on Q. When the base point is not on the boundary, the derivative of the
integrals may be taken inside the integral, resulting in

2
a~
p

(P) = f (~(d) a~p 8n (P, d) - aP (P~ d ) a~ (d)/
dv.

	

(9-49)
a

On the other hand, when the base point is on v, the singularities resulting from coincidence of
the base point p and the field point d in Equation 9-49 are too strongly singular to be integrated
directly. As is shown by Ingber and Mitra (1989), the resulting :integral may be evaluated in the
finite-part sense, or Equation 9-48 may be evaluated by taking the derivative after performing the
integration . In either case, both the boundary and the normal gradient must be smoothly varying
at the point of evaluation in order to perform the requisite oper~~tions . This precludes the use of
Equation 9-48 at either angle points or jumps in normal gradient ~ralues . The more straightforward
approach for evaluating Equation 9-48 is to take the derivative o:f the integral, rather than trying
to evaluate the integral in the finite-part sense.

I have played with some of the approaches in the past . :VIy experience suggests that the
standard approach is simplest and produces quite acceptable results . Many of the difficulties
faced by other practitioners are due to using higher-order interp~~lation along the boundary. The
piecewise linear ~ and piecewise constant a~~8n, together with adequate numbers of elements, is
quite sufficient to avoid most difficulties .

9- 12
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7/16/98 Summary of matrix/fracture equations.

Generic Matrix/Fracture Interaction Equations

The generic equations for a fracture interacting with a matrix inch~de resistance across the fracture
to matrix flow (e.g ., through fracture coatings or air space), lateral. flow in the fracture, and sources
in the fracture . The fracture equations are formulated in 2D usin,; the concept of integrated finite
volumes. A simple but general formulation for balance within each fracture volume, incorporating
diffusive flux within the fracture, sources in the fracture, and exchange with the matrix, is

where Qsi represents exchange between matrix and fracture at node i, ~e = beKe ~Le is the elemental
conductance between nodes i and j, b e is fracture thickness, Ke is fracture conductivity, Le is
fracture length, ~ is potential (e.g ., temperature), and Q~; is the source arising within the control
volume . The formulation is linear unless .~ or Qei are nonlinear . The generality of the formulation
is extended when the divergence of net advective flux within the fracture control volume is included
into Qei.

The exchange between matrix and fracture is assumed to occur uniformly along the fracture
walls, with the source apportioned so as to create the same gradient in matrix potential along the
fracture wall . The fraction of total flux from the source at node i allocated to element e (attached
to node i) is

F,ei -

	

Kl +
K2)eLe

	

~

	

(9-51)
~�L(Kl + Ka)~L~

where the summation is over the number of elements connected to node i and subscripts 1 and 2
represent sides of the fracture . Assuming that the flux is uniformly distributed along the element,
the rate supplied to the fracture walls is

~j FejQsj
4se =

	

L

	

,
e~7

(9-52)

where the summation is over the number of nodes attached to the element (2 in 2D) . Expanding,

Qse = ~~~~%eik(y~j - Wi) + Mei~'ci~,

	

(9-53)
i j

~%eik = ~kMei~

Fei
Mei =

Le

(9-54)

(9-55)
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where the summation in i is over the number of nodes attached to element e, the summation in j is
over the number of nodes with connections to node i, and k represents the element between nodes i
and j. Note that the form of the equation is also appropriate in 3I) (2D fractures) if Le represents
the area of the element when calculating qse and if the width of t:he connection is included in ~e .

It is important to note that the value of ~ in the flux equations represents an average value
within the fracture that may differ from the matrix if there is resistance to transfer between the
fracture and matrix .

The general boundary integral formulation for flow in the matrix provides values for u or
8u/8n at particular points on the boundary or within the domain of interest . The formulation is
quite simple :

aauE - ~ CGen - u~) d~ + ~ CGO an -- Du an ~ dQ,� ,
i

(9-56)
o

	

a1y
- ~ ~

	

au

	

aG ~

	

~ ~

	

aG
Gan - u

an

	

dQ +

	

-Gqs - Duan

	

d~ �,,~

	

(9-57)
a

	

QM

where G is the Green's function, qs is the flux entering the fracture, Q represents the domain
boundary, vM represents discontinuities within the domain, and ~xi is the fraction of the point in
region i (the point may be partially within several domains) . If the point is completely within the
domain, a = 1 . On a smooth boundary, a = 1/2.

The BIEM requires that all terms within the integrals are known before ~ can be explicitly
evaluated at any point . A well-specified problem does not provide all terms. In order to define
the missing terms, a set of linear equations is formed by writing one equation for each unknown.
Choosing the representation of piecewise-linear u and piecewise-constant 8ul8n, equations along
the boundary are written at nodes wherever there is an unspecified value of u and are written at
element centroids wherever there is an unspecified value of au/a~~; .

In the case where the fracture ~ is dominated by matrix interaction (e.g ., when ~ is temper-
ature), the fracture value for ~ is the numerical average of the matrix ~ surrounding the point . In
this case, u might represent K~, where K represents conductivity (piecewise constant by region) .
Flux is represented by q = -K0~ _ -Du. Through-flux from matrix to matrix across the frac-
ture may be limited by increased resistance within the fracture, and the matrix blocks may have
different conductivities .

In this situation, the general form of the equation written at the discontinuity nodes in the
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middle of the fracture (not at a fracture intersection) is

alul -~ a2u2 - ,~
CGan

- u
an~

d~ + ~ ~-Gq9 - Du
an

~ din,,,

	

(9-58)
0

	

oM

where the subscripts 1 and 2 represent matrix sides 1 and 2 of the fracture and qs is defined by
fracture mass balance considerations . The unspecified values of qs require ~ within the fracture,
while Du is also unspecified. Choosing ~ within the fracture (piecewise linear between nodes)
and Du (piecewise constant for elements) as variables to be determined, the left-hand-side can be
rewritten

2K1K2 r KZ - l~l

	

Du
alul + a2u2 = (al + a2) ~

Kl + K2 ) ~ +
I (al + a2) ~

Kl + l~2 ) +
(a2

-
al

)]

	

2 ~

	

(9-59)

As Du is only piecewise constant, the arithmetic average of the values attached to the node is used .
Note that the following relationships are used :

In this general case, both ~ and Du must be determined, but insufficient equations are
generated if only nodes are used . An additional set of equations is derived by taking the derivative
with respect to the normal direction of the discontinuity, yielding

an
(aiui + a2u2) - 8n

	

,f (G8n - uan)
dv + ~ ~-Gqs - Du~n~ dQ �,,,

	

.

	

(9-66)
Q

	

QM

This derivative equation can only be used where the discontinuity is smooth, due to integration
difficulties for the high-order singularities arising when the integration passes through the base
point . Because of this limitation, Du is defined as piecewise const~~,nt so that enough equations can
be generated to determine the unknown values .

The derivative equation is used to impose the restriction on flux normal to the fracture .

9- 15

u = K~ (9_60)

ul = u - Du/2 (9-61)

~ = 2(~i + ~a) (9-63)

1
-

2K1K2 ~(Kl + Ka)u + (Kl K2)Du/2] (9-64)

Kl _ K2\ 2_
2 (KI+KaJ~ + K~+K2

0u (9-65)
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The left-hand-side is rearranged in terms of ~ and Du to yield

a

	

K,.

	

Ca1 K1 + a2K2 1
an (aiui + a2u2) _ (ai + a2)b0~ -

	

Ki
+ K2

	

/
I 43

	

(9-67)

K, + K2 f2(ai + a2)br ((Ki - K2)~ + Du) - (a1K1 + a2K2)43,

	

(9_

	

-68)

Kl + K2 [2br ((Ki - K2)~ + Du) -
a
(K:~ + K2)43

J
,

	

(9-69)

where al = a2 = 2 by virtue of the smoothness of the boundary.

Several simplifications may occur . When K,. = 0, the matrix is forced to interact completely

with the fracture (no flow bypasses the fracture) . When the matrix has the same K = K�,, on each

side of the fracture, the left-hand-side terms become

Du

	

9-70alul + a2u2 = (al + a2)K,.~~ + (a2 -- al)2~

	

(

	

)
_a

	

xT _

an(alul +a2u2) = bK
Du

	

243 (9-71)

If, instead, the drop in ~ across the fracture is negligible, then the derivative equation is not needed

and alul + a2u2 = (a1K1 + a2K2)~. If the matrix conductivity is also identical on either side of

the fracture, the left-hand-side term further simplifies to alul + cx2u2 = (al + a2)K�,~ .

Complications can occur in the left-hand-side of the nodal equation at junctions between

fracture sets or at the end of the fracture, due to ambiguities in ~.pecifying Du at the node . If the

fracture ends in a uniform matrix (KI = K2 = K�,), then al = a2 = 1/4 and the Du portion of

the term is zero . If the fracture lies along a material discontinuity, discretization continues along

the discontinuity with no ambiguity. If the fracture node represents a junction between fracture

sets, the left-hand-side term becomes

aiuti =

	

as
i

~i - ~k = 2
(Kk+ Kk) ~ + Ki + K~

(u1
- uk)

	

(9-73)

where the summation over i represents the number of matrix blocks contacting node i and the

summation over k represents the number of fracture elements contacting matrix block i . The

junction equation is valid in both 2D and 3D, and reduces to thc~ simpler formulation . Note that

the junction equation is valid for any case where material discontinuities meet, as long as ~ is the

value that is solved for at the junction .
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7/17/98 Simpler formulation of matrix/fracture equations.

Localized Matrix/Fracture Interaction Equations

A slightly different generic case arises if there is local resistance to transferral from the fracture

to the matrix (e.g ., fluid flow in the fracture resists transferral due to a fracture coating) . The

local-resistance case is more straightforward to code than the generic case considered previously,

due to the more straightforward representation for fracture mass balance.

The nodal balance equation is the fracture mass balance. .Eor fracture node i,

~ij(`1'j
- y~i) +'~ Lk~ckl(~k - ~kl) +' Ck2(~k -- ~k2)~ +'wci = o~

i

	

k

where the summation over j represents the number of nodal connections exchanging with node i

and the summation over k represents the number of elements attached to node i . The potential in
the fracture is denoted by ~, while the potential in the matrix is denoted by ~1 and ~2 (for sides 1
and 2 of the fracture, respectively) .

(9_74)

There are two equations with two unknowns (Du and qs), wher~s the second equation is a mass-

balance statment for qs . Note that u is directly obtained from an evaluation of the normal-equation

9-17

For element centroids in this case, assume

(9-75)

The left-hand-side of the derivative equation is

8 Kfa an (ul + u2) Kt -= 2a
~

- - - --b (~2 ~1) 4s
~

b (~2 ~1) 4s (9_76)

where

~4s = 2C~e - (2C~+ 2~~)~ (9-77)

~(Kl + KZ)u + (Kl - K"~)
Dul

~ (9-78)
2K1K2

0~ = f (Kl - K2)u + (Kl + K2)
Dul

, (9-79)
KlK2

C = a
(Cl + Ca), (9-80)

OC = CZ - Cl . (9-81)
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integral and ~e is the average of the surrounding nodal values for fracture potential . As Cl and
C2 become large, potentials become nearly identical across the fracture . One can consider an
arbitrarily thin layer of the matrix to be the resistant layer if no :~racture coating exists .

Assigning conductances (conductivity divided by thickness) is consistently performed by
considering the case where three distinct (and isotropic) layers form the fracture . In sequence, the
layers might represent a fracture coating (1), fluid (2), and another fracture coating (3) . The total
conductance for flow normal to the fracture is then

b3 = 0) .

while the

Cnorm =

	

3
8

	

~- (1 - e)KbJPa.s s

~i b~lKz

	

~ti bZ
while the total conductance for flow along the fracture is

~s biKz
Cto,ny = L

~s
b2 .

The fraction of the surface area of the fracture contributing to fracture/matrix exchange is de-
noted by B; the remainder is assumed to contribute to fracture-bypass fluxes (e.g ., through matrix-
to-matrix contact along asperities) with conductivity Kr~Pass . 7.'he consistent representation for
conductances becomes

statement for qs (also at the centroid) is

These representations are consistent even if the fracture coatings do not exist (bl

Rearranging the derivative-equation left-hand-side for an element centroid,
Kl - K2

	

_Kl +_	KZ

	

Du
Kl K2

	

)
u+ Cnorm ~

	

Kl KZ

	

)

	

2

	

- qs ~cyan (ul + u2) = Cnorm

4s = 2C~e - fC ~ Kl + KZ ~ + OC ~Kl - KZ~ ~ ~

L

	

KlKZ

	

2

	

Kl ~.2
C

	

Kl - KZ

	

_OC

	

Kl + KZ

(9_82)

(9_83)

0 and/or

(9_90)

(9_91)
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Cel
B

bl/Kl + b2/(2Ka) ~
(9_84)

Ce2
B

b3/K3 + b2/(2K2)'
(9_85)

~% = 1 (Cel + ~%e2)~ (9_86)
2

DC=Ce2 - Cel~ (9_87)

bf = Cnorm (9_88)

~e = !tang " (9_89)
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In these expressions, u is determined by an integral, Du is the unknown to be determined at the
centroid, and ~e is the average of the fracture potentials for the nodes determining the element.
The C values should be derived from the K and b values as noted above.

7/20/98 Matrix formulation of matrix/fracture equations.

8 Kl - Kz

	

_

	

Kl +Kz

	

Du
CY-(4G1 + u2) - ~!narm

	

u+Cnarm8n

	

( KlKz

	

~

	

~ KiKz

	

~

	

2

If the matrix and fracture interact but the matrix has the same conductivity on
of the fracture, the two equations are

aC
Ki+ K2~Du
Kz-Ki

(note that the continuity of potential requires that u = (Kl + Kz )~ and 0¢ _ (Kz - Ki)~) .

Simplifications occur when the fracture does not interact with the matrix or lateral flow in the
fracture can be neglected, so that qs = 0 and only one equation need be solved at the centroid :

(9_92)

If the matrix also has the same conductivity on each side of the fr~~cture, the left-hand-side reduces
to

(9-93)

each side

aan (ui + uz ) = CCKmJ
~u - 43 ~

	

(9-94)m

u -

	

-Du.

	

(9-95)
Km 2K�,,

If the fracture has no particular resistance to flow normal to the fracture (e.g ., it is simply
a material discontinuity), the formulation does not require the use of the derivative equation, but
can use the standard equation with a left-hand-side in the form :

(9_96)

Combining all of these cases into a generic format, a BIEM equation for any material-derived
discontinuity can be written at the element centroids in terms of (:i) values for ~ at the surrounding
nodes, (ii) jumps in u at the centroid, (iii) integrals of the normal equation, and (iv) integrals of
the derivative equation . In the most complex cases, both Equal;ion 9-97 and Equation 9-98 are

q9 = 2C~e - 2C OC

9-19
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required ; otherwise only one is . The full equations are

where

au

	

aG~

	

~~

	

aG
aii43 + a120u = b

	

Gan - uan

	

dQ +

	

- ~a4s - Duan

	

dQ
a

	

any

a21gs + x22021 + a23~e

+b12
an

	

f
CGan -

ua) dQ + ~ ~-Gq s - Duan
~ dam,,,,

	

~

	

(9_

	

-97)
o

	

ay

_au aG
= b21

	

Gan - uan

	

d~ + Duan ~ dQM I ,

	

(9-98)

Equation 9-97 can be referred to as the Oh equation while Equation 9-98 can be referred to as the

Og equation .

The fracture mass balance equation for fracture node i is

(9-107)

where Anfk is the area of the fracture exchanging with the matrix that is associated with the node

(Anfk = Lk/2 in 2D), the summation over j represents the number of nodal connections exchanging

with node i and the summation over k represents the number of c~lements attached to node i .

Q oy

a m -_ -1 (9-99)

Cnorm, Kl + K2
a 12= ( ) (9-100)2 1KK2

-bll
(
K1 K2 (9-iol)
K1K2

b12 = 1 (9-102)

a2i = -1 (9-103)

C K1 - K2 OC K1 + K2
x22

_
( ~ ~ )

(9-104)2 K1K2 4 KiK2

x23 = 2C (9-105)

DC -
b2i

K1 + K2 K1 K2= C ~ ~ + ~ ~ . (9-106)
KiK2 2 KiK2
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7/27/98 Partial results of testing.

I used the Jacquard program, which I had developed while at the University of Vermont, to in-
corporate the ideas on boundary element simulation of fracture/matrix interaction . The Jacquard
program incorporates a BIEM module based on the code I developed in my dissertation work . The
module intent was to enable interpolation based on the Laplace equation . I had worked out ap-
proaches for some of the possible discontinuity formulations at that time, and included them in the
code to help document my thinking, but only tested the coding for normal-equation boundaries and
line-potential discontinuities . Resistance and material-change discontinuities were incorporated but
not verified .

The fracture formulations developed above can be simplified to represent other discontinu-
ities, thereby allowing components of the fracture formulation to be tested independently. As of
today, the Jacquard module includes the following discontinuities :

Specified-head boundaries

- Normal-equation for unknown 8~~8n

- Derivative-equation for unknown 8~~8n

Specified-gradient boundaries

Line discontinuities

- Change in matrix properties

- Specified-potential

- Specified-source

- Specified-flux

- Specified-potential-jump

- Thin inclusion (no lateral flow in inclusion) with or without change in matrix properties

- Thin inclusion (lateral flow in inclusion) with or without change in matrix properties

I have tested almost all of these cases, checking for plausibility but without verifying numerical
accuracy in most cases. The only case not checked at least summarily is the inclusion with lateral
flow and a change in matrix properties .

9-2 1
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The test cases are loosely based on the YM repository. The ultimate problem of interest is a
vertical fracture with liquid and vapor flux, with the fracture penE~trating a drift. The test domain
extends roughly 1000 m horizontally both sides of the drift, and roughly 100 m vertically both sides
of the drift. Testing of a particular discontinuity may use either horizontal or vertical discontinuity
orientations . In general, potentials are specified at the top and bottom of the domain, with the
sides open (semi-infinite) . Near the drift, these side boundary coiaditions have little effect .

The plausibility tests were valuable in identifying several minor coding problems, both in

the original code and in the additions . The formulations appear to work fairly well at worse and
very well at best .

A particularly weak formulation is for a thin inclusion without lateral flow when the con-
ductance of the inclusion is small. This case is like a low-conductivity lens . Apparently the matrix
becomes poorly conditioned when the conductivity drops below a few orders of magnitude less than
the matrix . The singularity term, which goes on the diagonal, is ~~roportional to the conductance.
As the singularity term goes to zero, conditioning becomes very poor . Physically the problem
appears when the conductance is small enough to significantly reduce flow . The difficulty is more
apparent when potential is not centered on zero (i .e ., extra digits required to represent the poten-
tial reduce the number of significant digits used in computations) . I don't consider the thin-barrier
formulation particularly reliable .

Two comparisons were made for direct confirmation of :results . An analytic solution is
available when the problem is 1D . I tested the boundary contours for a box, no-flow on two op-
posing sides and specified-potential on the other two sides . This test identified a problem with the
derivative-equation integrations (required for the fracture formulation) . The problem was remedied,
and analytic solutions were obtained both for the normal-equation approach and the derivative-
equation approach, even when the grid was rotated ninety degrees .

The second comparison used the PDE tools supplied with Matlab to check the solution
for a box with a fracture . The box is 20 m horizontally and 100 m vertically, with a fracture
on one vertical side . The fracture was assigned the same material property as the matrix . A
uniform sink was applied within the fracture, comparable to the energy removed by latent heat for
flows representative of YM . The solutions from Matlab and the BIEM approach are identical at
the boundaries, to the resolution visible from contour plots. This problem will be revisited with
Goodluck for more stringent testing .

Before testing with Matlab, I modified the fracture formulation to have fracture potentials
supplied at the element centroids rather than the nodes. The solutions generated with the unknown

9-22
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potentials at nodes suffered from numerical instability, with alternate potentials above and below
the "true" solution . Instability become noticable for sources orders of magnitude smaller than
would be expected for YM problems . The reformulation completely eliminated the instability.

I used the Matlab PDE tools to play with the effect of conductivity in the fracture . When
the fracture conductivity is comparable to the matrix conductivity, the solution appears to be

prone to the same type of instability that was observed in the BIE:M approach . When the fracture
conductivity is large or small enough, the solution behaves well . Onewould expect that other codes
would have similar difficulties .

7/30/98 Updated Observations.

Goodluck and I tested the BEM code against Abaqus yesterday. Iasentially the same problem was
used as when I tested the code against Matlab, with a slightly different thermal conductivity and

a larger extraction rate . We compared vertical transects along the fracture, the far boundary, and
the middle of the domain . We also compared horizontal transects at -25, 0, and 25 m (the quarter-
and midpoints) . These comparisons are plotted in Goodluck's no~,ebook. The results are about as
good as was achieved in the comparison against Matlab .

The Abaqus fracture was applied as a simple extraction flu:+c along the portion of the bound-
ary corresponding to the fracture . This procedure reduces or eliminates the problems associated
with extreme differences in discretization and material properties . After the successful testing,
Goodluck and I devised a simple procedure for estimating the p~~netration zone using this obser-
vation of numerical simplicity. If we assume that the total energy extracted from the rock due to
boiling is known for a given liquid flux (i .e ., latent heat), and we i'urther assume that the energy is
extracted in a range of temperatures above and below the boiling point (e.g ., f5 °C), the problem
reduces to predicting the location of the top and bottom of the si~ik zone . The location of the sink
zone should be found fairly straightforwardly through iteration .

The simplified procedure misses three aspects of the problei:n, however . The implicit assump-
tion is that all liquid flux is converted to vapor flux continuing dovrn the fracture so that there is no
recirculation above the boiling zone . The latent heat released upon condensation, thereby warming
the condensation zone, is not accounted for. Also, the water entering the system must be warmed
from the original temperature to the boiling temperature (above the top boiling zone) and must
be cooled to the bottom temperature (below the bottom boiling z~~ne), providing additional energy

sinks. One would expect that these effects would be important in different domains. In particular,
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the release of heat from condensation would be most important near the boiling zone, while the
heating/cooling of water would act all the way along the fracture outside the condensation zone .

In order to form a heat pipe, there must be excess capacit~~ for moisture movement beyond
that required to transfer the incoming water to the bottom of the domain. It should be possible
to estimate the excess capacity, which in turn provides an estimate for the maximum magnitude of
recirculation and the maximum amount of energy bound up in the recirculation cycle. The excess
capacity is overestimated by the difference between the maximurr.~ gravity flux and the actual flux
in the fracture (vapor flux needs some capacity unless it occurs in. the matrix).

It is reasonable to assume that the excess flux will not always be mobilized . Rather, the
excess flux will not exceed that which creates a monotonic temperature distribution .

A slight modification to the problem may serve to capture the full behavior a bit better . The
boiling/condensation behavior is more like a source dipole than a sink, with unbalanced components
(some of the latent heat is removed through downward vapor flux, which balances the flux entering
the top of the fracture) . Perhaps the source and the sink can each be modeled as triangularly
distributed over a certain temperature range, where the ranges overlap. An additional source/sink
term can be applied uniformly along the fracture from the boundary to the boiling temperature,
with a total strength that required to raise the liquid from the initial temperature to boiling. The
net source/sink term at any particular location is simply the sum of the three. Note that when the
fracture extends above and below the drift, the latent heat lost from above the drift is deposited
below the drift, and heat is lost from the liquid as it cools to the bottom boundary temperature .
Both of these effects would tend to bring the top reflux zone closer to the drift than the bottom
zone would be .

As a practical matter, I would expect that the boiling pattern might drop off rapidly below
boiling and not so rapidly above boiling, peaking slightly above i oiling . Similarly, I would expect
that the condensation pattern would drop off rapidly above boiling and not so rapidly below boiling,
peaking slightly below boiling.

A heat-pipe effect would develop from these assumptions. It has to be seen whether the
heat pipe bears any resemblance to the heat pipe that develop~ when fluid motion is explicitly
considered . The approach implicitly assumes that the fluid moves readily relative to the flux of
energy in the rock . In addition, the approach implicitly assumes that the flux in the fracture is
essentially at the carrying capacity for the fracture (so that no excess recirculation can take place) .
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1/13/99 Fracture junctions.

I am returning to the process of developing a BEM code sufficient for a poster next month . My
existing code is adequate for a relatively few matrix blocks, if some additional coding is performed

to handle intersecting fractures . The procedure generates a large square full matrix, however,
restricting the applicability due to computational effort (both in aolving the matrix equations and
due to the global support for each unknown) .

An attractive alternative approach may be to develop the BEM code as a type of finite
element code, which would produce a matrix structured similar to a finite element code, with
reduced support for each node . I anticipate that such a code would be dramatically faster . The
development process may be just a little too long for the poster time frame, but the possibility for
speedup is tempting nevertheless . Definitely a production code should use the finite element ideas.

In pondering the physics of fracture flow in unsaturated systems, I realized that there are
some fundamental differences between saturated and unsaturated systems. In saturated systems,
capillarity is not an issue and flow is driven by head differences and conductivity can be treated
as a bulk property. In unsaturated systems, capillarity may have a strong influence on flow, with
flow directions that would be possible in saturated systems barred due to capillary effects . A
good demonstration was presented by Nicholl and Glass (1995) with a field experiment at YM
that showed an infiltration pulse at the large-block experimental site bypassing some fractures by
simply stopping at the junction . The key factor that has been neglected is the physics at fracture
intersections.

There are basically two situations : a filled fracture meeting the junction and a partially
empty fracture meeting the junction . The partially empty fracture is dominated by film flow and
capillarity is not important. The filled fracture, however, may or may not allow flow into the
junction depending on conditions at the junction . In effect, there i.s a highly nonlinear conductance
just at the exit of the fracture ; at low flows and at high flows, thc~ conductance is one, while when
the fracture is just saturated with minimal overpressure, flows may be zero due capillarity. The
translation of these physical considerations has not been made to numerical simulators, as far as I
am aware.

A numerical approach to account for these effects is somewhat complicated . The standard
equation under steady-state saturated conditions is a mass balance for junction N,

cj(4'j - wN) = Oi
j

(9-108)
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where C is a conductance and ~ is a potential . Solving for ~N and rearranging, flux from the
junction into volume i is

~j C'iCj (Y'j - Y'i)

	

(9-109)4Ni =
~j Cj

This relationship assumes that no losses occur and there is a single potential at the junction . This
relationship works for vapor flux and conduction .

If film flow is occurring in all incoming junctions, the situation may be the same or may

be different . For example, consider a near-vertical joint and a slanted intersecting joint, both
with entering film flow . In a saturated system, flow would likely join and move into all down
sloping fractures . In the unsaturated system, however, flows from the slanted fracture would tend

to be completely diverted into the near-vertical fracture unless tine near-vertical fracture became
saturated . Similarly, flow in the near-vertical fracture will tend to be diverted into the slanted
fracture due to surface tension pulling water around the corner . Note that, if the slanted fracture
is capable of carrying the flow, only a small diversion would have the effect of completely cutting
off vertical flow . Thus, the local structure at the fracture openings may play a rather important

role in flow processes .

At a fully saturated 2D pipette network, the connections should default to the Equation 9-
109 formula. A simplified approach may be effective for an uns:~,turated intersection . Assuming
that the fractures are straight and the intersection has an offset, two incoming and two outgoing
fractures can be defined.

The incoming fractures could be both unsaturated, both sai;urated, or one of each . If exactly

one fracture is saturated and the hydrostatic pressure is not enough to overcome capillarity, the
junction conductance for that fracture is 0; otherwise, the conductance is 1 .

All flux is assumed to divert into the outgoing fracture on the down side of the offset joint,

unless the fracture must be saturated to carry the flux ; in this case, the excess spills into the other

fracture .

The pressure in the primary outgoing fracture controls outgoing fluxes . The pressure at the
incoming junction can be calculated from this (or be assumed the same), which in turn controls
incoming fluxes .

The bottom line expression for unsaturated conditions can: be formulated as
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where O~jnr accounts for capillary effects and Cj is upstream wE~ighted . The flux from volume i
across the junction into volume j is

CiCjCij(~i - Y'j)qij =
(ciCj + Cicij + Cjci.7) ~

where Cij is the conductance linking i and j in the junction . Note that 0 < Cij < oo, with no flow
when Cij = 0 and the harmonic average between Ci and Cj recovered as Cij becomes very large.

One approach for determining the unsaturated conductances under conditions of complete
film flow is semi-explicit, so that it may have problems with stability. Given the potentials at the
surrounding volumes, a local mass balance can be explicitly constructed. Assuming fully upstream
weighted fluxes and slanted fractures, incoming film fluxes can be calculated . The outgoing fluxes
are allocated preferentially according to offset geometry, so that the conductances can be explicitly
calculated . Note that there are 9 possible offset configurations, which reduce to 4 basic configura-
tions that need be considered : (i) 2 entering funneling to a split (4 of 9 cases) ; (ii) 2 reflections,
with the chance of overflow (3 of 9) ; (iii) a zig zag with dual inputs (1 of 9) ; and (iv) horizontal
or near-horizontal fractures (1 of 9) . A case with no offsets reduces to the reflections or horizontal
split .

1/14/99 More fracture junctions.

The problem of fracture intersections under unsaturated conditions can be simplified tremendously
with the simple shift of considering each intersection as an internal boundary condition . In this
case, the details of flow inside the intersection need not be consid~~red and the only condition is an
appropriate mass balance at the intersection . It turns out that only three types of mass balance
equations suffice for all combinations of offset and fracture orientation . Ultimately, there should be
a transition to handle fully saturated fractures, which may be du.e to using a marker potential at
the outlets) to the junction .

Note that under saturated conditions, the flux into any one fracture volume is a function
of the surrounding potentials (see Equation 9-109) . For fully upstream-weighted film flow, the
corresponding flux is a function of the upstream potential only and the fracture slope. Actually,
film flux is dependent on the energy slope, which should only pla}~ a role in the transition between
film and saturated flow .
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The mass balance equation set for the funnel case is

qs = - ~(qi + qz)

	

(9-112)

q4 = - ( 1 - ~)(4i + qz),

	

(9-113)

where ql and qz are incoming fluxes, qa and q4 are outgoing fluxes, and ~ is a weighting factor .

Typically, ~ is set knowing the last value of the incoming fluxes, letting one fracture receive
all flux up to its capacity and the other receive any overflow . If both are filled to capacity, ~
smoothly transitions from the threshold value for both having incipient filling to the corresponding
saturated-flow parallel conductance weighting (is this the same value?) .

The set for the reflection and zigzag cases is

q3 = -(1 - ~1)ql - ~2q2

44 = -~i4i - (1 - ~z)qz,

(9-114)

(9-115)

where the ~ values are weighting factors set using the same considerations as in the funnel cases.
In this case, however, it may be useful to maintain a potential inside the outgoing fractures to
determine the direction of crossover flow .

In all of the above cases, film flow is assumed to occur with incoming fluxes, so that the
incoming directions are determined from the slope of the fractures . Because film-flow flux is written
as a function of potential, the outgoing fluxes are functions of the incoming potentials .

The case of capillary exclusion can be incorporated as well, with the idea of an internal
boundary condition working here too.

When flow reduces to the case of a single outlet or a single inlet, the set of balance relation-
ships is, for completeness,

where ql represents flux at either the single inlet or the single outlet .

The case with horizontal fractures is indeterminant, since the horizontal flow direction is
not necessarily known a priori. For early simulator experiments, it would be best to not confuse
the issue with horizontal fractures .

9- 28
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1~15~99 More fracture junctions .

where Ci = b3/12~. from parallel-plate theory.

1~18~99 More fracture junctions.

The issue of transition between saturated and film-flow systems must be addressed for the fracture

approach.

In saturated systems, it is straightforward to include an extra equation to solve for the
pressure at the junction . Flux interchanging between junction and fracture i is written by

4i = C'~(~~ - ~N) = CZ(P~ - Pnr + P9(z~ - zN)~

	

(9-119)

The same equation applies for film-flow systems, except that Ci = b3/3~. There is a signifi-
cant loss of efficiency due to the resistance of a second wall ; a smooth transition in coefficients will
be necessary for mixed saturated/film flow if the film thicknesses are asymmetric (perhaps due to

large apertures) . If the fracture is narrow enough to have numerous contacts, potentials are likely
to be the same on either face and the flows would be symmetric or nearly symmetric on both faces,
so that the transition is automatically smooth .

Generally Ci = Ci (P), which can be written in the form PCi(P) for inclusion in the matrix
equations . Unless the junction is saturated, Pi = Pnr and upstream weighting can be used . Near
the transition between unsaturated and saturated systems, there may be some effect from PN even
under unsaturated conditions .

In funnel and zigzag configurations, a single value for PN is sufficient to determine outflow
for both outlets . In reflection configurations, probably a single value would be adequate, but some
care in switching would be necessary since the outlets axe independent at low flows and linked at
higher flows . The best option would be to use the potential for the outlet that is closest to its
capacity during an iteration .

Dani and I discussed the ideas of flow routing through fracture junctions today. One point that
Dani made was that there may be film flow on both sides of a fracture, particularly at low flux rates.
Without this consideration, I had identified a total of 45 possible configurations for 2 fractures with

block movement along either fracture (rather than the 9 identified a few entries ago) . There are 3
configurations for the subhorizontal fractures (slope less than, equal to, and greater than horizontal,

respectively) ; 3 configurations for the subvertical fractures (slope less than, equal to, and greater
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than vertical, respectively) ; and 5 configurations accounting for offsets [right-lateral or left-lateral

along either fracture (4 possibilities), or no offset .

As discussion proceeded, it became clear that the routing of film fluxes through a junction is
a bit more complex than just the consideration of geometry and fracture capacities . The additional
component accounts for the diversion length of fluid before it forms a drop . The diversion length

increases as the entry-fracture slope steepens and flux decreases . The effect of the diversion is to
preferentially change the geometric offset based on film fluxes and fracture slope.

1/19/99 More fracture junctions.

Following up on the idea of symmetric/asymmetric flows, it occurred to me that it is likely that
the top and bottom of narrow fractures are at the same chemical potential, due to the numerous
asperities . The difference in elevation is perhaps insignificant . However, gravity may tend to pull
water particles away from the hanging wall and pull water particles towards the footwall. In turn,
absorbance forces may be reduced in the hanging wall and increased in the footwall . Presumably
gravity would be more important as the film becomes thicker and absorption forces affect a smaller

fraction of the film .

The problem of routing can also be looked at as a matter of tracking fluxes on individual
faces or matrix blocks . For all configurations (except perfectly vertical/horizontal) there is one
upper block that drips from the corner and one that tends to divert laterally. Once dripping
occurs, it may encounter any of the footwall fracture faces for each of the four fracture segments,
depending on offset geometry.

When the incoming subhorizontal fracture film intersects the footwall of the subvertical
fracture, diversion always occurs into the subvertical fracture . If the hanging wall is intersected,
diversion always occurs ; however, if there is offset on the subvertical fault, dripping may occur onto
the upper-block footwall and the possibility of diversion exists .

1/22/99 l~acture-junction routing algorithm.

There are two criteria for determining whether a junction is completely saturated : (i) all surround-
ing nodes are saturated, or (ii) film-flow inputs are greater than output capacity. When the junction
is saturated, the solution process is linear and straightforward, geometry doesn't determine flow
directions, and both upstream and downstream potentials determine flow . There can be between
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one and three entries and exits .

When the junction is completely dominated by film flow, routing is dominated by face ge-

ometries, film-flow capacity, and the distance drops move laterally on hanging faces before dripping

occurs, and only the upstream potential determines fluxes . Unless there are horizontal fractures,

there are two entries and two exits .

When the junction has a mixture of film and saturated flows, it is necessary to consider

capillarity to determine if a saturated fracture is an entry, exit, or neutral fracture . It is probably

reasonable to assume that both corners touching a saturated fracture have the same potential. Note

that the conditions for flux are a combination of the film and saturated conditions .

An algorithm for calculating film-flow routing (with no fracture saturated) is as follows:

Calculate the flux capacity for each face

Find incoming faces and estimate the incoming fluxes

~ Sort block corners by elevation

~ From highest corner to lowest, route incoming-face fluxes to a downstream face

Fixed drip (2 incoming faces) : drip on underlying footwall (steeper footwall face wins in

a tie)

No drip (2 outgoing footwall faces) : do nothing

Lateral diversion (1 incoming and 1 outgoing footwall face) : route from incoming to
outgoing

Hanging-wall diversion (outgoing face is hanging wall) : route along outgoing face to
capacity, calculate lateral diversion for the remaining fluxes, and route the remaining at
that point

~ Accumulate the upstream flux for each face and the fraction of the upstream-face fluxes that
make it to the downstream face

Calculate the weights for outgoing fractures using the face information

The algorithm depends on the previous iteration to provide incoming fluxes ; however, for low flux

rates the weights will generally be independent. The only exception is if lateral diversion occurs

before dripping, and if the diversion may cause dripping to reach different faces with different fluxes .
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Mass balance is implicit with the completely film-flow formulation. Mass balance can be

implicit with the completely saturated formulation.

1/25/99 Algorithm with some saturated fractures .

2/16/99 Observations after the Witherspoon symposium.

There are several cases where a mixture of saturated and unsaturated fractures is relatively straight-

forward. When there are three saturated fractures, the formulation is essentially that of the fully

saturated case, with one unknown potential at the junction . When two opposed fractures are

saturated, unless dripping occurs the formulation is essentially two independent fully saturated
problems . The flux on a face attached to the saturated fracture is given by Equation 9-109.

Paul Witherspoon made an observation regarding how difficult the YM problem is, due to the cou-

pled HTMC processes in fractures during the thermal pulse. It occurred to me that the boundary

integral approaches that I have been investigating are ideal for elastic deformation (or so I have

repeatedly read) . It should be relatively straightforward to implement a classic elastic solid defor-

mation model, with the resulting impacts on fracture apertures and permeability due to normal

and shear strains.

After pondering some more, it occurred to me that perhaps the chemistry effects could also

be incorporated . The restrictions are similar to the restrictions placed on moisture redistribution,

although perhaps somewhat more stringent.

The boundary integral approach is most easily applied for several conditions : (i) steady

state, (ii) quasi-steady matrix, or (iii) completely disconnected matrix . The steady state condition

is the easiest, as only boundary integrals and discontinuity values are required . The quasi-steady

matrix is also fairly straightforward, with the matrix essentially acting as a special finite-volume

element. A completely disconnected matrix is also straightforward, as only fracture equations need

be considered .

When the matrix participates to an intermediate extent, the unmodified boundary inte-

gral approach fails due to the deviation from required assumptions. Typical failures are due to

transience at an intermediate time scale. When the matrix behavior exhibits transience on time

scales comparable to the problem time scales, standard domain discretization methods are required .

However, when some matrix interaction is limited to a skin about the fracture and the remainder is
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either quasi-steady or disconnected, the finite volumes representing fractures can be replaced with
a finite-volume mesh extending perpendicular to the fracture . Either a 1D extension or a full grid

can be used, depending on the problem.

The skin approach is probably appropriate for YM chemistry near the drifts during the
thermal pulse, where the skins represent thin precipitation/dissolution fronts . Note that the as-
sumption of quasi-steady THM components with transient C components may be appropriate for
YM. The description of the TH fractures would have layered permeability as described previously,
while it may be possible to neglect the layering for the M components . It may be that only the C
components require a finite-volume mesh .

Another thought occurred to me recently : a multiple-continuum system can be conceived of
as a type of layered aquifer/aquitard system . There is a Green's function developed for the latter

case (Cheng and Morohunfola, 1993a; Cheng and Morohunfola, 1993b) that may be specialized
for multiple overlapping continua . The presented solutions are for cases where the responses of
the aquitards are significant, using Laplace transforms . However, the development should be able
to be simplified to neglect the aquitard transience . The ideas may be of some use in considering
saturated problems .
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Objective:

	

Perform analysis of the spatial and temporal distribution of moisture fluxes at YM.
The emphasis under this project is on abstracting detailed process-level simulations into forms that
are more amenable to performance assessment needs (e.g ., probability distributions) . In addition,
periodic review of DOE work may be performed .

3/25/96 Audit review of TSPA-95 .

Over the last few days I have been reviewing the approaches taken to estimate percolation fluxes
impacting waste-package corrosion, and matrix and fracture velocities used to calculate transport
of radionuclides, in the TSPA-95 document by TRW (1995) . There are a number of internal
inconsistencies and what appears to be just plain errors, particularly in the calculation of transport
velocities . The major errors appear to be in the mountain-scale (transport) calculations, where
parameter uncertainty is not passed through to velocity calculations in a self-consistent manner.
In addition, the treatment of the ECM is not conventional, insofar as it is assumed that fractures
are either completely saturated or completely empty depending on matrix saturation, which may
drastically underpredict fracture velocities . In the drift-scale analysis, the variation in percolation
flux is unsubstantiated and the information gathered on the fraction of packages being dripped on
as a function of infiltration is ignored under climatic variation .

As I understand it, the primary thrust in the audit review is to perform some relatively
straightforward calculations to check on the TRW results . I plan to perform a calculation of the
probability distribution for quantities needed in the transport simulations such as matrix and frac
ture velocities and fluxes, as well as the partition of infiltration flux between matrix and fractures .
My suspicion is that I will get a somewhat wider distribution for matrix velocity, perhaps log-
normal rather than log-uniform, and a distribution for fracture velocities which yield much faster
velocities in general . In addition, by running many more realizations than the 120 performed by
TRW, I expect to expand the limits of their velocity ranges as well .
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3/26/96 TSPA-95 comparison.

The work in the audit review is located in $HOMEL/Matlab/TSPA95Cols . In order to set up
a comparison, the same raw information used for the TSPA-95 report is used, which is derived from
Schenker et al . (1995) . The Schenker et al . (1995) report appears to have been excerpted for the
TSPA-93 report (Sandia National Laboratories, 1994), as much of the information is identical. The
Schenker et al . (1995) report describes the probabilistic behavior of each parameter using a beta
function . Over the range [a, b], the beta function produces a probability density function (PDF),

p(x), given by

where

p(x) = C(x - a)«(b - x)Q,

	

(10-1)

where C is a normalizing constant and a and ,C3 are used to define the shape of the function . By
requiring that the integral of the PDF over the range is 1, one finds that

C = b

	

1

	

- (b - a)-(i+Q+«)

	

r(2 + a + a)

	

(

	

)
f (x - a)«(b - x)Q dx

	

I'(1 + a)I'(1 +,(3)'

	

10-2

a

r(x) _ ~t~~-1 ) exp(-t) dt .

	

(10-3)
0

All TSPA-95 hydraulic variables are described using a beta distribution or a constant value.

The best way to get randomly sampled values for a generic x is to push a uniformly sampled
random variable through the cumulative probability distribution, retrieving the x value that has a
cumulative probability less than the input random variable . For the beta distribution, the cumula
tive probability distribution is not convenient to manipulate directly, as the integral is not nice . A
way around this is to construct a table of probabilities and find the cumulative normalized sum. A
new Matlab function entitled beta_dist .m retrieves the values for a single set of beta-distributed
probabilities, and beta_dist~et.m retrieves a set for all layers .

The beta_dist.m routine works by evaluating the unnormalized probability at 1001 evenly-
spaced x locations. For cases with negative a or ,Q, the beta function predicts infinite probability
at the endpoint ; I got around this by enforcing zero probability at any endpoint corresponding
to a negative power. The cumulative sum is calculated and the resultant values are normalized .
I plotted up each of the probability functions and compared them to the plots in the back of
the Schenker et al . (1995) report . Schenker et al . (1995) provide a probability distribution for
the data samples and for some of the layers also provide scaled probability distributions that are
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supposed to represent the effective properties for the layer . I entered the scaled values for layers 1
through 7 (Tiva Canyon welded through Calico Hills/Prow Pass zeolitic nonwelded), and the plots
in the back of the report are for the data only, but these should be relatively close . It appears
that there are a few obvious errors . In particular, the residual saturations can be as high as 1,
with no enforcement of the requirement that residual is less than porosity, and the layer 3C scaled
parameters are completely outrageous . I can see why residual saturation was treated as a layer
constant in the TSPA-95 work and I shall do the same for this task .

Correlations between parameters are not mentioned in the TSPA-95 document and only
touched on by Schenker et al . (1995) on one page . Apparently the data is too sparse to do
any comparisons other than for porosity and permeability. Several of the layers show significant
correlation between porosity and permeability (a correlation coefficient between 0.467 and 0.929),
but more than half show a negative or small correlation . According to the Leverett (1941) theory,
scaling can be performed by the so-called J function,

3/28/96 TSPA-95 velocity comparison.

1 Tiva Canyon welded (TCw);

2 Paintbrush nonwelded (both modes 1 and 2 output) (PTn);

3C Topopah Spring welded~omposite (TSw);

3R Topopah Spring welded-repository (TSw) ;

4 Topopah Spring vitrophyre (TSv) ;

5 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-vitric (CHnv) ;

6 Calico Hills/Prow Pass nonwelded-zeolitic (CHnz);

c

	

(J(S) =
7

	

~/~ ,

	

10-4)

where P~ is capillary pressure, -y is surface tension, k is intrinsic permeability, and s is porosity.
The J function is a dimensionless function of saturation (S). I expect that using such a scaling law
would affect predicted velocities quite significantly.

After setting up the beta distribution function, 104 realizations of independently sampled matrix
properties were created for each of the layers denoted in the Schenker et al . (1995) report as
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7 Prow Pass welded (PPw).

Parameters were calculated using make_param.m and placed in a Matlab binary file, param_uc_10000.mat .

The method-of-lines (MOL) work discussed in the ODE-solver task is directly applicable
for the comparison of steady-state velocities used in transport simulations. Accordingly, pertinent
Matlab MOL routines were brought into $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols and stripped down
to the simplest possible 1D matrix-fracture forward solver routines . The overall run routine is
run~orward~et .m, which calls other routines as needed . The material-property routines are
calc_vg_wtcond.m, for the true equivalent-continuum model (ECM) of matrix-fracture flow, as
presented by Klavetter and Peters (1986), and calc_vg_t2cond.m, which represents my conceptu-
alization of the TOUGH2 implementation described in the TSPA-95 report (TRW, 1995). Using
the TSPA-95 stratigraphy, the four layers encountered in the integration from the water table to
the repository are, in order, (i) CHnz (121 .2 m), (ii) CHnv (80 .7 m), (iii) TSv (8 .4 m), and (iv)
TSw (111 .2 m) .

As a first test, the forward solution for the true ECM model was run over the elevation range
that appeared to be used in the TSPA-95 report . Solutions depended on hydraulic properties, of
course, but averaged less than half a minute for the low-flow case (0.05 mm/yr), and less than
two minutes for the high-flow case (2 mm/yr) . The high-flow case kicked in some fracture flow,
which slows the solver down considerably. The runs were performed from the water table to the
repository, essentially assuming gravity drainage always occurs at the repository level.

The TOUGH2 implementation, as I understand it, uses the matrix properties to calculate a
matrix conductivity. In addition, if the matrix saturation is above some criterion, the fractures are
assumed saturated and the fracture conductivity is set to the saturated value, which is added to
the matrix conductivity to get a total conductivity. If the matrix saturation is below the criterion,
fractures are treated as not present. Fracture pressure is never calculated . I presume that matrix
and fracture conductivities are weighted according to the liquid volume fraction in each, as is usual
with the equivalent continuum approach .

When I ran the low-infiltration case, there was no particular difficulty, as the fractures
were not active. However, the high-infiltration case did not provide a solution . Upon further
investigation, it turns out that for a wide range of fluxes, it is mathematically impossible to get
a steady state solution with the step-conductivity approach ; I only presume that either numerical
error must allow a solution somehow or I misunderstand the approach .
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As an example, consider the integration up from a water table with a flux greater than the
matrix saturated conductivity but less than the combined conductivity. Neglecting the fractures,
pressure increases upwards in order to force water downwards at the appropriate rate . With the
fractures, pressure decreases upwards since gravity is more than sufficient to push water downwards.
If the switching criterion is at saturation, for example, any infinitesmal upwards spatial increment
must have a lower pressure than the water table but requires that the next infinitesmal increment
must have a greater pressure again, since the fractures have switched off. In a finite-volume code,
pressure can oscillate above and below the criterion value node by node. For the MOL approach,
there is no fixed node spacing so there is no admissible solution above the roundoff spacing length
scale.

Implementing a delta range for the step to take place over, allowing a unique conductivity
for every pressure, turns out to work but the integration process seems to be extraordinarily slow
for reasonably small deltas (e.g ., one percent of the matrix saturation range) .

It occurs to me that for the purposes of the audit, only a high and a low flux need be
considered, which should ease computational burden .

4/4/96 TSPA-95 audit closeout .

The procedure for calculating the TSPA-95 conductivity is explained by Xiang et al . (1995) in
another TRW report, and it turns out that the procedure is not as bad as I thought. The pressure
in the matrix and fracture continua are separate, but defined, and the fractures axe not forced to be
either fully on or fully off. Instead, it is assumed that the capillary pressure/saturation relationship
is linear above the threshold saturation for both the matrix and the fractures . The lower capillary
pressure is well-defined for the matrix, but undefined for the fractures . The TRW procedure for
defining the lower fracture capillary pressure is not presented; I presume some cutoff saturation
stands in for zero (e.g ., 10-8) and the corresponding capillary pressure is used .

I implemented my understanding of the TRWECM in an updated version of calc_vg_t2cond.m.
Using the first 50 hydraulic-property realizations in param_uc_10000 .mat, I ran a total of 9 sets
of 50 simulations, representing 3 flux rates (2, 0 .1, and 0.01 mm/yr) and 3 ECM models (single-
pressure, or classical; Q = 1 ; and Q = 0.95) . The Q-based ECM is the TRW ECM, where Q is the
threshold matrix saturation above which fracture flow kicks in . For each simulation, 69 summary
statistics were obtained for each layer, including number of ODE points in the layer . For each of
17 physical quantities, (i) the maximum observed, (ii) the minimum observed, (iii) the integral-
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average value, and (iv) the integral-average deviation were calculated using calc~un~ummary.m
and stored in summary output files with names such as ECM1-50_Q0.01~-l.mat . The digits
following the "ECM" represent the hydraulic-property realization in param_uc_10000 .mat (here
realizations 1 through 50). The number after the "Q" represents infiltration flux in mm/yr. The
number after the "s" represents the ECM model v (-1 denotes the single-pressure ECM) . The
summarized physical quantities include matrix, fracture, and bulk velocities, saturations, moisture
contents, etc. The quantities are labeled where defined in calc_run~ummary.m.

For a parameter (V, for example), the integral-average (V) and integral-average deviation
(V') are defined by

Ztf VdZ
V= za

Zb
'

f dZ
za

V' _

i~a

The integrals are performed over the range of ODE points that are within a particular layer.

In the work for the TSPA-95 audit, only the integral-average quantities are examined in
detail . The other information is stored for future examination.

As a measure of the impact of the assumptions embedded in the TSPA-95 ECM models, a
travel-time measure is defined for the 4-layer system :

4

(l0-5)

(10-6)

Li

	

( )T
- ~ V~ZF~~ +

VjiFf2 '

	

10-7

where Li is the thickness of layer i, F�, and Ff are the fraction of flux in matrix and fractures, and
V.�z and Vf are the integral-average velocities in matrix and fractures .

In order to examine the statistical distribution of the travel times, a Matlab routine was
created, calc_5pt~tats.m, which calculates the quartiles for a vector . Using the created Matlab

routine show_5pt_plots.m, the distribution for T is displayed in Figure 10-1 for the 3 models, the
two bounding fluxes, and two conceptualizations of Vj . The TSPA-95 definition of Vf is incorrect,
dividing fracture flux by porosity rather than moisture content; the two Vf conceptualization are
the correct and incorrect Vf definitions .

10-6



Figure 10-1 : 4/4/96 . Travel-time statistics for 50-realization simulations using different fluxes,
ECM conceptualizations, and fracture-velocity conceptualizations .

Several general observations can be made based on Figure 10-1 .

~ The single-pressure ECM (denoted ECM in Figure 10-1) yields almost identical results as the
Q-based ECM with v = 1 (denoted sig = 1) .

~ The Q-based ECM with v = 0 .95 (denoted sig = 0.95) yields slightly faster travel times than
the other models, consistent with claims in the TSPA-95 report . The major impact on travel
time is found when fracture flow dominates (i .e ., high infiltration rates, all layers exhibiting
fracture flow) .

~ Misrepresenting the fracture velocity yields consistently slower travel times, by a factor of
two to three, in the low-infiltration case .

~ Misrepresenting the fracture velocity has less effect in the high-infiltration case, except that
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the fastest travel-time outliers are more than an order of magnitude faster for the CNWRA
measure.

The last two observations are somewhat surprising a priori, insofar as the low-infiltration
cases have very little fracture flow to impact travel times and most high-infiltration cases, which have
much higher fracture-flow contributions, are insensitive to errors in calculating fracture velocities .
It can be seen that even a small amount of fracture flow in a low-infiltration case has noticable
impact on overall travel time . In high-infiltration cases, however, the TSw, TSv, and CHnz layers
all exhibit significant fracture flow and only the nonwelded CHnv layer is dominated by matrix
flow. Accordingly, the bulk of the travel time is spent traversing the CHnv layer ; only those few
cases with significant fracture fluxes in the CHnv layer demonstrate the effects of incorrect fracture
velocity calculations in the high-infiltration scenario .

A further examination of the abstraction process was undertaken using 320 hydraulic-
property realizations and the classical ECM (including the 50 realizations summarized in Fig-
ure 10-1) . In Figure 10-2, created by $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Cols/calc_trav~tat .m, the
success of the abstraction process is summarized . Curve A represents the summary statistics for
the 320 realizations . Curves B and C use the TSPA-95 procedure to abstract PDFs for the ve-
locities and flux distributions, with 320 randomly sampled realizations for each layer . Curve B
uses the TSPA-95 fracture velocity definition, while curve C defines the velocity fracture using the
average moisture content for all cases with velocities greater than 10-is m/s. Curve D presents the
summary of 320 realizations using the TSPA-95 PDFs exactly.

Several observations can be drawn from Figure 10-2 .

~ In matrix-dominated flow (qi~p = 0.01 mm/yr), the TSPA-95 abstraction process with a
modified Vf appears to capture the travel time statistics reasonably well, and the incorrect
Vj yields consistently slow travel times.

~ With significant fracture flow, the TSPA-95 abstraction process yields mean travel times 3 to
5 times faster than the mean travel times of the generating simulations .

The travel times for the generating simulations are strongly clustered about the mean travel
time, while the TSPA-95 abstraction travel times tend to be more spread out.



B A Simulations
B TSPA-95 Vf
C Modified Vf
D Used in TSPA-95C

Figure 10-2 : 4/4/96 . Travel-time statistics for 320-realization simulations using classical ECM
conceptualization, as well as abstracted PDFs using TSPA-95 approaches .

4/5/96 More TSPA-95 audit closeout .

As part of the audit review, I generated sets of scatterplots and histograms comparing various
assertions of the TSPA-95 approach. These were not used in the write-up of the audit . For
completeness, I am presenting them here .

The first set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 10-3, is based on the 50 hydraulic-property
realizations used for all three ECM approaches . The four subplots represent each of the four
layers, and were created using Matlab routine show_plots.m. The size of the symbol represents
infiltration flux, with larger symbols denoting larger fluxes . Generally the ECM models only diverge
significantly with higher fluxes .

The second set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 10-4, follows the same approach as Figure 10-
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3, except that the fracture velocities are shown instead. The plots were created using Matlab routine
show_plots.m. Not shown axe the paints with essentially zero fracture velocities, although there
are significant numbers of uses with one model predicting high velocity while another predicts
essentially zero . Note that law and medium infiltration rates often do not yield significant fracture
flow and these cases are not shown.

The third set of scatterplots, shown in Figure 10-5, shows the fraction of $ow in the fractures
versus fracture velocities for each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using
MatdQb routine show_plots.m. Again, cases without significant fracture $aw or fracture velocity
are not shown . A very strong linear relationship occurs for the omitted points .

The fourth set of scatterplvts, shown in Figure 10-fi, shows the significant fracture velocities
versus the matrix velocities far each of the infiltration rates and layers . The plots were created using
M~t2ab routine shvw_plvts.m . By dividing both velocities by infiltration fiiix, the respective sets
of curves align much better . High matrix velocities yield low fracture velocities ; above a threshold
range, fracture velocities are essentially zero . The fracture-velocity dropoff behavior at high matrix
velocities in the CHnz layer is followed in an exaggerated way for the other layers .

The first set of histograms, shown in Figure 10-7, shows the frequency of occurrence far
matrix velocities . The plots were created using MQtd~b routine scat_plvt_stats .m. Only the
classical ECM model was used, but 32fl hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-10
log of the resultant velocities was tinned into 1fl evenly spaced bins from the minimum to the
maximum velocity far each infiltration rate and layer . A strong tendency towards a bell-shaped lag
distribution is apparent .

The second set of histograms, shown in Figure 10-8, shows the frequency of occurrence for
fracture velocities . The plots were created using Mat[ab routine scat_plot~tats.m. Dnly the
classical ECM model was used, but 320 hydraulic-property realizations are used . The base-IO log
of the resultant velocities was tinned into ld evenly spaced l7irrs from 10-9 cm~s to the maximum
velocity for each infiltration rate and layer. Any fracture velocities below 14-~ cm~s were put into
the lowest bin .

9~3~9fi Thoughts on TSPA-95 detailed audit.

Same of the results discussed above were presented at a Technical Exchange with the DDE in
Denver . I presented a comparison of the DOE approach with the two different ECMs with the
DOE abstraction and the NRC abstraction, plotting the sets of simulations discussed before in
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terms of cumulative density functions (CDFs) for conservative-particle travel times. These plots
confirm the conclusions I discussed in previous entries . Theplots are generated using tech_plots .m,
which further uses calc_gwtt~tat.m to plot curves from the simulations .

In general, the comparisons between the DOE and NRC approaches were well received by
the DOE and gave the DOE staff some insight into the methods. The DOE staff did express
surprise that the drift-scale approximations did not receive similar attention, however, as they
believe that the drift-scale approximations are crucial to the predictions that the TSPA-code makes.
In summary, the drift-scale analysis assumes that :

" The infiltration flux can be represented as a percolation flux that is lognormally distributed
over the area of the column with a mean equal to a specified value and a standard deviation
arbitrarily equal to 0.5,

" The matrix properties at the drift scale are also lognormally distributed based on Schenker
et al . (1995) properties,

" The random percolation fluxes and matrix properties are independent,

" The matrix has fluxes up to the saturated conductivity,

" Any flux in the matrix diverts around the drift,

" Drip rates are equal to the flux in the fracture assuming that the flux in the fracture only
occurs if the matrix does not have capacity for the flux,

" An arbitrary catchment area of four times the waste package is present, and

" Using the expected flux rate for every package results in approximately the same release rates
that would occur from using the actual flux rate for each package.

Possible weak points in the discussion are:

" There is no justification for the standard deviation used in the percolation flux distribution,

" There is no consideration of correlation between matrix properties and local percolation flux,

" There is no consideration of lateral flow effects (all matrix flux must somehow cram around
the drift),

" There is no consideration of dual permeability effects (local strengthening or weakening of
the fracture flow),
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~ There is no explicit consideration of drip effects on package failure time, and

~ There is no consideration of reduction in effective matrix flux area due to rewetting times
for the matrix (after the cool-down period, presumably the matrix takes considerable time to
re-wet, during which the interior of the matrix block is essentially unsaturated) .

In addition, there is no consideration of the spatial distribution of the infiltration fluxes (each
column has any spatial information completely washed out) .

9/4/96 More thoughts on TSPA-95 detailed audit.

I discussed the impact of drips on package failure time with Sridhar today. The current thinking is
that waste-package failure is due to awater film on the package, which can either occur due to drips
or relative humidity. The TSPA-95 approach is to lump all of this behavior into a relative humidity
term, with corrosion only starting when temperature drops below 100 °C and relative humidity is
above athreshold (75 to 85 percent) . The current EBSPAC approach is moving towards calculating
chemistry at the drift wall based on the ECM model in Multiflo, and assuming that each drift has
drips, so that drips may contact the package earlier than the 100 °C cutoff . Drip formation is not
well established in this approach. ECM simulations performed by Peter Lichtner suggest that up
to 100 ka are required to rewet the repository. Some sort of linkage between ECM and drip would
be desirable according to Sridhar.

Based on the thoughts to date, we have promised to Rex Wescott that we would assess
assumptions in TSPA-95 regarding :

~ Independence of flux and permeability. The assessment of uncorrelated flux and permeability
distributions will examine the impact of correlation in the calculations simply by repeating
the analysis with correlated parameters .

~ Variability of flux and permeability. The assessment will repeat the analysis with a range of
standard deviations .

~ Spatial dependency of infiltration flux . The assessment will repeat the analysis with the
infiltration distribution explicitly carried through the analysis .

In addition, I would like to examine several related issues, but to be prudent these will not be
promised .
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~ Impact of rewetting time on dripping fluxes . The idea is to examine how long it will take
after the thermal pulse for the matrix to reach pre-pulse conditions . I suspect that fracture
flow will dominate for at least tens of thousands of years.

~ Impact of discrete-fracture flow on drips . With discrete fractures, it may be that matrix
properties are relatively unimportant indicators of drip distributions .

The additional issues would require additional code development .

9/7/96 Drift-scale analysis .

One approach for a first cut at the drift-scale analysis include the following tasks:

~ Get the TSPA-95 column outlines and the IPA-2 column outlines into UTM coordinates and
assign DEM pixels to each column .

~ Assemble software to create a PDF for gdrz~ given a PDF for Ksaa and a value of qi~,,~t .

~ Create a table of gdrz~ PDFs as a function of average infiltration :

- Scale a "standard" infiltration distribution to provide a desired average infiltration over
YM at the repository level.

- Adjust the distribution to accommodate intermediate processes (smoothing and/or fo-
cussing) .

Assemble a PDF describing gd,.2P by examining the column pixel by pixel.

- Repeat for remaining infiltration rates.

~ Localize dripping fluxes to discrete locations relative to drifts .

~ Calculate release rates for each of the models .

Several what-if scenarios can be examined relatively quickly using this basic format :

Perfectly vertical fluxes .

~ Lateral diffusion of vertical fluxes (i .e ., Laplace smoothing) .

~ Localization of vertical fluxes (i .e., faulting/perching) .
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~ Localization and subsequent lateral diffusion of vertical fluxes (i .e ., faulting/perching then
Laplace smoothing) .

Very relevant extended analysis includes examining the effects of :

~ Long-range impacts on fracture fluxes (i .e ., fracture flow initiated above the drift level even
though the drift level is highly permeable such as can happen in dual-permeability models) .

~ Time-dependent matrix saturation (i .e ., cool-down rewetting fluxes) .

My hunch is that fracture flow is strongly initiated but weakly dissipated . If so, the presence of a
low-permeability TSw microstratum will initiate fracture flow that continues for extended distances
downwards despite a more-permeable matrix . If so, qd,.2~ at the repository will be less sensitive to
Ksat at the repository than the TSPA-95 approach and instead will be an integral measure of
the vertical distribution of the matrix properties . The point may have considerable impact on the
analysis approach .

I also suspect that fracture flow will be much more prevalent during the cool-down period
as the matrix slowly rewets . Although the thermal pulse may indeed strongly redistribute water
in the matrix due to vapor transport during heating, I don't think this will be so active during
cooling. If the matrix is relatively dry, then it cannot conduct water and any flux must be in the
fractures . However, fracture flux must also be diverted to refill the matrix, so presumably there
will be less overall flux at the repository.

9/8/96 Drift-scale analysis .

_~ 2
fx (x) _ ~ 12~r

exp
~

	

2 (
x
~

Benjamin and Cornell (1970) . The standardized normal distribution is described by

Assuming that the matrix hydraulic conductivity can be described using a lognormal PDF, as the
TSPA-95 analysis does (Section 7 .3 of TRW, 1995), an equivalent assumption is that Y = ln(Ksat)
is described by a normal distribution . The normal probability density function is described by

(10-8)

where x is the random variable, F~ is the mean value of x, and Q is the standard deviation of x

1 exp(-u2/2),

	

(10-9).fv(u) =

	

2~r
u= x- ~ ,

	

(10-10)
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so that

fX(x) _ ~fU
C
x
~ ~~ .

The corresponding cumulative density function (CDF) is described by

u

1

	

exp(-u2 /2) du .

	

(10-12)
2~r

A related integral, the error function, is defined (Section 7.1 .1 of Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972)

Note that FU(-u) = 1 - FU(u) for a normal distribution, so that the limitations of having u >= 0
for the error function can be overcome .

Equation 10-15 can be used to develop a Matlab function that provides a CDF for gpe,.c-Ksat
given a value for gdra~, since Matlab provides a function for the error function but not for the normal-
distribution CDF . The idea is to discretize the range 0 <= gdT~p <= max(gt eT~) with a long vector
(e .g ., 1000 entries) for gd,. tiP . For each pixel in the column, the values of Ksat that correspond to
the gdri~ vector entries can be determined and the CDF evaluated for those particular values . The
CDF value corresponding to gdrz~ = 0 should be evaluated with Ksat = gPerc~ The calculated CDF
for each pixel should be normalized by the number of pixels that will be accumulated.

The outlined procedure can be used to develop a CDF equivalent to the TSPA-95 approach
as well . Instead of providing an infiltration distribution equivalent to the distribution estimated
from surface considerations, a distribution can be provided that is simply random noise about a
mean value.

10-2 1

t
erf(t) _ ~~exp(-t2) dt ; (10-13)

0

thus, for u >= 0, Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) (Section 26 .2 .29) show

erf(u) = 2FU(u~) - 1, or equivalently (10-14)
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A difficulty comes when one assumes that insofar as there is observed spatial correlation in
matrix properties, thus there may be some correlation between gPe ,. c and Ksae . For example, lateral
redistribution may result in higher grer~ in areas with high Ksae and lower grer~ in areas with low
Ksae . If x and y are jointly normal distributions, then (Benjamin and Cornell, 1970)

9/9/96 First drift-scale results.

F~Y~x = E[~'IX = xl = ~Y + P~X
(x - ~x),

	

Gals)

~Y~x = (1 - P2)1~ZOY~

	

(10-17)

where p is the correlation coefficient. For the case of jointly normal distributions, an estimate for
the CDF can therefore be built up in a similar way as outlined previously, except that the gPercs

input as a set of pixel values adjust the mean and standard deviation of ln(Ksat for each pixel
individually according to the value of p. Presumably correlation between Ksat and q~r~ should be
handled using the corresponding logarithms .

I created several Matlab files in /homeL/sierra/stothof,~/Matlab/TSPA95Drift to investigate
the behavior of TSPA-95 assumptions on dripping fluxes . Two questions are easily investigated
using the TSPA-95 or related approaches assuming that infiltration fluxes are randomly distributed :
(i) what is the impact of correlation between q~er~ and Ksae, and (ii) what is the impact of the
standard deviation of grer~ and Ksda .

Two calculational approaches were investigated . The first approach directly calculates the
CDF for gperc - Ksat for each entry of an input vector of gPer~, directly using the CDF for Ksae
to calculate the CDF for specific values of gd, .i p . The direct approach results in apparently rather
good estimates for the low range of gd, . 2P , but is a little noisy at the upper end if there are not a
lot of qp, .e~ values in the vector . The second approach extends the TSPA-95 approach, estimating a
CDF from long input vectors of random gpeT ~ and Ksae . For the same computational effort, longer
vectors can be used for the indirect approach, so the indirect approach results in nice upper tails
but is questionable for small values of gdT~r . The two methods appear to yield quite comparable
results with reasonably long input vectors and correlations that aren't too big. There is significant
disagreement between the p = 1 cases.

The few cases that I have run while experimenting with vector sizes and code testing are
beginning to show some trends . The most consistent trend is the increasing probability of not
exceeding fluxes that are larger than the mean gperc as the correlation increases (i .e ., large gdrZ~
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is less likely as p increases) . However, this does not mean that E[gdTiP ~gPer~ > Ksat] necessarily
decreases .

Another trend that is worth examining is the probability of gdrt~ > 0 (i .e ., the number of
waste packages being dripped upon) . Preliminary results indicate that for cases with the mean

gperc less than the mean Ksat, increasing p decreases the probability of gdrZ~ > 0, while for the
mean greT~ greater than the mean Ksat, increasing p increases the probability that gdTt~ > 0.

Finally, as the standard deviation of gPerc increases, there is a trend towards broader gdr2P,

and larger expected values of gdri~.

In the process of examining the data used for the TSPA-95 analyses, I cannot find direct
links between Schenker et al . (1995) data and the TSPA-95 data . It appears that some uncited
reanalysis of the data occurred, so that the mean values for TSw are 2.37x 10-1° m/s for Schenker
et al . (1995) and 2.0x10-11 m/s for TSPA-95. The Schenker et al . (1995) results do not have a
standard deviation, but report a coefficient of variation; assuming that CV = Q/~E[loglo(Ksat)]I
yields the Q for TSw reported in TSPA-95.

9/10/96 Investigation of coding and sensitivity.

In order to test the software that will be used to estimate fluxes based on a surface distribution
of annual-average infiltration, I continued comparing the two approaches for calculating the CDF
for gdrz~. I found some bugs in the Matlab code for the p = 1 case ; now the two approaches match
quite well for all values of p.

A representative set of parameters were decided on to examine the behavior of the assump-
tions carefully. It was assumed that lay/l~k, vy/Q~, and p were important determinants of behavior
classes, so several sets of cases were run systematically varying these parameters . The preliminary
observations were investigated more completely with the more-robust software .

Several points were verified .

~ For all cases, the fraction of the area seeing gdrZ~ > 0 increases with increasing p when p. 9 > Ft~

and decreases with increasing p when ~v > Ftk . In other words, as p increases, the area fraction
moves further from 0.5 .

~ When p,q = Ftk, the fraction of the area seeing gdrZp > 0 is 0 .5 ; this fraction increases as gneTc

increases .
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~ When Qq « ~k, E[gdrtip] decreases with increasing p, regardless of the magnitude of gpeT ~,

while when Qy » vk, E[gdrip] increases with increasing p if py < p~ and decreases otherwise .

~ As ~p,q- N~k~ --> 0, the impact of p becomes large, particularly as p approaches 1 or ~E[Q]-E[K]~

becomes large.

~ As vy/Q~ increases,

- the fraction of the area seeing gd,.zp > 0 moves towards 0.5,

- a broader range of gd,.Zp > 0 occurs, and

- Z' [gdrip] increases.

An argument for correlation between Ksdt and gpeT ~ might be that the spatial structure for
Ksat has high correlation lengths, so that lateral redistribution may take place. When K�,, » Qpe,.c,

there would be positive correlation between K�,, and gpeT~ . When K,n « gper~, there may be
negative correlation between K� , and gpe, .c , as there could be increased density of fracturing as
welding increases concommitant with decreased matrix permeability. Behavior where K�, and gper~

are roughly the same order of magnitude is not apparent (no correlation?) .

9/12/96 F~zrther investigation of sensitivity.

I created two plots yesterday that showed the impact of p and ~y/Q~, respectively, on the dripping-
flux CDF for ratios of 10E]I°gio(ane,-~)]-E~log,o(K�,)] ranging from 0.01 to 100. Gordon noticed that
the expected values of gd,.ip seemed rather large compared to the expected values of gperc that I was
discussing . After some digging, I realized this was due to confusing the mean of the logs with the
log of the mean.

The Schenker et al. (1995) data as used in TSPA-95 is provided in terms of base-10 loga-
rithms . In order to convert from base-10 to natural logarithms, Section 4.1 .22 in Abramowitz and
Stegun (1972) states

loglo z = In z/ In 10 = loglo e In z .

	

(10-18)

Also, on page 267 of Benjamin and Cornell (1970), the relationship between the log of the mean
and the mean of the log is provided,

1 2mlaY = lnmy - Z~InY-

	

(10-19)
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Table 10-1 : Behavior of dripping-flux CDF using the Schenker et al . (1995) TSw description and
the base-case infiltration distribution estimate . E[K] = 5.27 mm/yr /Note 10/28/96: lOE~Y~ = 0.62
mm/yr, where Y = loglo(K), but E[K] = 5 .27 mm/yrJ and Qloglo x = 0.9 .

Based on 10-18 and the
ln(10)Q(X), where X

These
were generated using show_CDF~et.m.

computational verification that tC[ln(lOX )] = ln(10)~c(X) and o-[ln(lOX)] _
is a base-10 lognormal distributed random variable, we see that

9/13/96 Thoughts on creating an IPA drip model.

relationships allowed me to relabel the plots and send them off to Rex Wescott. The plots

As a followup, I created a base-case AAI distribution using the functions defined in my
second paper on infiltration . Using this distribution, I created a CDF in just the same way as
before . I also scaled this distribution by (5.2715 .1) and (5.27/15.1) 2 , to bracket the E[K] . The
CDF for each flux case was created using the AAI distribution directly and a four-way Laplace-
smoothed distribution. The statistics on these cases are shown in Table 10-1 . The smoothing step
crudely allows lateral redistribution, and lowers the standard deviation of gper ~ by a factor of 2 .7 .

Based on the previous results, lowering Qe would be expected to greatly lower E[gdrzp] and decrease
(drip a fair amount. However, with the input AAI distribution, an extremely interesting behavior
is observed, with E[gd, .2p ] decreasing only slightly and E[fd,. 2p] actually increasing significantly.

The work over the last week has assumed that the statistics generated from a set of core samples
could indeed be applied to describe processes that are appropriate for a continuum scale much

10-25

E[~lperc] (mm/Yr) Laplace Passes Qloga/Q1ogx E[4dT~p] (mm/Yr) E[.fdrtip]

15.1 0 2.08 16.7 0.79

15.1 1 0.71 14.9 0.87
5.26 0 2.08 5 .8 0.69
5.26 1 0.71 5 .1 0.76
1 .83 0 2.08 2.00 0.55
1 .83 1 0.71 1 .75 0.61

In 1mY = In(10) tog(mY) = mInY + ZQjnY
1= ln(10)mlog Y + 2(ln(10)QIogY)2 ; (10-20)

log 1my = mlogY + 2 ln(10)Qigy . (10-21)
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larger than the core samples . Calculating a dripping flux by subtracting K�, from q~er~ is only
reasonable on a scale where there are many fractures within an REV, and is essentially dependent
on assuming that the ECM approach is valid. At the scale of the continuum, however, much of the
variability in the matrix properties is lost due to averaging . Thus, one would presume that Q~oglox
should be significantly lower than the value previously used, 0.9 . It should be straightforward to
calculate Qloglox simply by creating random fields on a fine grid, using the statistical properties
presented by Sandia and USGS workers, then averaging over appropriate volumes . In fact, there
is probably a sill associated with the data ; the sill value may be adequate for the purposes of
using a more-representative value for Q~ogloK. Istok et al . (1994) find that the variogram of both
porosity and log(Ksat) for the shardy base of the PTn can be modelled as a pure sill, at least
for horizontal separation distances greater than 25 or 50 m. The vertical variogram was also fit
with a pure-sill model; minimum separation distance is 0.02 of undefined units that I suppose
are relative stratigraphic elevation (running 0 to roughly 30 m), suggesting 60 cm is minimum
separation elevation .

The second difficulty with the approach is the assumption that the spatial distribution of
4d,.i~ is patchy, but still a continuum with a calculable saturation level. In fact, I would suspect that
fractures flow either locally saturated or locally dry, with only a few fractures actually saturated.
If this bimodal distribution is correct, flowing water only exists in a miniscule fraction of the area
where fdT~p > 0, although the flux is locally quite large. In turn, many waste packages that are
nominally in the zone with fdrZr > 0 will not be dripped upon at all if the localization is strong ;
the remaining would have fluxes much larger than E[gd,.i P ] .

10/1/96 PDFs for matrix and fracture properties .

Yesterday I was tasked by Randy Manteufel and Bob Baca to provide PDFs for matrix and frac-
ture permeabilities, porosities, and van Genuchten ,Qs in layers involving UZ and SZ radionuclide
transport for an IPA simulation to be run starting tomorrow . I have been gathering information
on properties informally for the past few months, under the Ambient KTI, but have not looked at
the lower layers in any detail .

A set of borehole samples, including locations, are available from the data set Gerry Stirewalt
had George Rice assemble last year, totalling 582 saturated conductivity samples (14 boreholes)
and 509 porosity samples (13 boreholes) . The boreholes are identified in the data file but the data
source attributions must come from George . The Schenker et al . (1995) data set used in TSPA-93
has information on all of the desired parameters, but it appears that : (i) the overlap between
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any pair of data set sources is imperfect, (ii) the labeling between the Rice data set and IPA2 is
not consistent, and (iii) the TSPA-93 and IPA2 stratigraphies do not perfectly correspond . The
TSPA-93 stratigraphy includes a Topopah Spring vitrophyre layer and a Tram welded unit both
missing in IPA2, while I assume that the Upper Crater Flat nonwelded unit in IPA2 is missing
from TSPA-93 and the Middle Crater Flat nonwelded unit in IPA2 corresponds to the Bullfrog
nonwelded unit .

A set of outcrop-sample information (Flint et al ., 1996) postdating the previous analyses
augments the data available . The samples provide a detailed picture of microlayering through the
Topopah Springs unit, several samples of the Calico Hills zeolitized unit, two samples of the Prow
Pass unit, and no samples from deeper units. The 10 Flint et al . (1996) Calico Hills zeolitized
samples have a mean of 7.9 x 10-11 m/s as opposed to the mean of 1 .93x10-1° m/s for the 51
samples presented by Schenker et al . (1995) ; the means are essentially identical . The 18 Flint
et al . (1996) Topopah Springs samples have a mean of 1 .2 x 10-1° m/s as opposed to the mean
of 2.37x10-1° m/s for the 66 samples presented by Schenker et al . (1995) ; again the means are
essentially identical . However, the outcrop information suggests that there may be stratigraphic
variation, with two orders of magnitude change across microlayers, that is not accommodated in
the lumped sampling .

Both TSPA-93 and IPA2 recognize that there are scale effects involved in going from core
samples to field samples, which will tend to reduce the overall variance . The IPA2 approach to
accommodating the scale effects appears to take 100 realizations of a 1D column with point locations
spread 10 m apart (to represent uncorrelated values) and use a harmonic mean for each set of Ksat

values . The TSPA-93 approach creates a scaled coefficient of variation based on the unit thickness
and correlation length .

It appears to me that scaling parameters independently is dangerous, since in fact the
parameters are correlated . Instead, a more satisfying approach would be to generate a set of 3D
random fields of parameters and numerically perform flow simulations to build up the response
from which the parameters can be estimated. The steady-state ODE approach Gordon and I have
been investigating may be applicable here . However, this approach would take several weeks to get
working. An intermediate approach would be to do this in 1D, which would be considerably faster
to generate . The quick-and-dirty scheme is to reprise the IPA2 approach or TSPA-93 approach .
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10/3/96 Estimated PDFs for matrix and fracture properties .

Several tasks were undergone to estimate PDFs for material properties (i .e ., matrix and fracture
permeability, porosity, and van Genuchten ,Q .

" The set of data sources were reviewed . TSPA-93 and Schenker et al . (1995) sources and
tables are identical aside from a corrected bulk density table in Schenker et al . (1995) . The
IPA2, TSPA-93, and CNWRA Earthvision data sources are partly disjunct, with none of the
3 data sets being a subset of any other. The TSPA-93 data set is significantly larger than the
others ; the Earthvision data only consist of matrix Ksat and porosity.

" Problems are noticable with the lower matrix data, particularly the Bullfrog unit . The unit is
purportedly welded, and the TSPA-93 set has plausible properties while the IPA2 set appears
to have nonwelded and welded units flipped. However, the original data source (used by both
TSPA-93 and IPA2) is consistent with IPA2 usage. Note that the Upper and Middle Crater
Flat units are not found in TSPA-93, although the IPA2 Middle Crater Flat may correspond
to the TSPA-93 Bullfrog nonwelded . I assume that the TSPA-93 data is more representative
and that the two Crater Flat properties are the same . Further, I use the IPA2 thicknesses for
the Prow Pass, Upper and Middle Crater Flat, and Bullfrog units.

Fracture properties are of course problematic. I don't believe that fracture properties strongly
affect flow in the UZ but may in the SZ. The IPA2 properties are as good as any, since the
TSPA-93 properties are calculated not measured . It might be worthwhile to examine the data
that the TSPA-93 analysis was based on, since only one borehole is the same and different
methods were used to derive distributions . If the intent of the PA runs is to identify key
parameters, then the TSPA-93 distributions may be better than the IPA2 distributions, since
the IPA2 distributions have lots of constant values .

" I decided that using the TSPA-93 data set with the IPA2 scaling approach was adequate for
providing averaged UZ matrix estimates . The IPA2 approach is equivalent to creating many
columns, getting the average for the column, and subsequently averaging the column aver-
ages . For permeability, the columns used harmonic means (series solution) with arithmetic
averaging of the column means (parallel solution). For porosity, arithmetic and arithmetic
means were used directly for matrix and on the logs for fracture . For van Genuchten ~,
arithmetic and arithmetic means were used on the log of ~ . I used 104 columns to accumulate
statistics .

" In the averaging, a vertical correlation length is required . Rautman and Flint (1992) address
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Table 10-2 : Estimated matrix Ksat values (m2) .

this for the TCw, PTn, and TSw units. For all three units considered simultaneously, a cor-
relation length of 30 m was found appropriate; considering the layers independently yielded
a scatter of correlation lengths. I used 30 m ; IPA2 used 10 m. The larger correlation yields
more uncertainty (a wider range of values) . For the Prow Pass unit, the correlation length
is greater than the thickness so the sample statistics were used . I used the thicknesses con-
sidered in IPA2 for units lower than CHnz unit . The TSPA-93 approach did not scale the
fracture properties, implying that the properties were considered formational properties, so
that scaling was not performed here either .

All calculations were done with Matlab, in $HOMEL/IPA/TSPA95/Data. Matrix cal-
culations were done using do_layer~ets.m, which calls codell_ave.m. Fracture calculations were
done using do_frac~ets.m. The calculated matrix and fracture properties are shown in Tables 10-
2 through 10-7 . Ksat is in m/s; porosity and van Genuchten ,Q are dimensionless. The plus and
minus 3 standard deviation values are given for the minimum, mean, and maximum layer thick-
nesses . Probably the mean thickness should be used (note that van Genuchten ,Q must be greater
than 1) . Where other information is unavailable on layer thicknesses, the IPA2 thicknesses are
used . Ksat and ,0 should be lognormal, porosity normal or lognormal .

10-29

Layer Thick CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw min 0.0685 2.62e-20 3.66e-18 5.11e-16
TSw mean 0.0527 2.69e-20 1.40e-18 7.29e-17
TSw max 0 .0454 2.89e-20 9.25e-19 2.96e-17
CHn min 0.095 8.30e-19 2.39e-16 6.89e-14
CHn mean 0.0807 7.20e-19 1.08e-16 1 .61e-14
CHn max 0 .0803 7.44e-19 1.08e-16 1 .58e-14
CHz min 0 .0591 1 .27e-20 1.12e-18 9.83e-17
CHz mean 0 .0549 1 .32e-20 8.76e-19 5.82e-17
CHz max 0.0482 1 .48e-20 6.20e-19 2.59e-17
PPw IPA2 0.0825 1 .OOe-18 1.52e-16 2.30e-14
UCF IPA2 0.0467 1 .75e-17 2.77e-16 4.37e-15
BFw IPA2 0.0356 1 .75e-18 1.92e-17 2 .11e-16
MCF IPA2 0 .0469 1 .73e-17 2.77e-16 4.43e-15
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Table 10-3 : Estimated matrix porosity values .

Table 10-4 : Estimated matrix van Genuchten ,Q values .

10-30

Layer Thick CV Low Mean High

TSw min 0.291 0.0175 0.139 0.261
TSw mean 0.206 0 .053 0.139 0.225
TSw max 0.169 0.0688 0.139 0 .21
CHn min 0.19 0 .142 0.33 0.517
CHn mean 0.158 0 .175 0.331 0.488
CHn max 0.155 0 .177 0.331 0.485
CHz min 0.104 0.21 0.306 0.402
CHz mean 0.0946 0 .219 0.305 0.392
CHz max 0.0795 0 .233 0.306 0.379
PPw IPA2 0.168 0 .145 0.292 0.439
UCF IPA2 0.137 0 .153 0.261 0.368
BFw IPA2 0.179 0.0763 0.165 0.254
MCF IPA2 0.136 0 .154 0.261 0.367

Layer Thick CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw min 0 .346 0.979 1 .78 3.23
TSw mean 0 .245 1 .16 1 .78 2 .71
TSw max 0.202 1 .25 1 .78 2 .52
CHn min 0.386 0.855 2.70 8.54
CHn mean 0.317 1 .05 2.72 7.05
CHn max 0.316 1 .05 2.72 7.01
CHz min 0.255 1 .14 1 .74 2.65
CHz mean 0.227 1 .19 1 .74 2.53
CHz max 0.191 1 .27 1 .74 2.39
PPw IPA2 0.223 1 .92 7.12 26.5
UCF IPA2 0.346 0.979 1 .78 3.25
BFw IPA2 0.155 1 .87 3.21 5 .53
MCF IPA2 0.346 0.978 1 .78 3.23
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Table 10-5 : Estimated fracture Ksat values (m2) translated from TSPA-93.

Table 10-6 : Estimated fracture porosity values translated from TSPA-93.

Table 10-7 : Estimated fracture van Genuchten ~ values .

10-31

Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.369 1.26e-10 1 .62e-09 2.07e-08
CHn 0.398 7.67e-11 1 .20e-09 1 .87e-08
CHz 0.31 6.O1e-11 5 .11e-10 4.35e-09
PPw 0.438 5.43e-11 1 .12e-09 2.30e-08
UCF 0.219 3.40e-11 1 .54e-10 7.O1e-10
BFw 0.331 4.42e-11 4.35e-10 4.28e-09
MCF 0.219 3.40e-11 1 .54e-10 7.O1e-10

Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.19 0.000270 0.001000 0.00372
CHn 0.169 0.000114 0.000365 0.00117
CHz 0.151 6.64e-05 0.000188 0.000535
PPw 0.136 4.95e-05 0.000127 0.000324
UCF 0.105 2 .30e-05 4.75e-05 9.82e-05
BFw 0.183 0.000147 0.000520 0.00184
MCF 0.105 2 .30e-05 4.75e-05 9.82e-05

Layer CV(log) Low Mean High

TSw 0.155 1 .45 4.23 12.3
CHn 0.155 1 .45 4.23 12.3
CHz 0.155 1 .45 4.23 12.3
PPw 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12.4
UCF 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12.4
BFw 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12.4
MCF 0.155 1 .46 4.25 12.4
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Table 10-8 : Estimated areal-average infiltration values .

10/9/96 Estimated PDFs for infiltration .

Infiltration estimates are used in the TPA code to drive releases from the waste packages . New
sets of IPA simulations are being generated to provide best-estimate CDFs with as much new
information incorporated as possible . I was tasked by R. Manteufel to provide a PDF for infiltration
as well as the material properties generated previously.

Yesterday I digitized the outline of 6 columns approximately equivalent to the 83 MTU/acre
(high heat load) repository presented in TSPA-95, in order to estimate the infiltration over each
column . The column numbering is based on Figure 3.8-3 in TSPA-95, starting in the north and
numbering faster from west to east . Somewhat surprisingly, the 6 columns had quite similar
estimates for spatially averaged qi~,~1, as shown in Table 10-8, which is derived from the base-case
AAI map. I expect that other maps would have similar variability patterns, although the mean
may shift around somewhat . The three easterly blocks (2, 4, 6) have roughly 90 percent as much
infiltration as do the three westerly blocks (1, 3, 5) . One pass of data smoothing, in which the
value of each cell is replaced by the average of the four neighboring east, west, north, and south
cells, significantly smooths the variability in the loglo parameters, thereby shifting the mean of the
loglo values, but does not significantly change the arithmetic mean values . Data smoothing crudely
represents redistribution underground.

The variability patterns for ginfi~ are probably not unreasonable . However, the absolute
magnitude of areal-average ginfi~ is not yet pinned down. At the ACNW meeting on September
26 and 27, 1996, G . Bodvarsson went through the data sources and numbers that the DOE is

10-32

Raw Pixels Smoothed Pixels

ginfil 1~g10(ginfil) Qlog io (ginfil) ginfil 1~g10(ginfil) Qlog lo (ginfil)
Region Number (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr) (mm/yr)

1 488 20.22 1.047 0.968 20.37 1 .280 0.175
2 452 18.91 1 .064 0.897 18.91 1 .249 0.173
3 795 21 .58 0.851 1 .494 21 .57 1 .231 0.528
4 729 18.09 1 .040 0.906 18 .03 1 .223 0.190
5 888 20.76 0.790 1 .467 20 .77 1 .181 0.581
6 745 19.56 1 .038 0.962 19 .53 1 .262 0 .178
All 4097 19.96 0.952 1 .194 19 .96 1 .232 0 .384
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using, with the lowest numbers coming from saturation and moisture data in boreholes (slightly
under 1 mm/yr) . Other information includes fracture coatings and perched water data (perhaps 2
mm/yr), environmental isotopes (1 to more than 10 mm/yr), temperature data (5 to 10 mm/yr),
and infiltration estimates (not defined well, but suggested to be 5 or 7 mm/yr). None of the
estimates was well defined . My infiltration estimates are somewhat higher, as shown in Table 10-8 .
The more direct estimates tend to yield higher estimates than the indirect estimates .

Using 7 numbers as a basis for estimation (1, 2, 2, 4.5, 6, 7.5, and 20 mm/yr for boreholes,
fracture coatings, perched water, isotopes, Flint infiltration estimates, temperature estimates, and
Stothoff infiltration estimates, respectively), the mean and standard deviation are 6.1 and 6.5
mm/yr, respectively . The mean and standard deviation of the loglo values are 0.60 and 0 .44,
respectively (yielding the power of the mean being 4 mm/yr) . Based on this set of information,
my feeling is that an expected qi~,~~ might be lognormally distributed. Simply using the mean and
standard deviation of the logs yields the 1- and 3-standard-deviation ranges of 1 .45 to 11 and 0.19
to 84 mm/yr, respectively. Similarly, using just the DOE numbers yields 3.05 mm/yr and 0.34 for
median and standard deviation of the logs, with 1- and 3-standard-deviation ranges of 1 .39 to 6.67
and 0.29 to 31 .9 mm/yr, respectively.

10/21/96 Return to drift-scale audit review.

I have been doing some more thinking about the detailed audit review of the drift-scale modeling,
in conjunction with Rex and Bob Baca . The current plan is to feed various waste-package flux
distributions into either SOTEC or EBSPAC to get out the full distribution of the radionuclide
mass outside the waste package as a function of time . SOTEC is the source module for IPA2, and
according to Sitakanta would require some modification to get it to work for my purposes . EBSPAC
is to be the source module for IPA3, is much more suitable for my purposes, but Sitakanta wants
to continue testing the code before it is used . One or the other code will be available to me starting
Friday, depending on the status of the EBSPAC testing.

Preliminary results from two EBSPAC simulations were given to me by Sitakanta . The two
cases correspond to 0.03 and 30 mm/yr fluxes onto the WP area . Some of the radionuclides (i2sI,

99Tc, 14C, and 94 Nb) are almost completely released with 0.03 mm/yr WP fluxes . The remaining
radionuclides appear to be solubility limited, and when fluxes go up 3 orders of magnitude either are
almost completely released or increase releases by about 3 orders of magnitude, whichever is smaller .
The radionuclides with significantly less release than inventory at the higher flux rate include 79 5e,
asoTh 234U 2ssU 2ssU 2sspu 24opu 242pu and 24sAm. The remaining 12 radionuclides have
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at least 90 percent released for the higher flux rate . Thus, there should be three categories of
release: (i) insensitive to dripping flux due to complete release (4 nuclides), (ii) variably sensitive
to dripping flux (8 nuclides), and (iii) linearly sensitive to dripping flux (9 nuclides) . Some of the
variably sensitive radionuclides are apparently daughter products .

The previous work I did for the review concentrated on the issue of the appropriateness of
the drift-scale flux approximations . As discussed in September entries, the ECM model was used
by DOE to partition flux between matrix and fractures, with the matrix required to saturate before
any fracture flow occurs . I looked at the assumptions for matrix and q~e,~ distributions used by
DOE, and used my AAI distributions for another q~e,~ distribution . Since then, two more items
occur to me to examine: (i) the satiation parameter used in the TSPA-95 column model, and (ii)
the use of dual-permeability (DK) models for percolation. The satiation parameter is only a slight
modification to the ECM model, so it is easy to incorporate in the analysis . The use of DK models
starts to address the relative weighting between fracture and matrix flow .

The use of a DK model should have several characteristics:

~ A tight coupling between matrix and fracture in the PTn,

~ Various matrix-fracture interaction strengths in welded units,

~ Variable depths of repository below PTn, and

Reasonable correlation lengths for matrix properties .

I expect that the correlation structure of the PTn could provide a strong impact on matrix/fracture
fluxes at the top of the TSw unit . When the TSw linkage is weak, the PTn influence will propagate
far into the TSw due to the high vertical correlation for matrix properties (Rautman and Flint
(1992) suggest that a variogram for the TSw porosity has y = 5 + 20Sph(61), with lengths in
meters) . For comparison, the horizontal variogram for porosity is on the order of 100 to 200 m for
most units, with the zeolitic tuffs of the Calico Hills unit on the order of 900 m (Rautman and
Flint, 1992) .

My (unverified) instinct is that DK models should never have more matrix flow than ECM
models, thus should have at least as much fracture flow. The DK model could then be used
to predict the satiation parameter in the ECM model at the drift level. PTn properties will
partly determine the pressure at the PTn/TSw interface, which will in turn partly determine the
partitioning between matrix and fracture at the top of the TSw . The TSw properties at the interface
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and repository should be essentially independent when the repository is more than 60 m below the
interface. Assuming that the PTn and the TSw properties are independent, which I believe is a
quite reasonable assumption, the partitioning between matrix and fracture at the top of the TSw
is only partly correlated to the TSw properties at the interface and are not correlated to TSw
properties at the repository.

eter :
Thought experiments on the impact of using DK models to determine the satiation param-

~ With weak coupling between matrix and fracture in the TSw, the satiation parameter is a
function of the PTn properties, the matrix/fracture interaction in the TSw, and the TSw
properties through the column.

~ As the matrix/fracture coupling increases, the PTn influence decreases and the TSw influence
increases . In the limit, the ECM is recovered (satiation approaches 1) .

~ As the matrix/fracture coupling decreases, the PTn influence increases and the TSw influence
decreases . In the limit, the fracture flow is completely determined at the interface, although
the partitioning depends on the entire column . Satiation is almost independent of TSw
properties at the repository.

10/28/96 Documenting detailed review.

I had observed on 9/9/96 that there appeared to be a discrepancy or reanalysis of the TSw matrix
saturated conductivity between Schenker et al . (1995) (i .e ., Table 3-9a) and TSPA-95 (i .e ., Table
2.4-3) . Upon re-examination, the value of E[K9Qt] reported in Table 2.4-3 of TSPA-95 is the
geometric mean rather than the arithmetic mean, and with this understanding the two documents
are consistent .

10/30/96 Documenting detailed review.

Two efforts axe proceeding simultaneously for my analysis of drift-scale flow and release : (i) the
interaction between matrix and fracture as it impacts the drift scale, and (ii) the release of ra-
dionuclides as a function of dripping flux . The writeup for both analyses will be included as one
entry.
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Analysis for the first effort is reaching completion . I found that when changing the standard
deviation for q~,~, it makes a large difference whether comparison of the PDF for q~,~ and matrix
permeability is performed with the same expected value or the same expected value for the log. In
the first (more logical) case, I get very similar behavior for the TSPA-95 approach and parameters
as I do for the same approach while using my moving-averaged AAI map for qre,~ . Increasing the
standard deviation lowers the mean of the log distribution so that fd~p decreases drastically. In
the second case, the big shift is in expected dripping flux .

One final assumption that I should examine is that the drift forms a barrier to flow when
the matrix is saturated . The capillary barrier should only form when the matrix is unsaturated .

10/30/96 Documenting detailed review.

I coded up a quick-look check of various conceptual models, including the seeps-when-saturated
version of TSPA-95 and a very simple attempt to get a handle on the impact of DK models . The
seeps-when-saturated version of TSPA-95 does not change fa~P in the slightest, but does slightly
increase E[qd~p] . When E(K�L ] is two orders of magnitude greater than E[qne,~], the increase in
E[qd~,p] is less than a factor of two and is negligible when E[qne~] is two orders of magnitude greater
than E[K�L] .

The simple DK approach hypothesizes two independent regions with identical matrix-
property distributions . The dripping flux is a weighted sum of the fracture fluxes ; the model
might also take into account seepage. The primary impact of the model is to increase fd~r signif
icantly but decrease E[gdriP] slightly (no more than a factor of 2) . It is easy to incorporate more
than two regions, which would presumably move things in the consistent direction but have less of
an overall impact .

1/3/97 Documenting detailed review.

This entry serves as partial documentation for the activities performed to date for the detailed
review of TSPA-95 drift-scale assumptions . EBSPAC simulations were conducted using EBSPAC
Release 1 .03, with the executable code stored in $HOME2/IPA/EPBSPAC/Releasel.Obeta.
EBSPAC simulations took place in $HOMEL/IPA/EPBSPAC/TSPA95Drift . Input files are
exactly the same as the example input files in the EBSPAC Release 1 .O,Q documentation (Mohanty
et al ., 1996), except that the input flux is varied . EBSPAC simulations were run from a Matlab
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driver called runRRset.m, which created output files for a set of 21 flow rates from 10-3 to 103
mm/yr averaged over the area of a WP (10.25 m2) . The output file names have the flow rate, in
mm/yr, appended as an identifier (e.g ., summary.out.le-03 represents the summary file for the
10-3 mm/yr simulation).

The reference problem is identical to that documented in Chapter 5 of the EBSPAC technical
description (Mohanty et al ., 1996), except it is assumed that failure occurs immediately upon
emplacement and various fluxes are considered to obtain radionuclide releases as a function of
qa~p. The example represents an interior WP undergoing a thermal loading of 80 MTU/acre.
For the purposes of the example, it is assumed that qd,~r enters through a breach in the failed
waste package, pools inside, and exits through a lower breach . The waste is assumed to slowly
break apart, with the pieces falling into the pooled water and dissolving . It is assumed that no
percolation fluxes occur until the drift-wall temperature drops below 100 °C, at which time qre�~
is immediately re-established at the WP and the interior of the WP begins to be filled . For the
example problem, the temperature drops below 100 °C at approximately 3180 yr . Accordingly,
although immediate WP failure is specified, the example problem is valid for all WPs failing before
3180 yr after emplacement .

Post-processing on the set of EBSPAC simulations was performed using make_ebsnef_mat.m
and make_treleasel~nat .m as driver routines . Each post-processing routine formatted a set of
output files into one Matlab binary file, ebsnef_out .mat and treleasel_out .mat, respectively,
which represent release rates and cumulative release . These binary files are used in all calculations
translating fluxes into cumulative radionuclide release .

In ebsnef_out.mat, radionuclide release rates are stored for each 21 radionuclides, for each
of 21 dripping fluxes, at each 100-yr time instant for 10 ky.

In treleasel_out .mat, cumulative radionuclide releases are stored for each 21 radionuclides,
for each of 21 values of gdrip , at 195 time instants over 10 ky.

A series of plots were generated to examine the release rates, both as a function of time and
as a function of qd,~r . Creation of the plots was driven using show_ebspac~esult .m. Release
rates as a function of dripping flux, at 4, 6, 8, and 10 ky, for all 21 radionuclides, are shown in
Figure 10-9 . In Figure 10-10, radionuclide release rates as a function of time are shown for various
values of qd~i~ .

There is no release from the WP if qd~r is 1 mm/yr . For some of the radionuclides, release
rates drop sharply at 7 ky. The waste completes breakup at 7 ky, at which time all of the waste
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Figure 10-9 : 1~3~97 . Release rates for 21 radionuclidcs for EBSPAC nominal base case, as a

function of dripping flux, at (a} 4 ky, ~b} 6 ky, ~c} F3 ky, and (d) 10 ky.

has fallen into the pool of water at the bottom of the WP. Until this time, there is a continuous

source of fresh waste.

Two of the 21 radionuclides, as7NP and ~Tc, were selected as being representative of the
release behavior of relatively long-lived radionuclides, having solubilities of 2.4x la-`t and 1, respec-

tively . The expected release of the two radianurlides are presented in Figure 10-11 as a function of

time far various values of E[qd,-gyp] . The TSPA-95 calculational procedure was fnllowed to gexterate
the 133,000 realisations for ~f�,, and ~lperc used to construct Figure 10-11, using the same statistical

values for Ff.�, and ~Iperc, and using the same funnel factor of 4. However, cumulative radionuclide
release was directly calculated for each realisation, rather than calculating release using E[q~e,c[ .
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Radionuclide release is proportional to Cgdrip, where C3 is the solubility of the radionuclide,
until the radionuclide is completely released from the WP. Based on Figure 10-11, 237Np has a
small enough value of C3 that expected radionuclide release is proportional to C3E[qpe�~], at least
for the lower part of the range of E[qpe �~], while 99Tc has a large enough value of Cs that expected
radionuclide release is relatively insensitive to E[qpe~], especially for the higher part of the E[qpe�~]
range. In both cases, releases are delayed for the lowest fluxes . As E[gper~] increases, more WPs
are contacted by a sufficiently large gdrip that all of the radionuclide is released . Interestingly, using
E[qpe,~] to calculate releases of 237Np results in an overprediction of release for high E[qpe,~], as the
significant fraction of WPs releasing all of the radionuclide is not accounted for; this overprediction
also depends on the inventory of the radionuclide relative to the radionuclide solubility .

The TSPA-95 calculation of releases from the WP uses the expected value of gdrip for all
WPs, E[gdrip], to calculate an expected per-WP release. The expected per-WP release is then
multiplied by the fraction of WPs that are contacted by drips . The TSPA-95 calculation should
instead use the expected value of gdrip given that gdrip > 0, E[gdrip ~gdrtip > 0], as WPs do not
experience dripping when gdrip = 0. As E[gdrip] < E[gd~p~qdrip > 0] whenever fd,.zp < 1, smaller
releases will be predicted.

Two measures of computational accuracy are defined,

Y2 = loglo {Qr(I!' [gdriplgdrip > 0])/E[Qr]}

	

(1x23)

where Qr is the cumulative release of the radionuclide . The impact of the two approaches to
calculating releases is shown in Figure 10-12a and b, which show contour plots of Yl and Y2,

respectively, as a function of the ratio of E[qpe�~] to E[K�,] and of time . The same simulations
used in Figure 10-11 are used in Figure 10-12. The relatively low-solubility radionuclide, 237Np, is
shown in Figure 1x12. The relatively high-solubility radionuclide, 99Tc, is not shown as releases
are relatively less sensitive to the calculational approach .

As can be seen from Figure 10-12a, when E[gdrip] is less than E[K�t] release rates are
underpredicted . For comparison, the lowest and highest values of E[qpe,~] considered in TSPA-
95 are 0 .01 and 2 mm/yr, respectively; these values correspond to a range of E[gpe.r~]/E[Kn,]

of 0.002 to 0.4, respectively. For low fluxes and early times, releases can be underpredicted by
an order of magnitude or greater. On the other hand, Figure 10-12b suggests that the correct
formulation will slightly overpredict releases, and comparing the figures suggests that the two
approaches yield equivalent releases for higher fluxes . Similar comparisons, not shown here, suggest
that the calculational approach used in TSPA-95 decreases in conservativeness as the funnel factor
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Figure 10-12 : 1/3/97 . Contour plot of 2s7Np cumulative-release error, as a function of relative
percolation flux and time since closure, for (a) the TSPA-95 approach (Yl), and (b) the corrected
approach (Y2) . Correction dated 1/23 97: Part (b) is actually the Yl measure for 99Tc. See entry

dated 1~23~97 for referenced plot .
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decreases and as the standard deviation of q~e,~ increases .

For the simulations presented in TSPA-95, releases of all but the most soluble radionuclides
are underpredicted by roughly a factor of two in the high-flux range and are underpredicted by
roughly an order of magnitude in the low-flux range. Releases of the most soluble radionuclides are
underpredicted by roughly and order of magnitude in the low-flux range but are slightly overpre-
dicted in the high-flux range.

The dripping-flux model presented in TSPA-95 oversimplifies the behavior of moisture move-
ment at the drift scale, with several features that are unsupported, questionable, or clearly non-
conservative . For example, there is no justification presented in TSPA-95 for either the probability
distribution for q~e~ or the value picked for the standard deviation of flux . Presumably it can be
argued that gpe,c is somewhat controlled by K�, , through lateral redistribution, and therefore should
have a similar probability distribution ; however, the q~ � ~ distribution might instead be dominated
by the spatial distribution of infiltration if there is little lateral redistribution . As another example,
the nonconservative assumption that there is no seepage into the drift from a saturated matrix is
contradicted by evidence of low-temperature calcite and opal deposits inside lithophysae cavities .
Nevertheless, the basic approach delineated in TSPA-95 provides a good framework to examine
assumptions regarding drift-scale behavior .

A number of conceptual models based on the TSPA-95 model were constructed:

~ The SDEV model varies one parameter in the TSPA-95 model, the standard deviation of
q~e~, varying the parameter up and down by a factor of 2 from the TSPA-95 value while
holding E[q~�~] constant [2 abstractions] .

~ The CORR model is the same as the TSPA-95 model, but allowing K�L to be correlated to
q~,~ . As higher q~ � ~ would presumably be associated with higher K�t for matrix-dominated
cases and higher Kt,utk for fracture-dominated situations, and assuming KGutk is negatively
correlated with K.�, (higher fracture density in more densely-welded units), it is plausible to
assume that gper~ is positively correlated to K~, when q~,~ < K�,, and negatively correlated
when q~,~ > K�,, .

~ The AAI model replaces the distribution for q~~ with estimates for surface annual-average
infiltration on 30 m x 30 m pixels, both with the raw estimate and a smoothed version
qualitatively accounting for some degree of lateral redistribution from high flux to low flux [2
abstractions] .

The SITE model crudely accounts for fracture flow initiated above the repository, using the
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TSPA-95 approach for 2 or 3 sites . For each realization, if qne~ > K�, at the repository (1
site), the TSPA-95 approach is used . If qpe,~ < K,n , half of the fracture flux calculated for the
site above the drift (site 2) is passed on as fracture flux to the drift and becomes qd,~~ . The
same process is followed if there is a third site . Thus, there are multiple chances to initiate
fracture flow in the SITE model [2 abstractions] .

~ The SEEP model is identical to the TSPA-95 model except that it is assumed that when
the matrix is saturated, all matrix water enters the drift (qd,.t~ = q~ �~ when q~e~ > K�, ) [3
abstractions] .

~ The WEEP model represents an attempt to account for scale effects in fracture flow, and is
somewhat similar to the weeps model used in TSPA-93 (Sandia National Laboratories, 1994) .
In the WEEP model, all qd~~ for each set of 10, 100, or 1330 realizations is summed and
assigned to one realization of each set, with the remaining realizations assigned zero fracture
flow [3 abstractions] .

~ The SWEEP model is a combination of the SEEP and WEEP models, so that the matrix flow
is assumed to seep into the drift for each realization that has q~e~ > K�,, but the fracture
flow is treated as with the WEEP model [3 abstractions] .

In order to examine the impacts of the assumptions regarding q~,~ on the predicted qd~~
distributions, given the TSPA-95 probability density function for K,�,, dimensionless curves are
presented in Figure 10-13 to examine the probability of not exceeding particular values of qd,~r .

Each data point for a curve compares the corresponding value for qPe~ against the cumulative
probability that K�, is less than that value. Each qd~P curve is normalized by E[Ksatiate], where
Ksatiate represents the satiated hydraulic conductivity as discussed in Section 7.2 of TSPA-95.
Normalizing the curves allows one to examine the impact of a different mean Ksatiate, assum-
ing that the standard deviation of logl~(Ksatiate), or vY [where Y = loglo(Ksatiate)], does not
change . Note that Q = logio(q~,~) in the figure . The figures were created by show_CDF~et.m
in $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95DTift.

Two pieces of information are extracted in the TSPA-95 report : (i) the fraction of packages
with dripping (fdrip), and (ii) the expected value of dripping flux (E(qd~,~]) . In Figure 10-13, the
intersection of a curve with the left axis is the probability that a package is dry; subtracting this
value from 1 yields fa~~ . The symbol on each curve denotes E(gd,.t~] .

The set of curves labelled Delta = 0 in Figure 10-13 represent the case where E[Ksatiate] _

E[qne~] . If E[Ksatiate] = E(KmJ = 5 mm/yr, the middle set of 3 curves represents E[q~e,~J = 5
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mm/yr. The Delta = 1 set of curves might represent E[KyatiateJ = E[K�,J = 5 mm/yr and
E[gperc] = 50 mm/yr, or it might represent E[KyatiateJ = 0 .5 mm/yr (i .e ., the matrix saturation
is low enough that relative permeability is 0 .1) with E[gpe~J = 5 mm/yr. Changing from the
Delta = 0 set to the Delta = 1 set increases the E[qpe~] to E[KyatiateJ ratio by about an order of
magnitude. Therefore, changing E[qne~] while holding E[KyatiateJ constant yields almost a one-to-
one change in E[qd~-ip] ; however, Changing E[KyatiateJ while holding E[qpe~] constant has minimal
impact on E[gd,~ip] . Theimpact on fd~,p is the same whether changing E[gne+r] or E[KyatiateJ changes
which curve set is considered .

Five sets of three curves are plotted in Figure 10-13a . Each of the five sets represents different
ratios for E[qpe,~] to E[KyatiateJ, ranging from E[qpe,~]/E[KyatiateJ = 0.01 to E[qpe~]/E[KyatiateJ =
100 (i .e ., E[gne~J = 0.05 to 500 mm/yr when E[KyatiateJ = 5 mm/yr or E[qpe~] = 0.005 to 50
mm/yr when E[Kyatiate] = 0.5 mm/yr) . Each of the three curves in a set represents different
assumptions for the ratio of QQ to Qy, where QQ is the standard deviation of loglo(gpe�~) and Qy is
the standard deviation of logl~(Kyatiate), and it is assumed that qpe~ and Kyatiate are independent.
The same five sets of curves are shown in Figure 10-13b, except that qpe~ and Kyatiate are assumed
to have a joint lognormal distribution ; the correlation between qpe~ and Kyatiate is varied and it is
assumed that QQ = may .

Based on Figure 10-13a, both E[qd,-ip] and fd~p can be significantly impacted by the as-
sumptions for QQ. Increasing QQ tends to widen the probability distribution for qpe,~ and doubling

QQ can increase E[qd,-ip] by more than an order of magnitude. When E[qpe,~] < E[KyatiateJ, increas
ing QQ increases fdrip, more significantly for smaller values of E[qpe,~] . On the other hand, when
E[qa, e~] > E[KyatiateJ, increasing QQ decreases fd~ip .

The assumptions for correlation between qpe~ and Kyatiate have a minimal impact on E[gdTip],

as can be seen in Figure 10-13b . Correlation does have an impact on fdrip, however. When
E[gperc] is less than E[Kyatiate], positive correlation decreases fd~ip, and when E[qpe~] is greater than
E[Kyatiate], negative correlation decreases fdrip . Insofar as intuition suggests that there is likely to be
positive correlation when E[gne+~J < E[KyatiateJ and negative correlation when E[qne*~] > E[KyatiateJ
the assumption of independent distributions for qd~,p and Kyatiate yields larger fdrip and is thus
conservative .

The basis for the assumption that qpe~ is lognormally distributed is not discussed in TSPA-
95 . One might point to a presumed impact of Kyatiate on redistribution of qpe~, and the observed
lognormality of Kyatiate, for this assumption . An approach for estimating qpe~ variability that has
not been explored propagates plausible patterns of qi~,~~ to the repository level, with perhaps some
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modification to account for local redistribution, to provide an estimate of the gpe,c distribution .
Estimated qi~,~t distributions have been developed by the NRC, based on mapped surface-property
distributions (e .g ., soil cover, slope, solar aspect) and shallow-infiltration simulations, to estimate
qi~,~i independently for each 30 m by 30 m pixel of a digital elevation model (e.g., Stothoff and
Bagtzoglou, 1996 ; Bagtzoglou et al ., 1997) . When flow is predominantly vertical, it is reasonable
to assume that the spatial distribution of gtin~i propagates down to the repository level with the
spatial pattern essentially unchanged, perhaps with some redistribution from areas of high q~~~t to
areas of low gin~t

Selecting a plausible gi~a~t distribution, which is generally typified by highest infiltration
where soil cover is least, a 3 km EW by 4 km NS block centered on the repository was used to
provide estimated qi~,~t for 13300 pixels . The estimated qz~,,~t distribution was used directly for
one estimate of the q~�~ distribution . In order to estimate the impacts of subsurface redistribution
from high-flux areas to low-flux areas, additional q~ �~ distributions were created by smoothing
the q~~,fi~ distribution for each pixel by using the average of the 9 pixels centered on the pixel.
Two distributions were created, by performing the smoothing once and twice, respectively. Fi-
nally, assuming that the qi~,~t magnitudes are questionable but that relative magnitudes may be
better determined, the estimated q~~ values were normalized by multiples of E[Ksatiate], providing
analogs for the sets of curves in Figure 10-13. The plot and associated calculations are driven from
show_YMaai_CDF.m in $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift.

The cases presented in Figure 10-14 are quite comparable to those in Figure 10-13b, as the
ratio of vQ to Qy is 1 .9 for the unsmoothed case and 0.34 for the doubly smoothed case . As with
the TSPA-95 distribution for q~e�~, E[gd,.tP] decreases as E[qr~,~] decreases for the q~n~~ distribution
for q~,~ . Smoothing does not have a large impact on E[qd~~] and only a relatively small impact on
fd~p. However, E[q~~] is one to two orders of magnitude greater than the TSPA-95 predictions
for all values of gi,~fi~ considered, and fd~~ is also significantly greater except for the highest values
of ginfi~ .

Using test_drip_model.m in $HOME2/Matlab/TSPA95Drift, the SITE and SEEP
cases are shown in Figure 10-15. For each curve, 104 realizations are employed, and a range of
q~,c standard deviations are examined . For a given E[qre~], as QQ increases the median value of

q~e~ decreases; therefore, as aQ increases, only the high tail of the q~~ distribution results in a
realization having positive qd~~ . Essentially no realizations yield positive qd~,r with vQ only a few
times larger than Uy .

Sixteen abstractions of dripping-flux generation were created from the six conceptual models
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Figure 10-14: 1~3~97 . Cumulative probability of not exceeding ganP for various ratios of E[qne,~]
to E[~saeim~e], scaling a surface-based AAI map to provide a q~~ distribution, while varying the
nine-way smoothing of gpe,~c .

and the 'i'SPA-95 model by varying parameters within the conceptual model. The impact of various

gdrip model assumptions are examined by generating 13,300 realizations for If�a , gpe,C, and any
other quantities required for an abstraction. Far each realization, gdrip is calculated using each
abstraction model; fGrip and E[qr~*~] are directly calculated from the set of realizations using the
TSF'A-95 process. The abstractions were each subjected to a range of E[q~~] and funnel factor to
examine the sensitivity to these parameters . A funnel factor larger than 1 corresponds to a focusing
of How towards the drift, while a funnel factor less than I corresponds to a diversion of flow away
from the drift .
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The base-10 logarithm of the expected cumulative release of 99Tc and 237Np after 10 ky
is contoured in Figure 10-16a and b, respectively, for all abstractions except for the WEEP and
SWEEP models . In Figure 10-16c and d, corresponding WEEP and SWEEP model predictions are
contoured, where cases with 10, 100, and 1330 realizations summed into one fracture flow realization
in a WEEP or SWEEP set are denoted using dashed, dash-dot, and dotted lines, respectively, and
the WEEP predictions are shown in gray. As a reference in each plot, the model predictions
obtained using TSPA-95 assumptions are shown as a heavy line . For any particular contour level,
abstractions resulting in contours to the left of the TSPA-95 model are more conservative . In
general, the SITE and SEEP models are slightly more conservative than the TSPA-95 model. At
low values of E[qne,~], the AAI model is also more conservative than the TSPA-95 model, as is the
SDEV model as the q~,~ standard deviation decreases . However, the predictions of the various
abstractions in Figure 10-16a and b are qualitatively quite similar. All plots were created using
show_detail_tspa.m in $HOME,'L/Matlab/TSPA95Drift as a driver . Matlab files called by
show_detail_tspa.m include show_D5contours.m and do_Drip_contour.m.

Very different predictions are obtained using the WEEP model, where each order of mag-
nitude increase in the number of drifts required to contact one dripping fracture results in an
order of magnitude decrease in the maximum cumulative radionuclide release, despite the same
value of E[qd~~] . Each WP contacted by a fracture releases essentially all of the radionuclide in
the WP, so that reducing the number of WPs that are contacted reduces the releases proportion-
ately. The SWEEP model is more conservative than the TSPA-95 model at low E[q~~] but the
localized fracture drips yield less-conservative predictions for high E[qne~] . There is little or no
difference between SWEEP model predictions for cases that have fracture flow for 100 or 1330
realizations summed into one realization, suggesting that seepage in cases with a saturated matrix
could strongly impact release rates even with highly localized fracture flows.

The impact of the funnel factor can easily be assessed from Figure 10-16. The funnel factor
has a strong impact on releases of low-solubility radionuclides and high-solubility radionuclides at
low flows. On the other hand, releases are quite insensitive to the funnel factor for flow rates that
are large enough to create rate-limited releases (i .e ., high-solubility radionuclides at high E[qr~,~]) .

1/23/97 Updated documentation of detailed review.

Figure 10-12(b) had the incorrect plot to go with the caption for the 1/3/97 entry. The correct
plot for Figure 10-12(b) is shown as Figure 10-17(a), generated using show_D5relcont('BASE',
'NP237', [], 1, 1) . Figure 10-17(b) shows the error measures Yl and Y2 for both 237Np and
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Figure 10-16: 1~3~97 . Contours of the base-l0 logarithm of expected cumulative release after ID

ky, as a function of relative percolation flux and funnel factor, for ~a} 237Np using the SDEV, AAI,

SITE, and SEEP models, (b) 93Tc rising the SDEV, AAI, SITE, and SEEP models, [c] a3~Np using

the WEEP and SWEEP models, and (d} 99Th using the WEEP and SWEEP models .

93Tc at ID ky ; these are contoured as a function of time in Figure 10-12 and Figure ID-1'l~a}.

Figure 10-17(b) was generated using show_DSrelcurve('Detail', [], 10U0U, 1) .

Using show-CDF~nweeps.m in $$Q~1~IE~~Mataab~T5PA95Drift, cumulative density func-

tions of dripping flux for the WEEP and SWEEP cases are shown in Figure 10-18. Far each curve,

I0`t realizations are employed, and a range o¬ E[qye ,~] r~a.lues are examined. The standard deviation
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Figure 10-17: 1~23~87. ~a} Contour pint of 2srNp cumulative-release error ~Y2}, as a function of
relative percolation flux and time since closure, and (b} Yl and Y2 for both as7Np and ~Tc at IO
ky .
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for q~,x is egaal to Qy in all cases. The locali~atian parameter is 10, 100, and 1000 for Goth the
WEEP and SWEEP cases .
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logto~KSat;ate} of i, using ~a} the WEEP and (b} the SWEEP model.
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11 Iterative Performance KTI - Total Performance Assessment
Phase 3

Account Number : 20-5708-761

Collaborators :

	

Robert Baca

Directories:

	

$HOME2/Matlab/TPA3, $HOME2/IPA/Phase3, as noted

Objective:

	

Providing input and analyses for Total Performance Assessment (TPA) Phase 3 ex-
ercises . The emphasis under this project is on abstracting detailed process-level simulations into
forms that are more amenable to performance assessment needs (e .g ., probability distributions) .

1/10/97 Software requirements for UZFLOW.

In $HOME2/IPA/Phase3, I developed a first-cut description of proposed software requirements

for the UZFLOW module and supplied it to R . Manteufel . The description is included below in

italics .

UZFLOW Module Technical Description

Introduction

The UZFLOW module is to provide time-dependent percolation-flute boundary conditions for the
NFENV module, based on climatic change . As the module considers climatic change, it could easily
be modified to provide other climate-dependent values such as water table elevations and irrigation
rates .

Two modes should exist for the UZFLOW module, in which mean annual infiltration (mean

annual infiltration (MAI)) is (i) directly specified as a randomly sampled variable, and (ii) mecha-
nistically varied according to current interpretations of the linkage between climate and infiltration .

The first UZFLOW mode reproduces the IPA2 procedure, taking advantage of the generality

of random-parameter sampling strategies that can be employed in the IPA3 code .

The second UZFLOW mode consists of (i) a climate simulator and (ii) a shallow-infiltration
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simulator. The climate simulator generates a series of mean-annual precipitation and temperature

values at discrete intervals, based on expert elicitation within 10 ky and Milankovich cycles for

longer intervals . The shallow-infiltration simulator uses these mean-annual values to predict mean-

annual infiltration in a highly abstracted manner, using a DEM containing elevation, soil depth,
and bedrock characteristics in conjunction with abstracted transfer functions .

The shallow-infiltration simulator should be considered as representative of the spatial dis-
tribution of the MAI signal ; however, the results should be normalized to a user-specified value to
reflect calibration from other lines of evidence .

Climate Simulation

A standard auto-regressive time-series generation process will be used to generate a climatic record .
At particular time instants, mean, standard deviation, and correlation matrix for mean annual pre-
cipitation (mean annual precipitation (MAP)) and mean annual temperature (mean annual tem-

perature (MAT)) will be provided, either as a data file or as block data . The time instants will be

sufficient to define climatic variation . Linear interpolation of the statistical parameters will be used
to define the parameters at intermediate times .

A time series for MAP and MAT will be generated using the equation (Matalas, 1967)

A = M1Moi,

	

(11_2)

B=Mo-MiMo1Mi ,

	

(11-3)

where the superscripts -1 and T denote the inverse and transpose of the matrix and e is a random
signal drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and unit standard deviation . The matrices

are defined as

Mo = ~Po(Z~j)~~

	

(11-4)

Mi = ~Pi(Z,j)~~

	

(11-5)

where po(i, j) is the correlation coefficient between variables i and j at the same time and pl(i, j) is

the lag-1 correlation between variables i and j . Note that po (i, i) = 1, Mo is symmetric, and Ml is
not necessarily symmetric . Variables MAP and MAT will be recovered from the deviation variable

X by taking into account the time-varying mean and standard deviation,

v~ = X~sk + rn~~

	

( 11-6)

11-2
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where

v~

	

is the value of MAP or MAT at time k

sk

	

is the standard deviation ofMAP or MAT at time k

mk is the mean of MAP or MAT at time k

A total of 9 parameters are provided as a function of time: m, s, and pl (i, i) for both MAP
and MAT (6 parameters; p°(1, 2) ; and both pl(1, 2) and pl(2,1) . The p parameters can probably be

time-independent . The m and s parameters will be derived from the expert elicitation (DeWispelare
et al., 1993) for the first 10 ky . Beyond 10 ky, both m and s will be functions of orbital mechanics

(i . e ., the Milankovich cycle) :

where a(t) is a time-varying signal based on solar loading, further based on orbital mechanics .

Parameters mcurrent, mpluvial, Scurrent, and spluvial for both MAP and MAT will come from inter-
pretations of Devils Hole data and other sources .

Time steps will be on the order of decades to hundreds of years . Correlation between time

steps may be zero at sufficiently long time internals, in which case the values for pl are all 0 and

the model simplifies considerably to

Shallow Infiltration transfer Functions

17E = a(t)mc�Trent + (1 - a(t))m~,luvial

S = a(t)S~rrent "~ (1 - a(t))Spluvial

vk = BE~sk + m~.

The hydraulic-property transfer relationships for deep soil is

(11-7)

(11-8)

Transfer relationships have been developed for predicting MAI as a function of soil properties, soil

depth, and meteorologic parameters such as MAP and MAT (Stothoff et al., 1996) . Each of the
soil properties is unknown; MAP and MAT are also unknown but will be provided from the climate

simulator.

logio
(MAPkl/2/ -

a°
+ al

	

(

o\ 2
- 1

	

+a2

	

~
P°°~

1/2 - 1

	

+as
~~o/ - 1] ,

	

(11-10)

where k is intrinsic permeability, m is van Genuchten m = 1 - 1/n, P is bubbling pressure (the
reciprocal of van Genuchten a in the units used here), s is porosity, a subscript 0 represents a

reference value for the parameter (m° = 0 .2, Po = 2000 Pa, and so = 0.3), and the a values are
hydraulic-parameter sensitivity constants . If k is less than 10-s cm2 , MAI is zero .

11-3
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The meteorologic-property transfer function for deep soil, neglecting longwave and shortwave

where the ,Qi and ji values are fitting coefficients, T is the relative change in MAT and M is
the change in the base-10 log of the MAP multiplier. Base-case mean-annual values are used for

normalizing: (i) MAPo = 163 mm/yr, (ii) MATo = 290 K, and (iii) MAVo = 4.5 x 10-s gm/cm3 .

The transfer function for shallow soil over fractured welded bedrock, neglecting longwave and

shortwave radiation and windspeed, is

logio
r (MAI/MAP) 1 - B

	

i/2(Jfit _
C)

	

(11-15)
IDo

B = sbr

	

(11-16)

where CI, IDo, and b,. values are all fitting coefficients . The ,Qi values and the ji values are different
in Equation 11-11 and Equation 11-15.

Ira addition, the transfer functions have corrections to account for solar aspect . Modification

of the base-case MAI by solar radiation is estimated by calculating the north-south and east-west
rotations of the ground surface, and interpolating within a table obtained from simulations using

solar loads appropriate to surface rotations 30 degraes to the east, west, north, and south . The

impact should be considered part of Jftt, so the sensitivity increases with depth .

A blending of the deep and shallow equations are required . I use the shallow equation for

depths less than 5 m, the deep equation for depths greater than 10 m, and interpolate between the

two for intermediate depths .

radiation and windspeed, is

loglo
(MAPkl/a)

__
Jf~a (11-11)

MAV a

+ jiM + jaT + jsM2 + j4MT

+ jsTa +7sM3 + j7M2T + jsMT2 + j9T3 (11-12)

T = (MAT - MATo)/MATo, (11-13)

M = loglo(MAP/MAPo), (11-14)
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where Z is ground-surface elevation in meters, MAP is in mm/yr, MAT is in ° C, and mean annual

vapor density (MAV) is in gm/cm3 . It should be adequate to ignore temporal variation in MAV

and solar aspect .

Soil Depth

Formulae for predicting base meteorologic-property distributions under current climate are

Three equilibrium balance equations are solved to calculate the equilibrium depth of alluvium over the

YM region; (i~ an overall alluvium mass balance, (ii~ a sediment mass balance, and (iii) a hydraulic

mass balance or stream-flow model. The overall mass balance for alluvium, the first equation, is

' galluv + Qwea + `w str = ~,

Q3tT ^' FstTQ9tT1

where Cjalluv is the flux of alluvium, Q�,ea is the source of alluvium due to weathering, and Q3tT is the

time-averaged flux due to stream action . The erosion-balance model assumes that all processes are

at equilibrium. Thus, the stream-flow model assumes that a representative spatially uniform rainfall

rate is applied over the entire mountain, and the resulting equilibrium hydraulic flux distribution

is used to calculate equilibrium sediment transport. As streamflow is actually highly episodic at

YM, the equilibrium sediment-transport velocities and erosion/deposition rates must be adjusted to

account for the time with no streamflow . Time averaged stream-action flux is approximated here by

where FstT is the fraction of time stream flow occurs . The procedure is likely to under-represent the

time average in headwater and overland-flow a~as, and over-represent the time average in deep

washes and downstream areas.

Flux of alluvium, other than through sediment transport, is assumed to occur through creep

and is gravity-driven,

galluv = -Kb~Z,

	

(11-22)

where b is the depth of alluvium, Z is the ground surface elevation, and K is a creep conductance

(assumed spatially constant here). The alluvium-flux term is similar to the short-range transport

model used by Beaumont et al . (1992), except that here b varies with time and Z is constant, while

11-5

MAP= exp(4.26 -~ 0.0006462) (11-17)

MAT= 25.83 - 0.008402 (11-18)

MAV = exp(-11 .96 - 0.0003412) (11-19)
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in the Beaumont et al . (1992) application, b is assumed constant and Z is allowed to vary over

time .

A simple source term representing weathering is used here . It is assumed that alluvium

protects the bedrock from weathering, so that weathering decreases exponentially with alluvial depth:

Qwea = Qo exp(-b/bo)

	

(11-23)

where Qo is the source strength, and bo represents a weathering-protection alluvium depth. The

weathering model has two fitting parameters, Qo and bo, which can be used to match observed

alluvium depths.

Erosion and deposition through stream action is calculated using the second equilibrium

balance equation, a sediment-balance equation,

0 ' ~sqw - Qstr = ~~

where c9 is the concentration of the sediment in water and qw is the flux of water. Following

standard practices in the literature (e.g ., Woolhiser et al . (1990)), a simple kinetic rate law is used

to characterize erosion and deposition,

where C3 is a constant, v is water velocity, and h is hydraulic depth.

where cey is the equilibrium sediment concentration for a reach along a stream bed and Cy is an

equilibrium constant .

Numerous equilibrium sediment concentration capacity relationships exist in the literature

(e.g ., Yang (1973), Kilinc and Richardson (1973), Ackers and White (1973), Yalin (1960) . A

particularly simple relationship is used herein (Meyer and Wischmeier, 1969), based on tractive

force:
v4

ceq = Ch ,

	

(11-26)

For erosion, Cg is a constant describing the erodibility of the alluvium or bedrock. For

deposition (cs > cee), Cg assumes that particles have fall velocities and dig characteristics similar
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to spheres (Fair and Geyer, 1954, and a coupled set of equations are used to calculate Cy :

a 4 g(Ss - 1)d

	

(11-27)vs
= 3 CD ,

CD = R +~+0.34,

	

(11-28)

Cy

	

h C1

	

cs
~ ,

	

(11-30)

where vs is the particle settling velocity, g is the acceleration due to gravity, SS is the particle specific

gravity, d is the particle diameter, CD is the drag coefficient, R is the Reynold's number, and v is

the kinematic viscosity.

The final equilibrium balance equation required to complete the alluvium-balance system is

the water-balance equation,

where Qrain is the net rainfall . A standard practice in the literature is to use a kinematic-wave

approximation for hydraulic flux in conjunction with the Manning hydraulic resistance law, so that

(in metric units)

wijhj/s
CZj _

Zi \ 1/2
Aigrain + n Dijj-up

Qw +'wrain = ~~

Si/z hs/s
qw = n

where S is the slope and n is Manning's roughness coefficient .

Each of the three balance equations is solved using the same general finite-volume flow-

routing approach . The DEM grid is discretized into square boxes, or nodes, with ID connections

to the nearest eight nodes. Taking advantage of the hyperbolic nature of the equations by assuming

that upstream variables uniquely determine ,fluxes to downstream nodes, the nodes in the grid can

be processed in order from highest to lowest elevation in one pass .

The water-balance equation is solved independently of the sediment- and alluvium-balance

equations. In the water-balance equation, each node is processed using the algebraic equation,

w2~hZ
is
~
ZZ
-

Z~
~
1/2

= 0~

	

(11-33)
jy__ . ._ n Dij

where node i is the node being processed, node j is a neighboring node, Ai is the area associated with

node i, grain is the rainfall rate minus infiltration, wij is the width of the ID connection between

nodes i and j, and Dij is the distance between nodes i and j . Summing over upstream nodes is

denoted by j = up, and summing over downstream nodes is denoted by j = down. On a square grid

11-7
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with constant node spacing O, wij is D/2 for nearest-neighbor connections and ~0/3 for diagonal

connections .

The sediment- and alluvium-balance equations are solved simultaneously, by requiring that

each nodal alluvium depth and sediment concentration is compatible with outflow from the node .

The algebraic balance equations are:

CsjQwij -

	

~

	

CsiQwij +" 8a

	

~

	

Cgij (Cegij - Csi) - ~~

	

(11-34)
j-up j-down j-down

8
Zj - Z

	

A~
~uIZ~KZ,buP ~

	

0. .
a

/
+AzQOexP(-bi/bo)

	

8¢

	

~ ~'9i7(Ce9z7 - Csi) _ ~~
j=1

	

aJ

	

j-down
where buP is the upstream alluvium depth. Alluvium depths are solved by bisection between a mini-

mum depth of 0 m and a maximum depth (arbitrarily assumed to be 20 m here). The equilibrium

sediment concentration is found during each bisection step .

The flow-routing approach works well when there are no local minima in the domain, so

that there is a route from every node to the boundary . A physical local minimum cannot exist

at equilibrium unless there is a physical mechanism for removing alluvium (e.g ., wind transport) .

Typically, however, local minima are artifacts of theDEM resolution, as elevations are only reported

to the nearest meter. Also, narrow features such as upstream wash channels, which are on the order

of a meter wide, cannot be resolved with the 30-m DEMgrid . About 0.5 percent of the nodes in the

DEM are local minima, almost all occurring in wash bottoms but a few occurring along ridgetops.

For these minimum nodes, a preprocessing step is performed to eliminate artificial local minima,

by artificially raising minima nodes at least 10 cm above the lowest of the surrounding nodes. A

number of passes are required to eliminate multinode basins .

There are a total of 11 adjustable parameters in the set of coupled balance equations, The

11 parameters, and values found to result in reasonable predictions of colluvium depths, are shown

in Table 16-1 . As Fstr, K, and Qo control the relative importance of stream processes, colluvial

diffusion, and weathering. These three parameters are not completely independent, so scaling the

three parameters by the same constant does not modify the predicted colluvium distribution .

Within the mapped alluvium outline, a post-processing step is performed to provide more re-

alistic alluvium depths . An exponential relationship of alluvial depth to surface slope was determined

by regression,

b = 47exp(-0.32s)

	

(11-36)

where s is the slope, in degrees, of the ground surface at the nearest grid point in the DEM. The

coef~jicient of determination is 0.61 for the relationship, using information from 56 of the boreholes

11-8
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Table 11-1 : Adjustable parameters for creating colluvium distributions.

discussed by Fernandez et al. (199/0 . Wherever the slope is less than 10 degrees within the Scott and

Bonk (1984) alluvium outline, the alluvium depths are calculated using Equation 11-36; otherwise,

the colluvium-routing model predictions are used. Note that in the near future Equation 11-36 will

be replaced with a slightly better relationship of the form

where a and c are constants.

Application of the 'I~ansfer-Function Model

The trnnsfer-function model has the general ftow of

b = as-~,

	

(11-37)

" Map pixels to subareas, either one pixel per subarea or all pixels per subarea, depending on

the analyst.

" Create a base map for soil depth, either once or for each realization, depending on the analyst.

" Step through the sequence of meteorology time steps, saving MAP and MAT at each output

step .

" Run the transfer functions for the mapped pixels corresponding to the subareas for each output

step .

11-9

Name Symbol Base Value

Net rainfall rate grain 5 cm/hr
Manning's roughness coefficient n 0.1
Kinetic coefficient for alluvium scour Cy 0.1 s-1
Kinetic coefficient for bedrock scour Cy 0.002 s-1
Traction coefficient for sediment equilibrium Cs 10-s

Particle diameter d 1 mm
Particle specific gravity SS 2.5
Alluvium creep conductance K 10- i2 m/s
Alluvium weathering rate Qo 10-s m3/m2s
Alluvium weathering depth bo 1 cm
Faction of time in streamflow Fstr 30 min/100 yr
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~ Normalize the transfer functions by the user-defined value .

Data Needs

Two DEM input files must be provided, one for elevation control and one for pixel classification

(i . e ., mapped alluvium, welded, nonwelded) . For each classification, appropriate pa7n,meters need
to be provided for the hydraulic and erosional relationships .

Sensitivity analyses will probably center on

~ Mean and standard deviation of climatic parameters,

Soil depth, and

Soil hydraulic properties .

Accordingly, these variables should be able to be tweaked. Ideally, each variable should be able to be

tweaked . I suggest that an auxillary file be read in with parameter tweaks, in the fo

parnamei : valuel # comment

parname2 : value2 # comment

/ # End of Input Signal

The parameters should have a default value . If the tweak file does not exist, the defaults should be
used .

2/17/97 Software description for UZFLOW.

In $HOME,°L/Matlab/TPA3, I prototyped a version of the UZFLOW module in Matlab to test
out functionality and ideas . The prototype is driven from uzflow_test.m and calls several addi-
tional routines .

Based on this mockup, I redefined the software description for UZFLOW, which is copied
below in italics .
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UZFLOW Module Technical Description

Introduction

The UZFLOW module provides time-dependent percolation fluxes at and below the repository level,
based on climatic change . Primary clients for this information are the NFENV and UZFT mod-
ules . As UZFLOW considers climatic change, it might easily be modified to provide other climate-
dependent values such as water table elevations and irrigation rates .

UZFLOW consists of (i) a climate simulator and (ii) a shallow-infiltration simulator. The
climate simulator generates a series of mean-annual precipitation (mean annual precipitation (MAP))
and mean-annual temperature (mean annual temperature (MAT)) values at uniform time intervals .
The shallow-infiltration simulator uses these mean-annual values to predict mean-annual infiltration
(mean annual infiltration (MAI)) in a highly abstracted manner, using abstracted transfer functions
on each pixel of a digital elevation model (DEM) containing elevation, soil depth, and bedrock char-
acteristics . The pixels within each subarea (SA) are averaged to provide one MAI value for the SA .
The SA values are then averaged in time to supply MAI at the output times requested by the user .

The mean values of MAP and MAT over the period of simulation are supplied from an
input data file . It is suggested that these values are based on expert elicitation within 10 ky and
Milankovich cycles or Devils Hole data for longer intervals .

The user specifies 7 parameters that are provided by the LHS sampler: (i) and (ii) change in
the mean ofMAP and MAT, respectively, at full glacial maximum ; (iii) and (iv) standard deviation
of MAP and MAT, respectively, about the mean over each sample period; (v) correlation between
MAP and MAT perturbations about the mean; (vi) areally averaged MAI for the initial climate ;
aced (vii) an index into a file containing normally distributed perturbations . IPA Phase 2 behavior
is obtained by specifying that parameters (i) through (iv) are constant and zero .

Climate Simulation

A time-series generation process is used to generate a climatic record.

	

An input file specifying
mean values of MAP and MAT at particular points in the future is supplied, with enough points
to define climatic variation . Linear interpolation of the statistical parameters is used to define the
parameters at intermediate times . The values in the time history are normalized to LHS-sampled
values for full-glacial conditions .
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It is assumed that there is no correlation between perturbations in successive time periods .

For a time period k, perturbations are generated using

where

Variables MAP and MAT are calculated from X by taking into account the time-varying
mean and standard deviation,

where

j represents MAP or MAT

Xkj

	

is a vector of correlated perturbations

E i

	

is a vector of independent normally distributed perturbations

pij is a correlation matrix

7
vkj
Sj

mkj

represents MAP or MAT
is the value of variable j at time k
is the standard deviation of variable j (constant in time)

is the mean of variable j at time k

Shallow Infiltration Transfer Functions

where

Xkj = [pi,]Ei

vkj = Xkjsj + mkj,

Transfer relationships have been developed for predicting MAI as a function of soil properties, soil
depth, and meteorologic parameters such as MAP and MAT (Stothoff et al ., 1996) . Each of the
soil properties is unknown; MAP and MAT are also unknown but will be provided from the climate
simulator .

form
Tro,nsfer relationships are in the form of perturbations about a mean value for MAI, in the

N M
logs°

(MAP) - ao + ~ ai N(ui ) + ~,Qj N(vj ) ~l + 7logs°
CMAP)Ji-i ~-i

N is a normalizing function appropriate for each variable

ui, vj

	

represent hydraulic and meteorologic variables

ai, ,(jj, y

	

are fitting constants
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Soil properties and soil depths must be supplied for each pixel of the DEM. This information
is uncertain . More than one realization for the properties could be provided by the user and LHS-

sampled, as might be done for sensitivity analyses, but the typical user would probably not gain a

great deal of benefit by having more than one realization for soil properties .

Formulae for predicting base meteorologic-property distributions under current climate are

Application of the 'I~ansfer-Function Model

The transfer-function model has the general flow of

3/1/97 UZFLOW module.

where Z is ground-surface elevation in feet, MAP is in mm/yr, MAT is in ° C, and mean annual

vapor density (MAV) is in gm/cm3 . Solar aspect is calculated from the surface slope .

" Map DEM pixels to subareas .

" Sample one or more base maps for soil depth and soil properties .

" Step through the sequence of uniform time steps, saving MAP and MAT at each step .

" Normalize MAP and MAT using the sampled full-glacial value .

" Run the transfer functions for the mapped pixels in the SAs .

" Average the pixel values within each SA.

" Normalize MAI by the user-defined initial value .

" Output average MAI over each output time step .

The UZFLOW module was converted from a Matlab prototype into FORTRAN, by S . Stothoff,
over the period from 2/2297 through 2~23~97. Debugging and testing began 2~24~97, immediately

MAP = exp(4.26 -~ 0.0006462) (11-41)

MAT = 25.83 - 0.008402 (11-42)

MAV = exp(-11.96 - 0.0003412) (11-43)
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linking to the TPA modules (i .e ., there is no test driver routine) . S. Stothoff verified that inputs
were received from the sampler and data files as expected, and reasonable outputs were generated .
Each function and subroutine was exercised, using the default tpa.inp data file provided for testing,
except for the subroutine gclimate (23 lines of FORTRAN code plus comments) . Total lines of
code with comments are 1371, comprising the main UZFLOW module, uzflow .f, and a file included
into each subroutine, uzflow .i . There are 572 total lines of code, not including comments, for the
two files, so that approximately 58 percent of the two files represent comments or white space.

The UZFLOW departs from the Software Requirement Description (SRD) in a few ways .
The most significant change is introduced by modifying the future history of climate specified
from the input file climate.inp to refer to the fraction of full glacial for AAP and AAT, rather
than absolute values of AAP and AAT . Also, an additional parameter is required for sampling,
'TimeStepForClimate[yr]' . In addition, a query routine, gclimate, was provided to enable other
modules to get AAP, AAT, and fraction of full glacial at specified time instants .

A . Armstrong went through the code line by line on 2/27/97, checking that the code met
specifications . An incorrect conversion factor for feet to meters was identified and corrected . Also,
a number of FORTRAN-usage questions were raised and explained, regarding the use of double
precision constants, indexing into character strings, and undefined parameters . These questions
were explained satisfactorily. Several usages that are extensions to standard FORTRAN-77 were
also identified (e.g ., do-enddo loops, do-while loops, character*(*) dimension statements). Each
usage was justified as being consistent with standards set in previously coded modules .

3/14/97 NFENV and UZFLOW modules .

During the past week I developed and modified several subroutines involved with the NFENV
module, and tested both the NFENV and UZFLOW modules .

The NFENV module work was associated with adding reflux capabilities, encapsulated in
the nfhydro subroutine in the nfenv .f file, and calculating dripping flux onto WPs, encapsulated
in the nfdrip subroutine in the nfenv.f file .

The reflux module uses the following parameters in the tpa.inp file :

~ ThermalConductivityofYMRock[W/(m-K)]

~ BoilingPointofWater[C]
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~ ArealMassLoading[MTU/acre]

~ LengthOfRefluxZone[m]

~ MaximumFluxInRefluxZone[m/s]

~ ReleaseF~actionForPerchedBucket

~ PerchedBucketVolumePerSAarea[m3/m2]

Each parameter (except for the boiling point of water and areal mass loading) are sampled.

The logic for handling the reflux zone is based on using a bucket that continually fills through
deep percolation and partially empties whenever it fills . The bucket also continually drains while
the reflux zone is intersecting the drift horizon . The balance equation for the bucket is

where

aV _
t

	

- gpetc - grefiux (zrepos ) ~

V is the volume of the bucket per unit area [L3/L2]
qPe,~ is the percolation flux [L3/TL2]

q�e,~~(z �eros) is the liquid reflux at the repository horizon [L3/TL2]

It is assumed that if while the reflux zone intersects the repository, the liquid flux at the
repository continues past the repository. Liquid reflux, gre~u~, is assumed to be linearly varying from
a maximum value at the boiling isotherm to zero at a specified distance below the isotherm . If the
isotherm is farther above the repository horizon than the thickness of the reflux zone, greflux(zrepos)

is assumed to be zero .

While the repository is below boiling, the bucket drains with a flux equal to q~~ . In
addition, half of the existing water stored in the bucket is assumed to drain at each time step .
When the repository is above boiling, the bucket fills at the rate of gperc - q~,~,~(z~pos) until it
exceeds capacity within a time step . A loop releases a user-specified fraction of the bucket volume
until the stored volume is than a full bucket .

A reasonable size of the bucket might be the difference between saturated moisture content
and ambient moisture content, multiplied by 10 to 100 m. For TSw, this criterion corresponds to
a range of roughly 0.1 to 1 m3 /m2.

The dripping module simply calculates the volumetric flux across the cross-sectional area
of a waste package given the volumetric flux across the repository. Additional calculations for
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localization and diversion is handled in the EBSPAC modules; for clarity, this should be moved to
NFENV in the next iteration .

I tested the NFENV module by using inputs that generate constant q~e~ over the length of
the simulation and verifying that the magnitude of fluxes output from the module were consistent .
I then used standard climatic inputs and again verified that the resulting flux magnitudes were
consistent and reasonable compared to the constant-q~~ case .

I also tested the UZFLOW module, to a greater extent than previously, verifying that the
IPA2 approach could be reproduced . Several bugs were found in subroutine get_climean, which reads
in the mean values for the climate from the disk . These were fixed . I identified one additional bug
tonight in subroutine get-dimean that will need to be rectified in the next version - it is assumed
that the start of the climatic history (i .e ., current conditions) must have a fraction of full glacial
maximum equal to zero . In actuality it might be different from zero, so that the weighting schemes
should take this into account.

3/15/97 Thoughts on NFHYDRO module .

There are a couple of weaknesses in the NFHYDRO portion of the NFENV module that should be
rectified for the next version of the TPA code .

It is assumed that the bucket drains half of its volume per time step once the temperature
drops below boiling at the repository ; this procedure should be replaced with a decay constant

where ~ is a decay constant .

8V - ~V + q~,~

	

(11-45)at

It is assumed that the bucket flushes a multiple of a fixed volume if it overflows. It may
be more realistic to simply pass the excess on directly (steady-state assumption), particularly for
typical time steps.

Some accounting for the moisture in the dry-out zone needs to be done . A more realistic
model provides three saturation levels, eam,b, B6uck~ and 9dry, corresponding to ambient, bucket, and
dryout-zone saturations. Presumably Bbu~~ > Ba�~6 > 9drs . As the boiling isotherm moves up, the
moisture in the new part of the dryout zone should be put into the bucket . The governing mass
balance equation is

E [ed'~ ~
at~

+ B6ucka
abt

ck
-~- eam6

8
at

6

] - qne~ - q~.~~ (z~nos ) - 4f~usn,,
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where L represents the height of a bucket, q.~~sh is the overflow flushed from a full bucket, and
subscripts dry, buck, and amb represent the dryout-zone, perched-zone, and ambient-zone buckets,
respectively. Note that Lamb + Lbuck + Ld,.y = Ltot is a constant, where Ltot is the maximum
thickness for the calculation (perhaps TSw layer thickness) and Ld,.y is the height of the boiling
isotherm above the repository level. Accordingly,

7/15/97 Documenting changes to UZFLOW module.

With the adjusted mass balance equation, the height of the perched-zone bucket is tracked .
As the repository heats up, Lbuck remains zero until q�~~�~(z.reros) < qPe,~. A period of time exists,
while Lbuck -~ Ldry < Ltot, where Qreflux('z~pos) + gftush = 0. While Lbuck + Ldry = Ltot~

aLd,~
Qfiush = gperc - E(Bdry - Bbuck)

	

at

	

'

	

(11-50)

As the temperature drops, there may be another period of zero flux . Finally, as the boiling isotherm
returns to the repository level, reflux kicks in to drain the perched-zone bucket .

A potential pitfall arises if the perched-zone bucket tries to generate negative thickness .
Two obvious approaches can handle this situation : (i) collapse the perched-zone bucket and track
the ambient-dry interface explicitly, or (ii) add a separate fracture-rewetting front accounting for
sorption into the matrix. The first approach would tend to delay the arrival of rewetting at the
repository, while the second approach promotes arrival of rewetting .

Over the course of testing, it became apparent that the regression formula for mean annual infil-
tration (MAI) used in the UZFLOW module was seriously in error beyond the range of values used
for the regression . As documented in the 7/11/97 entry of the Ambient Hydrology KTI, a modi-
fied regression equation was proposed that extrapolates reasonably to the wet and cool extremes
demanded by the TPA code .

Lamb = Ltot - Ldry - Lbuck (11-47)

and

Lbuck)
~ I BdrJ

a
~~ -~ Bbuckaatck - Bamb

a(Ldry~ =
gperc - grefdux(z~pos) - Qftush~ (11-48)

(noting that aLtot/at = 0), yielding

(Bdry
aL d,~ aLbuck

-- Bamb) - = -
at

+ (Shuck Bamb)
at

Qpe~ q~reflux(zrepos) Qfiush~ (11-49)
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As per a telecon with Tim McCartin, Dick Codell, and Neil Coleman, I have changed one
constant in the regression equation to represent a fudge factor for all the unsampled parameters .
The original practice was to calculate MAI under current conditions, using my formula, and scale
the calculated MAI including climate change by the factor required to match the user-specified
MAI under current conditions . The problem is that the regressed relationships are not linear, so
that under climatic extremes excessive MAI may result . By adjusting the regression equation so
that initial conditions are exactly matched, conditions under climatic extremes are also matched.

In order to match the condition, MAI is tabulated for various values of the fudge factor .
Given the initial MAI to match, the matching fudge factor is found through interpolation within
the table.

I implemented the equation in the last version of the UZFLOW module that I had been
working on . A practice has been implemented in the interim with the rationale of eliminating
warning and error messages, so as not to upset NRC, but is instead a poor coding practice that
fosters modification errors . The one included file that I had created, with all parameter statements,
dimensioning information, and common blocks, has been replaced with 6 included files (one for each
common block) and all other information has been copied into each subroutine that it is used in .
The module is about 1/3 larger, is unwieldy to read, and subject to modification errors due to the
redundant statements . I strongly deprecate this practice as cutting off one's nose to spite
one's face .

3/26/02 Documenting changes to UZFLOW module .

In January and February, 2000, I modified the UZFLOW module to read in a digital elevation
model (DEM) table with expected MAI calculated at each pixel for various combinations of mean
annual precipitation (MAP) and mean annual temperature (MAT) . A preprocessor called ITYM
is used to calculate expected MAI, accounting for uncertainties in hydraulic properties such as soil
thickness, bedrock fractures, hydraulic conductivity, etc. Expected MAI is output from ITYM on a
regular DEM grid ; within UZFLOW, DEM pixels within each subarea are used to calculate average
MAI for the subarea. With this strategy, UZFLOW is streamlined and uncertainty in the hydraulic
properties can be accounted for.

Climatic variability is accounted for in UZFLOW, using a file with normally distributed
random variables to perturb MAP and MAT on a series of uniform time steps. These values are
averaged to the time steps used by the TPA code . Required parameters include standard deviations
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of MAP and MAT, correlation between the two, time step size, and climate noise set (subset of the
random-variable file) .

Today I modified the ITYM/UZFLOW modules to be able to investigate the effect of
hydraulic-property uncertainty within the TPA code . Two DEM tables replace the DEM table
of MAI previously output from ITYM. The new tables are loglo (MAI) and the standard deviation
of loglo (MAI) . Within UZFLOW, MAI is calculated using

I = 10~Y+sm)

	

(11-51)

where I is MAI, Y is E[loglo (MAI)], S is standard deviation of loglo (MAI), and N is a zero-mean,
unit-variance sampled parameter . Both Y and S are interpolated using loglo (MAP and MAT, while
N is a new sampled parameter called "UZFLOWShallowHydraulicPropertyDeviation" .

Accounting for climatic variability increases MAI, since rare wet years account for a dispro-
portionate amount of infiltration . However, abruptly varying water fluxes through the repository
greatly slow transport calculations in the Total-System Performance Assessment (TPA) code . The
current tables conceptually provide MAI as a function of a known MAP and MAT averaged over
roughly a decade . The variability in these averaged climatic properties from one decade to the next
is explicitly accounted for in UZFLOW as described above.

A further modification to the approach is possible to account for climatic variability at
time scales longer than a decade by extending the current table in additional dimensions . In
this approach, the effect of climatic variability can be shifted to the preprocessor at the cost of
longer preprocessor runs and much larger files transferred from ITYM to UZFLOW. The UZFLOW
module is simplified and as only the expected value of MAI is considered, the time history of MAI
provided to the TPA code is smooth . The net effect is to increase MAI but eliminate any large
pulses that might flush contaminants through the system .

The simplest approach is to only consider the expected response of MAI to climate after
accounting for hydraulic-parameter variability and uncertainty. The idea is to first create the same
internal table for MAI as a function of decadal-average MAP and MAT that is already generated .
This first table represents the case with all variance equal to zero for longer-than-decadal periods. A
large number of decadal perturbations to MAP and MAT are independently generated for each set
of variability-describing parameters (e.g ., standard deviations of MAP and MAT), which represent
a large number of realizations of the decadal variability. Table lookup can be used with the zero-
variance table to get expected decadal MAI for each climate realization . The new values should be
larger than the zero-variance case . Only the expected value of MAI as a function of mean MAP
and MAT is passed from ITYM to UZFLOW.
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In the simplest approach, variability due to mutual variation of hydraulic properties and cli-
mate is not considered . A more computationally intensive second approach would proceed similarly
to the simple case for the zero-variance case, but would use the full suite of climate realizations for
each hydraulic-property realization. In this case, a second table can be passed for the variance in
expected MAI, which accounts for the uncertainty in hydraulic properties .

In both new approaches, the UZFLOW module would no longer need to sample a parameter
for time step or correlation between MAP and MAT.
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Breath code development

Account Number: 20-1402-863
Collaborators:

	

As noted
Directories :

	

Subdirectories of $HOME2/Numeric/Breath as noted

Objective :

	

Perform modifications to the breath code as required for infiltration analyses . Each
version of the code is in a subdirectory labelled V1 .1, V1 .2, etc., located off of the main breath

directory, $HOME2~Numeric/Breath .

2~17~96 Initial entry.

A bug was found in the calculation of temperature-dependent water viscosity. The fviscw2 routine
calculated viscosity in centipoise, rather than poise, which is then converted to user units. Version
1 .1, and beta versions of 1.2 and 1 .3, had the correction made .

8/24/96 Planning for additional enhancements to breath.

breath has been used essentially without modification for numerous production runs over the last
year, primarily investigating shallow infiltration processes with one or two layers . Although breath

has performed reasonably well for these purposes, there are several significant areas that require
enhancement for future planned studies at YM, including

~ snow and snowmelt dynamics (important for future-climate studies),

vegetation dynamics,

atmospheric-pressure dynamics,

discrete-fracture interactions,

weather simulation,

weather averaging,

tracer pulses, and

overland- and lateral-flow dynamics .

12-1
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Most of these studies could be performed by enhancing the current 1D breath simulator; others
require extending the 1D formulation to 2D and 3D .

During the production runs, some dissatisfaction with performance cropped up due to ex-
tremely long simulation times (i .e ., several weeks to complete a 20-yr simulation) . It became
painfully clear that a restart capability was highly desirable, due to the inability to maintain com
puters up and running for such extended periods. In addition, speed of calculation continues to
be an issue. It has been determined that roughly half of the computational effort is involved with
function evaluations . For such long simulations, which may involve 10 to 100 million function
evaluations, tabulated functions may drastically cut the function evaluation effort .

In the simulations, mass balance is also a critical issue, which has required that extremely
refined grids be employed, both near the ground surface and at material interfaces . Two possible
changes have been identified that may allow considerably coarser meshes to be used, at least for some
time intervals : (i) using a finite-element approach at material interfaces, and (ii) using adaptive
gridding . The change from a finite-volume approach, in which material interfaces are between nodes,
to atrue finite-element approach, in which material interfaces are between elements, will presumably
cut the refinement requirements at the interfaces since a very small element at the interface has
been used to minimize the impacts of improperly approximating fluxes across the interface . Using
adaptive gridding is perhaps more problematical, since mass balance issues will be involved in
regridding, and will be more useful in 1D than 2D or 3D. Also, adaptive gridding requires that
material properties be specified by zone, as opposed to the current practice of specifying properties
individually by element .

Based on the set of enhancements and extensions that have been identified, it appears
that a generic multiphase, multicomponent, multicontinuum mass and energy transport simulator
might be appropriate, developed in such a way that adding and subtracting simulation modules
is extremely straightforward . The generic mass-component balance equation includes a storage
term, an advective-transport term, a diffusive-transport term, and terms accounting for (i) decay,
(ii) transfer across phase boundaries, (iii) transfer due to phase change, (iv) reaction with other
components, and (v) external sources/sinks. In addition to such terms, the energy balance equation
may consider radiation .

In general, a generic code consists of modules responsible for

data input,

mesh description and maintenance,

12-2
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" discretization operations,

" functional relationships,

" state maintenance,

" balance-equation description,

" balance-equation assembly,

" matrix solvers,

" result analysis,

" output routines, and

" restart/debug routines .

It is highly desirable that these modules be as logically independent as possible, so that code main-
tenance can be localized . Although breath was originally coded in Fortran, modularity would be
considerably enhanced using C or C+~-, as would maintenance of data structure and sophistication
of input/output . As the computational portion of the code is typically on the order of 10 percent
of total coding, and for many computer systems the computational speed of the two languages is
comparable, recoding breath in C or C++ would be appropriate, particularly since much of this
work can be done using a Fortran-to-C converter.

The organization of a generic code depends on the use to which the code will be put. At
one extreme, a code may be used for extremely straightforward problems, with homogeneous prop-
erties and simple geometries . At the other extreme, extremely complex situations may also be
encountered, with layering, embedded discontinuities, and random properties . In the first case,
it is desirable to have strong data generation capabilities with minimalist input and global stor-
age structure . In the second case, powerful input is required and each node/element may need
individual data storage. These situations are further complicated by the possibility of different pa-
rameterization needs for different parts of the domain (e.g ., a snow layer has different requirements
than a Brooks-Corey medium or a dual-continuum medium) .

The internal data structure must be suited both to sophisticated input facilities and to com-
putational efficiency in matrix assembly. Three types of computer architecture are available, each
with particular strengths and weaknesses : (i) serial machines (e.g ., PCs, workstations), (ii) vector
machines (e.g ., Crays), and (iii) data-parallel machines (e.g ., Connection machines) . Appropri-
ate assembly algorithms are considerably different for the three architectures . In general, though,

12-3
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element-by-element or node-by-node assembly is most appropriate, since information regarding ele-
ment discretization can be rather voluminous to store in RAM for 2D and 3D . From the standpoint
of data input, however, it would be most efficient to assemble by using a process-level assembly
process, thereby allowing several data storage schemes to be accommodated simultaneously.

8/25/96 Farther planning.

An attractive approach to reconciling efficiency requirements is to maintain data by separate compu-
tational zones. With adaptive gridding in 1D, such a zone might be an individual layer. Transition
nodes cause a problem - they might be stored independently or might be duplicated as necessary. In
higher dimensions, a zone might consist of all triangles, or all dual-permeability elements . Adaptive
and non-adaptive zones should be stored separately.

For peak performance in matrix assembly, all potentially state-dependent coefficients should
be calculated and separated out to convenient storage before element-discretization operations are
performed . Typically, such coefficients are more interesting to look at than element-discretization
variables and storage should be smaller as well . Coefficients include capacitance terms, phase
mobilities, diffusion coefficients, and derived state variables (e.g ., density, viscosity, saturation,
enthalpy) .

8/26/96 Function handling ideas .

Each of the different types of coefficients discussed yesterday are typically calculated with functions .
Ideally, three types of functions should be available : (i) internal hard-coded functions, (ii) tabular
functions, and (iii) external user-defined functions . To minimize overhead of identifying pointers,
variable names, etc., each function should perform processing in a vector manner (e.g ., all nodes can
be processed with one call to the function). The strategy has the drawback of requiring additional
memory for temporary storage and perhaps some temporary pointer lists as well . The strategy is
not suited to Fortran-77 (Fortran-90 may be better), but can be straight-forwardly implemented
in C or C++ .

Internal hard-coded functions may typically have several arguments, and the arguments
may arbitrarily be vectors or constants depending on the user . This multiplicity of options can
be handled by restricting internal functions to the straight-forward protocol outlined below . For
simplicity of handling facilities, three variables should be passed into each function, (i) an array
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handling the list of arguments, (ii) the number of arguments passed in (length of the array), and
(iii) the number of vector entries to process . The argument-handling array is actually an array of
structures, with each structure containing variables

~ pointing to the data vector structure,

~ pointing to the index vector structure, and

maintaining pointers into the index vector .

Since these structures are cumbersome to address, predefined functions should be provided for com-
mon manipulations (i .e ., pointer initialization, pointer increment, vector addressing) . In addition,
each function might define shorthand names for the variables, so that the function could end up
looking like a normal scalar function with somewhat different interface and an internal loop .

Tabular functions should behave like internal hard-coded functions, with function parame-
ters replaced by the table itself . In addition, a setup routine may be needed to define the table.
A somewhat novel idea may be useful for highly heterogeneous systems for some functions, where
the expense of function evaluations can be amortized in a partial table with perhaps 4 entries per
node . Only when the nodal value goes out of bounds is it necessary to recalculate table entries,
and it is expected that most nodes would need to recalculate entries only infrequently .

User-defined functions should assume that vector protocols are in use. The function has
the number of arguments and their names predefined, as for the other types of functions, but this
time a pair of variables are passed for each argument ; (i) the vector/scalar of interest, and (ii)
an index vector/scalar . The user-defined functions could utilize the Jacquard vector-C software
that I developed at Vermont. Converting these routines to the new use should be straightforward .
Alternatively, Matlab might be used instead .

94/96 Discretization handling ideas.

There are many different physical systems that may be considered . There are also numerous
philosophies for discretizing the physical systems, ranging from several flavors of finite element
methods, finite difference methods, finite volume methods, and boundary integral methods . Various
numerical methods are more appropriate depending on whether the underlying PDE is elliptic,
parabolic, or hyperbolic in character . In addition, one can use static grids or adaptive grids . For
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1D problems, quite sophisticated adaptive gridding can be performed ; as the dimensionality of the
problem increases, adaptive gridding becomes increasingly difficult .

Ideally, one would like the structure of the program to allow for generic discretization
schemes, so that a scheme can be selected based on the special characteristics of the problem
at hand . In order to do this, each general scheme should be modularized with an identical interface
structure . Module categories include:

mesh maintenance (adaptive gridding),

mesh description (connectivity lists),

mesh-independent parameters,

mesh-dependent parameters and state variables,

discretization description:

- capacitance term,

- flux terms,

- source term,

- cross-source term, and

- boundary condition terms,

matrix assembly, and

matrix solution .

I envision the mesh-related module categories as separate categories, while the description modules
are linked according to the discretization scheme . The various schemes require different levels of
information-for example, finite volume schemes consist of 1D pipes and require no spatial infor-
mation other than distances, while finite element schemes need information on the connections for
each element, finite difference schemes implicitly handle the connection information and boundary
element schemes also need information on the interfaces between regions. The matrix assembly
modules should provide a uniform interface for each of the matrix solution schemes that might be
available .
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9/17/96 Documentation of version 1 .2 for TOP-018 .

A file called Changes in the subdirectory Y2 .2/Src of the main breath directory has been main-
tained since June, 1995 . The file is quoted below (in slightly prettier format) for completeness of
documentation, in order to comply with the requirements of TOP-018 for version 1 .2 .

5/12/96 Fixed bug in boundary condition for specified energy flux . Variable bcenet
had incorrect reference for second boundary in thrmlbc .

2/17/96 Fixed bug in the calculation of temperature-dependent water viscosity. The
fviscw2 routine calculated viscosity in centipoise, rather than poise, which is then
converted to user units . Version 1 .1, and beta versions of 1 .2 and 1 .3, had the
correction made.

8/10/95 Fixed bug in evaporation calculations . Added time-averaging of pressure,
pressure perturbations, and vapor density perturbations .

8/6/95 Fixed bug in routine calculating d(mobility)/d(mc), which divides by zero
when saturated . Added evaporation calculations within domain .

8/5/95 Implemented signal catch routines in C to gracefully shut down when floating
point error or interrupt signal thrown .

8/4/95 Fixed bug in time-averaging of perturbations of moisture content times gradi-
ent in temperature perturbation .

8/3/95 Added upstream weighting of conductivities to tracking routine for first-type
flow boundary conditions . Added capability for tracking partial of vapor density
wrt pressure and temperature, perturbations of moisture content times gradient in
temperature perturbation .

7/28/95 Fixed error in upstream mobility coding and added option for upstream
weighting of conductivities .

7/27/95 Fixed index problem for range output in real restart . Included upstream
weighting of mobilities as an option a la TOUGH. Also included dptmax and
dtemax checks, which are maximum changes for pressure and temperature in an
iteration . Defaults are 100 and 2. An abort occurs as soon as a node hits one of
these barriers .

7/25/95 Made floating-point constants and character variables tracked by name array
in restart and set/echo calls .
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7/23/95 Cleaned up boundary conditions for flux in flow equation . Now the elemen-

tal mobility is used, rather than the interface mobility between the two elements

nearest the boundary .

7/16/95 Added grid peclet and grid courant calculations . All floating point variables

are now tracked by name, just like arrays .

?/15/95 Reorganized common blocks further for binary output . Began work on sum-

mary output for time-averaging variables.

7/8/95 Added a few variables tracking averaged quantities .

7/4/95 All real variables dimensioned with mnnd/mnel/mnbc tracked in an equiva-

lenced array, so that trace/snap/restart/set/echo all automatically get each vari-

able.

6/27/95 Added capability for arithmetic/geometric/harmonic means for hydraulic con-

ductivity and for vapor dispersion coefficient .

6/15/95 Added iovar variable and input command to specify the output file for restart

variable dumps .

6/14/95 Added a const and a linear option to met command to define whether met

variables are piecewise linear or piecewise constant .

6/13/95 Added a scale and a shift option to met command to change met variables

from file values at runtime.

6/9/95 Added restart capabilities (actually just echo all variables in a format that

breath can read). Dump to unit 6.

9~24~96 Bug fix in met command.

I tracked down several bugs in handling the maximum-time-step input from the met command.

There was no problem when the boundary conditions were for side 0, as I usually assume, but the

time step information was lost when boundary conditions were for side 1 . The problem was that

the tObc and tlbc arrays had the time information put in the same array slot as the boundary

conditions on reads, while otherwise it was assumed that timmax was in the array slot for side 0.

This was fixed by generalizing the code to use the proper slot .
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5/23/97 Check using fstudy and corrective actions .

Version 1 .2 of breath was checked using a FORTRAN static analyzer code, for~tudy (called fstudy
on bashful), provided by Cobalt Blue . SPARC version 2.0 .1 was used for the test . A total of 3
syntax errors, 15 semantic errors, and 1181 warnings were reported by fstudy.

The vast majority of the warnings (700) were due to including file brecom.h, which contains
specifications for all common blocks, into routines that did not use all common blocks . These
warnings should be disregarded.

A total of 340 warnings dealt with subroutine initname, with 141 due to passing an array
rather than the anticipated scalar, and an additional 199 due to mixing strings and arithmetic
objects. Although it is generally deprecated, this behavior was specifically required during coding,
and each of these warnings can be disregarded . One additional warning was due to not explicitly
converting character to double precision . Although it is generally deprecated, this behavior was
specifically required during coding, and the warning can be disregarded . This set of warnings are
all generated by the scheme for providing a pointer and a name for all arrays, which is not handled
gracefully in FORTRAN.

A total of 67 warnings dealt with passing the address of functions to subroutines, which ap-
parently confuses fstudy. An additiona122 warnings dealt with passing a constant into a subroutine
rather than a variable . These warnings can be disregarded .

A total of 28 warnings dealt with loss of precision (double precision to integer) . In each case,
the loss of precision was anticipated during coding, so each of these warnings can be disregarded .

A total of 12 warnings dealt with passing a scalar instead of an array. In each case, the
dimension of the array passed to the subroutine is 1, so each of these warnings can be disregarded.

A total of 10 warnings dealt with including brecom.h into routines where it is not used . The
included file defines implicit variable-name types, as well as providing common blocks ; fstudy does
not account for this . These do not have any impact on performance, so each of these warnings can
be disregarded . In cases there were no repercussions, the statement was removed.

One warning is due to a missing function, initsig, which is a C routine for catching system
signals. This warning can be disregarded .

A total of 8 reported syntax errors were generated by passing a DO-loop index into a sub-
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routine, which potentially could change the value of the index. These messages can be disregarded,
as in each case the subroutine treats the value as a flag and does not change its value.

The 3 reported syntax errors were due to extra commas in write statements in brvresty and
brvrestz . These commas were removed.

A total of 7 reported syntax errors were due to variables being referenced before being set .
These errors were each remedied. In richlbc, variables a2, cl, and c2 were defined; the error was
not encountered during simulations to date . In richbal, the test "kmobder .eq. 0" was replaced
by already-defined logical variable ymbder; the error affects output of the Peclet number and was
not encountered during simulations to date . In tmstep, variable conve0 was replaced by the correct
variable (econv0) ; the error may modify time step sizes. In brvsnap, the section of code referring to
variables kset and ksge was obsolete and therefore was commented out; the error is harmless .

5/31/97 Implementation of unique header .

One of the TOP-018 requirements is that output files are uniquely identified by run . The require-
ment is typically fulfilled by putting a time stamp in a header line . This requirement had not been
implemented in breath, except that there is a capability to echo character strings that are defined
in the input file . Part of my reluctance to implement headers was due to the non-portability of
FORTRAN calls to get the current time, and part was due to the use of Matlab routines that scan
the output for further processing and that are more conveniently implemented without a header
line .

In order to complete an acceptable version of the code, I added two character-string variables
(ztime and zversion) that hold the time at the start of the simulation and a version identifier,
respectively. The time is obtained using a small routine in C that is coded within the brcatch .c

module . By default, the headers are not output ; variables are defined for each output stream that
enable output . The changes were documented in the version 1.2 user's guide.

A fully compliant release was placed on a diskette and will become part of the QA docu-
mentation .
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2/16/98 Revision of name initialization .

A known weakness with subroutine initname was fixed while porting breath to a Microsoft NT
PC using Microsoft Fortran. Microsoft Fortran treats numeric and character data completely
differently, so that it is not possible to use the same memory space for both . Most compilers warn,
but do not fail, if overloading of memory space occurs .

It is possible to access a vector as either a column in an array or as a vector, if the array and
vector are appropriately equivalenced . In breath, all vectors with equal lengths are equivalenced
into columns of one array, so that IO routines deal with the array and numeric routines deal with
a named vector . In order to determine the array column corresponding to a vector for IO, while
enabling the addition of new columns without regard to the order of variables in the common block,
initname puts a character string with the vector name into the first entry of the double-precision
vector . The name is then retrieved and stored in a character name array that is ordered by array
column .

The original formulation used a call to initname to access the first entry of a double-precision
vector as a character*8 variable . The revised formulation accesses the first entry of a double-
precision vector as an integer vector with length 2 . The equivalent integer values for the first four
characters are loaded into the first entry of the integer vector and the second four are loaded into
the second entry. The new subroutine extrname extracts the character string from the encoded
entries. There is now no overloading of character and numeric data types, although integer and
floating-point data types are overloaded (so that compilers warn but should not fail) . Note that
the revised procedure would work with integer or single-precision variables if they were vectors of
length at least 2 .

4/19/02 New development work.

We've finally decided to go ahead and actually implement vegetation in breath . Several options
are to be allowed, all in the quest for relatively simple models that capture the physics adequately.
This entry summarizes the actual mathematical models that will be incorporated .

An extensive series of thoughts are included in the chapter entitled "Ambient Hydrology
KTI - Model Development", in which the models that I developed are arrived at . I developed an
approach for estimating transpiration based on plant geometry (e .g ., rootlets, leaves) . This model
is described immediately below, reproducing suggestions made to Randy. The vegetation dynamics
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component may not be implemented immediately within breath, although something like it would
probably be used to generate the input for breath if it is not implemented.

Randy also requested that I put in a model based on the approach used in UNSAT-H. This
model is not used with heat transfer in UNSAT-H, although there is no particular reason that heat
transfer cannot be solved as well .

Stothoff model summary

ABSTRACT

A simple vegetation-modeling approach is proposed, suitable for 1D, 2D, and 3D domains .
Vegetation uptake is distributed throughout the soil matrix and instantaneously adjusts to at-
mospheric and soil conditions . Vegetation is assumed to transpire during daylight hours, with
atmosphere control whenever pressure at a control point is above wilting and plant control other-
wise . A vegetation continuum consists of uptake roots, a transport system, and leaves, and these
simplified physiological components determine potential transpiration fluxes that are available for
the plant. Evolution of the leaf component occurs according to simplified ordinary differential
equations, with growth mediated by temperature and available moisture and death mediated by
available moisture and component age. Other components are assumed either static or instan-
taneously adjusted . Relatively little plant-specific information is required for the model, but the
approach is adaptable for both long-lived plant species (e .g ., shrubs) and short-lived species that
may undergo a life cycle during the simulation .

Background

In project discussions, the most weight has been given to the calculation of evapotranspiration
(ET) given a vegetation state, with several approaches considered . One approach is to calculate
potential evapotranspiration (PET) based on environmental conditions, and distribute through the
soil column as much of PET as the soil will provide based on some specified plant-root distribution
(e.g ., an envelope exponentially decaying with depth) . A second approach is to treat the vegetation
continuum as a separate continuum, with pressure defined throughout . A third approach, adopted
here, simplifies the second approach by only considering vegetation pressure at one control point.
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All three approaches should provide similar answers given similar root distributions, since ET is
usually plant controlled ; the third option is simplest to implement in the existing code .

Less attention has been given to changing vegetation states over time, which is fairly well
characterized for crops and poorly so for range vegetation . Project discussions have touched on
how to change leaf area index (LAI) over time for shrubs, based on season or degree-days, but
the exact mathematical relationships have not been agreed upon. The approach proposed here is
relatively straightforward to implement and is relatively easy to calibrate to the available data .

Instantaneous ET fluxes

Current approach in breath

Theimmediate objective is to provide asimple model for vegetation uptake compatible with existing
breath methodology, which only considers evaporation. The existing unvegetated model exchanges
vapor with the atmosphere with

where

E

~!sa

/ws

/wa

The conductance is based on boundary-layer theory, and accounts for such factors as wind
speed, surface roughness, and atmospheric stability. After a rainfall event, E is large and almost
constant as the soil is able to supply atmospheric demand. As the soil dries, the soil is unable to
supply water at the atmospheric demand and E drops as a function of tl~a .

Proposed approach

soil-atmosphere evaporative moisture flux
soil-atmosphere conductance
vapor density in surface soil
vapor density in far-field atmosphere

E' _ ~!sa(/ws - Pva)

	

(12-1)

Several assumptions are made regarding vegetative transpiration in the proposed approach .

Pressure losses are negligible within the plant transport system

~ Uptake roots respond instantaneously relative to moisture dynamics
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where

~ Transport roots respond slowly relative to moisture dynamics

~ Leaf stomates respond instantaneously to atmospheric conditions

~ Leaf stomates open as much as possible to achieve positive transpiration and internal pressure
above wilting

~ Uptake roots are characterized as an array of cylinders

" Leaves are characterized as an array of spheres

Proposed uptake model

The uptake model accounts for soil properties, root length density, and plant pressure status . The
neglect of pressure losses within the plant system implies that pressure within the plant is essentially
hydrostatic, so uptake is

q~ local uptake flux per unit volume

Q~ total uptake flux per unit area
Cu soil-plant uptake conductance
P9 soil pressure
P� vegetation pressure at a control point
zs soil elevation
zv control-point elevation
zy ground-surface elevation

Uptake conductance is calculated assuming that roots are uniformly distributed cylinders

Cu = 27ipruH
Lln(~rw)' ln(~/rn)J

	

(12-4)

i~a
R = ~

	

1

	

~

	

(12-5)
~Pru
2xy (12-6)H(x,y) - x + y

12- 14
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Qu = ~ qu dx (12-3)
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where

uptake-root length density
KS soil conductivity
K�, plant-wall conductivity
ru, outer radius of uptake root
rr inner radius of uptake root

H(~, y) harmonic-mean operator

/pru

Note that typically plant-wall conductance C�, is measured, where
K'll K"'

	

(12-7)Cw
- ln(rw~rn)

~
rw - rn

The requirement that pru = 0 if P� > P3 (the instantaneous response assumption) completes the
model.

The uptake model requires only P� , z� , pru, C�� and r�, in addition to quantities already
calculated by breath . P� is calculated as part of the flux-continuity component of the model, while
the remainder are model inputs .

Uptake roots are not uniform throughout the column. Length density typically decays
exponentially from the top. The initial distribution of pru in each grid cell will be provided as
input. In transient-pru cases, rules for modifying pru over time can be specified .

Common agronomy approaches specify qu in the general form

where Fu is a reduction factor based on soil moisture . The proposed
as soil pressure drops, reaching zero before the control point reaches
from both reduced pressure gradients and reduced soil conductivity .
distributed, the uptake model has the same general behavior as common agronomy approaches .

Proposed dispersal model

4u = Fu4o exPL-a(z - zs)~

The dispersal model accounts for leaf area density, atmospheric demand, and plant status .

Qd = FCd~pvs(Td) - Pva~

00

(12_8)

model also reduces uptake
wilting . Reduction comes
When pru is exponentially

(12-9)
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where

Dispersal conductance is calculated assuming that leaves are uniformly distributed spheres
within a layer

where

F plant stomate control factor 0 < F < 1

qd local dispersal flux per unit volume

Qd total dispersal flux (transpiration) per unit area
Cd plant-atmosphere dispersal conductance
pzs saturated vapor density at leaf temperature
pva atmospheric vapor density
Tl leaf temperature

Pld leaf area density
D atmospheric dispersivity
Al

	

area of one leaf

The simplification in Cd comes when R » rw , which is usually the case for shrubs . Neglect-
ing R is probably justified for all YM vegetation even under glacial conditions . At low transpiration
rates, qd is then linearly dependent on pid (hence LAI) and atmospheric dispersivity. At higher
transpiration rates, pva responds to the flux, increasing and reducing the gradient driving both
evaporation and transpiration, so the linearity is lost .

The dispersal model requires F, pvs(Tl), pld, D, and Al in addition to quantities already
calculated by breath . F is calculated as part of the flux-continuity component of the model; Al

is model input; pvs is calculated using air temperature (part of the boundary conditions), and D
arises from the same boundary-layer theory as breath already uses .

As with pru, Pld is distributed vertically. Typically only the vertically integrated value
is known (i.e ., LAI) . If the leaves are concentrated into one elevation (the "big leaf" approach),
pru = LAI/b where b is grid-block thickness . An easy assumption is that pru is uniformly distributed
over a characteristic plant height that depends on climate .

1 2-16

1/2

C,d
Rrw= ,~

Al
4~pld ~

R
D PIdD

- r�,

~
AlC 4~) (12-11)

1/3
R

3Al= ~
4~rptd

~ (12-12)

i/2
rv' - (4~)

(12-13)
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where

The ptd distribution is calculated in the form

Pad dz = 1

	

(12-15)
zy

Variation of p1d(z) over time reduces to specifying LAI over time, which is discussed below.

Proposed flux-continuity model

Ptd(z) = LAIP~d(z)

	

(12-14)

The approach requires that compatibility is maintained between uptake flux, dispersal flux, and
plant physiology. Flux compatibility is stated by

The compatibility equation can be written in the form of

F'd4dm = F'u4um

where Fd and F~ are fractions of the maximum possible dispersal and uptake fluxes, respectively
(0 < Fd < 1 and 0 < Fu < 1) . These parameters are assumed to hold across all vegetation classes
simultaneously.

where qd �,, is the maximum possible dispersal flux over all vegetation classes (taking into account
whether the plant type would actually be transpiring), and qu�, is the maximum possible uptake
flux over all vegetation classes (the plant is at its wilting pressure), The values for Fu and Fd are
set by

q'dm~qum

	

if qdm < qumI+'u =
1 otherwise

Fd =
qum~gdm

	

If qum < qdm

1 otherwise

(12-20)

All of the local values of qd i and qui for all vegetation classes are multiplied by the same factor .

12- 17

F'd~gdi = ~'u~quj (12-16)
i j

(12-17)

quj = C'uj(Psj - Pv) (12-18)
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In the simple case of one release point for vegetation above the ground (an assumption in
the "big leaf" approach) in 1D, the atmosphere system must satisfy

The corresponding actual transpiration flux is

Vegetation dynamics

where subscripts s, l, m, and a represent locations at the soil, leaf, mid-boundary-layer, and far-field
atmosphere . This results in the solution for p�, as

Pm = CIPs + FdC2Pl + C3Pa
CI+FdC2+C3

Qd = FdC2(PL - Pm)
C1Ps + FdC2Pl + C3po

(

	

Cl + FdC2 +C

(12-26)

= FdC2
L
Pc -

= F,dG,2 f Cl (Pl - Ps) + C3(Pl - Pa)
,

	

(12-27)
Cl +FdC2+C

It is simple to solve a system of linear equations to get the intermediate densities and fluxes .

The Fd and Fu may vary across a time step, since p�, depends on F . The simplest way to
handle this nonlinearity is to use the value at the start of the step . In essence, the plant makes a
decision at the start of the step and holds it for the entire step .

The parameters that need specifying for the model include Pv� ,i� and the transpiration-
enable method . A simple transpiration-enable method would be to allow transpiration only if
shortwave radiation is greater than zero (i .e ., daylight) or equal to zero (i .e ., nighttime, for CAM
plants). Since shortwave radiation is provided as a boundary condition, no additional information
is required .

Over a simulation that extends through a growing season, the vegetation must change state (e.g .,
add/drop leaves) . The three major components of the vegetation system are leaves, transport roots,
and uptake roots.

12-18

4s = 4i + 4z = E + T (12-22)

4i = Ci(PS - Pm) (12-23)

42 = FdC2(Pl - Pm) (12-24)

4s = C3(Pm - Pa) (12-25)
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The immediate goal for adding to breath is to keep the dynamics as simple as possible
at first . As a first cut, the root system will not evolve over time . Uptake roots were assumed to
instantaneously respond to changes in moisture in the previous section, in essence either completely
dead or missing, or present at a capacity level. Evolution would occur if the capacity level changed
over time . However, leaves are quite dynamic at the time scales of interest, so a dynamic-leaf-density
model is presented below.

Leaf dynamics

We have agreed that leaves respond to season, and a common approach for agronomists is to use
the concept of degree-days to describe the growing season . Degree days measure the accumulated
time above freezing, weighted by the warmth when above freezing . Presumably one characterizes
LAI or some equivalent as a function of degree-days during the growing season . Although data on
rangeland species is lacking, in principle this is relatively straightforward to approximate.

A weakness of the degree-day approach in our case is that moisture is also required for
growth, and (correct me if I'm wrong) this is not considered .

A way to get at the same thing as the degree-day approach with perhaps less effort, while
incorporating moisture stress, is to formally integrate temperature-dependent growth relationships.
A general expression for total leaf area density is written

where

Pt _

	

l

	

l

	

l
at - ag(Poy - Pt)

CFo
-
1/

- ad(Pl - Pod)
C1
-
Fod/

- aaPt
CAoa

-
1/9

pl LAI
a rate constant [1/T]
A average leaf age
x moving time average of x

(12-28)

The three terms on the right-hand-side represent growth, death due to moisture stress, and
death due to old age. The first term only operates when pt < poy and F > Fo9 (i.e ., density less
than maximum capacity and average respiration is more than a target threshold) . The second term
only operates when pl > pod and F < F~ (i.e ., density greater than minimum capacity and average
respiration is less than a target threshold) . The last term only operates when A > Aoa (i.e ., mean
age is greater than some threshold age) .

12- 19
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The a9 coefficient represents growth under optimal conditions . This is known to be tem-
perature dependent, with a parabolic form . The form to include in the code is

.f = ~(T - Tmid)/(Tend - T�,id)I

	

(12-29)

a9 = a~t(1 - f2)

	

(12-30)

where 0 < f < 1 . Maximum growth occurs at an optimal temperature and there is a threshold
cold temperature value where growth ceases . Note that Bromus has a lower cold temperature value
than shrubs .

There should be a seasonal component as well, which might be handled as an on/off switch
for growth .

For simplicity, I propose a similar but inverted relationship for ad and aa , with a cutoff
maximum rate .

Time averaging of some variable x is performed using

where Ta�e is the averaging period .

Ot(~ - x) + Tavexx F-

	

T

which adds new leaves at age Ot and removes leaves at the mean age. The densities represent
accumulated changes over the day.

(12-34)

The required information for the growth term includes growth start/stop period, optimal
temperature, minimum growth temperature, maximal growth rate, threshold fraction of transpira-
tion, maximum leaf area density, and transpiration averaging period .

The required information for the moisture-deficit death term includes minimum tempera-
ture, temperature at maximum death rate, minimum and maximum death rate, threshold fraction
of transpiration, minimum leaf area density, and transpiration averaging period .

12-20

f = I (T - T,ncd)/(Tend - Tmid) I (12-31)

ad = amid + f2(aend - amid) (12-32)

where 0 < f < 1 . This describes a parabola .

The mean leaf age in days accumulated over a time step is calculated by

- -A Otp9 + (A + ~t)(pl Pd Pa)- (12-33)
P9+Pl - Pd - Pa
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The required information for the old-age death term includes death rate and age trigger.

Note that due to the nonlinear temperature dependence of a9 and aa, it is best to perform
a moving average of these coefficients over a period of at least a day.

Summary of vegetation parameters

Parameter Description
Pru(z) Root-length density distribution [L/L3]
C�, Conductance across uptake-root walls [1/T]
ru , Outer diameter of uptake roots [L]

Pla(z) Relative leaf-area-density distribution [1/L]
A~ Area of one leaf [L2]

Pvmin Minimum plant pressure at control point
zv Elevation of plant-pressure control point [L]

~''e�o6le Transpiration enable code (day/night/both)
cx~t Unrestricted leaf growth rate at optimal temperature [1/T]
Tit Optimal temperature for leaf growth [K]
T�, i,~ Minimum temperature for leaf growth [K]
a�,ia Minimum leaf death rate [1/T]

wend Maximum leaf death rate [1/T]
T�,ia Temperature for minimum leaf death rate [1/T]
Tea Temperature for maximum leaf death rate [1/T]
poy Maximum distributed (not canopy) LAI [L2 /L2]

Poa Minimum distributed LAI for moisture-stress death [L2/L2]
Fog Factional transpiration rate required for growth
Foa Minimum fractional transpiration rate before death starts
A~ Mean age at which leaves start dying [T]
Tave Averaging period for F and A [T]
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UNSAT-H model summary

Driving force

UNSAT-H model

UNSAT-H bases transpiration on the use of PET and does not solve for heat transport at the same
time . In all cases considered,

PET = Tp + E~

	

(12-35)

where PET is potential evapotranspiration, TP is potential transpiration, and E~ is potential evap-
oration.

UNSAT-H allows PET to be either directly provided as a boundary condition, or calculated
using the formula

PET= s + ~ [sRni + 70.27(1 + U/100)(ea - ed)]

	

(12-36)

where s is slope of the saturation-vapor-pressure/temperature curve [mb/K], R~i is isothermal net
radiation [mm/d], 7 is psychropmetric constant [mb/K], U is 24-hr wind run [km/d], ea is saturation
vapor pressure at mean air temperature [mb], and ed is actual vapor pressure [mb] .

Two methods are provided in UNSAT-H to partition PET, both based on the ratio of TP to
net radiation, R~ . One relationship is in the form

TP
Rn

where suggested values for cotton and grain sorghum are a = d = 0, b = 0.52, c = 0.5, and e = 3.7 .

The second relationship simply apportions TP/R~ over the growing season . The suggested
relationship for cheatgrass is trapezoidal, with a peak growing season hard-coded from day 90 to
day 150, and linear changes from germination to day 90 and from day 150 to senescence .

An adjustment factor is provided to scale T~/R~ by biomass. The original measurements
were based on 220 gm/m2 ; thus, to double the T~/R~ ratio, one provides UNSAT-H with a biomass
of 440 gm/m2(with the caveat that 0 < T~/R~, < 1) .

Once EP is determined, it is used as a flux boundary condition when the suction head is
less than the air-dry value; otherwise, the top boundary condition is that the suction head value is

12-22
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specified to be the air-dry value. The air-dry value is either user-specified or calculated based on
atmospheric conditions and soil properties .

Implementation in breath

The evaporation boundary condition for breath is based on transport across a boundary layer . This
eliminates the need for a boundary condition switching between vapor flux and specified pressure,
and there is no reason to calculate an air-dry pressure . In the spirit of partitioning PET, the
flux boundary condition due to evaporation will be the minimum of the boundary-layer flux and
PET - T, where T is the total uptake flux .

Uptake distribution

UNSAT-H first distributes T~ through the soil depth based on root length density, pr, converted
into a root density function, RDF, that is the root length within each layer normalized by the total
root length,

The distributed uptake value for a layer is then multiplied by a factor, aJ, based on soil water
content. As implemented, aI is trapezoidal; af = 1 for Bd < B < 8,~, ap = 0 for 8 < Bw or B > Bn,

and aI linearly varies between Bw and Bd.

z1

f pr dz
RDF=

z
~

	

(12-38)
f pr dz

There are several features of the implementation worth noting .

The implementation abruptly cuts off at a threshold value at the wet end due to anaerobic
conditions . This is objectionable numerically, since this is where the solution is already very
twitchy even without the shock of a threshold . Further, it is rare that the soil is almost
saturated so that neglecting the refinement is not likely to have a great impact .

~ The use of water content is objectionable when the soil is heterogeneous, since a different set
of parameters should be provided for each soil type

~ The distribution formulation tends to underpredict uptake, since there is no provision for
extra water to be taken from layers that have water when other layers are dry

12-23
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For all these reasons, the distribution function described in the UNSAT-H documentation will not
be implemented. Instead, the uptake model I developed will be used .

4/20/02 Status of revision.

Over the last few weeks, I revised the input/output structure again. Revision was needed in order
to add multiple vegetation types and discretize the atmospheric boundary layer .

The existing I/O structure basically had several types of variables, depending on whether
they were defined as scalar values, by node, or by element, and what type of variable . Each type of
variable is stored in a single large array that is equivalenced to a list of variables in a single common
block. Thus, each variable can be accessed by name (good for computations) and by address within

a large array (good for I/O) .

Under the existing I/O structure, it is straightforward to add new variables if the variables
have the same dimensions as an existing variable (changing a few spots in the include file and
an initialization statement) but it would be significantly more tedious otherwise, since additional
conditional loops would need to be added in several locations . It turns out that adding multiple
vegetation types makes it desirable to allow variables to be referenced with dimensions in the input
data set (e.g ., vlai(1), vlai(2), etc.) . Since several new dimension sets were needed, I revised the
I/O structure to make it easy to add whole new types of variables including ones with subscripts .

It turns out that somewhere in excess of 600 user-accessible variables are needed with vege-
tation included, with the exact number depending on the number of vegetation types. In addition,
more than 25 different combinations of type and dimension are needed . With this large number of
variables, it is really necessary to impose a strategy that can easily add and subtract variables while
ensuring that transparent updating occurs wherever the I~O structure references the variable .

The strategy is to use Matlab to generate fortran modules. In the Matlab generating scheme,
each variable only requires a one-line description in a table, including name, description, and initial
value. A different table is used for each set of variables with a unique type and dimensions, and yet
another table is used for parameters . A master table describes the characteristics of the variables
in the other tables . This information, together with a list of synonyms for backward compatibility,
is sufficient to generate the include file and a fortran module handling all initialization and I/O
details that depend on the actual storage locations for the variables . The combined modules are
over 2000 lines of code (including comments) .
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The run-time strategy for handling variables is based on a set of tables paralleling the
Matlab tables . One set of tables describes the unique components of each variable, while another
set describes the unique components of each group of variables . A large fraction of the generated
code is a block-data module that initializes these tables .

Each I/O routine that accesses the variables by name calls a driver routine that locates
the name and pointers to the location in memory. The I/O routine also passes the address of
4 functions, one for integer, real, logical, and character variables . The driver routine ultimately
executes the appropriate function for the variable and passes the storage location to that function .
Typical functions are for input, echoing, printing, and restarting .

As the input structure is quite significantly altered from before, there is always the possibility
of bugs. I tested the revised code using the example files for version 1 .2, which were specifically
developed to test a wide variety of I/O options as well as physical scenarios. Some variables
have different names, although synonyms are defined for most of the new names for backward
compatibility, so the old input files all had to be modified to some extent . Each example pointed
out one or more bugs, but ultimately all ran All but one of the examples provided exactly the same
results as before (evidenced by a diff command on the output files), while the last example only
differed in the 4th or 5th decimal place.

I expect that there may be a few more things to shake down, but I conclude that the new I/O
structure is working pretty well . From this point on, it will be trivially easy to add new variables
to breath, at least as far as I/O is concerned ; before, revising I/O made adding new capabilities a
daunting prospect .

4/2402 Revised equations.

I've been testing a prototype in Matlab, which suggests revisions to the equations for dynamics . A
revised form is discussed here .

Vegetation dynamics

Over a simulation that extends through a growing season, the vegetation must change state (e.g .,
add/drop leaves) . The three major components of the vegetation system are leaves, transport roots,
and uptake roots. Leaves were discussed before . I am using a simple prototype to investigate the
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effect of different strategies for allocating uptake (e.g ., hydrostatic, dual-continuum, and UNSAT-
H) . In the process, I am testing the importance of root evolution as well .

Root dynamics

Following the approach developed for leaves, uptake roots are assumed to change according to the
relationship

a~u
= a9Pu

CPuog
- 1/ ~~'Pu uog

where

The three terms on the right-hand-side represent growth, death due to moisture stress, and
death due to old age. Each term only operates when the individual components are all positive,
and the adjustment factors after the apu components for a term are assumed to be jointly in the
range 0 to 1 . The a coefficients are all assumed to be of the same form as the corresponding leaf
coefficients .

The puo terms are tied to the local transport-root vertical-area density by assuming that an
ever-increasing fraction of the transport area can be devoted to local uptake, using the form

where

where

pu root-length density for uptake roots
a rate constant [1/T]
A average age

Pt

~tuo

zg

z

LtTnax

The Fuo terms are tied to pu using

\

	

_ Puod

	

_ ~'

	

fl- l l -adPu C1

	

pu
) (1

	

Food)
-aaPu

~Auoa

zg -z
Puo = ~t7/OPt Lt~az

vertical transport-root area density [L2 /L2]
maximum uptake-root length per unit pt
ground-surface elevation [L]
local elevation [L]
maximum transport-root depth [L]

Fuo = I-~quoPu

(12-40)
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o target uptake flux per unit

Transport roots are assumed to change according to the relationship

where terms are analogous to the uptake-root relationship . The a coefficients are all assumed to
be of the same form as the corresponding uptake and leaf coefficients . Note that unlike the leaf
and uptake relationships, no a Priori upper or lower limits are imposed for transport roots.

The set of relationships drives root distributions towards a characteristic depth and density
profile . Descriptions of the plant including maximum rooting depth and maximum uptake-root
length per unit stem area tend to drive the allocation patterns towards ever-decreasing transport
and maximum-uptake capacities with depth, although actual uptake capacity adjusts according to
moisture .

4/26/02 Revised equations.

~t = asPt CFF9
- 1

/
- adPt C1 - F~dl - aaPt CAAa - 1/

I found that updating p from dp/dt = fap using

5/06/02 Vegetation implementation .

(12-42)

p E- (1 + adOt)p

	

(12-43)

p ~ (1 - ahOt)p

	

(12-44)

where ad is 1/time-to-doubling and ah is 1/time-to-halving, did not work correctly unless adOt = 1
and ah~t = 1/2. The error is because of compounding over many time steps. For example, in the
limit of many tiny time steps the final p ends up a factor of e too large for doubling . The adjusted
forms are

adOt = 1 + tad°c

for doubling and halving, respectively. In all of the growth equations discussed here, a0t < 1 and
the adjustment is tacitly assumed.

Based on the similarity between uptake patterns for the UNSAT-H and hydrostatic-mechanistic
algorithms, even when adaptive root-length distributions are allowed, I am not going to look at
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dual-continuum uptake patterns in the prototype at this time . Both algorithms tested suggest that
shrub uptake is only limiting when plant (and soil) pressures are about at the wilting pressure for
typical root-length densities . However, I will implement both uptake strategies, and an adaptive
growth algorithm for roots .

The prototype investigations suggest that shrub transpiration is rate-limited by stomatal
diffusion of water vapor, although for grasses and for shrubs under very still conditions there may be
influence from the leaf boundary layer as well . Under most environmental conditions the necessary
information for shrubs is stomate area density and dimensions . This is most easily handled by
specifying these quantities on a per-leaf-area basis, and working with the more readily available
LAI.

The leaf dynamics model discussed in the 4/19/02 entry depends on a target LAI for both
growth and death. In the investigation of phreatophytic-shrub behavior in Owens Valley, CA,
reported in the entry dated 5/2/02 in the chapter devoted to model development for the ambient
hydrology KTI, LAI peaks somewhere between the peak day for shortwave radiation and the peak
day for temperature, about a month later. This occurs for shrubs that are not moisture-limited,
and LAI is measured as a function of Julian day. However, it is undesirable to use LAI described
by day, since the function is site specific .

The implementation for LAI will be in terms of LAI per unit stem area . The following
options will be provided

Specified LAI/stem area

- Time-varying input

- Constant

Specified target LAI for growth and death

- Time-varying input

- Constant

- ~nctional form based on temperature and/or net radiation
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The preferred functional form for target LAI (both growth and death) is in the form

which represents a parabolic dependence on temperature and a linear dependence on net radiation .
Both models will be available for both parameters, and either can be neglected . Remember, the
functional form represents the results of a long optimization search by the species and does not
necessarily mean that transpiration constraints are at play.

The functional form is more flexible than is probably justified by the available data . I
suggest setting pt = pr = 1 as a default.

The leaf-dynamic model needs to be modified based on the form of the LAI distribution over
the year for the Owens Valley phreatophytes. The form is symmetric about the peak, which implies
that shrubs voluntarily reduce LAI even without an apparent stress . Also, the prototype suggests
that shrub transpiration is essentially unaffected by the windspeed profile . The implication is
that individual shrubs primarily grow higher for reproductive success (perhaps for better radiation
access, too) and that transpiration is not really responsive to the distribution of leaf-area density.
Accordingly, the leaf-dynamics model is modified to the form

at -at9L C
L

L
x

-1 / (F
-1

9
Lmax- aldL (1 -

	

L

- aldL (1 - LL2n ) (1 - Fd

- alaatdL
CAd

- 1 1

	

(12-55)

where L is LAI and the F parameters represent fraction of stomates open . All terms in parentheses
are dimensionless and clamped to the range of 0 to 1 . In this form, LAI�, ax and LAI�,in are the

12-29

LAIlo9 = LAIo9f(T,Sw ) (12-47)

f
ft,I r_

- [wrft -~ (1 - wr)frJ
(12-48)

ft = P(T~ Tend ~ Tmid ~ ftmin, ftmax )fit (12-49)

fr = L(Sw~ Slo, Shi, frmin~,Irmax)Pr (12-50)

P(x, xend~ xmid~ vends vmid) = vendfp + vmid(1 - fP) (12-51)

fp(
2

x = - -~ xend, xmid) max(-1 ~ min~1~ (x xend)(xmid xend)) (12-52)

L(x, xlo, xhi~ vlo> vhi) -- (1 vlo) .fl + Z1hi,fl (12-53)

fl (x~ xlo, xhi) = max(0, mind, (x - xlo)~(xhi - xlo)J) (12-54)
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target LAI values described just above. For completeness, the same model will be made available
for Fy , Fd, and Ad although the simplest model would typically be used due to lack of information.
Also, note that the age-death term may be most appropriate for annuals.

as
For additional flexibility, a saturation model based on the sigmoid function will be included

well to augment the linear ramp. A sigmoid function based on tanh(x) is

5/20/02 Vegetation input.

(Lixo _ Loxi)

~~_

i

xo
(12-56)

Lo = In ~~ - l l

	

(12-57)

L1 = In C 1 1 b - 1 1

	

(12-58)

small offset, and xo a

//

nd xl are the values of x where f = band f = 1 - b,where0<b<lisa
respectively. The sigmoid is linear near its midpoint .

For consistency, the corresponding root parameters will have the same model dependencies
available . Although no shortwave radiation hits roots, the plant can signal roots based on radiation .
Also note that there is some basis for uptake roots having seasonal targets as well, since respiration
is temperature-dependent.

Adding vegetation requires that new control variables be implemented. These are listed here for
planning purposes . Each vegetation type has its own set of control variables . Control variables and
options for vegetative fluxes are listed in Table 12-1 . Control variables and options for vegetative
growth are listed in Table 12-2 .

The vegetation module should be considered an essentially standalone package from the
standpoint of the main code . With this in mind, the vegetation module only needs to provide the
main code with values for total vegetative uptake flux and the derivatives with respect to the state
variables (pressure or vapor density, and temperature) .
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Table 12-1 : Control variables and options for vegetative fluxes .

Variable Option Description

zvmodep Vegetation pressure mode
inactive Vegetation not required
none Pressure not required
hydrostatic Hydrostatic pressure in vegetation - 1 (stem) pressure solved for
statevar Pressure in vegetation solved for as a separate continuum (not imple-

mented immediately)

zvuptake Model for distributed uptake (limit is imposed by potential transpiration)
none No uptake required
dtrancyl Diffusive transfer with cylinder model
limitvwc Transpiration-determined uptake limited by volumetric-water-content

function (UNSAT-H)
limitp Transpiration-determined uptake limited by pressure function (like

UNSAT-H but with pressure function instead of water content)

zvpottran Model for potential transpiration rate
none None required
dtransph Diffusive transfer with spherical model
dtrancyl Diffusive transfer with cylinder model
netradl Rate determined by function of net radiation (UNSAT-H model)
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Table 12-2 : Control variables and options for vegetative growth .

Variable Option Description

zvglai Vegetation LAI growth mode
static Determined from user input
sine Determined with sinusoidal function
trap Determined with trapezoidal function
dynamic Determined through dynamic growth model (not implemented immediately)

zvgleaf Vegetation distributed-leaf growth mode
static Determined from user input
dynamic Determined through dynamic growth model (not implemented immediately)

zvgtrad Vegetation transport-area-density growth mode
static Determined from user input
dynamic Determined through dynamic growth model (not implemented immediately)

zvgurld Vegetation uptake length density growth mode
static Determined from user input
equilib Equilibrium mode
dynamic Determined through dynamic growth model (not implemented immediately)
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13 Performance Assessment Research, Task 3 - Vertical ODE
Solver

Account Number: 20-5704-193
Collaborators :

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE --> $ODE

Objective:

	

The first proposed objective put forth by Sitakanta on November 16, in a meeting
with Gordon and myself, is to examine vertical fluxes of both liquid and vapor at YM under the
influence of the geothermal gradient . Gordon used an ODE solver previously to handle liquid
fluxes only. Immediately after the meeting, Bill Murphy mentioned to me that he had previously
examined 14 C fluxes and concluded that diffusion is the dominant mechanism. Quickly checking this
statement with a simple analytic solution for a homogeneous column, liquid flux may be supported
up to 10 mm/yr.

Based on the meeting and on the 14 C results, the objective is two-fold : (i) create numer-
ical tools to integrate the steady-state flow and transport equations, using an ODE solver where
applicable ; and (ii) use the tools to estimate what fluxes might be admissible with all sources of
information. As Matlab has ODE solvers built in, the tools will be developed in Matlab .

12/23/95 Governing Equations.

The basic nonisothermal multiphase, multicomponent flow and transport equations are the starting
point for the development . The development is presented in Stothoff (1995) .

Summary of governing equations

Mass balance

where

' ' - - -
Oft

(E«P«X«) + 0 (E«P«X«V«) +0 ~« 'S'cY E«P«X«R~« 0, (13-1)

.l« - E«P«X«(V« - v«)~ (13-2)

13-1
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where

is the volume fraction for phase a,
pa

	

is the density of phase a,
Xa

	

is the mass fraction of species i in phase a,
va is the mass-average velocity of phase a,

ja is the non-advective flux of phase a,
Ra

	

is the external supply of species i in phase a, and
Sa

	

is the exchange of mass with other phases of species i in phase a.

The following additional constraints must also be obeyed :

leading to the mass-averaged phase velocity,

The following definition is used throughout to average from a species-defined variable, Ba, to a
phase-average quantity, B~, (unless otherwise specified) :

Nbp~c

B« _ ~ XaBa

	

( 13-6)
i=1

Nspec
i iva = ~ ~(aVtx'

i=1
(13-7)

Note that there are other, comparable, averaging definitions, such as molar-averaging or volume-
averaging (Bird et al ., 1960) .

The mass-averaged phase velocity for a fluid phase in a porous medium is assumed to be
described using Darcy's law, so that

Qa = Ea(~'a - Vs) _ - ~~a ' (~Pa -F- pa9~z)~

	

( 13-g)

13-2

Nphasc

1= Ea, (13-3)
=i

Nsp«
1= ~ 7Ca

x (13-4)
i=1

Nphase Nspec

1 = ~ ~ Sa . (13-5)
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qa

	

is the volumetric flux of phase a per unit area [L T-1 ],

vs	isthe velocity of the solid phase [L T-1 ],

k is the intrinsic permeability [L 2 ],
is the mobility of phase a, or k, .~/p,~,

k,.~

	

is the relative permeability of phase a, where k,.a = k,.a (Pa ) [-],
P,«	isthe dynamic viscosity of phase a [ML-1T-1],

Pa	isthe pressure of phase a [ML -1T-2 ],
g is the acceleration due to gravity [L T-2], and
z is the elevation [L] .

ODE form for equations

The equations that will be considered for the ODE solver consist of mass balance for the water
species, mass balance for the liquid phase, mass balance for the total fluid mass, mass balance for
the 14C species, and global energy balance. The equations will all be steady state.

Mass balance equations for species

For mass balance of the water species in the aqueous phase, assume that dissolved species
cause negligible diffusive flux of the water species (ji = 0), the mass fraction of the water species
in the liquid water is approximately 1 (Xi = 1), and there is no external source of water. Subscript
l refers to the liquid (water) phase, superscript w refers to the water species.

~ ~ (EtPW~) - Si = 0~

	

(13-9)

For mass balance of the water species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source
of vapor, but there may be gas-phase advection as well as diffusion within the gas phase. Subscript
g refers to the gas phase, superscript w refers to the water species (vapor) .

( E9P9XgVg) +0 ' [ E9P9X9 (V9 - Vg)] -'Sg - 0.

	

(13-10)

For mass balance of the air species in the gas phase, assume there is no external source
of air. Subscript g refers to the gas phase, superscript a refers to the air species (a mixture of
everything but water vapor and 14 C .

0 ~ ( E9P9XgVg) + ~ ' [E9P9Xg(Vg - V9)] - Sg - 0 .

13-3
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For mass balance of the 14C species in the liquid phase, assume there is no external source
of 14 C . Subscript l refers to the liquid phase, superscript c refers to the 14 C species.

For mass balance of the 14C species in the solid phase, assume there is no external source
of 14 C, there is no movement of the solid phase, and there is no diffusion. Subscript s refers to the
solid phase, superscript c refers to the 14 C species.

Exchange of mass between phases

where

pvs is saturated vapor density [M L-s],

pi is liquid water density [M L-s],
Pc

	

is the pressure of the liquid phase (water) [M L-1T_2],
T is temperature [K],
R is the ideal gas coefficient [8.3143 J mole-1 ],

Mv,

	

is the molecular weight of water [18 gm mole-1 ] .

Ss = 0.

	

(13-13)

Exchange of the water species with the solid phase is assumed zero (Ss = 0), as is exchange
of the air species with the solid phase (Ss = 0) .

The water species is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium
relationship,

Py = Pvs exP ~
pRTl

	

for Pv, < 0,

	

(13-14)

Pvs = ai exp[a2 - (a3 ~T) - a4 1n(T)]

	

(13-15)

In the cgs system, al = 1, a2 = 46 .440973, a3 = 6790.4985, a4 = 6.02808, T is in degrees
Kelvin, and pvs is in units of gm cm-3.

In addition, 14C is assumed to partition between liquid and gas phases using an equilibrium
relationship,

Pi = (Kd)~P9,

where (Kd)° is a distribution coefficient (a typical value for YM is 40, according to Murphy (1995)) .

13-4
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12/30/95 First Results.

The first sets of simulations were run over the past few days . The simulations considered liquid and
vapor fluxes for the UZ16 data set presented in (Bata et al ., 1994, pp . 7-19-7-25) . Two thermal
cases were considered, isothermal and linear temperature variation as a surrogate for the geothermal
gradient . For each thermal case, 6 moisture flux cases were considered, with input moisture fluxes
changing from 10-s to 100 mm/yr by an order of magnitude at a time . A number of input
and coding errors were detected, but finally these were shaken out and the resulting simulations
were found to be comparable to the simulations in Baca et al . (1994) . The previous simulations
considered net downward fluxes of 0.0086 mm/yr and 0.0135 mm/yr, but did not consider fracture
flow . In the current work, a reference fractured continuum was assumed to exist in each unit having
low permeability (k < 10-s cm2 ) .

As might be suspected, vapor transport is not significant except for extremely small overall
fluxes, as vapor fluxes are generally on the order of 10 -a mm/yr, with spikes in fluxes at interfaces
on the order of 10_s mm/yr to as much as 10-2 mm/yr. Only the low-flow cases are much impacted
by this amount of vapor flux .

The simulations were generated using $ODE/run_ODE~ets.m, which calls a hierarchy
of additional files located in the same directory. Solutions are saved as Matlab mat files . Plotting
is done using $ODE/fancy_ODE_plots.m. A description of outputs is found in Table 13-1 .

Carbon-system chemistry

Table 13-1 : File Description (1230/95)

Murphy et al . (1996) consider the impact of near-field thermal loading on 14C transport .
The geochemical model of the carbon system assumes local chemical equilibrium, and mass and

13- 5

File Name Description

ODE_gTO.mat Liquid and vapor outputs assuming isothermal temperature of 20 °C. Variables
subscripted with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 refer to inposed downward fluxes of 10-3 ,
10-2 , 10-1 , 10~, 101 , and 102 mm/yr, respectively.

ODE_gTref.mat Same as ODE_gTO.mat, except assuming temperature gradient of 0.0177
°C/m, increasing downwards.
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aH+ aCaC03 (cc)

where (l), (aq), (g), and (cc) refer to liquid, aqueous, gas, and calcite phases, respectively ; ai denotes
the thermodynamic activity of species i, fcp2(g) denotes the fugacity of COZ(g), and f°co2(g) is the
reference fugacity of COZ(g) (1 bar) . In addition to the species in reactions 13-17 to 13-21, Na+ is
included to represent other basic aqueous cations.

Local charge balance in the aqueous phase is represented by

mH+ + mNa+ + 2mca2+ = mHCO3 + 2mCO3- + moH-,

nCOz(g) + nCOz(aq) + nC03_ + nHC03 + nCaC03(cc) = nC,

nCa2+ + nCaC03(cc) = nCa

(13-27)

where mz is the molality (number of moles per kg of solvent) of species i. Local mass conservation
for carbon is expressed by

(13-28)

where n2 is the number of moles of species i. Similarly, local mass conservation for calcium is
expressed by

(13-29)

Sodium is conserved in the aqueous phase. The mass of H2O is conserved in the hydrologic model,
and the equilibrium distribution between gas and liquid phases is also calculated in the hydrologic

13-6

charge conservation . Closely following Murphy et al . (1996), the chemical reactions are :

H+ + OH- = H20(l) (13-17)

H+ + C03- = HC03 (13-18)

H20(l) + COZ (aq) = H+ + HC03 (13-19)

H20(l) + COZ(g) = H+ + HC03 (13-20)

H+ + CaC03(cc) = Cat+ + HC03 (13-21)

and the corresponding mass-action relations are:

Ki aHaO(~)= (13-22)
aH+aOH-

K2 aHCO3= (13-23)
aH+ aC03

Ks
aH+ aHC03= (13-24)

aH20(l)aC02(aq)

Ka
aH+aHC03- (13-25)

(fC02(g)~~COz(g))aHz O (~)

K5
aCaz+ aHCO-s= (13-26)
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model. The system is completely oxidized, so there are no oxidation-reduction reactions relevant
to the system .

Thermodynamic activities in the mass action relations 13-22 to 13-26 are related to the
number of moles and to molalities by

ni'YZ
~i = nli'yi =

	

,
WH2 O

where 7Z is the activity coefficient of aqueous species i and WHzp is the mass of H20(l) in the
representative volume . Activity coefficients are calculated according to

Nsp~~

I = - ~ miz?, (13-32)
z

-i

where I is the ionic strength and zi is the electrical charge of species i (Helgeson, 1969), and A, ai,
B, and B are empirical coefficients .

Assuming Dalton's law is valid for the low pressure gas phase, the C02(g) fugacity is related
to the number of moles of gaseous C0 2 by the ideal gas law,

where

U is internal energy per unit mass,

qe is the heat flux,
t is the stress tensor,

Sea

	

is the exchange of energy from other species and other phases,

Rea

	

is the supply of energy from external sources.

(13-30)

13-7

fcoa(g) = PCOs(g) = nCOa(g)RT/E9, (13-33)

where PCpz(g) is the partial pressure of CO2 .

1/1/96 More Theory.

Energy balance

Following the Stothoff (1995) documentation, energy balance is defined by

(E«P«XaUa) + 0 ' (E«P«XaUaV«) + ~ ' E«(qe + t ' V)« - e«P«XaRea = 0~ (13-34)
C~t
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Note that there is a change in energy when a species changes phase (i .e ., latent heat) or
when a species reacts (i .e ., radioactive decay, endothermal reactions, exothermal reactions) .

Summing over all species in each phase,

at (EapaUa) + ~ ' (EapaHa~'a) + 0 ' lEagen) - 'S ea - EapaRea = 0 .

	

(13-35)

The global energy balance equation results from summing over all phases, thereby cancelling out
the Sea terms (since they must sum to zero).

Bird et al . (1960) give an excellent description of mass and energy fluxes for multiple
components within a single phase. The following section summarizes the Bird et al . (1960) results .

where Fli is the partial molal enthalpy of species i, and Mi is the molecular weight of species i.
Bird et al . (1960) term q(~) complex and usually of minor importance .

In terms of the energy flux with respect to stationary coordinates, ~letot,

(13-39)

where ~ is the pressure tensor (t+Pb) . When q (~ ) , [t ~v~, and (Zpv2)v are of negligible importance
(which occurs for most porous medium situations, parenthetically), getot can be approximated by

Nspec
Hi

getot = -kOT + ~ n~. PXi~li~

	

(13-40)
i=i

13-8

The total energy flux relative to the mass average velocity, gerei, is given by

~lerel = q(c) + q(d) + q(x), (13-36)

where

q(e) is the conductive energy flux,
q(d) is the energy flux caused by interdiffusion, and

q(~) is the Dufour flux, or flux caused by mechanical driving forces .

In summary,

where k is the instantaneous local thermal conductivity,

Nsp~~ H.a .
q(d) -

- ~ llif.~i~ (13-38)
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Definition of non-advective fluxes

Again following Bird et al . (1960), nonadvective fluxes within a phase are broken into four
components : (i) ordinary diffusion j(x) , (ii) pressure diffusion j(P), (iii) forced diffusion j(9) , and (iv)
thermal diffusion j(T) . These are defined by

where

negative .

-_ c2
Napes

Ji

	

PRT ~ MZM~Dij
j=1

j(n) _
2 Napec
C

	

~, MiMjDijPRT j=i

The Dij and DT have the following properties :

Nap° ` 8Gj
(aXk~=1 S~j,~

~~7

(13-42)

C2
Napec

j(s) = PRT ~ MiMjDij
j=1

Napec

bj - ~ Pk bk

	

(13-43)
k=i P

c is the molar density of the solution [mole L-s],

Xi

	

is the mole fraction of species i (Xi = ci/c),

Dij is the multicomponent diffusion coefficient,
b is the external force,
G is the partial molal free enthalpy (Gibbs free energy) [J/M], and
V is the partial molal volume .

0 = Dii, (13-45)
Napec

0 = ~ DT,

	

(13-46)
i=1

Napec

0 = ~ (MiMjDij - Mz M,~Di~) .

	

(13-47)
i=1

Note that when Nspe~ > 2 the quantities Dij and Dji are not in general equal, and may in fact be

Bird et al . (1960) comment on these quantities as following. There may be net movement
of the species in a mixture through pressure diffusion if there is a pressure gradient on the system,
but this term is very small unless centrifuging is occurring. The forced diffusion term is primarily

13-9
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important in ionic systems, in which the external force on an ion is equal to the product of the
ionic charge and the local electric field strength, thus each ionic species may be under the influence
of a different force. Gravity acts on each species equal and j(9) = 0. The thermal diffusion term is
quite small unless very steep temperature gradients are imposed.

When considering a binary mixture, the relationship (dGA)Tp = RTdIn aA can be used to
define an alternate form of j~~ ) ,

In natural waters in a porous medium, pressure diffusion and thermal diffusion are negligible .
Generally dissolved species are so dilute that nonadvective mass flux is adequately described with
binary ordinary diffusion, each species with liquid water.

When considering ordinary diffusion in multicomponent gases at low density (i .e., atmo-
spheric pressures), the ordinary diffusion equation becomes

The Dz~ coefficients depend on concentration.

Definition of ODE treatment of chemistry

z
J(A) _

	

_-JB)_
c MAMBDAB (81naA)

	

~XA~

	

(13-48)
P

	

X T,p

~~) - c2
Nsp~~

j2

	

- - ~ MiM;Dz,OX,

	

(13-49)
P ~-i

In the spirit of the ODE treatment of water fluxes, the fluxes of the elements in the system
are assumed to be spatially invariant, since the system is assumed to be at steady state . Thus, qC,

qCa, and qNa are assumed to be constants. An approach for specifying these values is by assuming
that the flux at the top boundary for each element is completely advective . Given the concentration
at the top and the liquid flux, the mass flux for each element is completely specified throughout
the domain.

Chemistry is specified based on the mass balance equation for carbon and the charge balance
equation (Equations 13-28 and 13-27) . The mass action equations and thermodynamic relationships
are substituted into the balance equations, yielding a pair of equations in two unknowns, axco-3
and aH . Note that the balance equations are functions of activity coefficients, which are functions
of temperature and composition .

13- 10
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1/4/96 Data.

Since the geochemistry is a function of temperature, thermal properties of the YM stratigraphy are
necessary. Thermal properties from Table C-1 in Sandia National Laboratories (1994) is copied in
Table 13-2 .

Table 13-2 : Thermal properties from TSPA-1993.

1/16/96 Results and close-out of project.

Due to the reorganization of projects at the CNWRA, the Performance Assessment Research
Project is being closed out . Accordingly, this entry serves to close out the contribution under
the current organizational structure . It is anticipated that the geochemistry work may continue
under the new KTI for Ambient Flow, and some of the hydrology work may as well . Today's entry
identifies the conclusions from the work thus far .

The simulations run to date have assumed one of two thermal conditions : (i) isothermal, with
no thermal gradient, and (ii) linear thermal gradient, with no consideration of thermal properties
or energy transport . For the second case, it is assumed that thermal conduction fa,r outweighs
energy redistribution through advective means (liquid and vapor fluxes) . The data in Table 13-2
indicates that thermal conductivity is relatively uniform, with somewhat lower conductivity in the
PTn unit and almost twice as high in the TSw2 unit, so the linear assumption shouldn't be too
bad .

Upper Lower Thermal
Contact Contact Conductivity Heat Capacitance

Unit (m) (m) (W/mK) T < 94°C 94°C < T < 114°C 114°C < T

TCw 0 36.0 1.65 2 .0313 9.3748 2 .0979
PTn 36.0 74.1 0.85 2 .2286 29.3110 1 .5236
TSwl 74.1 204.2 1.60 2 .0775 12.2655 2.0219
TSw2 204.2 383.5 2 .10 2 .1414 10.4768 2.1839
TSw3 393.5 409.3 1.28 2 .0530 4.5193 2.5535
CHnly 409.3 414.5 1 .20 2 .5651 35.3680 1 .6702
CHnlz 414.5 518.5 1 .28 2 .6709 35.3854 2.2835
CHn2 518.5 535.2 1 .30 2 .5512 22.3349 1 .9599
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The set of simulations are described in the entry for 12/30/95 . The plots were finalized
today from the previous simulations . Plots of resulting distributions from the isothermal case
are shown in Figures 13-1 and 13-2 ; corresponding plots of the linear-thermal-gradient case are
shown in Figures 13-3 and 13-4 . In general, increasing flux rates yield increasing moisture content,
saturation, and pressure . The color schemes for the lines are consistent through all plots. Gaps
in fracture distributions occur in several nonwelded units, where it was assumed that no fractures
exist.

Based on the Figures 13-1 through 13-4, the geothermal gradient at Yucca Mountain should
result in vapor fluxes less than 10_s mm/yr, except for spikes at interfaces between highly contrast-
ing material properties . Accordingly, it can be concluded that whenever overall fluxes are greater
than 1 mm/yr, vapor fluxes are completely insignificant and can be neglected . As a consequence,
it can be concluded that the impact of the geothermal gradient on water fluxes is not large at YM
unless extremely low fluxes exist . On the other hand, there may be some (presumably relatively
small) impact on the geochemistry ; this issue remains to be examined under the new KTI.

1/20/97 Final entry .

This project has been closed out due to reorganization . The work is being continued under the
Unsaturated and Saturated Flow in Isothermal Conditions KTI. This will be the final entry for this
project in this notebook and the project will not show up in subsequent printouts .
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Ambient KTI - Vertical ODE Solver

Account Number: 20-5708-861
Collaborators:

	

Sitakanta Mohanty, Gordon Wittmeyer
Directories :

	

$HOME2/Matlab/ODE -> $ODE

Objective:

	

This work is a continuation of work started under the Performance Assessment Re-
search Project . Due to reorganization of the CNWRA projects, the previous task was discontinued .
Goals of the previous task are being followed here .

2/6/96 Development of 3D ODE Solver .

An idea had occurred to me when the ODE project was first presented, which is to use the Runge-
Kutta integration for a heterogeneous steady-state 3D flow domain. As a brief recap, the 1D Solver
using the ODE formalism integrates in the z direction the steady-state flow equation in the form

qv
- K(p)(aP + p9 az ) = constant,

	

(14-1)ax ax
where thermal and vapor effects are neglected for simplicity . The subscripts v and h in the following
refer to vertical and horizontal, respectively. This is actually a simplification of the full statement,

subject to appropriate boundary conditions .

D~q=O,

	

(14-2)

Due to the essentially 1D nature of flow in the unsaturated zone at YM, it may be possible
to extend the procedure to 3D in a computationally profitable manner. By assuming gravity
drainage along a top or bottom boundary with a known boundary flux distribution (presumably
top offers advantages since flux information is specified from shallow conditions), the equations can
be integrated in one direction, yielding

z

qv+J ~h~ghdz=0

	

(14-3)
zo

for each of several columns . There is an associated total-vertical-flux conservation equation,

N

gtot =~qi = constant,

	

(14-4)
i=1

14-1
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which can be used to normalize horizontal fluxes calculated between adjacent columns . The practi-
cal case uses perfectly horizontal layers to hold information required for the integrations . It will be
necessary to carry along cumulative lateral fluxes . A purely 1D solution using the generic matlab
ode23 routine requires many thousands of vertical steps; however, this might be improved by taking
into account stratigraphy.

2~18~96 3D ODE solver code development outline .

The idea is to develop a simple steady-state flow solver suitable for handling 1D, 2D, and 3D
test cases. The immediate presentation need is for a paper due in 10 days . There are two YM
applications that such a solver would be very usefizl for, examining PTn shedding and providing
initial conditions in a heterogeneous medium. Future extensions to the geothermal regime and
perhaps to geochemistry are possible as well .

The application is firmly in the method of lines (MOL) camp, which treats all but one of
the coordinate directions in a differential equation uniformly and integrates the remaining direction
in a different way. Most MOL applications integrate time as the odd direction . The twist here
is that one of the space directions is the odd direction, as time is not a factor . In 1D, the idea
is nothing new. I haven't run across the idea in higher dimensions, which is not to say that
other applications have never been made. There are related ideas that have been used, in formally
vertically averaging strongly horizontal situations . In porous-media flow simulations, Phillips (1991)
discusses applications where the lateral pressure gradient is essentially constant over the vertical .
Jeff Laible and I discussed a shallow-water application where the pressure equation is vertically
integrated, but the vertical integration is done numerically. We also discussed this in regard to the
Princeton Transport Code. I sent him email today requesting a reference on this idea if he has it .

As with boundary elements, compatible pressures and normal fluxes are required along all
boundaries . In 1D, if a pressure and a flux condition are specified, and there are no sources or
sinks, the problem is fully specified by integrating from the known-pressure boundary to the other
boundary. In any other case, an interative (shooting) procedure is required, where successive values
of boundary fluxes are tried until compatibility is achieved . I believe that the higher-dimensional
solver should use a staged approach, where first a 1D solution is obtained by using equivalent
material properties to get approximate solutions, then subdividing columns to get successively
more refined solutions . It may be possible to subdivide one column at a time .

The formalism for the approach is as follows. Starting with a steady-state mass balance

14- 2
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equation,

integrating vertically,

and integrating horizontally,

z2

p~q - 1- Q=0,

	

(145)

z2

[D .q+Q]dz=0~
zl

[qv]Zi + f [Oh ' qh -~ Q] dz = 0,

	

( 14-6)
zl

z2

fl(z)

	

zl

the formal set of equations are developed,
z2

.(2(z)

	

fl(z)

	

.fl(z) zl
z2

gv(z1) d,fl - f f (~h ~ qh + Q) d .(l dz .

	

(14-8)
dl (z) zl d2(z)

Note that Q includes internal sources and lateral boundary conditions . Also note that the procedure
can accommodate variable horizontal cross sections [,(l = ,fl(z)], such as might occur if the top and
bottom boundaries slope.

Another way to look at the problem is on the differential level, creating a system of ordinary
diffential equations. Starting with the steady-state mass balance equation,

~~q+Q= a9v+[~h'qh+Q]=0,

	

(14-9)

and if Yl = P, Y2 = qz, and (~)' refers to e(~)/ez, two equations are obtained :

~'2 = -K(~'i)[~'i + P9z~]

	

~

	

Yi = -[Y2/K(Yi)] - P9z~,

	

(1410)

(14-11)

14-3
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Assuming that ph ~ qh is constant within a column yields the integral form for divergence,

~ph'ghd~ = ph'gh~d,(l= f ri'clhClo,
0

fri'ghdo fri'ghdQ
ph . 9h __ o

f d~

	

_ a

	

A

	

(14-12)

n

The first cut prototype to check out the idea will be located in $HOME2/Matlab/MoL .
The program design assumes that a number of vertical columns are specified at the finest horizontal
scale desired . The horizontal equations will be solved using finite-volume ideas as a quick first cut,
so that lateral fluxes will be handled with a set of connection arrays, including pointers to columns
and physical variables . Of course, finite element or finite difference ideas could be applied.

For each column, running values of P and aP/8z are maintained by the ODE solver . In
addition, there will need to be a running total of qv(z) . For the differential approach, this is also
maintained by the ODE solver .

In general, one would be able to integrate either bottom up or top down . For the first cut,
bottom up will be assumed. Thus, the integration steps that must be followed by the program
include : (i) given the current-level pressure, calculate lateral fluxes and vertical conductivity ; (ii)
update the vertical fluxes ; (iii) calculate the vertical pressure gradient ; (iv) let the ODE solver pre-
dict the next level for pressure . Wrapped around the vertical integration procedure is a boundary-
condition compatibility update procedure . This will need to be discussed with Gordon ; today only
the vertical integration will be worked on .

The representation of system geometry and material heterogeneity is a critical step . One
option is to use a finite-difference or finite-element representation, which is particularly appropriate
if the solution is required for initial conditions . If the method is to be used as a standalone
procedure, it is better to use the actual layering geometry due to the very high vertical resolution
that will end up being used . For the PTn layering, the second approach is better ; to test against
other methods, the first approach is better . I suppose that I should test it first . Sigh .

A few test problems occur to me. The simplest is a deep homogeneous domain with a strip
source and gravity drainage or a water table at the bottom . The next simplest is a homogeneous
domain with boundary conditions so that flow turns a corner . Adding layers is next, then holes in
the layers . Robustness might be checked at a first cut with a lateral-flow problem.
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2/19/96 Boundary condition issues .

~~+i - ~~ + 0~,

2/22/96 Interim results and perturbation theory.

I discussed the issue of boundary condition matching with Gordon today. A difficulty with the
approach is that boundary conditions are typically specified for pressure, normal flux, or a linear
combination of pressure and normal flux along all boundaries in the domain . The difficulties
arise where the columns terminate (i .e ., the top and bottom of the domain) . The MOL approach
discussed above requires that both pressure and normal flux are specified at one boundary and both
are integrated to reach the other with no impact from the other boundary condition. Accordingly,
the MOL approach requires an excess of information at the first end and a deficit at the other.
To remedy this problem, the over-specified boundary condition at the bottom must be adjusted so
that the specified boundary condition at the top is exactly specified . A shooting method will be
used for this purpose.

Using the notation y for the boundary condition vector at the underspecified end and ~ for
the over-specified boundary condition, an update to the current ~ value is found using Newton's
method, which is a steepest-descent method. The process is summarized by

(14-13)

(14-14)

where y refers to the predicted value at iteration k and y is the required value. The Jacobian
matrix (matrix of gradients) will be evaluated using numerical perturbation ; some testing will be
necessary to evaluate the perturbation size . It may be desirable to use the Newton step as a descent
direction and do some line-searching, since each entry in the Jacobian matrix requires a simulation .

A prototype for the quasi-1D approach was coded using Matlab files rifleman.m, generic_rifle-
man_prime.m, and probleml .m, all in directory $HOME,2/Matlab/MoL. These files respec-
tively represent a somewhat generic shooting algorithm, a shell for the matlab ODE solver, and a
collection of code bits implementing a simple problem all packaged into one file . Additional prob-
lems could be examined by copying the probleml.m file and modifying the problem-dependent
bits .

The problem of interest is a rectangular domain with a bottom water table boundary con-
dition, no-flow sides, and a strip mass source across part of the top and no flow for the remainder .
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Purely unsaturated conditions were examined, with only liquid considered . The nominal dimen-
sions were 100 cm x 100 cm, with saturated conductivity of 10-s cm/sec, van Genuchten m of 0.2,
and bubbling pressure of 104 gm/cm-s2. Ranges of source strengths, width-to-height ratios, and

conductivity anisotropy ratios were examined . Also, low-permeability inclusions were considered .

In general, once obvious bugs were removed it was found that the procedure only works well
if there is minimal divergence of flow . Such situations occurred when the lateral dimension is much
greater than the vertical dimension or when the horizontal conductivity is much smaller than the

vertical conductivity (!) . Even sneaking up on more stringent problems by gradually relaxing the

constraining parameter did not seem to work . In general, conditions where the non-1D approach
work are rare, leading to doubts as to the method's utility. Still, the 1D solver is very powerful, so
additional work is warranted .

Problems popped up in two ways . Occasionally the ODE solver was presented with bottom

conditions that were incompatible with a solution, and at least one column formed a dessication
singularity. Even when the integration was successful, the shooting method was not guaranteed to
work, as the Jacobian matrix can become extraordinarily poorly scaled . Poor scaling occurs when

the top and bottom boundary conditions are not connected strongly, such as occurs when a zone
of gravity drainage exists to sever the linkage.

Several ideas are still percolating:

~ Integrate in the other direction.

~ Do some sort of vertically averaged horizontal solution in conjunction with the vertical sweep.

~ Create intermediate unknowns close enough together to maintain connection and solve a
coupled set of shooting problems .

~ Use perturbation ideas to build up a set of solutions.

I have doubts about the first idea, simply because conservation of difficulty pops up. The second
and third ideas might be left for future work, since they would take some time to work out .

The perturbation approach would start by doing a true 1D solution, properly averaging all

lateral heterogeneities and accommodating lateral boundary conditions and sources. The next step
is to build a system of equations that represents perturbation due to lateral behavior . The system

would presumably be built up by halving each column . In the following, unperturbed variables
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are denoted by overbars and perturbed variables are denoded by carets (hats) . The unperturbed
equations are written :

and if Yl = P, YZ = qZ, and (~)' refers to a( .)/8z, two equations are obtained :

~'2 = -K(Yi)[Yi + P9z]

Subtracting the unperturbed solution from the overall system, the perturbed system is
written

yielding

Y~=_i
Y

K(P)
a + Pgz~ + Yi

Y2 + Y2

	

, _

	

Ya

	

,
K(~,)

	

+ P9z

	

K(yl) - P9z

- ~
K(P)

+ Y2
CK(P)

	

K(Yl)
)

	

,

2~24~96 More interim results and perturbation theory.

Yi = -[Y2/K(Yi)] - P9z,

	

(14-16)
(14-17)

(14-19>

(14-20)

The perturbed solution technique was coded up in Matlab, in problem2.m, which is basically the
same problem that was looked at in probleml .m. Indeed the perturbation technique seems to be
more robust than the direct technique and should be kept as the preferred option .

Several insights are coming forth on the procedure . It is obvious that the impact of variation
in top and bottom boundary conditions damps out at some distance from the boundary. The result
of this observation is that small perturbations from the 1D solution grow with integration distance,
sooner or later causing a singularity in the perturbation solution . The stronger the ability for
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horizontal flux, the sooner the singularity arises . Thus, as anisotropy becomes strongly preferential
to the horizontal, the 1D assumption becomes better . In the two limiting cases of anisotropy, then,
strongly horizontal or strongly vertical, 1D approaches become appropriate, as a series or in parallel .
Not coincidentally, these are just the cases that are found to work best using the ODE approach .
Note that doing streamtube analysis, apportioning fluxes transverse to the flow direction strictly
due to conductivity, is most appropriate in these two limiting cases. Winding high-permeability
zones provide the worst case .

In a homogeneous domain, it appears that if a gravity drainage (zero pressure gradient)
zone occurs, there is no lateral flow and the zones above and below the gravity drainage zone are
decoupled . A practical implication of this observation is that the 1D solution can be determined
for a column, then the column can be partitioned into zones of gravity drainage and zones with
lateral flow . Each lateral-flow zone bounded by gravity-drainage zones must be solved indepen-
dently. Gravity-drainage zones can be identified by integrating a perturbation from a boundary or
a discontinuity until the deviation is large, say a few of orders of magnitude ; this distance is the
practical distance for constructing a Jacobian and should be equivalent to gravity drainage .

It seems that higher overall fluxes shorten the distance to singularity. One might predict
that heterogeneity would shorten the elevation required to reach gravity drainage, due to locally
higher fluxes .

An algorithm for performing layer identification for sloping layers was coded in layer_seg-
regate .m. Using the UZ-16 data, PTn shedding will be examined for an example in the CMWR
paper Gordon and I are contemplating . The PTn problem may necessitate doing 2D anisotropy
for layering .

2/25/96 Tilting anisotropy.

In order to handle sloping layers, cases where the principal directions are not aligned with the
gravity vector must be considered . Darcy's law is written

14-8

q = -K ~ (OP + pgOz) . (1421)

In 2D component form, this corresponds to

8P aP 8z
q~ _ -Kax ax - K~z

~
az

-E- P9az
~

~
(1422)

qz - _Kz~
aP

- KZZ ~
aP

+ Pg~z
J

. (1423)
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In ODE form, with the z coordinate vertically upward,

The perturbation equations become

agzaqx

	

aqz
az + ~~~ ' qx + Q] = az + ~~~ ' q~ + Q] - az - ~~~ ' q~ + Q] = 0,

yielding for the pressure perturbation

3/5/96 Update.

Y2 = -Kzx axl - Kzz (Yi + P9)

Y1

	

Kzz (Yl ) - P9__
_

	

Kzx
~1,

zz

a
Y2 + I'z = -Kzz (P) [Yi + Yi + P9] - Kz~ (P) ax (Yi + I'1)

Y'i

and yielding for the flux perturbation

YZ +Y2
+P9+

Kz~(P) _a (hi+Yl)+Yi
Kzz(P)

	

Kzz(P) ax

_ -~ ~ ~-K~x(P)~ (Yi + 1'i) - K~z(P) ~Yi + Yi + P9)J

a

	

-Ky~ (P) a~l - Kxz (P)Yi - ~K~~(P) - K~~(Y~ )~ axl

(14-24)

(14-25)

(14-26)

Y2+Y2
+P9+

Kz~(P) a(yi+Yl)-

	

Ya

	

-P9- Kz~(Yl) aYi

Kzz(P)

	

Kzz(P) ax

	

Kzz(~'i)

	

Kzz(Yl) ax

Ya

	

+ Kz~(P) _a~'i +

	

Ya

	

+ aYl KzT(p) n-Y~+r,

	

'

	

14-27
P ax

	

Kzz p)

	

ax Kzz P)

	

(

	

)Kzz(P) Kzz( )

	

~ (

	

( P=Y1

(14-28)

Over the last few days, I tried several methods for calculating multiple columns, spawning a series
of Matlab files entitled probleml .m, problem2.m, etc., through problem5 .m. The key seems
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to have been found in problem5 .m, which goes back to the original non-incremental approach
and gets minus signs in the right places . With problem5.m, I am able to solve some several-layer
problems with permeability ten times greater in the direction tangential to the layering, with the
layers tilted six degrees and infiltration clustered in one quarter of the domain. Gravity-drainage
boundary conditions are imposed on the bottom and down-dip sides . Using the UZ-16 data between
35 m and 80 m, this problem converges for four columns and comes close for eight. I notice that
the total lateral diversion is pretty close for the one-column, two-column, and four-column cases,
even though the individual columns do not have the average values, suggesting that 1D simulations
may be sufficient to give a good idea of the final conclusions .

In the process of testing this problem, I tried some three-layer problems using "representa-
tive" layers for the PTn and the adjacent layers . I noticed that in some cases I get almost total
lateral diversion in the layer above the PTn (as much as 99.8 percent), and in other cases less than
15 percent, for surface infiltration of 10 mm/yr over a 500-m domain . After some experimentation,
it turns out that the TC hackly layer is the key lateral-diversion layer; without it, generally no
more than 15 percent is diverted in the PTn zone, no matter how detailed the stratigraphy. It
doesn't seem to matter whether another (lower-permeability) welded tuff unit is below (presum-
ably forming a permeability barrier) or a higher-permeability non-welded tuff is below, presumably
forming a capillary barrier. If indeed infiltration ranges up to an average of 30 mm/yr as the Flints
say, this could be the layer that allows the rather low deep percolation rates that are inferred from
other evidence . Where does this layer go? Is it breached by washes? What about faults? Some
followup studies are in order!

3~13~96 Verification work.

Over the last few days, Gordon, Ross, and Goodluck have become involved in verification exercises .
Gordon has coded up apoint-source (Warrick and Loman, 1977) and a strip-source analytic solution
by Warrick faxed to Rachid Ababou June 4, 1992 . Both steady-state analytic solutions require
exponential permeabilities . Goodluck is using Multiflo, and Ross is using Bigflow. We have settled
on one comparison problem, based on the domain used in the Bigflow documentation . The domain
is 64 cm horizontally, 1 m vertically, with no-flow side boundary conditions, a water table bottom
boundary condition, and the strip source top condition. In order to have comparable van Genuchten
and Gardner relative permeabilities, the Tiva Canyon hackly unit was selected for a comparison, as
the two relative permeability distributions are very similar. However, the alpha parameter causes
problems for the analytic solution, so the parameter was increased by a factor of ten. Exercises
to date have used an infiltration rate of 1 mm/yr, which is about 1/24 of the saturated hydraulic
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conductivity.

In general, the analytic solution is the fastest when it works, while Bigflow and Multiflo
are the slowest . The method-of-lines approach works well for this domain with up to 8 columns,
but 16 columns give it fits . No direct comparisons have been made yet, but the analytic and
method-of-lines seem to be in qualitative agreement .

3~18~96 Analytic perturbation evaluation .

The evaluation exercises pointed out a few coding problems in the method-of-lines routines . Prop-
erly evaluating conductivity values was one problem, so that all 2D results to date are suspect .
After fixing these problems, only 4 columns can be solved using numerical evaluation for pertur-
bations on the relatively easy comparison problem. It appears that the analytic solution and the
Bigflow solution are very close, while the Multiflow solution and the MOL solution are reasonably
close but suffer from lack of horizontal resolution . When 8 columns were tried, problems became ev-
ident: (i) inability to integrate forward solutions, due to bad bottom conditions ; (ii) highly variable
perturbations required to numerically evaluate gradients of top boundary conditions with respect
to the bottom overspecified condition ; and (iii) nonexistent convergence to a solution .

As inaccurate evaluation of the boundary-condition gradients can pollute the solution pro-
cess, direct evaluation of the gradients is highly desirable. The initial-value equations do allow a
direct gradient solution, by differentiating the equations with respect to pressure and imposing a
boundary-condition perturbation at the bottom.

Starting with the direct equations in 2D,

aP qy xy~ _aP az

	

az
a- -x

	

- x

	

a~ +P9a~

	

- n9a
aqy - _a

	

~

	

~ap

	

az ~

	

~aP

	

az
8y

	

a~ x~~

	

ax +P9ax

	

~- xyy

	

ay + Psay
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letting z/~ = dP/dY and B = dqy/dY, where Y is the boundary condition variable being differenti-
ated, the new differential equations are written

_a~

	

__

	

____

	

__

	

B

	

d(1/Kyy)

	

Kyy a~

	

d(Kyx/Kyy)

	

aP

	

az
ay

	

Kyy - qy

	

dP

	

~'

	

Kyy ax

	

dP

	

~' ( ax + P9 ax )

The prime (') in the above equations denotes differentiation with respect to P, and differentials of
fractions are expanded using the formula

dx C9/

	

92 Cgdf -f d9/ .
(1433)

The same quarter-strip-source test problem that was examined against the analytic so-
lution was retried using the new approach . Matlab files rifleman_ap .m, rifle_prime_base.m,
rifle_prime_grad .m, evalGradCoef.m, baseEval.m, and gradEval.m were created to han
dle the analytic perturbation approach and cmwrll_prob_2.m defined the problem. Amazingly
enough, the new approach worked the first time all obvious coding mistakes Matlab complained
about were removed, both for the no-flow lateral boundaries and for a tilted domain with gravity
drainage lateral boundary conditions . The new approach definitely worked better than the numer-
ical differentiation approach, particularly in the elimination of guesswork in selecting perturbation
increments and to some extent in providing higher-quality Jacobian entries . The method did not,
however, allow more columns to be solved for than the numerical perturbation approach .

By varying the length of the domain and the number of columns, it became clear that cases
that allow a unit perturbation to grew to more than about 10 16 do not converge while cases with
perturbations growing to less than about 10 13 do converge . For the same domain, as the number
of columns increases, the perturbation growth increases dramatically (e.g ., four columns may yield
1012 while eight columns might yield 1017 ). When convergence does occur, it usually takes no more
than three Newton steps for the few cases run (which are barely nonlinear due to the choice of
material properties) .

Insofar as the approach so far uses highly accurate integration approaches but is still limited
by integration path length, it appears that subdividing the integration path and introducing inter-
mediate unknowns may be the solution to the difficulty. An intermediate level might be introduced
at a point where a perturbation grows to 10 12 , for example.

14- 1 2

-- -K + K2 LgyKyy lKyyKy~ KyxKyyl ~a + P9~~ l ~
J

Kyy ax (14-31)
yy yy
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One method for attacking the subdivision approach is to use piecewise sensitivities to boot-
strap up one level at a time . Over some intermediate interval, changes in the unknowns can be
propagated by requiring that the change in an unknown at the upper end of the interval is caused
by the change in the unknowns at the lower end of the interval, or

At the bottom boundary (i = 1), an additional set of equations appear requiring that ~ui = 0 for
specified-pressure or specified-flux conditions, or Du? = Dui (~u~) for gravity-drainage conditions .

At the top boundary, a set of equations similar to the previous formulation is applied, enforcing
is satisfied . The matrix form of the problem isthe requirement that the top boundary condition

rJ,~ (red)
-I JN_1,N_2

_I Jn,n_i

_I J2,i

where I is the identity matrix, Jn ,n_1 is the Jacobian of level-n unknowns with respect to level-
(n - 1) unknowns, J~r(red) is the reduced Jacobian, or Jacobian of top boundary conditions with
respect to the level-(N - 1) unknowns, and YBC - YBC represents the difference between the top
boundary conditions and the desired values . The specified-boundary-condition part of the lower
boundary values reduces the number of bottom equations by the number of specified conditions .
The number of equations balances the number of unknowns when there are the same number of
over-specified bottom conditions as there are under-specified top conditions .
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